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FOREWORD

The International Centre for Theoretical Physics has main-
tained an interdisciplinary character in its research and training
programmes in different branches of theoretical physics. In
pursuance of this objective, the Centre has organized extended
research courses and workshops, including topical conferences, with
a comprehensive and synoptic coverage in varying disciplines. The
first of these - on Plasma Physics - was held in 1964; the second,
in 1965, was concerned with the Physics of Particles. Other
courses in these disciplines were held in 1977, 1979 and 1981
(Plasma), and in 1981 and 1982 (Particles). Between these first
activities and now, the following courses were organized: seven on
Nuclear Theory (1966, 1969, 1971, 1973, 1978, 1980, 1982),
eight on the Physics of Condensed Matter (1967, 1970, 1972,
1974, 1976, 1978, 1980, 1982), four on Atomic Physics (1973,
1977,1979, 1981), four on Geophysics (1975, 1977, 1980, 1982),
eight on Applicable Mathematics (1974, 1975, 1976, two in 1978,

1980, 1981, two in 1982), two on Teaching of Physics at Tertiary
Level (in English in 1976, in French in 1977), six on Non-
Conventional Energy (in English in 1977, 1978, 1979, 1981, in
French in 1980,1982), one on Microprocessors (1981), and one on
the Physics of the Living State (1982). Most of the Proceedings of
these courses have been published by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (Vienna, Austria).

The present volume forms the Proceedings of the Topical
Meeting on Nuclear Fluid Dynamics, conducted from 11 to
15 October 1982. The object of the meeting was to confront
different approaches and points of view of people working on
nuclear collective motion in the hopes of clarifying some of the
open problems of nuclear dynamics.

Abdus Salam
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This volume contains the text of the invited talks presented
during the Topical Meeting on Nuclear Fluid Dynamics held at the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP), Trieste, Italy,
from 11 to 15 October 1982, within the framework of the nuclear
physics activities at the ICTP during autumn 1982. The meeting
was organized by the ICTP in collaboration with the Consorzio per
FUrdversita di Trieste, Italy, and the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica
Nucleare (INFN), Italy.

During the Nuclear Theory Workshop held at the ICTP in
October 1981, a great deal of interest arose concerning a fluid-
dynamical approach to nuclear dynamics. Several participants who
were working on seemingly different subjects found a common
language in terms of nuclear hydrodynamics. They were surprised
how well they could communicate their various ideas. As a result,
the idea arose of organizing a topical meeting on nuclear fluid
dynamics for a group of 60-80 people.

It is quite common to analyse the dynamical behaviour of an
atomic or nuclear quantal many-body system using the terminology
of classical fluid dynamics. Basic observables like the local density
and current, related to a continuity equation, can be defined
exactly in the two frameworks. The fluid-dynamic approach to
nuclear physics appears extremely interesting and successful for the
description of high energy collective states (giant resonances), large
amplitude motions (rotations, fission, heavy ion collisions), as well
as for the study of dissipative processes.

The purpose of the meeting was to reconsider foundations and
developments of nuclear fluid dynamical methods in order to shed
light on several open problems: spin-isospin degrees of freedom,

surface effects, one-body dissipation, the possibility of measuring
flow patterns, pairing effects, collision terms, quantum fluctuations.

The main topics of the meeting were as follows:

1. Giant resonances
2. Flow patterns of nuclear rotation and vibration
3. Heavy ion collision and fission
4. Nuclear correlations, effective interactions and collision terms

The talks were followed by quite long and very lively dis-
cussions. Several discrepancies were settled, and many unresolved
questions were opened or more clearly formulated. We did not
want to inhibit the spontaneous and lively discussions by recording
them, so they do not appear in these Proceedings and their flavour
and spice are, unfortunately, missing. In particular, two stimulating
Round Tables were organized on "Currents in Nuclei: Theory and
Experiments" and "Nuclear Fluid Dynamics of Heavy Ion
Collisions".

The organizers are most grateful to the speakers and all those
who participated for their very active engagement, and especially
to the staff of the ICTP for their pleasant and efficient help in
organizing the meeting.

M. Di Toro M. Rosina S. Stringari
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SUM RULE APPROACH TO NUCLEAR VIBRATIONS

T. SUZUKI*
Departement de physique nucleaire,
Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette,
France

Abstract : Velocity field of various collective states is explo-
red by using sum rules for the nuclear current. I t is shown that
an irrotational and incompressible flow model is applicable to
giant resonance states. Structure of the hydrodynamical states
is discussed according to Tomonaga's microscopic theory for col-
lective motions.

I. Introduction
Hydrodynamical models played an important role in the early

stage of nuclear physics, introducing a concept of collective
motions [1]. However, since the classical models could not ex-
plain quantitatively the low lying collective states which were
known at that time, one did not study in detail for a long time
their relationship to microscopic descriptions or hydrodynamical
structure of nuclear collective states. In the early 1970's new
giant resonances were observed with a rather narrow width [2].
As the strength was found to exhaust most of the sum rule value
for phowexci tat ions, one expected that i f hydrodynamical models
are useful for a description of small amplitude collective mo-
tions, i t must be in the case of giant resonance states. Indeed,
for the last several years, i t was shown by many authors [3-5]
that the giant resonance states can be understood in hydrodyna-
mical terms and that there is a close relationship between hy-
drodynamical models and microscopic theories. In my today's talk,
I would like to mention one of our hydrodynamical understandings
of giant resonance states.

I I . Sum rules for the nuclear current
An important quantity which characterizes hydrodynamical

structure of collective states is the velocity f ie ld, which is
related to the current density. I f one can find model-indepen-
dent sum rules for the nuclear current operator, therefore, those

-Permanent address : Research Institute for Fundamental Physics,
Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.

are expected to be useful for investigation of the hydrodynami-
cal structure. Indeed, one of them can be written as [4,6],

<0|J(r)|n> «(?-?•) (1)

for the current and the density operator,

1 A -

p(r) = Z 6(r-rk) .
k=l k

Here, P0(r) stands for the nuclear ground state density,

P0(r) = <0|p(r)|0>.
Eq.(l) has been derived by using the completeness of the inter-
mediate states and the time-reversal invariance. Since the den-
sity operator satisfies the equation :

j p(r) f(r) dr = z f(?k) (2)

for an arbitrary function, f ( r ) , eq.(l) gives another sum rule,

A
<0|J(f)|n> <n|

Furthermore, when we apply the continuity equation :

^ ? ? , H]

A
|n> <n| S f(?k)|0> = - ^ pQ(r) ? f ( r ) . (3)

to eq.(3) and utilize eq.(2), we obtain the energy-weighted sum
rule for the function, f ( r ) , i tself,

f(rk)|0>| ' = S (4)

with
S = ^ J p o< r ) d?.

I f f ( r) = rA YXu(?). S provides the famous classical energy-
weighted sum rule value for photoexcitations,

where
A <r2x"2>

P0(r>

(5)



III. Velocity field
Now, let us study velocity field of nuclear collective mo-

tions with use of the sum rules in section II. We assume that
there exists a single collective state, |u>, whose strength ex-
hausts the sume rule value, S. Then, the sum rules, eqs.(3) and
(4) give the transition current density for |u>,

|*» = - ̂JSL <0| E f(?k)|o> po(r) V f(?). (6)

Therefore, when the velocity field, v(r), is defined by

l«i> = P0(
r) v ( r ) ,

yields tn velocity f ie ld for the collective state,

iui
2m S

A
i S
k=]

V f ( r ) .

Eq.(7) means tha£ the velocity f ie ld \'s irrotational, because
of the identity V * V f ( r ) = 0 for any function, f ( r ) . Thus i t
is concluded^that i f a collective stato exhausts the sum rule
value for fj£r), i ts velocity f ie ld is irrotational and is wri t -
ten as ^ f ( r ) [4,6], I f the collective state, |u)>, is conside-
red to be a doorway state, i t may be expressed as

|u> = N £ |n> <n| I f ( r J | 0> ,
n k=l

N being the normalization factor.

i ) Bohr's hydrodynamical model .
Let us take f ( r ) te be a photoexcitation operator, r Y. ( r ) .

Then, the velocity f i e l d , eq.(7), satisfies v

v\v(r) = 0

due to the identity V2 r* Y^u(r) = 0. This equation means in hy-
drodynamical terms that the velocity field is incompressible.
Hence, if a collective state exhausts the sum rule value for
photoexcitations,the motion is irrotational and incompressible.
We remember that this flow was assumed in Bohr's liquid drop mo-
del [1], but his hypothesis could not explain the low lying col-
lective states [7], However, it must be applicable to giant re-
sonance states. The strength for the low lying states is known
experimentally to exhaust at most 10 % of the sum rule value [7],
while that for giant resonance states carries most of the sum,
eq.(5), [2].

i i ) Steinwedel-Jensen model and compressional f lu id model
I f there exists a collective state whose strength exhausts

the sum rule value for f ( r )
f ie ld is described as

J\{qr) i ts velocity

according to eq.(7). This represents the velocity f ie ld which
has been assumed in the Steinwede'l-Jensen model for isovector
modes and in the compressional f lu id model for isoscalar mo-
des 17,8].

i i i ) Werntz-Uberal1 model
When we put f ( r ) = r2 in eq.(7) , we obtain the velocity

f ie ld :
v(r) <* r

which is assumed in the Werntz-Uberal1 model [9] for the nu-
clear breathing mode. Thus, the velocity f ie ld of the collec-
tive monopole state, whose strength exhausts the sum rule
value for f(t) = r2, is the same '.s that of the Werntz-Uberall
model.

IV. Tomonaga's theory and giant resonance states
We have shown that the velocity f ie ld for giant resonance

states (A/0) is described in terms of the irrotational and in-
compressible flow model. However, Bohr's hydrodynamical model,
where the restoring force is assumed to come from the nuclear
surface tension, is known to predict the frequency of 36/A1/2

(MeV) for quadrupole oscil lations, while the experimental va-
lue is 63/A1/3 (MeV). Thus, Bohr's value is tea low and has a
different mass-number dependence from the experimental one. In
order to solve this discrepancy, let us discuss in more detail
the microscopic aspects of the hydrodynamical states according
to Tomonaga's theory [10].

In 1955, Tomonaga proposed a famous microscopic theory for
collective motions of many-body system, and applied i t , as
examples, to the plasma oscillation and the irrotational and
incompressible modes, he showed the example in the two-dimen-
sional model, but i ts extension to the three-dimensional case
is t r i v i a l . We w i l l discuss quadrupole oscillations as an exam-
ple.

We can define the canonical momentum of the quadrupole mo-
t ion, IT, so that i t generates irrotafonal and incompressible
displacement of particles,

71 = I
with

f(?) =>- (Zz2 - x2 - y 2 ) .



The corresponding collective coordinate, £, can be found to be

A _>
C = C Z f(rk),

k=l K

where the constant factor is given by

C"1 = J P0(r) V f(r).V f(r) dr.

Here, the canonical commutation relat ion, [C,ir] = i , is satis-
fied in such an approximation that the operator

A
Z ? f ( r k ) . v f ( r k )

k=l
is replaced by its mean value, C"1. Then, it is shown that the
nuclear Hamiltonian :

H = T + V

is expressed in terms of the intrinsic and the collective va-
riables as,

where (To + Vo) denotes the intrinsic Hamiltonian with the
screening effect, and others are explicitly written with use of
the original Hamiltonian as,

T\ = i frr.T] + 5[ir,[ir,T]]

V = i [n,V] + UTT.ITT.V]]
1

T = ~ [TT« [TT»T1 1
2

^ = - [ir.lir.V]].

The momentum inertia, I , is determined by employing the fact
that [To,5] = 0,

I = m C"1 = 2mA <r2>. (8)

Therefore, if the coupling term, £(T! + V,), between the collec-
tive mode and the intrinsic motions is small, the frequency of
the collective state is given by

E = /(T, + V,)/I. (9)

In order to estimate the frequency of the quadrupole motion,
let us assume the Hamiltonian

T .
2m

+ V<2>

wi th

k = l 2 K 2 S ,

A
I r

The coupling constant of the Q.Q force has been determined by as-
suming the incompressible and self-consistent deformation bet-
ween the density and the potential [7,11]. Then, we obtain

Pk
- n2 -

"yk> >•

where we have used the abbreviations,

W A <r2>,

<r2>.

(10)

When in calculating V2, we have employed the same approximation
as that used for [£,it] = i . I f T2 can be also replaced by i t s
mean value, the present model gives

4nno2A <r 2 >. (12)

Therefore, in a harmonic osci l lator potential model(Vl ' = 0 ) ,
the frequency of the quadrupole osci l lat ion is obtained, from
eqs.(8), (9), (10) and (12), to be

as should be so. . . .
When we take into account the residual interaction, V* ' in

eq. ( l l ) from the Q.Q force exactly cancels v | ' J from the harmo-
nic osci l lator potential, so that V2 = 0. Accordingly, we obtain
the frequency [7,12] :

E = I ^ / I = 1/2 u z 58/A'/3 (HeV), (13)

which reproduces well the experimental value, tt/h*/* (HeV).
Eq.(13) shows that the restoring force of the quadrupole oscil-
lation does not come from the potentials, but from the increa-
sing of the kinetic energy due to the nuclear distortion [5,13].



This reflects the fact that in assuming zero-range forces, the
potential energy of the system does not change due to the dis-
tor t ion, i f the volume is conserved. On the other hand, the mo-
mentum inert ia in the present theory is nothing but that of
Bohr's hydrodynamical model. Thus we can resolve the discrepancy
mentioned before by estimating correctly the restoring force for
irrotat ional and incompressible mode, and conclude that the hy-
drodynamic model is useful even for description 8f small ampli-
tude collective motions in nuclei.

I t should be noted that eq.(9) is rewritten as

[12] T. Suzuki, Nucl. Phys. A217 (1973) 182.
[13] H. Sagawa and G. HolzwarfhT Prog. Theor. Phys. 59 (1978)

1213. ~~
[14] 0. Martorell, 0. Bohigas, S. Fallieras and A.M. Lane,

Phys. Lett. 60B (1976) 313.
[15] S. Stringari7~E- Lipparini, G. Orlandini, H. Traini and

R. Leonardi, Nucl. Phys. A309 (1978) 189.
[16] M. Kohno and K. Ando, ProgTTheor. Phys. 61 (1979) 1065.

E =

where m. denotes

Recently this energy and i t s connection with the RPA theory have
been studied, independently of the Tomonaga theory, by Martorell
et a l . [14 ] . We should also quote the detailed investigation of
the energy-moments by Stringari and Kohno et al.[15,16].

Finally i t may be worthwhile mentioning about the coupling
term between the collective state and the intr insic motions.
Tomonaga's theory provides the expl ic i t form of the coupling
term, E.{Ti + V i ) , self-consistently. This disappears for the
center of mass motion', as expected. When we take a harmonic os-
c i l la to r potential model with Q.Q force, we have Vi = 0, but T
from the kinetic part not to be zero for the quadrupole mode.
I t may be an interesting problem to estimate the damping width
of the quadrupole osci l lat ion due to the coupling term.
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SPIN-ISOSPIN EXCITATIONS
WITH EFFECTIVE SKYRME INTERACTIONS

N. VAN GIAI
Division de physique theorique*,
Institut de physique nucleaire,
Orsay, France

Abstract :

The quenching of Gamow-Teller and H1 transition strengths
is discussed in the framework of an RPA model which includes
the effects of A -hole excitations, using a density dependent
effective interaction.

1. Introduction

Nuclear excitations involving the spin flip or spin-
isospin flip of nucleons are quite interesting because they
are an important source of information about the spin and
isospin properties of the nucleon-nucleon interaction in nuclei,
and also about the manifestation of possible effects of
baryonic excitations on nuclear structure. Although these non-
natural parity states have been known for a long time, the
recent developments originate from the observation of strongly
collective magnetic states in charge-exchange experiments [1,2]
and in inelastic scattering of electrons [3] and protons [4].

The collectiveness of the Gamow-Teller (G-T) states was
predicted a long time ago by Ikeda, Fujii and Fujita [5]
using a simple microscopic model. However, the conventional
TDA or RPA models overestimate by far the G-T strength obser-
ved below the peaks in the (p,n) reactions [6], even though
they do reasonably well for the G-T energetics. Two main sour-
ces of quenching of strength may be invoked to explain for
this discrepancy :

a) second order corrections caused by the tensor force,
which may produce an important quenching of magnetic
moments [7], would also spread out the G-T strength over
a wide energy region [8] hence reducing the strength
of collective states.

b) Alternatively, the virtual excitation of nucleons into
^ -isobars which may also decrease the magnetic moments
[9] would lead to a renormalization of the C-T transi-
tion operator [10],

In this paper, I shall discuss the results of RPA calcu-
lations of G-T and Ml states in which the effects of A -hole
( & -h) excitations are included. Although there are by now

Laboratoire associe au C.N.R.S.

several A-RPA calculations in the literature, the present
results may be useful firstly because they concern medium and
heavy nuclei where the collective character of the spin-
isospin excitations should be stronger, and secondly because
the effective interaction used here corresponds to a Landau
parameter G' which is smaller in the nuclear interior than at
the nuclear surface. Thus, the value of G1 effective f o r ^ - h
excitations will be smaller than the conventional value
0.6 *s» 0.7 which is appropriate for the usual p-h excitations.

II. Choice of effective interaction

The Skyrme interaction S-III was not originally adjusted
to fit spin-dependent properties, and one therefore does not
expect correct results when using it for calculating magnetic
states. In Ref.[11] a new parameter set called SG-II was deter-
mined with the aim of improving the spin properties of the
force while leaving the ground state energies and radii
basically unchanged. This can be done by adjusting the spin
exchange parameters x., x, and x, which were kept constant in
the past. Moreover, a a'l* density dependence was adopted
for the Interaction SG-fl thus leading to a lower value of
nuclear matter incompressibility and better isoscalar monopole
energies as compared to S-III [12].

In Table I are shown the Landau parameter values calcula-
ted at nuclear matter saturation density. They are compared
with the Landau parameters of the renormalized G-matrix G-0
of Campi and Sprung [13].

TABLE I : Landau parameters of effective interactions

S-III

SG-II

G-0

F

0.

-0.

-0.

c

30

22

44

0

0

0

Fo

.87

.73

.62

at saturation

Go

0,

0.

0.

.05

.01

.28

Go

0,46

0.50

0.87

density

-0

-0

-0

F1

.71

.64

.96

0

0

0

F1

.49

.52

.42

0

0

0

G1

.49

.61

.43

0

0

0

G1

.49

.43

.10

We notice that S-III and SG-II look quite similar in their
tf and O"X components, and therefore it seems one has not
gained much. Also, their G and G' values are somewhat smaller
than those of G-0. However, the skyrme parametrization leads
to a density dependence of the C= 0 Landau parameters [11].
Since the spin and spin-isospin excitations in finite nuclei
arc mostly built on configurations near the nuclear surface
vthere the density is lower, it is important to look also at
the Landau parameters in that region. In Table II are shown
their values calculated at half saturation density.



One can see now that the 0* components of S-III and SC-
II have quite different behaviours, and these two interactions
would give different results for the magnetic excitations in
finite nuclei. As for the interaction SG-II, even though GQ
and G1 are rather small in the nuclear interior, their values

TABLE II :

S-III

SG-II

Landau
F

-1.

-1.

parameters at

0

74
23

1

1

Fo
.55
.03

half saturation
Go

-0.17

0.24

density

Co
0.69

0..77

increase when one goes to the surface region and they become
comparable with those of the effective G-matrix G-0.

III. Quenching of G-T and H1 strengths due to A -h excitations

The effects of A -h excitations on G-T transition
strengths have been estimated, e.g. by Bohr and Hottelson [10]
using a A-RPA model and the field approximation. By adjusting
the coupling constants on the observed magnetic moments
and GT energies, they find a 40 % reduction in the B ™ strengths.
Here, I shall describe another Zl-RPA model which makes use of
Skyrme type interactions [14].

The G-T and Ml states are excited by the <T"T operator
which has no space dependence. It can flip the spin and
isospin of a nucleon in an occupied state and create a p- h
pair where both particle and hole have the same space wave
function. The number of such configurations is generally small
due to the Pauli exclusion principle. On the other hand, such
an operator can also excite a nucleon (S = 1/2, T = 1/2) Into
a A, isobar (S = 3/2, T = 3/2) and create a A-h configuration
where again the A and the hole are in the same spatial orbital.
In this case, the energies of the A - h configurations are much
higher (of the order of 300 HeV) than those of the p-h states,
but there are many of them because there is no Pauli blocking
and all nucleons can therefore participate.

"ihe model used here assumes that all A " h configurations
can be considered as degenerate and are represented by a single
state | A-hole"^ at an unperturbed e -Tgy equal to 300 HeV.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the residual interactions bet-
ween a particle and a hole, or a A and a hole, are the same
except that in the latter case, the particle spin and isospin
operators (T and t will be replaced by the transition spin and
isospin operators S and T. Then, any interaction matrix
element between a p-h and A - h pair can be easily evaluated.
Indeed, the space part is calculated as in the usual p-h case.

For the spin-isospin part, one uses the constituent quark model
in the same spirit as in Ref.[10]. One then obtains the
following ratio [15] :

sz T z \ 47 (1)

For a Skyrme type interaction, with _P density depen-
dence, the expressions for ^p-h | V | A -hole^ matrix
elements are :

<p-h |V l&-hoJe>1+ T=1 = - £ tQ

where t . are the force parameters,

8 1

(2)

(3)

B = -

(4)

and.an expression for A, similar to(3) with P replaced by
f * . In Eqs.(3)-(4T, (P and "Car<: the total density and

kinetic energy density, u 7r and u./r the radial Hartree-
Fock wave functions, and Apthe mass number. The ̂ A-hole \ Vj
£ matrix element can be obtained in a similar way.

In Table 3 are summarized the main results for the
G-T energies E (in MeV, relative to the parent g.s.) and
strengths B ™ fin units gi/4TC ) obtained with interaction
SG-II. They are taken from Refs.[14,16] and compared with the
experimental energies from Refs.[1,2,17]. The quantity Q
is ihe decrease of the total calculated strength relative to
the sum rule 3(N-Z).



TABLE III : Energies and strengths of C-T states

48,'Ca

90Zr

120,Sn

1*0
Ce

208,Pb

Ex(exp)

i 11.0
I 3.0

< 15.6

1 9-2

i
| 16.3

( 10.7

i 19.2

Ex( &-RPA)

11.9

3.8

16.9

9.3

15.7

10.8

17.7

11.8

20.3

14.8

BGT(A-RPA

11.9

4.9

13.5

5.6

18.5

12.6

23.1

18.8

47.9

18.4

) Q

0.30

0.36

0.34

0.34

0.35

TABLE IV : Energies and strengths of M1 states

*8Ca

5 6Ni I

I
90Zr

120Sn

i*oCe

2 0 8Pb |

I

Ex(exp)

10.2

i
I

8.9

I 8.5

8.4

8.6

5.8

E ( A-RPA)
X

10.2

9.7

8.8

9.4

9.3

3.4

7.3

8.9

8.4

6.0

BM1< A-RPA)

8.1

17.1

1.7

10.5

11.8

3.5

15.5

13.0

18.4

13.9

Q

0.20

0.17

0.22

0.19

0.20

0.23

0.21

Only the main calculated states are shown in Table III,
but there is also an appreciable fraction of strength in
the low energy region. In (p,n) reactions, one generally obser-
ves 40 to 50 « of the 3(N-Z) sum rule, but the difficult pro-
blem of background subtraction puts some uncertainty on
these figures.

In Table IV are shown the calculated energies (in MeV)
and strengths (in units of |î ) of M states [14] and experi-
mental energies from Refs.[J,4,18]. Here, the quantity Q is
the decrease of the A-RPA strength relative to the RPA
strength obtained without the A-h coupling.

From Tables III and IV, one can see that the present model
gives a quenching effect due to & -hole excitations which is
little dependent on the mass number A for nuclei from Ca to Pb.
The same model predicts a smaller quenching in lighter nuclei
[14]. As to the magnitude of the effect, it is quite apprecia-
ble but not enough to explain by itself the G-T strengths
observed in (p,n) reactions [6] or the Ml strengths from (e,e').
Of course, one needs to improve the theoretical description
by allowing the RPA states to couple to the surrounding
complicated states. This coupling could be large for 0"C
modes because of the tensor force and would further reduce the
strengths of the main G-T and Ml states-
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Introduction

The aim of this lecture is to present a general analytical treatment

of the isospin fragmentation of the isovector modes, including those

carrying spin,using schematic Hamiltonians within an R.P.A. framework.

The method will be illustrated for the dipole case and then applied

to the spin-isospin Gamow-Teller excitation and the various spin-di-

pole operators.

An isovector operator Fa = Z f. T.a applied to a nucleus |o> -• | T, 1^= T >

involves three independent processes:

, F + >, F°

F"lO>

fC(2T + 1 ) ( T + 1 ) 3

CT+13" 1

2T-1
2T+1

(p.n)

- 1

I 0> = IT,T>
Fig . (1) Isovector excitations and corresponding isospin coupling coeffi-

cients. The target has isospin T = T .

|< n | F | o > |

j< n | F + | 0 > |

The relevant matrix elements of these processes are:

| 2 <o | F - ' n| F

n| F+

<n| F°

= -< o| F

= -< o| F

\ F+ |o

n| F~ |o

| |

where Fa = - F , and jn > are eigenstates of the nuclear Hamilto-

nian.

In order to study these matrix elements within a conventional nuclear

theory we can distinguish various possibilities.

In a full microscopic calculation,one studies the energy dependence of

the matrix elements in detail .thereby studying the full operator strength.

This ambitious approach runs into difficulties when realistic forces are

used and to some extent it is even obsolete for simply extracting the

gross behaviour of the excitation strength from nucleus to nucleus. In this
(1,2.3)

last case isospin sum rules could be a more economical approach. Hithin

these sum-rules,one can use both effective interactions and microscopic

interactions and study some links among them; it is also easy to repro-

duce some R.P.A. results and to give an analytical treatment of the pro-

blem in several cases. However .one has to keep in mind that within these ap-

proaches one generally studies only some appropriate energy weighted strength

functions, usually called moments.

An elegant method combining some advantages of a microscopic calculation and

the economy of the sum rules is the vibrating model.

In thi ~ judel/one performSR.P.A. calculations with schematic forces. More

precisely.the strength of the operator is generally supposed concentrated

in one collective state. A schematic force, relevant to the excitation ope-

rator F is assumed (or derived) to got both strength and eigenfrequency of

the operator.

In this talk we will comment both in isospin sura rules and the schematic

approach.



Sum-Rules

Some interesting quantities ( usually called zero, first, second etc.

energy moments) can be constructed from these matrix elements, each

one leading to an appropriate sum rule, in the following way:

E <O | F+ |n F+ | 0 0| F~F+ | 0> E <FF

E <o | F" | n> < n| F | 0 0| F F | O> = < FF

Z <0 I F° I n > <n I F° I 0 > = < 0 I F°F° I 0 > E < FF

Z E < O I F+ In > < nl F |0> = - < Ol F H F I O>
n n ' ' ' ' ' '

Z E =- < 0 | F HF

Z E < O | F° [ n > < n[ F° | O

from these one defines the centroids

< Ol F H F 1 O >

F~ F

One can define higher moment sum-rules, and with some tricks, lower mo-

ment sum-rules (inverse energy weighted suro-rulos) .

The excitations associated with F and F are eigenstates of

T' = (T + J, T, T - 1) and not of the total isospin T' (= T + T ) .

This means that the F |o > and F |o > excitations are fragment-

ed in isospin components, (Let us call E , E , E the center of

mass of these fragments). However in the limit of large T the strength

of each excitation operator is concentrated in the state with T' = T'

for geometrical reasons. (See the appropriate Clebsch—Gordan coeffi-

cients in Fig. (1)). Consequently in this limit we are authorized to

assign the isospin T1 — T and T1 ~ T ± 1 to the excitations associat-

ed to F ana p- respectively. (E = E , E = E , E = B
T_i'

>

We can then extract explicit expressions for the isovector and the
(2,8)

isotensor symmetry energy U and U as defined by the formulas

ET+1 ~ ET
(T+l) I- - (2T-1) U 1

T-l
= T C- U + (2T + 3) U ] (2)

using the approximation, valid for large T

E+ - E° T (- I) - 2T U )
v t

E - E = T ( - U + 2 T U )
V t

(3)

(4)

The expressions obtained for U and U in the limit of large T nuclei
v t

can then be used to evaluate the isospin splittings for any T, by

working with rel.(J,3 where the isospin geometry is correctly taken

into account.

Within this procedure one only neglects the possible dynamical T-depen-
dence of U and U . With this in mind we can now focus on the study of

v t
+ - o

E , E , E .



As far as the isospin properties are concerned ,these moments can be

analyzed in terms of their various isotensor components as follows:

a —a 1 3 —a « 1 r a -a _
F F = ( — trace ( F , F ) ) + ( r c F , F 3)

+ (| { F3, P3} - | trace < F3, F~3))

Fa HF~3 = I- trace CC F"3, B3, F+3] ) + (7 ({Cp3, H], F~3} - {CF" 3,H3,F 3} )

+ (i (CCF'a, H3, F3] + CC F3, H3, F"33 - I trace CCF"3, H] , F+aD )

Where we have explicitly separated out the isoscalar, the isovector and

the isotensor (rank 2) components of the moments. Note that this decompo-

sition is complementary to the one in which one separates t±ie contribution

from the three isospin channels: es.

T + J +

< O | F + F ~ I O > = Z< < O | P T , F F~ P T , | O > e t c .

T T - l

Where P t are projectors over the three isospin channels available:

these terms in turn can be expressed using Racah algebra through iso-

scalar, isovector, isotensor terms.

Using these decompositions one can construct some interesting combinations: ' ' '

F F~ F~F

< 0 I F + H F~ I O> + < 0 I F~ H F + I O> = <O C F + , C H,

^ I ' o 0 1 , 1 , 0 . o , , i

< O | F H F IO > = <O |- C F , CH, F ]] |c >= s

The first combination (5) pinpoints the isovector part of the matrix

element *F F >, the others (6) (7) lead to some particular com-

binations of isoscalar and isotensor contributions.

(5)

| 0> (6)

Schematic approach.

+ - o
In wath follows we study the moments < FP> , < FF> , <FF> , and

+ - o

the quantities E , E , E within schematic forces derived from mi-

croscopic Hamiltonians.

One start from a given Hamiltonian and its ground state 4>. Given an

excitation operator F, one solves
3

" 3t

with \|i (t)

Then one studies

1J1 (t) = ( H + \ F cosiut )

•* t> for X •+ O

(t) (8)

6 H •= < <Kt> I H I * ( t ) > - < 4>| H I (j> >

thrying to approximate & H with a schematic Hamiltonian;

(2,5)
in practice one can work as follows:

a) one approximates | £ > with
H-F

(Hartree-Fock).

b) one approximates H with H
H-F

c) one seeks a solution of the T.D.H.F. equations.

(An approximate procedure follows allowing an analytical treatment

of point c), if one guess the solution by itlosing appropriate defor-

mations to the single* particle wave functions, in a self-consistent

way).

fl) One uses the schematic Hamiltonian obtained in order to solve the

R.P.A. eq. of motion. This last step can be made analytically by as-

suming that the unperturbed single particle strength has only a single

freauency.

11



Isovector Dipole Operator.

As an example we summarize here the treatment of the dipole operator along
(8)

the path previously outlined. In this case

We start from the following energy functional
(5)

4 | H ^- / T d V + / V (p) dV + ̂  / V
iu k 2 ssym

where

T = I V ^ (r) (r)

(isovector density)
* -y

sym. 4 p

One deriveea T.D.H.F.Hamiltonianbyimposing a Higdal deformation to the

i sovector dens i ty :

<5 p ( r , t ) a (t) Z p ( r ) .

TDHF
= (- — + V^tr) + V p, ( r , t ) . T )

2m o sym 1

where (r,t) Pj (r) +6 Pj (r,t) ,

V
H™,.«. = - ~ + V (r) + V p, (r,t). T
TDHF 2m o sym. 1

Pj(r,t) = Pj (r) + <S pj (r,t)

The schematic Hamiltoni an is easily obtained, observing that the de-

formation parameter ct (t) is proportional to the variation ot the

mean value of the Dipole operator

<Z T. Z. > = / 2 6 p (r,t) dV = a (t) A < Z > ,

so that

V 1 3
H ^ = ~ ^ - + V ( r ) + - V ( p - p ) x
schem 2m o 4 1 n p

4 ft
f z. >. 2 T (12)

The first two terms of the Hamiltoni an lead to the static part and,in

the case of the dipole operator, they can be approximated as

V ~ 1 2 2 V
o " — a IO r and - — + V <r) = Ha .

2 o 2m o o

The third term i s a Lane-type isovector potential affecting differently

the neutrons and protons orbitals: the last isovector term is an appro-

priate renormalization of the single particle isovector effects charac-

ter is t ic of the exciting external field: in our case i t i s a dipole-dl-

pole interaction.

I f 0 = ~ P and p = — p
n A pA

then
P - P

" P 2T
A

= —r and



(standard Lane pot.).

(in this case r •= r ).n p

We prefer to leave open the possibility of r ^ r and we use

p - p 2T

A

with

<r2>

2>< r2
v > = -| / ( p - p ) r2 dV, < r2> = - / pr2 d V .

2 2
In the following we shall omit the symbol < > on rv and r when obvious.

R.P.A. Solutions.

Once the R.P.A. eq. of motion are solved, the following results emerge

for the dipole matrix elements and their eigenfrequencies:

< DD>-

2m ft rz

2 T r

A4 r2

(13)

•iT*'2 -+ 2
Vl r2v

(14)

O
<DD> = 2m

(15)

0 4m r2 78 A - 1 / 3 MeV.
(16)

these can be written in a slightly different way noticing that

CD". D+J - 4 T f CD°. CH.

and introducing the parameters X _ Then

4AT2

<DD>
. . . .
+ ( — CD , D 3

(17)

a)2 + X2 C D-,D+D2 + ( X CD~, D+3 - £ CD", D+3)D "1 2
(IB)

< DD > (19)

(2O).

These last formulas pin-point the role of the various isospin sum rules

explicitly and furthermore these are more suitable for generalizations.

In fact one can generalize these formulas in two directions: the first

one is connected to the possibility of including in the schematic hamil-

tonian (12) non locality and exchange effects as treated in ref.(5). The

second one is to extend our treatment to other external fields or exci-

tation operators. Both generalizations are easily incorporated in our

formulas.

R.P.A. solutions for any isovector operator.

For a general isovector operator of the form

solutions of the eq. of motion are:

E f. T a the R.P.A.



KPA

<FF>-
4

~ . F+D) 2

(21)

'«l + ( J^EF-, F
+
3)

2

<FF >

RPA
H

+ yF _ +
, F J - ^ CF , F

(22)

(23)

(24)

= K
o

K , 2 if the operator F does not contain the spin, and

j2 for operators containing the spin. We also assume for

semplicity that <O|F ° | O > = 0.

Furthermore u> is the "unperturbed" single particle energy appro-
o

priate for the relevant operator: for example, for the quadrupole
F

and monopole cases, (D = 2 b) . For the SDin-flip operator (if one
o o

makes the rough approximation of assuming for the single particle

strength a single frequency), 00 = a (2 I + 1), etc.

Finally, when exchange effects are included in the hamiltonian, the

"unperturbed" energies are properly corrected by the effective mass

effects.
F

Furthermore the coupling constants x > X a r e modified by the addi-

tional exchange contributions in the microscopic hamiltonian.

Note that, in analogy with the dipole operator, one can define the

isovector quantity (see rel. 5)
FF - <FF = 4Tf (25)

where

14 2T
/ ( p - p ) f dV

n p

and
RPA °, CH,

In what follows , when dealing with some specific examples we shall
_RPA

ignore exchange effects to S1

incorporated.

and ID F,even if they could be easily

The other interesting combination ( 6 ) can be in turn expressed in
2 RPA

function of f and S. as:
v 1

FF> CF",CH,

where

IF ,

V,

- X

K
, while

(26)

X has been defined previously.
4A f

For the Dipole, the Monopole, the Quadrupole operators X = X so that

< [F'.IIH, F+n> = 2S, = - . (27)
1 m

This is satisfactory,since we started from an original "microscopic,, ha-

miltonian leading to the same result for this sum-rule. This simply means

that our schematic hamiltonian satisfies the sum-rule. Note that in order

to satisfy this sum rule it is imperative to use an appropriate modifi-

cation of the standard Lane potential: for the dipole case we used

V T T r / 21 3 ( v V )
rather than

V T T
1̂  3 . In general we shall

A

Vl T T, , f2 / 2,
use 3 ( v f ).

A

The choice!in the schematic hamiltonian,of the standard Lane potential

would lead to
<tF~, F", F+D2

- X ^T (28)



When x • X <os i n t n e c a s e o f t n e electric excitation operators),
2 2 2 2

the sum-rule is respected only if f = f ; (i.e. r = r for the
4 4 v n p

dipole, r = r for the quadrupole etc.). The effect of this vio--
n p

lation has been widely discussed in ref. (0) for the case of the di-

pole operator and will be illustrated below for other cases.

Excitation operators carrying spin.

In what follows we treat some spin-isospin excitation operators.

When the operator P is FB= E T T* = ya

then St = - j a < I l i c i > and

CY+. so that

- ± <Z . o±> a • 4

co2
 + 4K2 T2

F OT

2 T (29)

< YY >
3d) o. > a (3O)

+ 4K
(4K T T)

( a ( 2 l + I ) ) 2 + 2K
OT

I, o > a) .i i
(32)

For the nuclei in which one can invoke some blocking effects i . e . for

nuclei such that F+1 O> = O , < FF > = 0 E < FF> + = O .

<0 - CF ,CH.F 33
Hence E =

CF", F+ 3

For our choice of

_ 4 T ( V (33)

Furthermore

so that

I < H o > is just (N-Z)l

- - fa - 4 T (34)

(9)
He easily reproduce here some results discussed in the literature.

Another interesting operator is the Dipole spin-flip(defined as fol-

lows:

\ -= (35)

D l "

3_

/8TI

~ I (2

S l = 2 C DX '

K = Kinetic energy contribution =

3ft

where

8TT m
(36)

(Note that here we are disregarding center of mass effects: if one

wishes to include these effects, one should read for example:

3 _ NZ

27Tm A 3A Z



V has contributions from both the ejchangt effects and the spin-

orbit potential (if any) .

For exanplerthe exchange contribution for a Skyrme-type interaction

would be, for each A

1ST C ( 1 + f V <7 (ti+t3»

This term can be compared to the exchange term of the simple dipole

operator using the sane Skyrme Hamiltonian:

T2. .1

These effects could be easily evaluated for the various set of the

Skyrme forces; in the following however we wish simply enjshasize the dra-

matic differences that one can get for the virious eigenfrequencies

(mainly E )^depending on the assumption one makes for the Lane po-

tential part of the schematic hamiltonian: if one uses V

3
 V c '
3

as suggested by our previous considerations > and
2 2

r j! r , as suggested by the use of the harmonic oscillator unpertur-

bed approximation, then the results will be rather different from those

obtained using simply (V. . ) T T as dore by Gaarde et al. in their

approach » la Bohr and Mottelson. (ref.10).

Since these last predictions are given disregarding c. of mass effects

and potential energy contributions we have worked out some numerical

examples within the same approximation and with the same parameters, in

order to compare their and our results.
208

Let us start by analyzing,in details .the case of pb , with K = 28/ HeV,
2 2

K « 23/ HeV and r = 1.34 r . (Fig. (2)).

(Coulomb shift)

( ~ 18.7 KeV )

E"

l E+
(Coulomb shift)

208 20S
Pb

208
Ti

Fig.(2 )

Schematic levels excited from the lead's ground state via the

to = O and AT = + 1 components of an isovector excitation.

We have analized the dipole, and the dipole spin-flip

sul
2

0,1,2. For

+ 0 —
each case the results are given tor E , E , E ; a) from formulae

(21 - 24) using r
2 2

1,34 r . b) from the same formulae using r
2 2 V

c) from formulae obtained using r = 1.34 r and the standard Lane

potential V (T T ) rather than V, . T T3(r 2). (Gaarde et al.).

The results are summarized in fig.(3).

r

It is evident that E and E arc largely affected. In particular E

can vary by a factor of two according to the use of formulas a) or

c). If one focus on E it is interesting to note that the predictions

from a) seems to put the predictions in better agreement to the gene-

ral trend of the data.



MuV

2-t

12

a

4

2 - , .34
v

2 2
r » r
v

.34 r and Standard Lane

~ 1

Dipole

Pig.(3)

The schematic energies E , E , E as i l lustrated in fig.2) in the

following cases: a) dipole As = O; b) dipole-spin As = O i\ = O),

c) dipole-spin AS = 1 (X = 1) , d) 'Upole-spin As = 2 ( A= 2) . For

each case, predictions are given using: i ) formulas 22 and 24 with

r2 = 1.34 r 2 , i i ) withv
dard Lane Potential.

r2; i i i ) with 1.34 r and a stan-

To i l lustrate this point,we have taken from ref . ( lo) f ig . (4) and su-

perimposed our predictions from approach a) (dotted and dotted-dashed

l ines ) .

The dotted line refer to the As = 0 dipole case and the dashed - dotted

line refer to the spin-f l ip case. According to the approximations made in

ref. (10) we have here disregarded the spin-orbit term of formula (36 )

so that the three dipole-spin modes are now degenerate.

3°

u
Ul

:1~ 2

Dipole
jesononce energies

/
w

W
1

as
zf
4

X

3

2

1

Dipole
resononce energies

'•to

05 05

Fig.(4)

Spin dipole energy systematics: a) taken from ref. 10 ,b) the same

superimposing our results from formulas 18 and 22 with the same para-

meters.Dotted line,dipole; dotted-dashed.spin-dipole.

As one can see the values obtained for the energies and the strength

of the various isovector operators from our schematic approach, in-

cluding those carrying spin, have the general trend of the data.

However one must enphasize the many points that require a more compli-

cated treatment in connection with a quantitative analysis of the iso-

spin strengths and energies of specific isovector operators exciting

specific nuclei.

In the above description we have ignored non locality effects, (exchan-

ge forces), center of mass corrections. Coulomb effects and surface ef-

fects on the variation of the isovector density, not to mention several

other effects such as those connected to th<t Internal degrees of free-



dom of the nucleon ( a part from the possibility of properly cnoosing

the effective coupling constants). Furthermore,for the particular case

of the spin-isospin excitation the relevant unperturbed energies are

clustered in several groups rather than in a single one, so that in or-

der to be more quantitative one should solve the R.P.A. eq. of motion

numerically.

The aim of this talk mainly was to illustrate the many aspects that the

various isovector excitations have in common once one treat them within

the same framework, rather than to emphasize the peculiar properties of

each one.
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Abstract

We analyze, by means of semi-classical evaluations
of RPA sum rules of the dipole strength, the role of the
volume and surface symmetry energies t\ and tj in the
fragmentation of the calculated total photo cross-section.
Comparison with experiment favors values in the range
£? = 35 to 37 MeV and 6J = - 90 to - 120 HeV, i.e. a ratio

I.Introduction

It is known that the symmetry properties of the
nuclear effective interaction are underdetermined by the sta-
tic properties of nuclei. Writing the mass formula as

A-1/3,
A

t 7
"coulZ

(1)

one sees that from experimental masses one gets only a correla-
tion between £4 and tj C J - The fission barrier heights
provide an independent way of determining £$ [2] ; however
the barrier is mainly sensitive to the effective surface
energy t, = £4 + tj - I* j so that lf is correlated to
£. , which is not known with an accuracy better than 10*
(in particular its value may be affected by the arbitrary
choice usually made for the curvature energy £t = 0 [1,2]).
This error bar on fcs can bring 100 % change in £r

It is then interesting to investigate, and this is
the aim of this contribution,whether some dynamics involving
isovector properties, as the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR),
can bring some constraints on £j and ej . A brief review
of the different methods commonly used is presented in section
II. We then analyze the surface effects in the dipole polari-
zability (Sect.III). Next, full RPA calculations are presented
and an unphysical feature of the RPA strength, present in
almost all calculations [3-6], is shown to be related to
bad symmetry properties of effective interactions used so
far (Sect.IV). Our conclusions are presented in Sect.V.

Laboratoire associe au C.N.R.S.

II.What can we learn from the GDR , and how ?

a) Hydrodj/namical models

Soon after having been experimentally identified,
two now well known models have been proposed for the GDR.
i) the Goldhaber-Teller model, where the two undeformed-
neutron and proton distributions oscillate against each
other, producing a surface vibration- with an A-1/6 dependence
of the energy on mass number ; ii) the Steinwedel-3ensens

model, where neutrons and protons
oscillate in opposite direction,

C.T. in a fixed cavity. Being of volume
type this vibration implies an
A" ''3 -dependence of the energy.

Experimentally, the A-depen-
dence lies somewhat in between
these two extreme models, indicating

S J that both volume and surface effects
are actually present.

An interesting extension of the static Droplet
Model to the GDR has been made in Ref.[7], in which the
authors let the system decide, in a varlational procedure,
the optimum admixture of GT and S3 mode, as a function of
mass number. However i) in an actual nucleus with a diffuse
surface the S3 model is not purely a volume one so that
one cannot identify the "surface-type part" of the vibration
as being purely of CT type and 11) exchange effects cannot
be incorporated in this approach in a natural way.

c) fluiddynamicalaDgroaches

(See G-Eckart's contribution to this meeting and
Ref.[8]). Here one determines the eigen modes of the nucleus,
considered as a semi-classical system. The comparison with
the RPA results, not yet fully understood, is under way.

In the present contribution, we shall deal with
the two following approaches.

d) RPA sume rules [9]

Considering the dipole operator D with respect to
the center of mass R

"5 = Z- <r,-"R)
i=P l



one defines the kth moment m. of the strength distribution
S(E) by

S(E) = 2 . | < n | D z l o > | ! S (E-En) (3)

S(E)dE =

where E is the excitation energy of state \n> and lo>is
the ground state.

In the following, we shall be concerned with
m y t m* and nu.

m ., which gives the static dipole polarizability p,
is related to the integrated cross-section o^2 by :

* £ « , • = 2 *• BE
e2 -2 e2

(5)

m. is just proportional to the dipole enhancement
factor and m, can be obtained using a dipole scaling (taking
into account the velocity dependence of the interaction
[10-11]).

These three turn rules will be evaluated using
a semi-classical approximation.

It should be noted that the self-consistent HF-RPA
method describes in a unified framework both static and
dynamic properties, a feature most desirable in the present
discussion.

III.Surface effects in the dipole polarizability

The role of the diffuse nuclear surface on the
polarizability p can be identified in the general trend of
the quantity (T.t. . A"*'* over the mass table. A constant
density model would lead to Migdal's formula

A5/3 (6)
2t £j - 5 / 3

whereas i) the experimental value of *Zz A in medium and
heavy nuclei (almost constant a (2.9 + 0.2) lib MeV"1 ) is at
least 50 X greater than what Eq.(6) predicts using the lowest
values of £i extracted from nuclear masses and ii) the
experimental values of <T.t A"*'» in light systems are larger
with respect to the preceding one, by a factor of 2 to
3. Both aspects stress the role of the surface. RPA calcula-
tions of m_, [12] have confirmed this trend over the mass
table and suggested to investigate in more detail the role
of £j and jj in determining mmi . This has been done

21 in Ref.[13] using an energy density formalism based on the use

of Skyrme forces together with an MTF approximation for
the kinetic energy density [1*]. The results of this method
are in remarkable agreement with the RPA ones. In order to cal-
culate the dipole polarizability, one performs a constrained
calculation, i.e. one minimizes the total energy under the
constraints of particle conservations and of a dipole operator.
The transition density is obtained as the solution of a
second order differential equation, i.e. without imposing a
specific form for it. Fig.1 shows the results in case of
Ca and Pb. It is a volume type of deformation, corresponding
to the SO model, but of course with a diffuse surface.

10

12

Transition density Sp.̂  corresponding to the calculation
of n\.,,(full lines). Dashed lines : Zf ; dashed-dotted
lines : without the Coulomb interaction. The interaction
used is SkH [10].

In order to investigate the role of £j and
£j , four sets of calculations have been performed. Starting

from SkM interaction, one fixes £j and changes i.% by
changing only the symmetry potential of the force. (See Krivine's
contribution to this meeting for the details). We have chosen
t\ = 26.7 HeV, 30.7 MeV, 38 MeV and <f2 MeV. Fig.2 shows the

plot of <r.t A"
w* in Ca and Pb as functions of Ujl for

each value of £j . Surprisingly, it is seen that very diffe-
rent couple of values of ( tj , £| ) lead to similar agree-
ment with experiment, provided sj < W HeV. One also sees
that the D.M. values (36.7 MeV, -1fi4 MeV) lie clearly outside
the range of acceptable couples. However the somehow disap-



pointing conclusion of this analysis is that the dipole pola-
rizability does not allow for a precise determination of
£j and Sj separately. In fact, the reason for this is in

the shape of the transition density, which is neither purely
of volume type, nor purely of surface type. Indeed, the
same qualitative conclusion can be drawn by looking at the
D.M. expression for 0" - derived in Refs.[11,15].

26 7 HeV 30.7 McV 38.0 HeV'

80 100

Droplet Model vilue

150 £l f HeV 3

FIC.2

Variation of the dipole polarizability with |ij ( for
4 different values of £» .

IV.RPA calculations of the dipole strength [16]

Fig.3 shows a typical feature of all RPA calculations

in 2 0 8Pb [3-6].

1500

1000

10 12 14 18 20IS

FIG.3
RPA photoabsorption cross-section in Pb calculated with

S-III interaction. Dashed line : experimental curve.

The photoabsorption cross-section (in Pb) shows
mainly two concentrations in energy, separated by 4 to 5
MeV depending on the interaction ; most of the strength
is concentrated in the lower part, which corresponds more or
less to the experimental peak.

The presence of the unphysical upper peak raises the
following alternative : i) either it has a microscopic origin,
and will disappear when more complex configurations (2p-
2h) will be included in the calculation, or ii) the fragmen-
tation of the strength reveals some erroneous symmetry proper-
ty of the interactions used so far.

Concerning the first possibility, it seems from
Ref.[17] that the RPA fragmentstion is so important that it
still survives after damping due ':o the coupling to 2p-2h
configurations.

A first hint concerning the macroscopic aspect of
the discussion is given by considering the transition densi-
ties in the two energy regions, or to the averaged transition
densities 5p + 1 defined by :

0>

where p is the density operator.
Of course Jp** favors states in the upper peak

whereas 5f.\ favors low energy states. The results are shown
in Fig.4. They indicate (as already noticed by Bertsch and
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Plot of the averaged transition densities v?n calculated
in 208pb using SIII interaction [18]
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FIG. 5

Plot of the unperturbed strength used in the model
calculation of Fig.6

Tsai lnRef.[13] that the upper states are of surface type
(CT model) while the lower states are more of SO type (the
lower quantum curve in Fig.4 corresponds to the (semi-clas-
sical) cr.e of Flg.1). Consequently the CT-type states should
be more sensitive to the symmetry potential at surface densi-
ties (say half nuclear density), i.e. to the surface symmetry
energy (cf. Krivine's contribution to this meeting) while
the S3-type state, as explained in Sect.Ill, are sensitive
to both i"f and l\ .

Another hint, confirming the first one, can be
found by calculating E 4 = (m» /m^ ) V l , which obviously
favors the high energy states. A semi-clasbical evaluation of
E, has been given in Ref.[1O]

(7)E3 - ! m J " W 3

where ^C Is the enhancement factor, "X- a coefficient related
to the velocity dependent components of the interaction
and £j(p ) the symmetry potential. One sees that the weighting
function, in f ", is peaked at the surface. Smaller values of
£$( f ) at half nuclear density, i.e. larger values of
lifl , should decrease E,, i.e tend to make the unphysical
peak disappear. In order to check this hypothesis, we have
made different sets of RPA calculations in the following
model conditions t

* no velocity dependent Skyrme type interaction : then
no approximations are made in the RPA calculation.

* N = Z = 70 nucleus (no Coulomb, no spin-orbit) : the
unperturbed cross-section plotted in Fig.5 is then
independent of the symmetry properties of the interaction
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£j' = 28.0 MeV

£* =-28.0 MeV
f =37.0 MeV

f=-72.2 MeV

[ = 25.1 MeV

i r-17.5 MeV

FIG.fi

Dependence of the fragmentation of the photoabsorption
cross-section on 6j and 6j (averaging energy

interval : 1 HeV).

18 [fleV]

F1G.7
208nPlot of <r(E) in tuoPb for the original SkH force

(dashed curve) and for a modified force where only the
symmetry properties have been changed (full curve)

(averaging energy interval : 1 HeV).

Fig.6 shows the behaviour of the RPA cross-sec-
tions when one changes the symmetry potential (one changes
only the couple of coefficients x0 and x} of the Skryme
force) which we characterize by the values of ej and £j.
The results confirm the qualitative conclusions of the semi-
classical approach : in order to make the unphysical peak
disappear one has to go to high values of (£j | and consequen-
tly high values of tj (in order to describe correctly the
nuclear masses). Notice that the energy of the higher peak
does not change ; it is rather the strength which is transfer-
red to the lower peak when |E| | is increased.

Finally we show in Fig.7 the results of a more
realistic calculation of O"(u>) in 208pb ^starting from SkH
interaction (dashed line), one increases |£jl and consequently
£j (because of the masses), without changing the other pro-

perties of the force (Coulomb and spin orbit forces are
included in the calculation). One sees that a significant
reduction of the strength concentrated in the high energy peak
is obtained as in the model calculation, when the symmetry
potential leads to a high value of 6j (full curve). One
can reasonably think that the remaining structure will disap-
pear when 2p-2h configurations will be included.
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CONCLUSION

The above analysis can be symmarized as follows :

1) Self-consistent semi-classical calculations of rn., (dipole
polarizabllity) correctly reproduce the experimental trend
throughout the mass table. However they do not allow a clear
determination of the t"f and I* separately.
2) The fragmentation of the RPA dipole strength (in particular
the presence of an unphysical bump in all calculations with
effective interactions commonly used) is governed by the
surface symmetry energy tj . A detailed study of this effect
suggests that the volume and surface symmetry energies should
be £> = 35 to 37 MeV and l\ s - 90 to -120 HeV. A final
adjustement of the force to nuclear masses should be made in
this range of values.
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The relevance of semi-classical estimates of the giant
dipole m sum rule is pointed out from a detailed analysis
of various simple approximations. The corresponding polarisa-
bility is then evaluated within the extended Thomas-Fermi
framework including all terms up to second order in K- Va-
rious possible parametrisations of the transition densities
are discussed. Resulting integrated CT cross sections are
compared with experimental data and exact RPA estimates
when available.

I. Introduction
In view of the fast growing body of experimental data

on nuclear giant resonances [l] and the widespread success
of nucleon-nucleon effective interactions for the descrip-
tion of static nuclear properties t2J• it becomes more and
more challenging to attempt a microscopic description of
such collective phenomena with these interactions*

The theoretical approach to do so consists, as well
known, in performing RPA calculations where both single
particle energies and particle-hole matrix elements are
consistently derived from a given effective force. Such
calculations are currently performed by various groups [3] •
They are however, rather heavy to handle. In a more tracta-
ble approach, one gets information on the strength distri-
bution for a given mode, through various moments known as

sum rules [4]. In some cases, their evaluation provides
informations on RPA correlated systems without actually
performing RPA calculations. This is the case for the
m [5] and m_j,[6] sum rules. Indeed given a transition ope-
rator Q, the RPA m sum rule is given in terms of the
Hamiltonian H by

(1)

where | fl> > is an Hartree-Fock solution associated to H.
The RPA a sum rule now is proportional to the polarisabi-
lity deduced from a constrained Hartree-Fock calculation :

m^A(Q) = K %£<\IQ\\> (2)

where |X > is the constrained Hartree-Fock solution
corresponding to the external field XQ.

The evaluation of even order sum rules for correlated
systems is in general more difficult. For instance the m
sum rule is given by : °

o

where | *£> is the exact ground state. Calculating m with
an Hartree-Fock solution |$> would be consistent with a
Tamm-Dancoff type of approximation for the excited states.

These sum rules are related to the experimentally
measured cross sections 0((O) functions of the energy to,by
the energy-integrated cross sections through [7]

2J dW -

where the integration runs from zero to some limit imposed
by the basic hypothesis of an Hamiltonian description of
nuclei in terms of nucleons,i.e. around the pion production
threshold.

We will now restrict our discussion to the isovector
electric dipole mode whose transition operator is

where 6 is the third isospin component namely 8 = 1 (-1
resp.) for protons (neutrons resp.) and where the sums run
from 1 to the total number of nucleons A.

To evaluate the RPA m 4 sum rule one should thus compu-
te the double commutator [D , [ H , D ] ] . For Skyrme-like forces
(see e.g. Ref.[8] for notation) one gets

B

(6)

The first term gives rise to the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn •£- -
part of the sum rule and the second to an acceleration



factor beyond the former, given for a BCS ground state by[9]

where p is the normal one-body reduced density matrix
(abnormal contribution to the expectation value of the
operator given in (6) are cancelled in the absence of
neutron-proton pairing by the factor 9? - 8^8. [9]). As
exemplified in the figure 1 of Ref.[9]1the acceleration
factor H is found slowly increasing as a function of A
for a variety of forces. This trend is in contradistinction
to experimental data [10,11], even though one may raise
some questions about the accuracy of the high energy compo-
nent part of <J for light nuclei. Now, the question has
been raised in°Ref.^7l to know whether an effective force
should or should not reproduce the experimental K in view
of the large amount of short range correlations that it
includes* Even though one would agree that there is no
reasons for an effective force as it is fitted now to
correctly reproduce them, it is not clear to us why one
should not try to fit them also. In this respect it should
be noted that the SIII [12] and SkM [13] Skyrme forces
yield Y* values "" 40% smaller than the experimental values.

We have also computed for the SIII, SkM and modified
SkM [8] Skyrme forces, m sum rules for this mode in 1(>0,
40ca and 20°Pb. As already found independently in Reference
[l4], the decreasing trend of O_1A~ ^3 is well reproduced
for all forces but the absolute'values are found too large
by ~ 30% with respect to experimental data* As shown by the
RPA calculations reported in [14] this overestimation is
due to the uncorrelated character of our wave functions. It
may be noted incidentally that m turns out to be rather
insensitive to the force in use,making it almost useless as
a tool in an effective force fit.

We will now concentrate on the m sum rule for the
isovector electric dipole mode.

II. Siiple approximations for the sum rule

As we have seen, RPA m_4 sum rule can be obtained
through constrained Hartree-Fock calculations. For the mode
under consideration here, such calculations have been per-
formed [15}• However they are not iree Trom inaccuracies
due to the numerical differentiation of an expectation
value (see eq.(2)) evaluated in a truncated expansion basis.
This difficulty encountered already for an other mode [16]
is manifested in Kef.[15] for some test cases by the diffe-
rence of ~ 15?5 between m.t sum rules obtained through this
constrained Hartree-Fock approach and by directly using the
dipole strength function obtained in full RPA calculations.

One may think of various approximate variational en-
sembles in which one would like to perform the constrained

*• variational problem yielding the desired polarisability.

Upon assuming the Goldhaber-Teller neutron .versus proton
collective mode,one has proposed (see Ref.^9j for the most
complete approach of this typo) to minimize H - \D for

(8)

scaled single particle wave functions

where the tpO|s are equilibrium Hartree-Fock single particle
wave functions and the scaling operator is given in terms
of the kinetic energy operator T by

2i

iational value of the parameter V yields a m .

spherically symmetric BCS wave functions.

SIII

" o SkM

SkM*

SIII

4 O d SkM

SkM

SIII

208Pb SkM

SkM

E»p.

S.8 - 0.1

4.8 - 0.1

2.8 - 02

RPA

S.7

8.5

4.4

4.8

3.0

3.3

LOM

2.3

2.2

2.4

2.1

1.9

2.1

1.8

1.7

1.9

DM

4.1

4.9

5.4

3.3

3.7

4.0

2.7

2.8

2.9

SC

5.1

8.0

6.3

3.9

4.4

4.8

2.8

2.7

2.B

QT

4.1

4.7

5.0

3.1

3.S

3.8

1.8

2.0

2.1

MTF

4.8

3.3

, A~5/3 (in fib-MeV"1),,-UIntegrated cross sections CT,« •
for various Skyrme forces. Experimental results
come from Refs.[lO-ll] . The RPA results are taken
from Ref.[l5]. The LDH and DM columns include
Migdal and droplet model estimates.Under the SC
and GT entries,the semi-classical results pre-
sented below and the Goldhaber-Teller estimates
are listed.The MTF column refers to the modified
Thomas-Fermi approach of Ref.[23].



As a result one finds, as expected [17]* too low m
values with respect to exact HPA values by ~ 30%,even
though the correct experimental trend for a «A ' is
obtained (see TABLE I).

Migdal [18] has proposed in an other restricted varia-
tional approach,to start with a liquid drop energy
functional* As a result one gets

2 A
r 48J

(10)

where r is the mass r.m.s. radius and J the volume asymme-
try liquid drop coefficient. For current Skyrme force para-
metrisations one finds m values that are too low by a
factor 2 for light nuclei,whereas for heavy nuclei one
gets the correct order of magnitude. This trend reflects
quite obviously the importance of surface effects. The drop-
let model constitutes an improvement on the liquid drop
model for this particular point. As shown in Ref.[9] one
gets in this model an extra factor beyond the Migdal m
sum rule, namely -1

3 A
r 45J

(11)

where Q is the surface asymmetry coefficient. Upon extrac-
ting in some way the Q coefficient corresponding to a given
Skyrme force [l9J, one finds that the surface term in (11)
is effective in increasing significantly the m_̂ . value from
its liquid drop value, yet being smaller by *̂  20$ than cor-
responding RFA values (̂ 9j* The weak points of the ansatz
formulated in Eq.(ll) are related to basic deficiencies of
the leptodermous expansion and thus ti- practical diffi-
culties in extracting unambiguous Q coefficients*

However such droplet model results give a hint that
through a more adequate and well-founded treatment of the
diffuse surface one should be able to reproduce in a rather
satisfactory way RPA results,since the 1-tfa) character of
the corresponding excitation rules out the occurence of
important shell effects. Such an appropriate treatment will
be discussed now*

Up to second order in ]i the kinetic and spin-orbit ETF
densities may be written as [20J _> „ -» •*.

Tq " (3ff ' 5 Pa + 1 ' pa + 36 T T + Z f
(Vf )'

-2m

-7 "

q

s

_a

•i(»
**>

(12)

(13)

where f and S are the form factors of the effective mass
and theqspin orbit potential (see the notation of Ref.^20])
(noticing incidentally that for any q,f depends linearly on
both p n and p densities). q

As a result, the ETF energy density appears only as a
functional of p • The latter are parametrized as

-° • - -° - Pa (14)C zp
q q

'q 6z

where the superscript ° refers to unconstrained densities.
In what follows, we shall consider some approximations to
this parametrisation. For instance we will set the e or the
1) parameters equal to zero to study the relative importance
of surface and volume contributions to m 4» For N = Z light
nuclei where the Coulomb effects are relatively small,we
have also studied the relevance of the following assumptions

\) q ; P° = p°/2 (with p° = S P°)

( = - e = c q (15)

In this restricted case the isoscalar density p is always
equal to its unconstrained value p° and the isovector den-
sity P 1

p, = Pri - pn (16)

III. A semi-classical approach

The extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) approach [20,2l] pro-
vides a semi-classical framework in which one may evaluate
m sum rules. For a Skyrme force and assuming time rever-
sal even Slater determinants, it is well known [22] that
the energy density functional depends onlyi^on 6 (3 for each

Vcharge state q) local densities •- P_, Tgi Jq known as the
usual density, the kinetic energy density and the spin-
orbit density*

bz (17)

In the more general case one finds the variational values
for the f 's and n 's through

q q

<£>> (18)

where (fS is the expectation value of H expressed in terms
of ETF densities (14) and f£) is given by

+ 1

where N-Z

(19)

(20) 27



There are two kinds of variational parameters, the
ones describing the parity even densities labelled as a.
and the others (e ,T) ) describing the parity odd perturbation
due to the exte9na! field -X D labelled as |3 .. Around the
equilibrium values (a°,0) the Taylor expansion %£ is up to
second order :

33'

once the stationarity of % for the set (a?,0) and the
parity symmetry of §j! tor this set have been taken into
account. For small
are snail and an expans
required such that

§j! tor this set have been taken into
X values, the deviations a.-a?'and J3 .
xpansion of <£) to first order is onlyJ

ct\ S (22)
P5 \o

As a result of the variational condition (Eq. 18),

one sees that for small X the 0^'s are unperturbed, whereas
the B.'B are given by

3 2 ea I
(23)

TF

1 8 0 ETF2*

ETF2

TF

4 0 0 . ETF2°

ETF2

TF

208Pb ETF2*

ETF2

c

5.138

4.811

4.808

3.527

3.389

3J87

2J12

2271

2^70

• n ' * P

5.137

4.810

4.828

3.527

3.389

3.398

2.247

2.214

n

fl.444

5.S42

5.S42

4.877

4.384

4.3S4

2.709

?546

2J4S

% • %

8.444

5.943

5.937

4.878

4.385

4.362

2.583

2.429

2.428

> • 1

8.888

8.031

5.848

4.704

4.386

4.382

2.882

2.771

2.816

6.689

6.031

8.008

4.708

4.388

4 J8t

2.786

2.710

2.711

The r.h.s. members offEq.U3) are eauily calculated as

= Ml ± 1) | PqZ2

(24)

where the + (- resp.) sign corresponds to protons (neutrons
reap.",.

The ten double derivatives appearing in Eq.(23) have
been analytically calculated for the most general Skyrme
force. Solving then the 4x4 linear system one gets the
variational values C /X and 77 /X and the m sum rule as

_o

TABLE II : Integrated cross sections (T_2A
 J/J (injUb MeV 1)

within our semi -classical approach for various variational
spaces. Whereas TF denotes calculations using the Thomas-
Fermi rip), ETF2 (extended Thomas-Fermi up to 2nd order)
refers to the full functional dependence of T with respect
to p given in Eq.(l2).The starred ETF2 entry corresponds to
calculations where all the Sq and fq terms have been omitted
in Tip)• Calculations have been performed with the SkM
force [l3]> The various columns are labelled by the parame-
ters entering the variation.

-1

(25)
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c

1

« / *

0.0110

0.0108

2

t/X

-0.Q11M

0.01813

•0.0071

0.0148

n

i

n A

-0.0522

-0.1240

2

n /»

0.0503

-0.0539

0.2301

-0JJ174

c , 0

1

c / i

-0.0013

0.0054

n/x

•0.0552

-0.0824

2

« /X

0.0081

-0.0085

-0.0019

0.0092

nl X

0.0851

-0.0894

0.1417

-0.0238

TABLE III: Values of various parameters obtained for diffe-
rent approximate transition densities.Label 1 refers to cal-
culations performed within the approximation sketched in Eq.
(15) whereas label 2 corresponds to a separate variation of
protons and neutrons.In the latter case the neutron (proton
reap.) parameter values are given as the upper (lower resp.)
figures.The £ ,T) columns correspond to calculation performed
with both the volume and surface terms (see Eq.(l4)) whereas
the e or 7) columns refer to pure volume or surface ansatz.
The first (second resp.) results have beer obtained for the
1 O (2°8pb resp.) nucleus. The SkM force has been used.

The results for the SIII [12], SkM [13] and modified
SkM [8j forces are presented in TABLE I. When compared with
the RPA results of Ref.^15] for the same forces,they clear-
ly constitute an improvement over the droplet model results.
However they are still too small by ~ 10%. In this Table,
we have also reported the results obtained [23] in the so-
called "modified Thomas-Fermi" approach where the functional
dependence of j i\i terms of p instead of being physically
determined by a semi-classical expansion is phenomenologi-
cally adjusted [24] to reproduce Hartree-Fock results for
a sample of sherical solutions (including thus shell
effects; and a given force. The corresponding results avai-
lable for one force (SkM) only are seen to very well repro-
duce RPA results excepted for 16O. wher.s a discrepancy of
~ 1O5S is acknowledged in Ref.[24j. We shall discuss in
chapter IV below,these results.

In TABLE II, one sees the respective effect on m of
the surface (TJ) and volume (e) terms. The former are found
very important to get a good agreement with RPA data. This
is particularly so for light nuclei as expected. When going
from a Thomas-Fermi ansatz for i"(p) to the full extended
Thomas-Fermi expression up to second order terms in h",one
decreases slightly (*) the calculated m .. sum rules. On the
other hand including effective mass and~spin-orbit form
factor effects in r(P) has almost no effect on the results
for the three nuclei under consideration.

The validity of the approximation (15) about the cons-
tancy of the isoscalar part of p and the symmetric role of
neutrons and protons,is assessed fo .• the 16O and ^°Ca nuclei.
For 208pD o n e notices that such approximations yield a

It is
are

slight overestimation of calculated m sum rules,
however noticeable that such close results for m
obtained for very different values of the parameters as
exemplified in TABLE III. For instance in 208pb e and 7J
are found very different from - e and - JJ as wefl as n

from the absolute value of the approximated and 1} values
(in the 2-parameter ansatz). One nay also note in this

(*) One should not draw too definitive conclusions about
the convergence of the tf power series from this. Indeed
through the choice of densities in use here which includes
correct surface properties, some surface effects, exceeding
the Thoman-Fermi order, are present in our TF results
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FIG'. 1 : Isovector transition densities flpj calculated in
the extended Thomas-Fermi framework (ETP2) as a function of
ths radius r (expressed in fm). The calculations have been
performed with the SkM force [l3J for the ^ O nucleus. Ap-
proximate paranetrisations (see Eq.(15)) for the densities
f>n in ter of or 7) alone as well as both £ and 7] have
been considered. The densities are plotted after removal of
the azimuthal cos 6 and Lagrange multiplier X dependence.

Table that whenever both surface and volume parametrisations
are considered c/X and tj/X have opposite signs. The resul-
ting iaoscalar transition densities 6p* (having removed the
trivial azimi'.thal dependence in cos 8 = z/rj *re shown on
FIGURES 1 and 2. For ^ 0 we have not plotted the extended
4-parameter densities since the approximation of Eq.(15)
is, as we have seen, fully justified.

The difference between the € parametriaation and the
€ ,T| paranetrisation is significant whereas the T) alone
anaatzreproduces well the results of the latter* The nega-
tive value of 6p~ at snail I"?) values is at variance with
the smooth results obtained in Ref.[23]. It should be noted
in thia reapect that in this Reference the energy density
comporiaes leas derivative terms than our extended Thomas-
Fermi approach^ In the present stage of our calculations
however, it is important to remark that we have used
Hartree-Fock densities instead of self-consistent semi-

10

a

- . e

8 102 4 0
r(fm)

FIG. 2 : Same as FIG.l for the 2o8Pb nucleus. The three pa-
rametrisations considered here are : (7J ,T} ) 5 (€ ,7j) ;

,17 ,71 ).(e

classical pqdensities (at the right order in the )l expan-
sion)* It is of course possible that such an ansatz accen-
tuates a structural effect in Opt in view of the undue
inr'.usion of shell effects. In 2 D 8Pb, the »} alone parame-
trisation carries most of the structure observed in the
full parametrisation case. On the other hand the distinc-
tion between neutron and proton variations brings in only
minor changes in 6p,..

IV. Discussion and conclusions

The modified Thomas-Fermi approach [23] has the advan-
tage of not imposing a priori a specific analytical form
for the isovector transition density. On the other hand the
functional dependence of 7 in terns of p is rather ad hoc
and somehow limited.

The present approach on the contrary relies on firm
theoretical grounds as far as the analytical form of $f is
concerned, but finds a limitation in the necessity of im-
posing partmetrised isovector transition densities.



It remains nevertheless that the former yields results
for the available nuclei and forces which better reproduce
RPA results than our ETF calculations. The latter however
have not yet reached the stage of full completeness since
we have not used self consistent semi-classical densities
and not performed calculations to the 4th order in }i. Cal-
culations including these two improvements are currently
under completion.

The authors acknowledge enlightning discussions with
H. Krivine and J. Treiner.
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SURFACE AND CURVATURE EFFECTS
IN THE ISO VECTOR PROPERTIES
OF THE LIQUID DROPLET MODEL

E. LIPPARINI, S. STRINGARI
Dipartimento di Fisica,
Universita di Trento,
Trento, Italy

Abstract.

Isovector polarization effects have been investigated in
the framework of the liquid droplet model. Curvature terms
due to the difference between the neutron and proton sur-
face diffuseness have been taken into account. The symme-
try energy, the difference between the neutron and proton
radii and the dipole polarizability have been studied in
particular detail.

Surface effects are known to play an important role in several

quantities characterizing the nuclear systems. For example, the

Migdal estimate E13 for the dipole polarizability a, which takes

into account only volume effects, very poorly reproduces the expe-

rimental values C23. A simple way to treat surface effects in a

systematic way is provided by the liquid droplet model (LDM) C3,4].

Also curvature effects can be important in the determination of

some physical quantities. For example, the difference r -r between
n p

the neutron and proton radii, being mainly a surface effect should

be in principle particularly sensible to curvature effects.

In the following we will investigate the interplay between

surface and curvature terms in the estimate of the symmetry energy
E ,r -r and a. We will develop the formalism in the frameworksyn n p
of the LDM.

The droplet model expression for the mean value of an is i-

vector operator F=£. f (r.) T. can be generalized to include cur-

vature effects in the following way ( P±C?) =

f ffrjp^foJ? = pc \-pcr

dr

l?<n s it

Where R= r A + (higher order teras)is the nuclear Radius,

•K l.i&fiu , o - • **• I—Cf ana p =p +p i s
ti. c nc pc

the bulk density, X is the neutron skin thickness t in units of r
o

and Y is a variable associated with the difference between the

neutron and proton surface diffuseness, as it will be shown later.

The expression for the dependence of the symmetry energy on the

isovector density is contained in the following equation

d r
dr

J JV'
tt)

where J and Q are the usual volume and surface symmetry energy pa-

rameters of the LDM and the term in C has been introduced in order

to treat curvature effects originating from the surface diffuseness

of the isovector density.



Minimization* of eq. (2) with the constraint /p dr = N-Z

yields

where

In deriving eq. (4) we have assumed P — TT R = — — j . This assump-
1+—5-

R

tion is equivalent, up to curvature terms, to assume a Fermi distri-

bution for the isoscalar density, b is the surface width as defined

in ref.C53 and can be written in terms of the usual thickness a of

the Fermi distribution as b = -j- a.
9 T

The term — — entering in eq. (4) gives the ratio between the
4 Q

surface and volume contributions to the nuclear symmetry energy.

whereas the term
161 2b2

can be connected to the difference

o 2 2
between the neutron and proton surface diffuseness b and b . This

2 2 n p
can be shown by evaluating b and b according to the definition

n P N-Z
of ref.CSl. Retaining only terms linear in one gets

We notice that identical values for b and b are obtained by
n p

using the method of the slope of the radial moments £6]:

Here and the following we consider changes only of the isovector

variables 6 ,T and Y and consequently neglect possible contribu-

34 tions co. ming from the variation of the isoscalar density.

where

< r k >

The equivalence between the two methods is due to the parti-

cular expansion for the density introduced in eq. (1).

The above results can be used to express different physical

quantities in terms of J, g and of the adimensional quantity

d=16 — - 2 —r which is directly related to the difference
C r"1

o

between the neutron and proton surface diffuseness through

.? .' JU.2 ..I I

The symmetry energy (2) becomes

sym

while the difference between the root mean square neutron and pro-

ton radii is given by

W3 f \ I -(lit - ? JL) L»•-HJt

A compact expression can be also derived [83 for the dipole polari-

zability a which is evaluated by adding the interaction term

E = - — / zp. dr to the nuclear symmetry energy (2) and
xnt 2 1

performing the variational calculation on the total energy.

One finds



where a = ̂ — <r > with <r2> « - R2(l + —r- )
Migdal 24j 5 2

R

Eq.(9) represents a remarkable result since the surface term

lĵ  J ro largely increases the Migdal value for a in good agree-

ment with experiments. The role of the surface term on the dipole

polarizability has been widely discussed in ref.C73 in connection

with the photoabsorption data.

Results (7-9) are valid up to curvaijre terms and generalize

the previous expressions derived in the usual LDM for E [33,
sym

r -r [43 and a C8,93. The contribution arising from the difference
n p

between the neutron and proton surface diffuseness, proportional to

d, has never been considered in the evaluation of E and a, where-
sym

as it was introduced in the LDM estimate of r -r by Myers and
n p

Swiatecki [43. However we notice that in eq. (6) of ref.C43 the coef-

ficient multiplying the term b - b = d is — and not ~ as
n z A 2 2.

we find in eq. (8). The reason for this difference is due to the

fact that the contribution proportional to d in eq.(8) arises from

two distinct efi *s: the first one takes account of the fact that

the diffuse rad. a s increased with respect to the sharp radius

(see eq.(7) of ref.i ); the second one comes from the fact that

the neutron and proton bulk densities 0 = !(p + 6) and
nc c

p = i (p - 6) are changed with respect to the case d = 0 and that
pc c

consequently the sharp radius changes too. The second effect was

not taken into account in ref.C43.

It is interesting to notice that E . r -r and a are not in-
sym n p

dependent quantities in the model described previously. In fact

the following relation holds C93

where b is defined by E - J b and < rl y^ •
sym A ™ »

2 1< r*> C^i* " rr> ) . Result (10) could be used to estimate the

symmetry energy b in the framework of more fundamental approaches.
2 2

For example the HP values of <r > - <r > and the RPA calculations
n p

of ct could be used to estimate b starting from microscopic interac-

tions .

We notice that in the framework of the present formalism the

difference b - b between the neutron and proton surface diffuse-
n p

ness is determined by an independent parameter C that in principle
2 2

should be fixed by experimental data, b - b can be theoretically
n p

evaluated performing self-consistent calculations using effective
2 2 * e'

interactions. These calculations give ClO.ll] b - b = 0.3 in Pb
n p

from which one expects d =1. Similar numerical values are obtai-

ned using the semi-classical approach of ref.[123. A simple estima-

te for d in terms of the ratio bsurf j» 3 between the surface
b , " 4 Q
vol

and volume symmetry energy can be derived using the hydrodynamical

model developped in ref.[93:

d-| (h»z±)2 (ID

Assuming s u r £ = 2, eq.(11) gives d = 1.
b ,
vol

The above estimates for d show that the two curvature terms

in eq.(8), though separately not negligible, tend to cancel each

other so that the difference r -r is very accurately given by the

asymptotic expression

(12)



as discussed in ref.Cg]. The curvature effect due to the diffe-

rence between the neutron and proton surface diffuseness on the

symmetry energy and the dipole polarizability is less crucial.

It however increases the value of o( by ~ 10%.

The results of this work have been obtained by ignoring the

presence of the Coulomb force. It is well known that the Coulomb

potential strongly influences the difference r -r and cannot be
n p

neglected for a realistic estimate of this quantity. Instead it

gives less crucial corrections to E s y m and a. The standard LDM

developped by Myers and Sviatecki C3.43 takes into account the

Coulonb force which is however treated correctly only up to sur-

face terms. This makes the LDM estimate for the Coulomb contri-

bution to the difference r -r rather inaccurate as discussed in
n P

ref.C9l. In order to overcome the above difficulty we retain that

it would be necessary to treat the Coulomb potential at least up

to curvature terms following the formalism developped in the pre-

sent work.
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SEMICLASSICAL APPROACH TO
NUCLEAR SURFACE PROPERTIES:
RADIAL SHAPES AND ENERGIES

H. KRIVINE
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Abstract

Energy Density Formalism calculations in semi-infinite
nuclear matter are performed. Analytical solution of the
Euler equation is given. Geometrical properties of the density
are studied. Surface and surface symmetry energies are calcula-
ted and simple compact formulae are given.

It is known that the surface symmetry energy £% plays an
important role in the determination of fissions barriers
heights, dipole resonance [1]strength and formation of the
neutron skin. However experimental uncertainties do not
allow even a rough estimate of this quantity. From experimen-
tal masses, one can only extract a correlation between volume
and surface symmetry energies, so that the values of E|
found in the literature lie in the range (-20, -160). On the
other hand the theoretical calculation of EJ is not accurate :
with the same interaction, the results oan vary by 50 % [2].
Besides the Droplet Model [2] two methods have been exploited
i) a fitting procedure on calculated masses using an Extended
Thomas Fermi (E.T.F.) calculation [*], ii) a direct H.F. cal-
culation in the semi-infinite nuclear natter (SINM) [2,5].
The method proposed here combines both advantages : it gives
directly £* through a self-consistent ETF calculation in SINM.

In the first part we study the SINM (N = Z).Exact integra-
tion of the Euler equation allows a detailed investigation of
the nuclear surface shape which is shown to be poorly repre-
sented by the usual Fermi shape [6]. We mention some consequen-
ces of this departure in the analysis of actual nuclei.
We then calculate the surface energy %i . Finally we generalize
the method to the asymmetric case N jt Z. Analytical formulae
are proposed for i& and t\ .

1. On the shape of the surface

a) Case of SINM

When using Skyrme forces and an ETF approximation for the
kinetic energy density T , the total hamiltonian density
yC has the form

Laboratoire associe au C.N.R.S.

e ji
it

is the coefficient of the Weiszacker term in T
a constant. The corresponding Euler equation

where j
and it is
can be integrated once and gives

where

f
is the separation energy at saturation density p

A cubic expansion of h( P ) around f is a good approxi-
mation for all commonly used interactions :

where K is the nuclear incompressibility modulus and [ c | is
found smaller than 0.2.

Inserting (3) into (2), another quadrature can be perfor-
med analytically [8], giving x as a function of P . This func-
tion can be inverted in the two asymptotic regions, namely :

., B,, i and a are i
lent a^is given by :

C
- 9£

4.a)

determined by the interaction. The coeffi-

V K ^«- 'ft.) (5)

and $ is found in the range (2 »v 4)-, according to the Inter-
action and the value of (S . We can then define an internal
diffuseness a^n given by Eq.(5) and an "external" diffuseness
a . = a. /0 . The first quantity is mainly governed by K
wnereas trie second one by A • There is no physical reason why
they should be equal, and indeed they are not. However one
assumes a, = a - (i.e. 0 =1) when parametrizing the density
with a Fermi distribution. In order to preserve the simplicity
of the latter while keeping somehow the asymptotic behaviour
as given by Eqs.CO, we strongly favor the use of a 0 -power
of a Fermi distribution, hereafter labelled (F-vv) when geome-
trical properties of the density are involved. In Ref.[9]
are derived analytical expressions for the various momenta of
(F-v) in powers of a/R.

b) Case of finite nuclei

In this case one cannot integrate analytically the Euler
equation. Nevertheless the above considerations suggest the
use of F-\) distributions as

(6)
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where f , R, a and 9 are mass-dependent. For actual nuclei
(N t Z ai?d Coulomb foroe) the landscape is more intricated, but
two remarks are in order i) people using a folding model
for the real part of the optical potential have already
introduced (F- $ ) distributions with v1 = 2.65 in order
to fit the data [10] ID when fitting ETF or H.F. densities
with F- i distributions, one gets a better j£ * with 0 = 2 or 3.

Let us briefly discuss two examples where the dissymmetry
of the surface shape around inflexion point Is significant.
i) When fitting H.F. or ETF densities (N = Z, no Coulomb) with
F-1 distribution for A going frcm 16 to 208, one obtains a
10-15 % variation of the surface thickness. But the same
effect is obtained when fitting (F-2) distributions with cons-
tant 10-90 % distance (and increasing normalization) with (F-1)
distributions. The conclusion is that a fitting procedure with
(F-1) distributions can lead to spurious effect in the deter-
mination of the surface thickness.

ii) The O.M. predicts a larger value of *(o) in finite nu-
cleus as compared to p . ̂ elf-consistent ETF calculations
confirm the D.M. predictions. . However in a recent paper [11],
Pearson argues that from H.F. calculations one has P (°)<fnm-
We think that part of the discrepancy between the D.M. Sffd
Ref.[11] is due to the fact that Pearson uses (F-1) distribu-
tions to get ride of the shell oscillations in the interior.
Fig.1 indicates what happens when (F-2.5) distribution are

FIG 1 : Plot of (l')-f«»- as a function of A"1'3 (N=Z, no Coulomb)

In fact, for A < 100, the constant density approximation of
the Droplet Model breaks down, and an exponential term
ru exp(- & A ' ) can be shown to reduce significantly

31 the compression.

used, instead of (F-1). For v = 1 one recovers the Pearson
results, but for 0 = 2.5 one recovers on the average the cen-
tral compression. Smooth curves show respectively O.M. and
various corrections, broken curves show the fit to HF density
using F- V distributions. The importance of the filling
of s and p shells is striking as can be seen in Fig.1.

Although the experimental densities do not oscillate as
much as H.F. ones, the above discussion proves that great care
must be taken when extracting a central density to be compared
to the DM one.

2. Surface energy of SINH

a) N = Z

The surface energy g, and the surface tension <r^ are
defined as follows :

?{)- \*(]tr (9)

Use of Eq.(2) proves that the contributions of the volume and
gradient terms are equal. So one can write

where the last integral does not require the knowledge of
p (r) [7]. Using the cubic expansion (3) one obtains an

explicit formula for cr .
r nm

An alternative procedure is t
tional calculation using a (F- J
density. One then obtains

perform a restricted varia-
) parametrization of the

(ID

which agrees very closely to the results of Eq.dO). With the
choice (1 = 4fit we reproduce for all Skyrme forces the H.F.
results within b %. We will now generalize the method to the
case N i I.

b) N

£ , which n
defined as in Eq.(9)

which now depends on the asymmetry I = ^-jr, is
hNZ
A

"T.-fffJ-- ( 1 2 )

where « = L" ~ i* and i and <* are the chemical poten-
tials for neOtrSfis and protons. iR Ref.[15] is presented a
restricted variational calculation of <T(I) using F-V distri-



butions for neutrons and protons. We shall derive here a
simple yet accurate expression for the surface symmetry
energy.

As in the symmetrical case one can integrate once the two
coupled Euler equations for a and f . One gets :

where h( o , & ) is the volume term of ft , which we write

In Eq.(1<0 £ ( p) is the volume part of symmetry poten-
tial. It can be expanded as

£ n m is the symmetry energy of nuclear matter, L =

On the other1" hand", from the mass formula one has :

(16.a)

(16.b)

Using Eqs.<13), (1*) and (16) in Eq.(12) one gets :

7/7f'V>-
The first integral is equal to CT * &•(! ) despite the fact
that f (-••) is no longer equal to p m : it is known that
<T is stationary around p [3].nm v nm

If we define the surface symmetry tension (T

one has

(18)

Formula (18) is exact within the Energy Density Formalism
(EOF). (It will probably give reasonable results when using
H.F. densities, but we did not check it). However it requires
the knowledge of the function S(r). We shall see that the
approximation S = I in Eq.(18) leads to a rapid and fair
estimate of . Notice that this approximation should
not be made directly in Eq.(12), because one would loose
the contributions of the terms In VS , i.e. rJ half of

With this approximation Eq.(18) becomes

(19)

which nicely exhibits the origin of 0, : the surface symmetry
tension appears as the average of the defect of the symmetry
potential with respect to its nuclear matter value. This
defect is plot in Fig.2 and one understands why (T of S-V
is three times greater than of S-III.

rt-.v l

FIG 2 : < ! ( * ) - £ ,n m i s plotted as function of f IP for
S-III and S-V force*. 39



One can further simplify Eq.(19) by i) taking the expan-
sion (15) for £ (p ) ii) using a F- 1 parametrization for p .
If one writes * *• v

One gets finally

(20)

Table (I) compares results given by Eqs.(18), (20) and
other calculations available.

TABLE I : Values of - £ for various Skyrme and finite range forces

Eq.(20)

Ref.[15]

Refs.[2,
(5D

Refs.[14,
(43

SII

54

56

60

85

SIII

31

30

34

47 (35)

SIV

57

66

57

105

SV

77

99

84

SVI

22

20

26

38

SkM

52

56

(46)

D1[12] Blt13]

39 133

(38)

If one excepts the values of Ref.[14], which are obtained
through a fitting procedure to calculated masses and therefore
probably less accurate, an overall agreement between the
different approaches ( <v20 %) is obtained.

Concluding remarks

The major interest of the method sketched here (see
Refs.[15,16] for a more systematic development) when comparing
to the others is that it gives rise to analytical formulae for
macroscopic properties of interactions to be used in microsco-
pic calculations. The method may facilitate the process
of improving the existing effective interactions, incorpora-
ting more experimental information on static and dynamic
properties.
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NUCLEAR FLUID DYNAMICS
FOR GIANT RESONANCES
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Abstract:

Due to the long mean free path of nucleons in nuclei
at moderate excitation energies, giant resonances are inter-
preted as zero sound modes propagating in a finite Fermi
system. As an approximation to this theoretical picture nuc-
lear fluid dynamics describes the collective motion in terms
of one macroscopic velocity field common to all nucleons of
a given type. Based on a generalized scaling assumption for
the single particle density matrix it incorporates dynamical
distortions of the local Fermi surface up to multipolarity
H=2. For finite spherical nuclei with selfconsistently cal-
culated groundstate'the resulting differential equations are
solved for isoscalar and isovector modes of different spin-
parities. The energy spectrum comprises bound states as well
as unbound states embedded in the particle continuum. The de-
pendence of the resonance energies on particle number and on
Landau parameters( transition densities and flow patterns of
transition currents ars obtained, as well as B-values and
strength functions for excitations with external fields. Posi-
tive odd energy-weighted sum rules are given in closed form.

The experimental discovery of a growing number of giant multi-
pole resonances in atomic nuclei with multipolarity S.+1 in the
last decade [1] has stimulated much effort on the theoretical
side. Beside»very detailed and complex microscopic theories it
seems to be desirable to formulate a simplified description in
macroscopic terms reproducing the mean collective aspects of nuc-
lear excitations and connecting them with bulk properties of nuc-
lear matter, like compressibility, symmetry energy, effective
mass etc.. Such a macroscopic description must be based on zero
sound dynamics, where, due to the long mean free path of nucleons
in nuclei at low excitation energies, the sound is propagated
through the mean field. The incapacity of the standard hydrody-
namical approach [2] (based on the local equilibrium, i.e. first
sound, assumption) to reproduce the caracteristics of the giant

quadrupole resonance (which behaves like a surface mode with
A"1/3 dependence on particle number) has been pointed out first
by Bertsch in 1974 [3]. In his reformulation of the RPA equations
in terms of a macroscopic (irrotational) scaling field describing
collective displacements for all nucleons he was able to overcome
the inherent difficulty of hydrodynamics. This success, together
with the availability of zero range effective forces of the
Skyrme type yielding simple energy density functionals, has
renewed the interest in fluiddynamical methods [3-19]. In the
following we give a brief survey of our formalism [7-12] and
discuss some selected results.

A general unitary scaling transformation with a local (in
general not irrotational) scaling field ?(S,t) is applied on
the time-even part of the single particle density matrix

O(x,x',t) = exp j(s- exp i( (x,x') (1)

where s=s(x,t), s'=s(x',t), and po(x,x") is the corresponding
groundstate density matrix. p\ can be obtained from a HF or any
other selfconsistent calculation, not necessarily assuming de-
terminantal states. The kinetic energy density

2

m x'-x x'=x ^
then is readily obtained as a functional of the scaling field s.
In a local density approximation for the potential parj the to-
tal energy finally can be expressed as a functional E[s] of the
local scaling field which otherwise involves only groundstate
quantities.^Variation of the quantum mechanical Lagrangian with
respect to s without specifying the time-odd part of the many
body wave function leads to the^linearized equation for the
time derivative of the current j(x",t) [7]

'•if-
Inserting the diagonal part of (1)

P(x,t) = exp (v»s(x,t)) P.(x) (4)

into the continuity equation p+V»j=o yields

$• (p(x)s(x.t) + j"(x,t)) = 0 . (5)

In order to obtain closure of the dynamical system we require
a

a + j> p - O . (6)
For this rather ad-hoc-stated requirement we have two justi-
fications: First we note that (6) holds rigorously in the in-
finite system in an approximation to Landaus theory which in-
cludes up to quadrupole distortions in momentum space [9]. The
second argument is demonstrated in detail in the contribution
of J-P. da Providencia and G. Holzwarth to this conference [10]



who set up a variational approach based on a single determinant
with explicit specification of its time-odd part, allowing for
octupole deformations of the local Fermi surface. In a quite
nontrivial way the simple relations of nuclear fluiddynamics
are essentially reestablished, which in summary can be obtained
from the Lagrangian

L = ; » s - j d ! r - / j i - d ! r - E[s]

through independent variations of s and j.

(7)

Application of a Wigner transformation on the first order
density change in the infinite system yields the momentum distri-
bution change

<5p(R,p\t) t8)

from which it is evident that the scaling ansatz (1) leads to
quadrupole distortions in momentum space, the amount of distor-
tion being determined by the space derivatives of the scaling
field. ^

Eliminating j from (3) and (6) we obtain for small amplitude
harmonic oscillations the following differential equation for
the space part id) of the scaling field (for isoscalar excita-
tions) , where the potential energy density is supposed to be a
function v(p) of the local density p(x) (for notations see [7)):

T i k- S j k.

(9)

The last term containing the highest derivatives of the scaling
field is a dynamical quantum correction to the equation of mo-
tion (which otherwise can be considered as semiclassical) and is
of crucial importance for its solution for selfconsistent equi-
librium densities. Without going into further details we note
that this term provides the appropriate boundary conditions for
the scaling field in the exterior nuclear region.

Different multipoles and parities separate for spherical
groundstate densities p0, and the electric (E) and magnetic (M)
type of solutions of (9) may be obtained in the form

(12)) + ̂ x(iji1(r)5|,j, (R)) , (10a)

(10b)

For groundstate properties p and Tifc taken from a HF calculation
eq. (9) has discrete boundstate solutions for tid) below the Fermi
energy £p and a continuous spectrum above ep. The quantity
v ^ tii) falls off exponentially for bound states and behaves

to like a spherical wave in the continuum. Due to the hermiticity

of the linear differential operator *t the states may thus be
normalized according to

; po

po V V
(11)

Transition densities 6p and transition currents j are then ob-
tained through

Sp = ?• ( P QS) , j' = i(opos . (12)

With the definition of the transition amplitude for a given local
field <p(x)

<n|q>|o> = /n/(2ni<kj ) / Sp (x)<p(x) (13)

B(E9.) values for discrete states and sfcrengthfunctions S,p(u) =
|«i)|<p!o>|2 for the continuous solutions may be calculated. For
positive odd-power energy-weighted sums a closed expression
may be derived [12]

d3x (14)

which shows that for m and m nuclear fluid dynamics repro-
duces the exact quantum mechanical sum rules [20]. This is a
rather satisfactory feature of the fluid dynamical formalism,
although it may be the origin of problems in cases where low-
lying states contribute appreciably to the total sum values.
It seems that the scaling approach is too limited to describe
also low lying quadrupole and octupole states; therefore in
order to obtain the full sum rule value the giant states may
be affected in an unphysical way. In such cases it might be
necessary to go beyond the scaling approximation [19].

Instead of solving eq. (9) directly for continuous values
of ID the knowledge of a limited number of sums m+jj might be
sufficient. The repeated application of the complicated opera-
tor it in (14) is cumbersone for higher sums. A very fast nu-
merical procedure using a Fourier-Bessel-expansion of Jp~ s
(which means that artifically the system is enclosed in a sphere
of -sufficiently large- radius R, and the spectrum is discre-
tized) yields the sums (14) with very good accuracy, using even
less than 10 expansion coefficients. This has been checked with
(14) for m j ( m , m,. In addition the numerical procedure auto-
matically gives also the even- and the inverse energy weighted
sums.

In the following we discuss a few typical results of the
formalism outlined above. Due to the limited space we refer to
the original publications for more detailed information and fig-
ures. As a general remark we mention that it is easy to solve
equation (9) with a square density po(r) = p 0 0{R-r) and appro-
priate boundary conditions at the sharp surface r=R. For iso-



scalar modes the free surface condition leads to the requirement
that the force(radial and tangential component) must vanish at
r=R (8]j in the isovector case the surface is free only in tan-
gential direction, and in radial direction one must require the
vanishing of the radial velocity-component (Steinwedel-Jensen-
condition) [11]. In any case one is lead to a A-1/3 law for the
excitations of one takes the same p0 for all nuclei. The use of
a self-consistently calculated density then modifies the frequen-
cies because of surface effects and additionally leads to the
mentioned continuous spectrum above e F [12].

The isoscalar monopole states [8] represent typical compres-
sive modes which are in the nuclear interior well approximated
by Besselfunctions jo(kr), with frequencies connected to k
through the longitudinal sound speed cL = (3/5 + Fo/3)

1/2vF,
where Fo is the (£=0) Landau parameter of the underlying energy
functional. For large nuclei the giant monopole is well below
ep and the calculated radial velocity is in excellent agreement
with a corresponding EPA result, as demonstrated in ref [16],
For smaller systems the monopole strength is distributed
continuously above eF; as an example the strengthfunction S_,{o>)
for <p=r2Yoo is plotted in fig.l for A=40 and A=80. The resulting
shapes agree very closely with Lorentzians although at the low
energy side S(a>) goes to zero at £0=eF and the decrease for high
values of co is faster than for a Lorentzian.
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Fi9. I: Strength function S(<o) for monopole excitations for two
N=Z nuclei with A=40 and A=SO. Ground-state properties are taken
fron a Hartree Fock calculation.

The isoscalar quadrupole has been investigated in some detail
in refs. 8,11. A major achievement for the fluiddynamical ap-
proach was that it correctly obtained the A"' dependence [3,6,7]
for the energy of an almost pure surface oscillation. In our
formalism which allows for transverse components of the velocity
field two states occur with appreciable strength, namely the

giant quadrupole with a Tassie-like transition density, and a-
bove this strong surface vibration a typical compressiv mode
with much reduced strength (~1O-2O% of the surface mode) whose
flow patterns exhibit a vortex inside the nucleus with flow lines
almost parallel to the nuclear surface [11]. It should be noted,
however, that also the giant mode contains strong transverse ad-
mixtures and is lowered in energy compared to a purely irrota-
tional state [16]. This might be due to the unability of the
scaling ansatz to separately produce a low-lying quadrupole state
with strong transverse components, and therefore leaves an open
question.

In the isovector dipole case [11] no strong low-lying states
occur; in addition we can qualitatively compare our results with
those of an RPA-like microscopic calculation for Ca 4 0 [21] using
a rather sophisticated 2-body force. In accordance with other
RPA results [22] both models yield two states with non negli-
gible strength.Their flow patterns are shown in figs.II and III,
where the flow lines of the velocity field j/p are plotted in
one quadrant of the x-z-plane. Now the state with the vortex is
lower in energy because separation of protons and neutrons along
the inflected flew lines in the surface region builds up much
less surface symmetry energy than in the Goldhaber-Teller-like
giant state where the flow lines cross the surface almost perpen-
dicularly. In view of the quite different effective forces used
the qualitive agreement between the two calculations is very
satisfactory.

Fig. II: Flow patterns of the first two T=l, H=l states of 40Ca
for self-consistent smooth surface: (a) E=14 MeV,
B(El)=0.3 e2fm2, (b) E=2O.l MeV, B(E1)=2.2 e2fm2
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z(fm)

6-

Fig. Ill: Flow patterns of T=l, S.=l states of 4oCa resulting
from a microscopic RPA-type calculation: (a) E=16.9 MeV,
B(El)-0.2 e2fm2, (b) E=19 MeV, B(El)=2.71 e2fm2

Purely transverse convectional (s=o) magnetic modes are dis-
cussed in some detail in ref. 7. They can be visualized as ro-
tations with coordinate-dependent rotation angles, leaving the
local density unchangend. Using (10b) eq. (9) reduces to second
order, and the selfconsistency condition for pQ turns out to be
of minor importance. For the 4=2 mode po<j> is rather close to
Por

s, therefore the mode is to good accuracy excited by the
operator zLz: it represents a twisting motion of the nucleus
where the top is rotated in opposite phase to the bottom. De-
pending on the surface profile the energy of this twisting mode
lies around 45A~1/3MeV in close correspondence to RPA results
for 2~states [21]. Microscopically z£z involves 1 Tl&30 excita-
tions so we expect that this state might be mixed with the
1 1to0 spin-flip (S»l) mode and the corresponding isovector
states due to spin-orbit and exchange forces in the residual
interaction [23]. Fig. IV shows the DWBA formfactors for inelas-
tic electron scattering into these four 2" components (without
any quenching for the g-factors). Although the maximum of the
S«0, T»O formfactor occurs in the vicinity of the S«l, T«l mini-
mum the mixing among these components and admixtures of other
multipolarities will make a clear observation of the convec-
tional 2" difficult.

20.10''-

DWBA S-155*

qlfir.'l

ISO

Fig. IV: Form factors for the four different components S=0,l;
T=0,l calculated by DWBA for 90Zr.

In conclusion a few remarks may seem appropriate. The simple
generalized scaling approach described here certainly is subject
to limitations; its range of validity can, however, be checked
against detailed microscopic calculations. VJithin that range it
provides a very transparent picture of the collective excitation
mechanism. In addition it becomes clear why the liquid drop model
though being based on the wrong assumption of local equilibrium,
was able to describe specific states like the breathing mode and
the isovector dipole resonance. Still many open questions are
left concerning e.g. the description of low-lying surface vibra-
tions or a reliable theory of the damping mechanism.
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LONG-MEAN-FREE-PATH NUCLEAR
FLUID DYNAMICS AND LANDAU THEORY
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Abstract

It is shown that the truncation scheme by moments of the
Vlasov equation without two-body excitations converges into
unphysical zero sound modes at longitudinal and transverse sound
velocities equal to the Fermi velocity. Therefore we apply
nuclear Landau theory with finite mean-free-path and study
collective modes and response functions. No force yields
collective modes but rather broad Landau damped longitudinal
response peaked about at the hydrodynamical collective energies
and transverse rasponse peaked at low energy. Further improve-
ments are indicated.

1. Introduction
In contrast to hydrodynamics, fluid dynamics [1-4] takes

the long mean-free-psth behaviour of nuclei into account. It
has been applied not only for the calculation of giant resonan-
ce energies [5-10] but also to giant resonance widths [8,11,12]
and to rotations [13,14] and should be applied to the fission
process [15] as well.

Ordinary nuclear fluid dynamics is based on the inclusion
of quadrupole deformations oi the Fermi sphere or, equivalently,
of second moments of the distribution function, i.e. the pres-
sure tensor. Much attention therefore has been paid to the
possible extension of fluid dynamics to higher deformations of
the Fermi sphere or to higher moments [4,10,16-19], Also, a
quantum correction has been considered [5,20]. As has been
shown [17,18], the higher moments alter essentially the sound
velocities and, hence, also the giant resonance energies.

In this paper we will therefore be concerned with Landau
theory [21-24] applied to nuclear matter as in [25-27], however,
with attention to transverse modes and damping, too. As a
result, isoscalar giant resonances do not emerge as zero sound
modes but they are embedded in the continuum giving rise to
broad Landau-damped response functions. It will also be shown
that the quantum correction plays only a minor role.

2. Nuclear Fluid Dynamics
Ordinary nuclear fluid dynamics of a Fermi gas in a contai-

ner with radius Ro(t) can simply be derived by performing a
truncated moment expansion of the collisionless Boltzmann or

Vlasov equation.

2
it h
Let the density p, fluid velocity u and pressure tensor Pj:
be defined by

(2.2)

Furthermore, we treat harmonic vibrations of frequency u> as
small perturbations, p » PQ + p

1, P.^ = P?. + P|., where

Then the zeroeth, first and second moment equations read

(2.4)

Here {•••}.. denotes cyclic permutation of the indices. The

resulting Euler equation

af>f)u'-o (2.5)

coincides in structure with the elastic or the Navier-Stokes
equation.

Employing the eigenfunctions of (2.5), for instance for
the vibrational modes l~,2+,3~ ...

ft -- (2.6)

one obtains the longitudinal and transverse velocities of sound
in units of the Fermi velocity,

sfi • <2-7)
The boundary conditions of vanishing pressure components at the
surface,

(2.8)

then yield a characteristic equation for each multipolarity I,
f.(yn) = 0, y. = k,,R , which, in turn, determine the eigen-
fr'equencies

ty* Kt.tCLvf} butz2f.-nt1tl/A'nye . (2.9)
Isoscalar giant resonance energies for the electric 0,1,2,3
modes are in reasonable agreement with experiment and magnetic
resonances l+,2~,...are predicted. 47



This leaves cj unchanged and rcodifies c according to

3. Quantum Correction
Due to the quantum or Bohm potential in the hydrodynamic

representation of the Schrodinger equation, the Euler equation
of motion (2.5) should be corrected by the term

(3-D

CL~ »S- r-'T3*3z ) (3.2)
2 2 2 2 -2/3

where e • 5n /4m v R = 0.5158 A . Solving the characte-
ristic equation associated with the vibrational modes 2 ,2
3~,4+, we obtain the dependence y»(e) as shown in FIG. I. With
the help of eq.(2.7) one observes that the corresponding ener-
gies are reduced merely by a few percent.
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FIG.I - Influence of quantum correction on isoscalar giant
resonance energies vs. mass number

4. Higher Moments
The derivation of the fluid dynamical equations in chap-

ter 2 faas based on truncation after the second moment or, in
other words, after quadrupole deformations of the Fermi sphere.

The same scheme can be extended easily to include the effects

(4.1)

of higher moments. Let !.,!,,...i and

be the tensor of higher moments, P/v\
 = Pfvl + Pf

where P°f2v+|) = 0 and

3

and 6̂ « \ is the totally symmetric Kronecker symbol which
consists of (2\)-I)!! different terms, each being the product
of v Kronecker sumbols with two indices, then in addition to
(2.4a,b) one gets

-0 (4.4)- P"

Eqs.(4.3) come in pairs and for a given truncation 2n they can
subsequently be inserted into the lower ones to yield with
F = 0, in

(4.5)

or in vector form

(4.6)

Employing longitudinal or transverse eigenfunctions, respecti-
vely, one obtains the velocities of sound

Similarly! one can write the pressure tensor as

(4.7)

j (4.8)

where, for instance for the vibrational modes,

and A,B, are the longitudinal and transverse parts of eq.(2.6),
respectively. ^ +

For 2n= 2 one gets w • u and recovers eqs.(2.7,8).
The limit 2n •+ °°, however, gives

tt = Cr '. 1 (4.10)

and a pressure tensor which contains admixtures of longitudinal
and transverse components different from those in (2.8).



Boundary conditions and, hence, also characteristic equations
change. Giant resonance energies calculated with 2n • 2,4,»
can be found in ref.[17]. They no longer agree with experiment.
Note that the truncation scheme given above differs from the
one of ref. [18] in the respect that we truncate after a cer-
tain moment whereas in [IS] it is truncated after a certain
multipolarity of the Fermi sphere deformation, equivalent to
traceless moments. Although not mentioned in [18], this scheme
also converges towards (4.10).

5. Landau Theory
The truncation scheme of chapter 4 evidently converges into

zero sound modes with longitudinal and transverse sound veloci-
ties equal to the Fermi velocity. As is well known, this cor-
responds to Fermi sphere deformations of multipolarity I
proportional to 2JI+1, or equivalently, to a delta function type
jet in the forward direction of the Fermi sphere.

What brings those large Fermi sphere deformations down,
i.e. which effects did we not include ? Firstly, the self-
consistent field has been simulated above by a sharp wall.
In the other extreme of particles in a harmonic oscillator
we know [12] that higher than second moments vanish identically.
A realistic potential like Hoods-Saxon therefore should damp
the higher moments. Secondly, the two-body interaction gives
rise to quasiparticle interactions which, in turn, induce an
effective mass and alter the sound velocities. Thirdly, by
means of the long mean-free-path we switched off the collision
term entirely. In the other extreme, the hydrodynamic limit
of very short mean-free-path, we know that the quadrupole and
higher Fermi sphere deformations are strongly damped. A reaso-
nably large but finite mean-free-path therefore also diminishes
the higher moments.

Inclusion of the latter two effects leads to Landau theory
which^we shall employ below. Let us use plane waves
exp(ikr-id)t) for all relevant quantities in nuclear matter and
let us describe the deformed Fermi sphere by

Then the Landau equation reads

where cos 6 = k-v/kv, then the distribution function is peaked
at the Fermi energy,

(5-2>

Furthermore, the particle-hole interaction at the Fermi energy
in the limit of zero momentum transfer multiplied by the densi-
ty of states at the Fermi energy, is denoted by F(8,<p,6' ,$').

where bars denote averages over the solid angle 4TT. The first
line is just the Vlasov equation with quasiparticle interaction,
the second line is the collision term which conserves particle
number, energy and momentum and the third line is an external
force to excite the system. All quantities are expanded in
terms of Le^endre polynomials,

(5.4)

where F̂  or G; = 1 + Fp/(2£+l) are the Land.iu parameters, and
we introduce the following quantities

(5.5)

J
which are combinations of associated Legendre functions of
second kind. Furthermore,

iuv
(5.6)

are treasures for the mean-free path,
c i Ca/KVf. (5.7)

is the complex velocity of sound, in units of the Fermi veloci-
ty and s = c + i<. Then the Landau equation reduces to the
recursion relation

(5.8)

It separates into longitudinal (m * 0) and transverse (m • 1)
equations and can simply be solved for the first coefficients.

(5.9)

tv



where

Since the transition density is proportional to <j>° and the
spherical components of the transition current are proportio-
nal to <|>m» response functions X^nl(s) a r e proportional to

Imify-12/f£a), where t « 0(1) means density (current) and m = 0(1)
means longitudinal and transverse, respectively. These respon-
se functions are studied in the following.

3.1. No damping
In the limit of infinite mean free collision time, 1-*=° ,

K-K), it is well known that eq. (5.9) have no pole solutions
unless FQ > 0 (when Fj » 0) for the longitudinal mode and
F| > 6 for the transverse mode. Then they would have sound
velocities larger than the Fermi velocity. As this is realised
in liquid -*He, nuclear Landau parameters are much smaller as
shown in TABLE I, for the spin-isospin-zero channel.

TABLE I i Landau parameters in the S » 0, T » 0 channel, effec-
tive mass and compression modulus for different interactions.

Force F (G.) F,(G.) F, m*/m K(MeV)

Skyrme SIII [26] 0.300(1.300) -0.711(.763)
Skyrme SKA [26] -.261(0.739) -1.173(.609)
Sjoberg [23] -.373(0.627) -O.69O(.77O)
Blaiaot Bl [25] -.673(0.327) -1.650(.450)
Gogny Dl [25] -.326(0.674) -0.990( .670)

0
0

-0
-0
-0

.258

.715

.333

0.76
0.61
0.77
0.45
0.67

356
263
185
191
228

As the Gogny force gives reasonable effective mass and compres-
sion modulus

and fulfils the Migdal stability conditions [28]

«r W (5.12)
rather well, especially Skyrme forces do not. According to
TABLE I, no force can yield a pole in the response function,
i.e. isoscalar giant resonances cannot be obtained as zero sound
collective modes (c i I). On the contrary, isoscalar giant
resonances are embedded in the continuum (c < 1) as shown in
FIGs.2,3,4. One notes the broad Landau-damped longitudinal

2JO

1.5

1.0

0.5

0

[-05,0) J>

.(-1,0)

CoZs -

-

-

i'°V if2i0)

1.0 t5
FIG.2 - Longitudinal density-density response function for dif-
ferent Landau parameters

response functions peaked at cL < 1 for negative Landau parame-
ters and in addition, tli collective states at cL > I for posi-
tive Landau parameters. There the residues of the poles are
shown. Also, for vanishing force, Fo = F| = 0 one recovers
the triangular Lindhard function [29]. Similar results obtain
for F| < 6 and F] > 6 for the transverse response function in
FIG.4.

FIG.3 - Longitudinal current-current response function
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FIG.4 - Transverse current-current response function
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FIG.5 - Solutions in the SL-plane of the longitudinal pole
equation for various Landau parameters Fo (F[ • 0) and mean-
free-path parameters K.

3.2. Collisional damping
If the mean free-collision-time T or mean free-path Vpt

is finite, the interacting Fermi system will experience two body
collisions which give rise to a damping width. In our model, T
is controlled by the parameter < • 1/kivp so that large K corres-
pond to the hydrodynamic (short mean-free-path) limit and small K
to the fluid dynamical (long mean-free path) limit. A rough
estimate for nuclei is about K " O.I when the mean-free-path is
about equal to the nuclear diameter.

Complex solutions of the longitudinal and transverse pole
equatious in the s-plane are shown in FIGs.5,6 and in the c-plane
in FIGs.7,8, respectively.

As concerns the longitudinal modes, solutions exist for all
< provided Fo £,0.6 while Fj « 0. For 0 < Fo £ 0.6 fluid dynami-
cal solutions exist only if K < TrFg/8 and, in addition also the
hydrodynamical Navier-Stokes modes for small Fo (when F] - O)
and large K,

2 £ / < r * • (5.13)

R«(»T>

0 0.2 0.4 0J6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0 .8

-1.0
Im(sT)

-1.2 i i i i i i i i i i • i i i

•

-

FIG.6 - Solutions in the s^-plane of the transverie pole equa-
tion for various Landau parameters F] (Fo is arbitrary) and ncan-
free-path parameters K.
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FIG.7 - Same as FIG.5 but in the emplane.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

FIG.8 - Same as in FIG.6 but in the c -plane.

In between, there is a window [24] without solutions. For
- 0.92 .g Fo < 0 only the hydrodynamical solutions mentioned above
exist which extend into the fluid dynamical region on the un-
physical upper half of the s-plane. No solutions exist for
Fo £ - 0.92.

Concerning the transverse modes, the situation is much
simpler, namely, for Fj > 6 for all K solutions exist, for 3.9 g
Fi < 6 hydrodynamic solutions exist and no solution for F] £ 3.9
except for the well known purely imaginary hydrodynamic modes for
small F] and large K,

Cr- - (5.14)

As a result, we do not expect damped zero sound collective
modes for nuclear Landau parameters and reasonable mean-free-

5' paths.

The longitudinal response function, however, as shown in FIG.9
becomes narrower with decreasing mean-free-path, converging into
the hydrodynamical collective mode, thereby only slightly shift-
ing its position. Similarly, the transverse response function
converges into cT •* O.

15
Fo=- 0.326
F, =- 0.990

0.75 1.0
Re (cL)

FIG.9 - The longitudinal density-density response function for
the Gogny force DI and various mean-free-path parameters K.

In summary, long mean-free-path Landau theory applied to
nuclei gives neither longitudinal nor transverse collective modes
corresponding to the isoscalar giant resonances. However, if
Fo > - 0.92, it gives a broad Landau damped longitudinal res-
ponse close to the hydrodynamical longitudinal velocity of sound.

6. Outlook
Landau theory cannot account for finite size effects, non-

vanishing momentum transfer or quantum effects. In collaboration
with Drs. Schuck and Ghosh we are therefore presently working on
similar approaches to the response functions, namely employing
Lindbard's [29] treatment of a quantum Fermi gas, generalized to
a local Fermi gas and on semiclassical methods [30,31] which are
equivalent to the Strutinsky smoothing procedure.
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GIANT RESONANCES AS SYMPLECTIC
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The intrinsic 2-Darametric GCM calculations for

density vibrations in Be, C, Ne and Si are

analysed. It is found that the eigenmodes can be

identified with harmonic vibrations parallel and

orthogonal to the symmetry axis.

1. Generator Coordinate Description of Giant Resonances

In this paper the so-called isoscalar "giant reso-

nances" in light nuclei will be defined as collective

dilational vibrations of the nuclear density. Perhaps

the most straightforward descrintion of this type of

collective motion is given by the Generator Coordinate

Method (GCM)[l).In this method the ansatz for the wave

functions is as follows

»L,n
(1)

The generating function * L is chosen to be the harmonic

oscillator shell model ground state. The index L indi-

cates that the intrinsic Slater determinant * of oscil-

lator orbitals is projected onto the eigenspace of

angular momentum L. In cases where needed we shall also

assume that the spurious centre-of-mass motion is elimi-

nated by projection onto zero total linear momentum. The

label 9 stands for the dilation parameters. In general

we can envisage scaling in the 3 spatial directions

«(oB6)=*Ceax,e y,eYz). Then 9 is short for (a,B,Y) which

are treated as 3 generator coordinates. The weight

functions f. W a r e the eigenfunctions of the well-known
L,n

Hill - Wheeler integral equation. The number n labels

these eigenfunctions in ascending order of energy. In

the following we shall limit the discussion to the in-

trinsic calculation without angular momentum projection.

The wave functions then have the form

* = / f (9)*(e)d8
n ' n

(2)

We shall see later on that the angular momentum effects

can be discussed separately. The essential points we

want to make are already contained in the intrinsic

result.

For tri-axial nuclei all 3 GC's are needed. For the

axially symmetric systems which we are going to consider

here it is sensible to restrict ourselves to the

2-parametric case with ot = 8. We have supposed here that

the symmetry axis is chosen along the z-axis. Now 6

stands for a (dilation transverse to the z-axis) and y

(dilation longitudinal with respect to the z-axis).

For describing the "breathing mode" we can further

restrict to the 1 parametric GCM with ot = 8 = Y •

The eigenfunctions of the full 2-parametric GCM,

referred to below, are the eigenmodes of the symmetry

conserving bulk vibrations of the nucleus. They thus

represent the coupled motion of transverse and longi-

tudinal vibration. Vie shall refer to the first

excited eigenstate as a "giant resonance". It will 55



turn out that, disregarding higher harmonics, the

lowest two excited eigenstates correspond to the two

components in which the giant resonance is split.

According to the angular momentum L of the subspace

we are considering (using the ansatz (1)) we term these

eigenmodes the isoscalar giant 2 -pole resonance

components.

We can go one step further in the approximation

and consider the longitudinal (transverse) vibration

in its own right. This corresponds to the 1-parametric

GCM ansatz with either a fixed (longitudinal) or

Y fixed (transverse). The natural reference point is

to fix o or y at their values a- or yQ which corres-

pond to the minimum intrinsic energy <*(av)H*(oY)>.

The eigenfunctions of the two corresponding GCM problems

yield two basic modes of vibration. It will be the

aim of this note to demonstrate that these basic

modes are in fact very nearly equal to the eigenmodes

of the coupled vibrations. The nature of the two giant

resonance components is basically nothing else but the

oscillations of the density parallel and orthogonal

to the symmetry axis.

2. Symplectic Excitations

The spatial dilations considered in the GCM des-

criptions of volume vibrations are fundamentally

related to symplectic groups [2).In fact the dynamical

group of isoscalar deformations in 1 direction, say

the x-axis, is the group Sp(2JR) which can be defined

as follows. Let us consider the harmonic oscillator

boson operators a = (x+ipx)//2~ and ax=(x-ipx)//2~ and

their bilinear combinations

Mx = "
(3)

The operators (M+,M~,M ) span a Sp(2,R) algebra.

The generator of dilations in the x-direction is

-(i/hHxpx+pxx)=Mx-M~ and so belongs to the algebra.

Hence the dilation is a group operation of S D ( 2 , R ) . The

GCM intrinsic state * is a lowest weight for the

algebra; it satisfies the equations

= 0

Mx* = k* (5)

From this state we can generate a unitary irreducible

representation of Sp(2,R) by repeated action of Mx

(6)

This representation is infinite dimensional, it can

be labelled by the eigenvalue k of (S). From the

intrinsic state $ we can also generate a continuous

family of dilated wave functions through the action

of M + M

(*(oe) = - expI-aCMx+M~)] *} (7)

There is a relation (2] between the "symplectic phonon

states" (6) and the "dilated states" (7)

• (a) = (l-th2ci)k (thna/n!)» (8)

hence an isomorphism between the GCM subspace and the

irreducible subspace of Sp(2,R).

In the foregoing discussion we have omitted refe-

rence to the number of particles, the centre-of-mass

and the 3-dimensional nature of the problem. In the

actual calculations the Sp(2JR) algebra is generated



by many particle operators e.g. M = t a+(iJa^Ci). Centre

of-mass effects can be taken care of by either conside-

ring x(i) and p (i) as the A-l Jacobi coordinates and

momenta relative to the C M . or by correcting the

boson operators: a (i) -+a (i) - (I/A) I a (j).

The longitudinal vibrations referred to in the

GCM description correspond to the synralectic excita-

tions generated by (M*,M~,M°)=(M^,Mj,M°), whereas

the transverse mode corresponds to the algebra spanned

by (M*+M*,M%My,M°+M°) = (M*,M];,M°). We shall refer to

these two distinct realizations of Sp(2,IR) as the

prolate resp. oblate algebras, for obvious reasons.

The full 2-parametric GCM space of coupled vibrations

then corresponds to the irreducible representation of

the group Sp(2 JR) ® Sp(2 JR) carried by the space

(9)

which is also spanned by the family of dilated wave

functions

(10)

3. Giant Resonances and Symplectic Excitations

We have carried out the numerical GCM

calculation described in sect. 1, both in the 2-para-

metric subspace {*(OY)1 and for the basic modes in

)} and U(aYn)} for
 8Be, 1 2C, 20Ne and 28Si

using the well-known Brii.<-Boeker force. Angular

momentum (and linear momentum) projection as indica-

ted in sect. 1 have been taken into account. In this

note we shall concentrate on the results of the

intrinsic calculation. The effects of angular momen-

tum are described elsewhere [31 .

The general qualitative appearance of the energy

spectra obtained can be indicated as follows: The

2 parametric GCM eigenvalues can be grouped into 2

vibrational bands (nearly equidistant levels) with

different basic frequencies to1 and <i>2- The 1-parametric

GCM eigenvalues form a vibrational band each with its

own frequency <i>j resp. tii± for the longitudinal resp.

transverse modes. The striking result of this calcu-

lation is the fact that the eigenfrequencies of the

coupled vibrations are approximately equal to u}f and

ci>A (see table 1).

°Be 12C
ui» h o> ft to,

20
Ne

28
Si

17.1 15.6

27.1 27.6

19.1 20.4

31.7 32.5

16.9 16.5

25.2 24.7

17.5 17.7

28.8 29.5

Table 1: intrinsic excitation energies [MeV] of GCM calculations

This immediately suggests that the coupled eigenmodes

might be similar to the basic modes. This conjecture

is indeed confirmed by the large overlaps of the cor-

responding wave functions (see table 2)

8Be 12, uNe
Z8Si

.364

.891

. 8 6 6 .959

.977

.962

.971

Table 2: Overlaps (squared) of coupled eigenmodes and corresponding
basic modes for the first excited state of each.

Another noteworthy result i s the fact that in the prolate
8 20

systems Be and Ne the 1 .ngitudinal mode is associated
with the low energy component of the coupled vibration
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whereas for the oblate nuclei C and Si the transverse

mode has lowest energy. This correlation between the

deformation of the intrinsic state and the way in which

the giant resonance splits up is of course not surpri-

sing.

Once the identification of the coupled eigenmodes

with the basic longitudinal and transverse modes has been

established it is interesting to inquire into the phv-

sicaJ. nature of these basic modes. In view of the

vibrational appearance of the energy spectrum we may

ask for the degree of harmonic5ty. Can the first

excited levels be interpreted as "one-phonon" states?

Here again there is an equivalence between the "sym-

plectic-phonon state" $ 1 and the GCM-one-phonon state.

The latter is familiar from the Harmonic Approximation

in GCM and may be defined I'M by [3*(oiY0)/3a] Q for

the transverse mode and 13*((»0Y)/3Y] for the lon-

gitudinal mode. From (8) it can be obtained that

8

[a4Ca)/3ala.o = = M+» (11)

It follows from (11) that the GCM one-phonon states

are equal to M^Q C O Q Y Q ) and Mj4>(ct0YQ).

We can now test the assumption that the giant

resonance components, which are identified with the

basic modes, are equal to the one-phonon states.

Table 3 displays the overlaps of the first excited

ciganstates of the 1-parametric GCM calculations and

the states M^»(anY0) and 2 (

Be 12, 20
Ne 28Si

.930

.834

.925

.934

.977

.956

.976

.978

Table 3: Overlaps (squared) of first excited longitudinal and
transverse eigenstates and the corresponding one-phonon
states.

These overlaps are large and so confirm the assumption.

We note the property that the one-phonon character is

better for the low-energy component and for heavier

nuclei.

4. Conclusion

The 2-parametric GCM model for the isoscalar

giant resonances in axially symmetric nuclei can be

analysed in two equivalent ways. By comparison with

the results of two separate 1-parametric GCM calcula-

tions it is found that the longitudinal and transverse

dilational vibrations are almost uncoupled and hence

correspond to the eigenmodes of vibration. This can

be understood in view of the intrinsic deformation of

the system. Indeed it is clear that the prolate shape

must be a consequence of a small incorapressibility

along the symmetry axis. Therefore the nucleus is

softer in this direction and hence the longitudinal

mode is more easily excited. It is not possible,

however, to see why the couDling between parallel and

orthogonal vibrations is so small without a detailed

analysis of the Hill-Wheeler kernels.

I



The results can also be analysed in terms of

group theory. Here the Sp(2^R) group plays an impor-

tant role. From the generators of this group it is

clear that the excitations involved are those which

create two harmonic oscillator quanta in the direction

of vibration. The characterisation of the GCM sub-

spaces as Sp(2,K) irreducible representations and

the phonon states as their rows may be important also

for technical reasons. Matrix elements of a large

class of operators can be calculated using group

theoretical methods [5] . These methods have been used

in calculating the overlaps given in tables 1 and 2.
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Abstract: Quadrupole and isovector dipole resonances of rota-
ting nuclei are investigated in the frame-work of Vlasov equa-
tions transformed to a rotating system of reference, which are
based on the time-dependent Hartree-method for schematic for-
ces. The parameter free model of the self-consistent vibrating
harmonic oscillator potential for the quadrupole mode is ex-
tended to a coupling to rotation, which also includes large-
amplitude behaviour. A generalization tc; an exactly solvable
two-liquid model describing the isovector mode is established;
for rotating nuclei Hilton's explicit result for the eigenfre-
quencies is obtained. - The advantage of using the concept of
the classical kinetic momentum in a rotating system also in
quantum-mechanical descriptions is demonstrated. It completes
the standard transformation of density matrices by a time-odd
part realised in a phase-factor and permits a more direct in-
terpretation of rotation effects in terms of the classical for-
ces of inertia.

1) Introduction and
In the semiclassical calculation o£ giant resonances much

progress has been achieved with the recent extensions of the
fluid-dynamic concept. This approach allows a more direct in-
vestigation of the macroscopic information contained in the un-
derlying RPA equations. The RPA equations have also proved suc-
cessful, when solved in a rotating coordinate system, to de-
scribe excitations of rotating nuclei. The giant-resonance
structure in these spectra, the subject of a beginning experi-
mental interest, should thus be directly accessible by an ana-
logous transformation to a rotating frame of the Vlasov equa-
tion, the semiclassical limit of the RPA or, more generally, .
the TDHF equations.

In the present work we develop such a method in the frame-work
of exactly solvable models , which are based on the time-depen-
dent Hartree equations for schematic forces and allow for an
exemplary demonstration of essential features of the semiclas-
sical, and moreover the quantum-mechanical description of non-
stationary rotation. We present an extension to rotating sys-

tems of the vibrating harmonic oscillator potential model for
quadrupole vibrations, which is both realistic and free of pa-
rameters and recently has been applied to damping in combination
with the collision term 111 • In addition., a similar model is
established as a coupled set of Vlasov equations to describe
the isovector dipole mode. For the quadrupole mode we derive
similar equations as Balbutsev et al. [2.1 , who approximately
solved the Vlasov equation by forming the lowest moments in co-
ordinate and momentum space. Moreover, we derive a closed set
of non-linear equations appropriate to study large-amplitude
rotation-vibration coupling. On the other hand, for the dipole
mode we reproduce the explicit result obtained by Hilton [3]
both with pure quantum mechanical and pure classical methods.

It turns out that the most natural set of variables for a semi-
classical description is not the classical canonical but the
kinetic momentum in the rotating system; it leads to a Vlasov
equation involving the Coriolis and the centrifugal force. He
sketch the usefulness of this concept also for more general
quantum-mechanical investigations, where it implies a comple-
tion of the transformation formula of Inglis by a time-odd
part or phase-factor, in close analogy to that of the Galilei
tr ans formation.

2) The Vlasov equation in a rotating frame of .reference
In its standard form in coordinates of the laboratory sys-

tem the Vlasov equation is given by

where S(^,P,t> is the local distribution function, the Wigner
transform of the semiclassically approximated one-particle den-
sity matrix which solves the underlying TDHF equation; h is the
Wigner transformed self-consistent Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian,
where we restrict the potential to the Hartree term vjfr.tjof a
local interaction V in the following

'"{ J(M,f-i.tl ,

ft + ir"(',tl , v»tfM ~]*>''V[lt-e\)f <?;*! (3a,b)
If the arguments f-' and r" of the density matrix on the right
side of (2) are expressed in a coordinate system rotating with
angular velocity A , i. e. multiplied by the rotation matrix
R,_fe , the vectors r and p on the left of (2) are likewise ro-
tated, and insertion in eq. (1) of the transformed distribution
function

f|r,f,tl =--pj[ (r.f.tl , k-- = It j ( i "(«<p - S * « ) « 14>
yields as equation tor $J

:l (6a,b)

The occurrence of the modified Hamiltonian (6) in the Poisson
bracket of the rotated eq. (5) , the semiclassical limit of a



commutator, is in correspondence with the customary quantum-
mechanical calculation of cranked wave-functions with its Wig-
ner transformed. On the other hand, from the classical point
of view, the (kinetic) momentum as referred to the rotating

frames is not p but

(7)

Indeed, if the transformation (4) of the local distribution
function is completed by a second step

one ends up with a Vlasov equation where now the familiar clas-
sical forces of inertia occur

jT "*" T£ ' IT "* T3~* rp" — 2.\SL*k }' ?p ~ a (9)

Here n contains the potential of the centrifugal force »i5.«l3«fl

(ig (r,k,t) = r- + yg (f,tl - j (fi.»r)*. d°)

The Coriolis force involved by the last term of (9) cannot be
expressed in terms of a potential, and, correspondingly, eq.
(9) , if Wigner transformed in the rotating system, is the semi-
classical limit of an equation of motion of a more general form
than the von Neumann (commutator) form. The classical Hamilton
function (6) is easily identified with the energy do) , expres-
sed in terms of the canonical momentum f Uo]

Note that in the similar formalism describing the influence of
a homogeneous magnetic fields, which takes the place of0-, the
Hamiltonian function is given by the kinetic energy without a
centrifugal-type subtraction. - Eq. (9) as well as the relation
(11) would be more complicated due to additional forcer, of in-
ertia occurring, if non-local parts of the potential were in-
cluded.

3) Time-odd parts of transformations to rotating and to uni-
formly moving systems
It is instructive to compare the total transformation to a

rotating frame as defined by eqs. (4) and (8) , both in this
Wigner transformed and in the standard matrix representation of
quantum mechanics, to the well-known Galilei transformation to
a frame moving with a uniform velocity d-, which due to the fun-
damental symmetry does not generate forces of inertia. From a
given solution of the (unchanged) equation of motion in the
moving coordinates, denoted byf, a uniformly moving solution
in the fixed system can be constructed as

J S ' j - ' d =flrJ-vt p-"i,t) < 1 2'

|-"i i«nu<(?'-r") lit, 2, (13)

respectively. The corresponding rotating solutions are obtained

from (4) and (8) and after inversion of the transformation (2)
as

f'5'(r,p,t) - f i U - ^ A a t f p - ^ ' X (14)

(15)

The second step (8) thus completes the original transformation
of the local distribution function, which corresponds to Inglis1

cranking model f ] and is even with respect to time reversion,
by a time-odd part, and the density-matrix by a corresponding
phase-factor, which is in close analogy to that of the time-odd
part of the Galilei transformation. Jn^fact the phases imply
the only scalars that are linear in r' r" , and the vector ir or
the axial vector A , respectively, and antisymmetric in >?' and?".

As long as the Vlasov equations (5) or (9) are solved exactly,
which is true for the models discussed in the following, the
final solution of the problem does not depend on the choice of
the form (8) , or (4) , for the ansatz of the rotating solution
to start from. For the stationary solution this is directly
seen inseen in the next section. For the vibrating case the so-
lution has its simplest expression in the completely transfor-
med version (8).

It is tempting to transfer the generalization (14) or (15) of
Inglis1 ansatz to other investigations of properties of rotating
nuclei, which are not necessarily approximated semiclassically.
It can be shown that in lowest order of perturbation theorythe
ansatz (13) exactly reproduces the Inglis expression of the mo-
ments of inertia for nucleons in local single-particle poten-
tials. For non-local potentials it yields, in deviation from
the result based on (4),the reduction factor m/m'CS] in the effec-
tive mass approximation. For higher-order perturbation theory,
starting with the rigid-rotation solution in zero order might
offer, in view of eq. (19), an alternative to cope with the
problems of level-filling and level-crossing.

4) The stationary solution in the rotating system
The solution of the Vlasov equation describing the equili-

brium state in the rotating system, vibrations about which are
studied in the next parts, is trivially the same for the two
versions of the transformation. The stationary solution of eq.
(5) is given by

where \ is the chemical potential, and levels are filled in
accordance with the minimizing principle for 1% -h -&• r*f
Of course here h , which includes the equilibrium deformation for
a giv'on A , in general cannot be determined as a self-consistent



quantity in the frame-work of a pure Thomas-Fermi theory.
solution (16) in the form , equivalent due to (10) ,

(17)

is also the stationary solution of eq. (9) . In terms of the in-
trinsic kinetic momentum thus the total energy including the
centrifugal potential is minimized. The identity (17) offers an
interesting way to represent the semiclassical limit of the
exact TDHF density-matrix of a rotating nucleus

usi

in terms of its phase and its absolute value. By aid of the Wig-
ner transformation and eqs. (16) and (17) the Thomas-Fermi limit
of this is

(19)

The second integral in (19) is real. If the phase-factor of (19)
or (15) is retained in an ansatz for a theory implying more of
quantum-mechanics, the second factor will also become complex due
to effects of the Coriolis force.

The semiclassical solution (17) is not affected by the Coriolis
force, asiiWJkis proportional to the vector £ , and so the last
term in eq. (9) vanishes. This offers a better understanding of
the well-known fact that the limit t»0 of the Inglis formula
yields the rigid-body value of the moment of inertia, the in-
fluence of the centrifugal force being a higher-order effect.
Evidently the Coriolis contributions of the next V" -corrections
of the density matrix Id TJ are due to the fact that these terms
may lead to a considerable deformation of the Fermi sphere 1*3 ,
so that the parallelity of the above vectors is lost. This ar-
gumentation is fundamentally changed for non-stationary intrin-
sic situations. In general they involve a mean velocity field
d(r,t) , which in the first (hydrodynamic) approximation shifts
the centre of the Fermi sphere, and the Coriolis term in eq. (9)
gives a contribution. The Coriolis force may thus be said to act
on « and not on £ in the semiclassical approximation. Further-
more, in the next fluid-dynamic extension of standard hydrodyna-
mics, the shift of the Fermi sphere is connected with a dynami-
cal deformation which offers another handle to the Coriolis
force.

5) Quadrupole vibrations about the rotating stationary solution
As a first example of a non-stationary solution of eq. (P!

we generalize the self-consistent vibrating oscillator potential
model for quadrupole modes £<] . This parameter-free large-ampli-

tude model, which for small amplitudes is equivalent to the me-
thod of adding a time-dependent Hartree field of a schematic
quadrupole (QL-Ct) force to a static harmonic oscillator poten-
tial, the coupling strength being chosen self-consistently, is
compactly formulated in the following way

wtfth?"1* (2O>

The Vlasov equation (1) is satisfied by these quantities for the
following choice of the time-dependent parameters

*,-(+• " ("J *;W , ":(*)* fti) ' v'lti~ J*W » (22a-c)
where $ satisfies a differential equation which yields frequen-
cies u. « Jz uv in the linearized form

•

I + uNrlJ; " TT = ° • (23)

Note that due to the quadratic structure of t> the Vlasov equa-
tion is the exact equivalent of the corresponding quantum equa-
tion.

The generalization to deformed nuclei is implied in the choice
of different equilibrium oscillator strengths to0l- , which may be
expressed by the Hill-Wheeler parameters. For a further genera-
lization of the model to rotations one conveniently procedes
from the necessity to generalize itfjMtt in (20) by a non-diagonal
tensor uij^ IH , as in the rotating system the principal axes of
the harmonic oscillator will change their direction at every mo-
ment. To solve the Vlasov equation (9) one then has to admit
tensor forms u.<f and n*f also in the place of the remaining para-
meters «.,- and ir; in (21). Hamiltonian and local distribution
function thus assume the form

Ci If i t) = — I11 « £•?. It) ». VA . (2")

(25)

(26)

(27)

The ansatz (25) properly reduces to the non-vibrating rotating
solution (17) for u; = 0, ir- = Sij and tuiji = w,

1.hf • Obviously it
would be expressed in a more complicated way in terms of f in-
stead of t (7).

+) For convenience we drop the symbol •** in all quantities of
the rotating system but fi = h- f In*?!*" and «*' (27) . A
summation convention is used.

(3



Inserting (24) and (25) into eq. (9) and comparing the coeffi-
cients of x« *f , p* tf and «, fy , one gets the coupled system of
equations

calculated as

(28)

ŷ lx-fll + f*<|~ ty) "V/> j (29)

.*rM1i">'ff + t"**P5 (30)
The solutions ir.n (tl and uf"p(t) are symmetrical tensors, whereas
u«ftt> in general is asymmetric, the velocity field having a fi-
nite curl in the rotating system. The direct effect of the
centrifugal force in the coupled equations is a mere modifica-
tion of the oscillator frequency tensor by a time-independent
subtraction in all frequency terms that would also occur with-
out rotation. The Coriolis force directly influences the velo-
city gradient and the deformation tensor introducing an addi-
tional term in their equations of motion (29) and (30) . The
Coriolis term vanishes, respectively, for vanishing velocitv and
for a deformation tensor equal to the unit matrix, i. e. for
their stationary limits. The linearized equations for small
deviations from the stationary values lead to a rather complex
eigenvalue problem for the possible frequencies ui :

eq. (28) discouples in this limit. In (31) u>f, = Uf, (ft) stands
for the equilibrium deformation for a given angular velocity. A
similar eigenvalue problem has been obtained and evaluated by
Balbutsev et al.[2] . Our closed model in addition offers a
coupled system of equations valid for arbitrary large amplitudes,
so that vibration-rotation coupling may be investigated on very
general terms. Inclusion of a time dependence ofil is feasible.

5) Isovector dipole vibrations
In analogy with the semiclassical model for quadrupole vi-

brations of section 4 and ref.Ml , a closed model for isovec-
tor dipole vibrations based on a schematic dipole force can be
obtained, to which one can likewise include the collision term
to calculate the damping with of the phenomenological Steinwe-
del-Jensen model 13] . Here we confine ourselves to the time-de-
pendent Hartree approximation for the residual interaction t'3

as part of the total Hamiltonian

H = H. * V, , H. -1 I.. <r;) , h. - - 1 &

(32)

(33)

14

The effective one-proton and one-neutron Schrodinger equations
then in addition to the static single-particle Hamiltonian f><>
contain the time-dependent Hartree potentials Vt , which are

where &1'1 is the proton or neutron centre of mass ,

(34)

(35)

As in the quadrupole case the Vlasov equations obtained by in-
sertion of h1'1 -h, *vi' into eq. (1) are fully equivalent to the
exact quantum equation; due to (34) and (35) they now couple the
local distribution functions for protons and neutrons

fit + £ f-J*, - " M W < P V + *•£- (R,(r) -R'Ji'WMjjS.J 9 ttj.t) - 0,(36)

The system (36) is easily solved by the ansatz

(37)

r^'-r,--»*'" , «.•--.. »„ — . (38a,b)

where the equilibrium Thomas-Fermi soLution is modified by a
shift £ of the coordinates to guarantee (35), an additional sca-
lar ff in the local Fermi momentum, and by a shiftmu of the cen-
tre of the Fermi sphere, which due to the "linearity of the
fields (34) remains undistorted. Performing the differentiations
and comparing the time-dependent coefficients of *« and A one
immediately gets two of the solving conditions for eq. (36)

ull~Rr'l , f*' ~ 1 w% K^'ft" . <39a,b)

The third by comparison of cofactors of pGl , differentiation and
insertion of (39a) is obtained as

(40)••ft) fli «V) v W'1' / Cl KTJ i

Subtraction of the <-" from the i-r equation finally yields a li-
near differential equation for the relative proton-neutron mo-
tion with eigenfrequencies u,; :

(*i. + .ff(
ljf«?1-uj"; = o , a,' -. - « ; . - + y . (4i)

The final forms of the vibrating local distribution functions
are given by

fl'J.O - 9 [) - L IP-".*1")* - ? lt-M-tf-(t-$!'l * 1 R«-5-Rc'J(42)
The transformation of the model to the rotating system lf,k<-p)
is straightforward. The Vlasov equations according to (9) and
(10) are changed into

and in the ansatz of solution (37) accordingly fi,.-*<•«. , w<() -< u«^
(27). Apart from this second replacement, eqs. (39) remain un-



changed, whereas eq. (40) additionally exhibits the Coriolis
term Zl^^Slf li'ji' • After differentiation and insertion of
(39a) as before the following condensation of Coriolis and cen-
trifugal contribution in terms of a vector notation is conve-
nient

i,; +2trfMft,^ fisLls^-a^sif)^ = (j|f + Av;
lu|« (44)

In vector form the final differential equation for the relative
velocity is then obtained as

*') - o, a";«-<< • y) i*f (45)

This result is easily interpreted. Due to the vector-type of the
dipole excitation, the rotating excitation may be obtained by
just replacing the time derivative in the static "Euler" equa-
tion (41) by the standard time derivative of a vector with re-
gard to the rotating system. As seen above, the transformation
is more complicated for higher tensor-type excitations.

With iL = He« the eigenfrequencies ui of eq. (45) are given by the
roots of the secular equation

-UwfL -(w'-t-Q.1) +Ujl

The frequency ui, = 4, of the mode vibrating in the direction of
the rotation axis remains unchanged, whereas the two modes ortho-
gonal to this axis are obtained as

»v = ̂ T^ ^ ' t i U%-W- + « ftf + w/JA*}1 (48)
The result conincides with that of a quantum-mechanical and a
classical treatment of the problem by Hilton (3 J . With regard to
the eigenvectors of (48) we refer to this work.

Some fruitful discussions with R. R. Hilton, P. Ring and D. M.
Brink are gratefully acknowledged. One of the authors (J. W.)
would like to thank the Institue Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, for
kind hospitality during several stays.
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ABSTRACT

The effects of rotation on the giant dipole mode
are discussed within the framework of a cranked
deformed oscillator in which dipole-dipole two-body
forces are included. Level shifts as well as energy
splittings of the "rotating dipole", in addition to
those attributable to the shape, are found. A classical
analysis of the system provides a description of the
new "rotating dipole" modes and confirms the nature of
the splittings. The magnitude of such effects is
discussed for light and rare earth nuclei. We conclude
that the effects of the_ Coriolis interaction must be
included before information about the nuclear shapes
can be extracted.

INTRODUCTION

An intriguing aspect of the nuclear system and
one which has in recent times seen a resurgence of
interest are those dynamical states of the nucleus
which may be described in terms of simple collective
vibrational modes of excitation, the so called giant
resonances. Perhaps the simplest and most prominent
example is that of the giant dipole excitation.
Recently the observations of Nekton et af' have
suggested the excitation of giant dipole resonances
built on states of high angular momentum and it has
been proposed that information about nuclear shapes
at such high spins may be directly obtained from the
resonance levels.

In this discussion we wish to point out that
radical changes of the dipole resonance are to be
exr.ected as a result of the Coriolis interaction.
Level shifts as well as energy splittings of the
"rotating dipole" in addition to those attributable
to the triaxial shape of the nucleus are found due
to the action of the rotation. The implication is
that rotational effects will have to be properly

incorporated before secure inferences about the
nuclear shape can be made from observations of the
giant dipole excitation1*'.

THE HAMILTONIAN

At high angular momenta the influence of
pairing would be expected to be small* . Part of
the long range component of the effective two-body
force contributes dominantly to building a deformed
one-body container well, which for the sake of our
discussion is to be taken- to be a deformed oscillator.
The remaining long range component, here represented
by the dipole-dipole term, will not contribute to the
single particle potential and is thus kept in our
description explicitly.

The Hamiltonian for the system of Z protons and
N neutrons interacting via a dipole-dipole two-body
force is thus.

H= H + — I V

the residual" nucleon-nucleon interaction taking the
form, ,

(1)

(2)

where forfc- (1,2,3)= (x,y,z) (3)

Here Rz and RH represent the proton and neutron centres
of mass, having conjugate momenta Fr and PM respectively.

One may introduce collective proton-neutron
relative coordinate components r^ and their conjugate
momenta p. as® ,

and p (NPr - ZPH ), (4)

in which A=N+Z is the total particle number in the system.
In terms of these variables the Hamiltonian decouples
exactly and takes the form.

H= H
I C

mMZ ,...2
-2X- (UJV

(5)

tHowever even at low spins, except via contributions to
the one-body potential (changes of which may be
accounted for in the present model), pairing cannot
produce any direct long range collective proton-
neutron force.



In eqn. (5) the Ho.^ (r*,pM ) represents the giant dipole
motion incorporating the effect of the dipole-dipole
interaction and Ht.t. (Q»#t« ) describes the motion of
all other degrees of freedom whose coordinates Q«,
and momenta t«, commute with r 4 and pfc .

The ground state has the product form.

and excited states exist of the form.

k=l,2,3

with energies

WD.

(6)

(7)

(8)

representing excited states of collective motion of all
protons against all neutrons in the x,y and z directions
respectively;all other motion remaining undisturbed.
For a triaxial shape the giant dipole energies would
therefore be split dependent on which component of the
motion were excited^.

The giant dipole is observed at energies given by.

-p. cos (» - 2$ k)"J (9)

for nuclei with A > 4 0 , where p,»are the Hill-Wheeler
shape parameters. The correct nuclear size and shape
requires that the oscillator frequencies be adjusted to
the values

(10)

Prom eqns. (8)> (9) and (10) the dipole-dipole coupling
constants are thus determined.

ROTATING SYSTEM

For the system rotating about the x-axis with
angular velocity ST. , the Hamiltonian in the rotating
frame takes the form.

(11)

The x-component of the total angular momentum expressed
in terms of the r^ ,pj, and Q^ , t^ variables is

(12)

The action of the Coriolis force term Sl.(*"̂  „, pj, )t
is to disturb the giant dipole vibrational modes in the
y1 and z1 direction. However independent normal modes for
the giant dipole motion may again be defined in which
the new coordinates and momenta are linear combinations
of the original variables rj, and p'fc^) . The remaining
part of the Coriolis interaction Jl.J, (Q^ ,t£ ) merely
produces mixing of the Q« and t«. variables amongst
themselves, and thus no coupling of these modes to the
relative proton-neutron motion is introduced by the
rotation. It is thus possible to treat the effects of
rotation on the dipole mode separately from that of all
other degrees of freedom in the system.

The new proton-neutron relative collective coord-
inates and momenta for which H' may be written as a
sum of terms displaying independent motion have the
explicit form.

'(5_k)

(13)

with (-1)*.

iLkl +SL*
for k=2,3

in terms of which H ; takes the form,

H' = H.. (Q* .ti ) -

z z

The yrast state of the system is thus

(14)

(15)



Excited states exist of the form,

and
k=2,3 (16)

representing collective states of relative motion of all
protons with respect to a l l neutrons with excitation
frequencies as seen in the rotating frame, given by
UT UJ UF s p t i l yUT, , U J ,

where

respectively.

k=2,3 (17)

EXCITATIOH EIJERGY

The definition of the excitation energies of these
modes requires a certain amount of care. The energy of
the system is that seen in the laboratory frame, which
is computed from the expression

in which the index V refers to an excited state of
relative motion. The excitation energy would thus appear
to be

E»(v )-E*(O )=. \

In the cranking model we deal with wave functions
determined from a deformed container well, which for a
rotating system is in general triaxial. Thus our wave
functions have neither good angular momentum nor
z-component and posses angular momentum only in the
sense of an average value along the x-axis. The state
IIJJ^ represents an excited state which has different
intrinsic structure to that of ityP^i (the mean
relative proton-neutron centY&of mass separation is now
changed from that of the unexcited state) . Thus if H|Jn^
possesses angular momentum I in the sense

s= I (20)

the state |l|J*)will not in general carry the same
angular momentum

However (21) will not reflect the full change in angular
momentum attributable to the excitation, since HJjJ1}
refers to the same angular velocity as the unexcited
state 1HJJ")L If ir represents the effective moment
of inertia of the system with respect to imf">
then the full angular momentum change & I would be
obtained from,

isn. (22)

However in (21) only contributions from the first
term above have arisen so that, one is led to enquire how
to interpret the excitation -nUJ, appearing in eqn. (19) .
To achieve this we note that the second term appearing
on the right hand side of eqn.(19) may be written in the
form

where * < J,> = <

(23)

(24)

and in which we make use of the relation

Sl = (25)

The W&» may' therefore be understood as the excitation
energy between states having the same angular momentum
Mviz,

:) = W&* (26)

However if we wish to associate with the excitation
changes of angular momentum A I along the x-axis, in
order to stay with a physically consistent description
we should really have calculated

" EL(0,I)=EL(V,I) L. - EL(0,I)

Therefore incorporating the effects of the change of
angular momentum occurring in the excitation one obtains
for the true excitation energy.

- EL(O,I) = (28)



The r,' and q v (M =2,3) have the character of tensors of
rank 1 so that the changes of the x-component of the
angular momentum they may intrduce is limited by the
values A1=0 and t1, respectively. It is thus natural to
associate them with radiation transitions occurring in
photo-excitation processes.

We thus gain for the giant resonance excitation
energies, ^ „,

•fiuj, ; "hUJj + "nSl ; fitÛ  + 'hSl (29)
It is thus seen that as well as the level shifts, one
expects a further splitting of the rotating giant dipole
modes in addition to that anticipated for the giant
dipole due to the triaxial shape of the nucleus when in
rotation.

It must be borne in mind that within the cranking
model we do not have states of good angular momentum
and thus strict angular momentum selection rules do not
exist. The closest we may come to arguing from within
the cranking framework is through a classical analysis
of the electromagnetic radiation to be expected from the
motion of the system of charged particles traversing the
orbits of the rotating dipole modes. In the following
section we shall show that one is led to the same concl-
usion(29) on this basis.

ROTATING DIPOLE MOTION

The rotating dipole modes are most easily visulized
if we consider the classical equations of motion governing
the collective proton-neutron separation coordinate r̂ * ,
as determined from the Lagrangian i.e.

14= 0 (30)

(31)

Explicitly (30) leads to the set of equations

r,' + (Ulf + X,)r/= 0

X, -

r,;=. 0

4'= 0

The first eqn. in (31) represents the relative neutron-
proton collective vibration in the x-direction which
is unaffected by the rotation. The motion in the y'- z'
plane has two independent solutions of the form

rj (2) = j

rs' (2) = -pz

(32)

sin(UXjt
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and

sin(UJst (33)

where the 0^ represent constant initial phases. As
seen in the rotating frame,the two new normal modes
of relative motion correspond classically to rotations
of the proton and neutron centres gf mass^about one
another with angular frequencies -UJ^ and UJ, , in
elliptic orbits whose major axis lie along the y'- z'
directions respectively,fig 1. They represent the
natural generalization of the dipole motion for a
rotating system*. To extract the motion with respect
to the laboratory we proceed as JJ
follows. Labelling coordinates in —
the body frame rotating about
the x-axis with angular velocity
SI by rf ,r£ ,r^ and those in
the laboratory by r, ,r, ,r,
we have.

- r3'. sin Jit

r3 = rJ.sinSlt

(34)

On substituting the solutions
(32) or (33) we gain,.

).cos[(UJ, -!

Fig.l
normal modes in
rotating frame

r3(2)

rIt may be helpful in this regard to recall that the
Coriolis interaction is responsible for the horizantal
doflection encount-roJ by a stono when foiling towards
the earth.



and similarly.

+ Sl)t+

).sin[(5j4 -

).cos[(UJJ + SU t+

+ a . (1-gj ).cosV(U7 -$
3 — - L

0,1
J

(36)

The motion in the y and z directions are each seen to
be made up of two components having different
frequencies. If one combines the-' terms in r2(k) and
r3 (k) of the same frequency the rusuitjnt liotion of
the charges in the y -z plane may be visulized as ij
sum of two circular motions of different frequencies
having different radii circulating in opposite senses.
From the point of view of classical electrodynamics,
to this motion one would associate in the x-direction
circularly polarized radiation with frequencies
UJjgt£SL> (quantum mechanically corresponding to
energies •Muj^tSU ) . having a sense of polarization
in or against the x-direction (again quantvm
mechanically with spinil), in conformation with our
previous discussion on the splitting.

ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECT

An assessment of the magnitude of the effects
of rotation on the dipole energies may be made as
follows. The angular velocity ST. may be found from the
relation

!•*> (37)

where we use for the rigid body value,

- ** )] Mev. (38)

In Fig.2a and 2b are shown the rotating giant dipole
energies as functions of the triaxiality parameter X
and the spin I for a rare earth nucleus having A=160
and deformation (3=0.2. Using (38) we therefore
systematically underestimate the low spin effect.

Typically an A=160 rare earth nucleus having p=0.25,
}} =0* at 1=0, shows an antistretching as well as
triaxial behaviour at high spins,so that representative
shape parameters at 1=40 would be p=0.2, TJ =10*W .Thus
for 1=40 we obtain for fiSl a value

hSl =0.59 Mev.

Consequently the giant dipole resonances at 1=0;

15.9 ; 12.41 Mev.

are at 1=40 changed to,

16.63; 15.46; 15.37; 13.38; 12.21 Mev.

which may be compared with the values which would
have been obtained from (9) using the 1=40 shape
parameters,

15.93; 15.37; 12.91 Mev.

It should be pointed out however that single particle
alignment may cause effective moments of inertia in
excess of the rigid body valued, which would thus
tend to reduce such effects. From this discussion it is
apparent that the dominant splitting mechanism will
be most sensitive to the collective rotational features
of the nucleus at high spins.

Fig.2a

-W .20 0 20 t0 60

Fig.2b

Variation of rotating giant dipole energies for a
typical rare earth nucleus as function of spin If
and triaxiality

1iGjj+
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Variation of rotating giar.t dipole energies for a
light nucleus as function of spin I, and
triaxiality

•nUJ,+ "nil

'fiUJi+ ftSl fiUJ, - -hSV.

iiOI, - "Tin.

In the high spin region pairing effects are
negligible, so that"the addition of temperature to the
system is not expected to cause shifts in the dipole
energies, in the light of our results, though, it may be
anticipated that the width of the unresolved bump
containing all five rotating dipole contributions will
tend to increase with spin. It should perhaps be
emphasised .that in descriptions which explicitly
include pairing at lower spins, effective mass effects
may appear which can in principle influence the dipole
energies. However they must be viewed with caution
until contributions directly attributable to the
"non-Galilean" nature of the Hamiltonian are extracted.

Rotational states have also been identified in
deformed light nuclei. The effects of rotation on the
dipole energy may be anticipated to be even larger for
these nuclei than for the rare earth's since the
corresponding angular velocity is greater. Precise
assessments are more difficult because the increased
strength of the Coriolis interaction may already cause
violent shape changing behaviour (especially in It ) in
light nwclei at comparatively low spins. For a nucleus
with A=20 using shape parameters p=0.5, fc=15* at
1=10 we nbtain a value of the angular velocity of

^ J = 4.5 Mev.
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In Fig.3a and 3b we illustrate the giant dipole
energies as functions of T& and I using a deformation
value 0=0.5. Eqn.(9) was under these, circumstances
modified by replacing the factor 80A^ by a value
around 20. Fro;n the Figs, it is clear that the Coriolis
interaction may lead to violent variations i • the
position of the dipole resonance, which may dominate
shape changing effects. Measurements of the grant
dipole resonance in light nuclei at high spins would
thus seem a worthwhile investigative area and should
manifest such results most clearly.

VERY HIGH SPIN REGIOH

At very high spins nuclei may go over into a
regime in which they are almost oblate with approximate
symmetry axis, the axis of rotation^. Multiplying the
2nd and 3rd equations in {31) by r^ and r£ respectively
we gain on subtraction.

which has solutions of the form.

in which r1 ,9* represent the magnitude and orientation
of the relative separation coordinate in the y'- z'plane.
In the limit C&j -» H}x this classical description implies
a gradual freezing of the orientation of the dipole modes
in the y - z plane, with respect to the laboratory frame,
the analogue of the Foucault pendulum positioned at the
North Pole! Radiation with frequency 2 SI should fingerprint
this region.

The study of the giant dipole in rotating nuclei
promises to be a fruitful area of investigation. However
the implications of the interaction between the rotational
and dipole modes must be properly incorporated before
this new and potentially powerful tool can be used to
interpret gross structure properties or dynamical features
of the nucleus in the high spin region.
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ABSTRACT

Me review the viscoelastic model of the nucleus, as applied to
the collective nuclear vibrations. Results concern-ir::, isoscalar and
isovector resonance energies and isoscaidr ;}i«r,i resonance widths
are presented and compared with experiment. The comparison reveals
that elastic model can provide a good description of collective vi-
brations and that the viscoelastic property of a nucleus near its
ground state is close to that of a Voigt solid than that of a Maxwell
solid.

I. INTRODUCTION

The homogeneous elastic solid was introduced phenomenologi-
cally for rotational nuclear states1. Later Bertsch2 treated the
giant resonances as elastic vibrations. Subsequently, the Lame
equation, which describes the dynamics of an elastic solid, was
derived using the concept of quantum stress tensor3. Still later,
this same equation was obtained by using the moments of the Vlasov
equation11,s. The elastic model was applied by the authors to des-
cribe isoscalar', isovector, spin-vector and spin-isovector vibra-
tions7. Recently we have discussed the viscoelastic properties of
the nucleus* and the boundary conditions as applied to the isovector
case'.

In this paper we review the most relevant aspects of the visco-
elastic model and their consequences. Experimental data are com-
pared with thecnical results to test the validity of the elastic
model..

II. EQUATION OF ELASTICITY

The dynamical behavior of the a homogeneous elastic medium of
density P is described by

(1)

whereOj is the ith. component of the displacement field and the stress
tensor 1J; is

For the nuclear matter under collective motion, the LamS contants
and>;uare related to the equilibrium nuclear matter density and
nuclear compressibility If D is assumed harmonic in time:
D(r.l)=*5(r,t') etvl j the dynamical equation (1) may be written

as an eigenvalue equation.

i_f5 = -?<•>*©

The operator L is the Lame operator given by

(3)

(A)

The boundary conditions require that there is zero tension on the
surface; that is

(5)

for r=R.

III. SOLUTION OF THE LAME' EQUATION

The LamS operator may be written as

Where we have used the identity

(7)



There and three different independent solutions to this equation10.
a) Irrotational Solution

T',ie divergence of LD gives rise to the following differential

so, (V.SD) which is proportional to the variation of ? ,

(8)

(9)

Satisfies the Helmholtz equation

(10)

where ft i s given by

ha = (11)

Thus,A is given as linear combinations of separable solutions of
the type

(12)

where Jt is the spherical Bessel corresponding to the angular mo-
mentum x • The displacement^) whose source is A nay be written as

(13)

In fact, we have

(14)

as it may be seen using equations ( 4 ) , (10), and (13).

b) Isovolumetric Solutions

The curl ofO>gives rise to

(15)

So, ifS>i is a solution of the Lam? equation with V-QSO, then
o&= v»2fe is also a solution. According to equation (4 ) £>j
satisfies the Helmholtz equation

~ 0

where

(16)

(17)

(18)

or linear combinations of similar types. Here Ĥ Wsr} and -fl̂ -m are
related to the Bessel functions { and usual spherical harmonic function

I f -fig is solid harmonic, S)amay be taken as

Obviously oPj is perpendicular to f . 2)j Is thus given by

I t is easy to shgw thatfc, , and^ give rise to electric multipole
radiation whileR. give rise to magnetic multipole radiation.



IV. SOME RESULTS

A) Isoscalar-Eigenmodes

The following figures 1,2,3 and 4 show the experimental data of
the isoscalar giant resonances compiled in reference II , and the isos-
calar vibrational frecuencies obtained in the elastic model. The
parameters used in our theory were obtained from the following rela-
tionships:

where

nf =

L x
= - 5 S O MaV

K is the averaged nuclear incompressibility for a nucleus with mass A,
Koo the nuclear matter incompressibility,
K the nuclear surface incompressibility coefficient, and
m* the effective mass given by the prescription of Brown and Speth.

The figures from 5 to 11 show the actual displacements for v.irious
electric multipoles. The nomalization was done according to the balance
equation

(21)

whereEpfs the potentfa7 energy and E c the kinetic energy.

too ISO 200

FIG. l. The eigeneDergits of electric multipole states multi-
plied by A*/3 as • function of the mass number.



ISOSCALAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE

ISOSCALAR MONOPOLE RESONANCE

62

rifi. ?. Comparison of the calculated energies (solid curves)
for the isoscaiar giant monopole resonances with the e
till data from the compilation of Ref. 11.
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FIG. S. Nuclear displacements for the electrie monopole.
These displacements are nomiHzed according to
Eq. 21.

FIG. 6. Nuclear displacements for the electrie quadrapole.
First excited state. These displacements are nomi-
Iized according to Eq. 21.
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FIG. 7. Nuclear displacements for the electrie quadrapoie.
Second excited state. These displacements are nomi-
lized according to Eq. 21.

FIG. B. Nuclear displacements for the electrie octupoie.
First excited state. These displacements are nomi-
lized according to Eq. 21.



FIG. 9. Nuclear displacements for the electrie octupole.
Second excited state. These displacements are nomi-
11zed accordinq to Co. 21.

riG. 10. Nuclear displacements for the e lectr ic hexadecapole.
Fi rst excited stite. These displacements are nonii-
l ized according to Eq. 21.



FIG. 11. Nuclear displacements for the electrie hexadecapole.
Second excited state. These displacements are nowi-
lized according to Eq. 21.
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B) Low - lying "liquid drop" vibrationai states

The energies of the liquid drop vibrational states of multi-
polarity \ are given by Bohr and Wheeler13

which go approximately as £ *. In this expression T is the surface
tension (& IMeV/#. ) and X. the fissility parameter equal to22^5.
This "liquid-drop" vibrational state also appears as an eigenstate of
the elastic model when surface tension and Coulomb interaction are
taken into account. A change in local radii of curvature leads to a
change of the stress tensor at the surface:

(23)

Where Dr is the radial displacement and £ the muitipole order of the
deformation. The additional effect of the Coulomb interaction will
modify the above by the well-known factor involving the f issi l i tyX ,
that is

(24)



The boundary conditions requiring the vanishing of the total stress
tensor at the surface, then leads to a new eigenvalue equation whose
solutions include the low-lying "liquid drop" state. The predicted
low - lying states of the electric multipoles of Pb are: 1.36 Hev
for 2f, 4.10 Hev for 3~and 7.39 Hev for 4"*. The figure shows these
energies as function of A for the octupole case.

C) Resonance Width and Viscosity

The classic model which is described by the Lame equation
could be generalized by introducing the concept of viscosity. So
far this has been done by us by superimposing on the elastic mo-
del the hydrodynamical picture of viscous fluids.'1* That is, by
combining the Lame equation and the Navier-Stokes equation. This
combination may be done in two ways:*

a) by assuming that the elastic system works in series with
the viscous fluid system.

b) by assuming that they work in parallel.
The systems following the arrangement a) are called Maxwell "fluid"
and those which follow b) are the Voigt "fluid"

VoigtMaxwell

The time dependent displacement of those four systems elastic-
viscous-Haxweil and Voigt are displayed schematically in the next
figure, as when a constant force is applied;

D

Vsjcou s

As we can see the Voigt model follows closely the elastic beha-
viour except at short time where the viscosity retards the respon-
se of the elastic component. The Maxwell solid, has a short-time elas-
tic behavior but a long-time viscous behavior. The form of the
equation is different for both systems. For the Maxwell solid the
total displacement is that of the elastic media plus that of the viscous
fluid, while the stress is the same for both parts. In the case of the
Voigt model, the displacements are the same and the total stress Is the
sum of the stresses for each individual part.

The elastic and viscous stresses are given by

(25)

where

clt.

For the Voigt model the equation of motion is

(26)

We take D = e v u )\D for the left hand of the above equation. Where
UJb is the unperturbed frecuency, when no viscosity is involved. Then
equation (25) becomes

(27)

(2fi)

(29)

For the case when I) 1s the irrotationai solution $ , we obtain

which corresponds to a width

For a giant resonance vibrations for which HuJ0ocA « we have

P°c A~2/4 (30)

13



Similarly, for a pure solenoidad displacement T>3 , the shear viscosity
changes the frecuency from w)uto vu given by

\W = 1

(31)

which correspond to a width

(32)

What are the predictions of Maxwell solids?

By definition, the stress ?cj in a Maxwell solid is defined by

(33)

(34)

Let us assume that"* A and^tvary harmonically with time through a
factor e11*1. Then, for £=j ,

(35)

where

.

For 1*^', we get

where

(36)

(37)

(3B)

The viscous-elastic equations may be written as

(39)

Following simi lar procedure as ir^the Voigt case we f ind that the
effect of the viscosity fo r the "^"displacement i s to changeuJ0to

so the resonance width is

Ps

(40)

"I J
which is independent of W o . F o r ^ type of displacesient, we obtain

which is also independent of u/0 .

(42)

Experiments show that the width for the Octupole resonances is about
twice that of the quadrupole resonances and the widths for ?.+and 3"
decrease with increasing mass numbers. Thus, the isoscalar giant
resonances do not appear like a Maxwell solid. At least at low
temperature, where nuclear matter has strong pairing correlation,
the Voigt modal seems to predict more accurately the isoscalar
giant resonances.

The following pictures show the comparison of T"1 assuming a
Voigt arrangement for nuclear matter with the experimental data
compiled in reference 11.
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fi) Isovector Case

One of the unsolved problems in the isovector case is the
houndary condition at the surface of the nucleus when the neutron
fluid works against the proton fluid. Traditionally two types of
tiuundary conditions have been used: a) It is assumed that no
stress between the two fluids (neutron and proton fluids) exists
ul Hie surface of the nucleus, b) It is assutnen that the displa-
cement at the surface (relative displacement between proton ant) ncu-
Iroti) is zero. Combination of these ideas were recently introduced
l>y Myers el al1". Uomj7 used the first type of boundary conditions.
Then, Azziz et al' used the second. The results of both calcula-
tions .ire (jiven in the following table:
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With the boundary .condition h \ - 0 there are 2 and 3" states at
55.7 and 88.2 (MeV) A~'* . These states are absent in the case of the
other boundary condition of P = 0 . There are the tentative results of
Pitthan et al which suggest the possible existance of an isovector
E2 resonance at 53 (MeV) A /s . Recently, Drake et al16 found an
E2 isovector giant resonance at about 23 MeV for ?i?08 which corresponds
to fiWjj.2 136 A" J (MeV). So far, the experimental data are not su-
fficient to draw conclusive statements in favor of one boundary con-
dition over another. There is uncertainty experimentally in the exis-
tence of the lower E2 isovector states and theoretically in the effective
mass as a function of the multiple excitation energy. Thus, the lo-
cation of the isovector resonances of various multipolarities with
different experimental probes will be of great help in testing the di-
fferent boundary conditions. Theoretically, it is not enough to calcu-
late only the locations of the collective states; it is necessary to
obtain the transition matrix elements for collective excitation to the
different states and to compare with the observed transiton strengths.

As expected, the boundary conditions play an importan role in the
isovector giant resonances. The actual physical situation may require
an admixture of the boundary conditions, analogous to the situation in
hydrodynamics as was observed previously.

Conclusions

The comparison of the viscoelastic model, with experimental data
reveals that the model is capable of explaining the energy and the
widths of the multipole isoscalar giant resonances and that the visco-
elastic property of a nucleus is close to that of the Voigt solid than
that of the Maxwell solid. The low lying "liquid drop" state are also
obtained as part of a unifying picture of nuclear collective motion.

There are remaining unresolved problems in the elastic mode'! which
need attention. With the appearance of both the low-lying and the giant
resonance, it is important to find out how much the energy weighted sum-
rule is divided among these states. It will also be important to see
how one can eliminate the assumption of a sharp surface and what kind
of effective boundary condition is obtained by such and elimination.
Other interesting problem involve the splitting of these resonances for
deformed nuclei for which little theoretical work has been performed.
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ABSTRACT

The Viasov equation plus collision term (Boltzmann equation] represents

an appropriate frame for the treatment of giant resonances (zero sound

modes) in nuclei. With no adjustable parameters we obtain correct position";

and widths for the giant quadrupole resonances.

It is well known [1] that schematic forces of the trail tipolerroulti pole

type give a surprisingly good description of giant resonances within the

RPA - or equivalents the TDHF-approach; this concerns for instance the

position of energies and to less extent transition densities but it

is of course impossible within this formalism to account for the (spreading)

width of the giant resonances (we treat here intermediate to heavy nuclei

for which the decay or escape width should be negligible).
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Collisions of the Akadenrie der Wissenschaften der DDR, Dresden, December 1-2,

1981, ed. A. Pfitzner, and

Workshop on Nuclear Dynamics, 22-26 February 1982, Granlibakken, Tahoe City,

edited by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
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We will be concerned with the giant quadrupole resonance only but our

theory is applicable for other nuiltipoles as well t2 ] . For our model

(harmonic oscillator plus quadrupola-quadrupole force) the Viasov equation

becomes identical to the TDKF-equation and roorants of the

Viasov equation with respect to powers of the momentum break off after the

second. This means that the coupled fluid dynamic equations for density,

velocity and pressure tensor are s t i l l exact.

To account for damping we include a collision term t3l to the Viasov

equation but s t i l l break off tr.e r.'jrents after the second, certainly a

very good approximation in view of what we said above. For the collision

integral we take the form of Uehlinj-Uhlenbeck [4] which has certain approximative

features as for instance energy conservation of the quasiparticle energies

during the collision process and its yalidity for zero excitation

only [4] . This however does not seen to be a serious

drawback since we are able to explain the width of the giant quadrupole

resonance quantitatively.

For the two body collisions we take for convenience only the s-waye

part of the Gogny force as an average representation of the scattering

In all channels and.we neglect exchange. The Gogny force [53 has been chosen

because i t is a good phenomenological representation of a microscopic C-matrix

which should be used in the collision integral [4] , The fact that we use

different effective forces in the collision integral and for the mean field

is not contradictory since they have to describe yery different processes.

In this way we arrive at a model [6J for the damping of the giant

quadrupole resonance which is free. oT parameters (the strength of the quadrupolc-

quadrupole force is as usual determined from the self-consistency condition
89of the harmonic oscillator).



Our basic equation is the Boltzmann equation [4] :

Itf] .fM
(2*fi)J

* ( £P V *

v (P - Pj) «(P + P' - Px -

Vv -

where f « 1 - f and f « f(R.p'.t) etc., t « p /2m, and v(p) is the

Fourier transforn of the two body interaction; the mean field is given by

V(R.t) = | m j y - xq(t) : \ m (n2(t) X2 + f)2(t)Y2 + fl2(t)Z2)

2Z2 - X2 - V2.
(2)

q{t) = Trtfp(t));

For this potential the left hand side of (1) is the exact transcription into

Wigner space of ifc P •= th.p] and in general it is the -fi = 0 limit of TDHF.

It should be realized that the collision term in (1) represents the "ft • 0

limit of its quantum mechanical counterpart; this corresponds to treating

collisions in the local density approximation, I.e. the nucleus is considered

locally as a piece of nuclear matter. In this sense we think that the

approximation of energy conservation during the scattering process is less

important than in the discrete case. The approximation that I[f] or (1) is

strictly only valid for zero excitation [4,7] is certainly less justified

since we here are concerned with giant resonances. This point needs further

studies in the future but at the moment we take the classical form of the

collision term as it can be found in the literature [4]. Finally we want to

point out that in the small amplitude limit studied here the collision term (1)

can be derived from the sum of 2 particle-2 hole Feynmann graphs shown in

ng. i 14].

Fig. 1 Feynman graphs contributing to the collision integral in the

linearised form.

Without collision term (1) can be solved analytically (up to tlie

solution of classical eqs. of motion). The result is :

f(ft.P.t) - F( x - H) (3)

where F(x) is an arbitrary function and

3

Pi -

The parameters

n?(0)

"5T, • ^ - ; u . in

obey the (coupled) set of classical equations :

(5)

In the small amplitude l imi t , x*.being determined from the usual oscillator

self-consistency condition, this yields the well known result [1]

!>2+ 5 i ^ »0 e 60 * MeV in very good agreement with experiment.

For small amplitudes i t is possible to develop (3) around equilibrium

Fo(» - H ) where Fo is now the Wigner transform of the groundstate density matrix.



For what follows it is very important not to choose for FQ a step function as

would be suggested by lowest order Thomas Fermi theory [8], This would

correspond to an infinite Fermi system at zero temperature {T « 0) and consequently

no two body collisions can take placs since the collision integral is proportional
n

to T [9]. Nuclei are at zero temperature but even there a smearing out of the

Fermi step function is -̂"'.ii'. due to either two body correlations or, most

importantly the finiteness of the system. For a harmonic potential one can deduce

such a finite diffusivitv T frori a Strutinsky averaged Vigner transform of

the density matrix [10]. One obtains a value constant over the nucleus of

T « 4 HeV (A • 224) which is a rather high value indeed. More realistic is a

Woods Saxon potential for which we show in Fig. 2 the phase space distribution [11]

for A • 184 and in Fig. 3 the corresponding diffusivity is extracted in fining

to the curves in Fig.2 a Fermi distribution of the type
-1
|

(6)

P (frn'1)

y
R ( f m l / Fig. 2 Averaged phase space distribution for A * 184 1n a Hoods Saxon

potential. For details see r e f . [ l l ] .

-20
10 R (I'm)

Fig. 3 Local diffusivity T and Ferni enerny p as extracted from the

distribution in Fig. 2.

We see that here the diffusivity is strongly varying from small values in the

Interior to rather high values in the surface. In spite of this fact the Fermi

function (6) can be quite effectively represented by the usual Soirmerfeld
expansion

f • D(p - cp) - £ - TZS' <» - cp) (7)

which then helps very much to perform the integrals in (1) . Taking in

addition moments of (1) with respect to p and truncating after the



second we obtain [123 (we use summation convention) :

p + div (P u) = 0

8(a"c)

as a coupled system-for p, u, P , the density, velocity f ie ld and pressure tensor

[8] . As mentioned above these equations are exact in our podel for vanishing

collision term,-wh1ch can be verified with (2) and ( 4 j .

Evaluating the second moment of the collision integral In (8c) one obtains

in the small amplitude l imit

P
• — Wy

iwhere i is a traceless tensor defined by

(9)

(10)

which describes the deformation of the Fermi surface. In (9) T 1S the local

collision time, p**1 is the oressure of an ideal qas and p0 the corresponding

density. In the same l imi t , and in f i rs t order of the

expansion (7 ) , the Inverse collision-time can be calculated analytically and

turns out to be

A _ 3 A <

PF(R)

In the case of a superposition of gaussians like the Gogny-force even

the last Integral in (11) can be performed, and we therefore get an explicit

92 expression for the local collision t ine.

With (10) we can go over from eq.(8c) for the pressure tensor P to an

equation for the deformation tensor 1?. flaking further use of the restriction

to small amplitudes, we obtain

8u,.

t.

In this l imit we have in our model (see eq.{4)) .

u(t) = S(t)iT ; u - (-X. -Y, 2Z) (13)

and therefore we obtain a position independent *.. if we Introduce an

effective inverse collision time averaged over the pressure which turns out

to be the result of the expansion of (8) to first order in (n^ T ) (see (16)).

: Pid (">

From

Ba

with

(8(a-c).

+ Co°

B-mJ

12-14)

+ (C.

d3r p

one then

- co)S -

| u | 2

obtains

0; ;

c •

[12] :

' • / > '

t-t'
*eff .

a

B n*

(15)

(16)

where nQ and n_ are the well known [8,9] frequencies of normal sound (reff = 0)

and zero sound (tgff • ") respectively. Equation (15) 1s the one of a damped

harmonic oscillator with a friction kernel which is non local in tine reflecting

the fact that an appreciable elapse of time can occur during successive

collisions. This memory effect was discussed qualitatively by Norenberg in

a recent work [13] but no determination of ieff for zero sound modes was

attempted. Here we give for the first time a completely self contained theory

with no adjustable parameters for giant resonances in nuclei.



In order to discuss more specifically the influence of damping i t is

convenient to transform (15) to a third order differential equation [121 :

B 6 + B
Teff

+ C.B +
V f

6 . 0

This equation immediately reproduces the well-known limiting frequencies

of ordinary and zero sound but for finite T
eff. as in our case, the charac-

teristic equation of (16) has in general complex frequencies (1 as solution.

In the limit Re n teff •• one obtains

(18)

fron (14) and (9) we can calculate r f f with the s-wave part of the Gogny

force [5] or more conveniently with a one Gaussian equivalent to the
2 2

Gogny force : v(r) * vQ e" r / r o with vQ - 26.5 teV and r0 • 2.25 fm (this

force yields the same pairing properties.as the original Gogny force [14]).

For-the model nucleus A • 224 and the corresponding harmonic oscillator

diffusivity tlOl T « 4 HeV we then obtain a width of

T . J— * 3 HeV (19)

The only A-dependence of the width in our model comes from the A-dependence

of T. As a matter of fact the distribution function f(e) for a harmonic

oscillator ClOl becomes (not unexpectedly) more and more infinite matter

(i.e. step function) like the larger the nucleus and a detailed investigation

tlS3 shows that the h.o. - diffusivity can be represented, very accurately by the

law (for a position dependent diffusivity in a Hoods Saxon like potential

(Fig. 2) this A-dependence could be changed somewhat)

T 2 * A"1'3 (20)

Together with (19) we thus have'the smooth trend of the width for all nuclei

which is represented together with the experimental values 1n Fig. 4. (continuous
line).

r[MeV]

40 BO 120 160 200 240 A

Fig. 4 Comparison of experiment [17] and our results for the width of'the
giant quadrupole resonance. The broken line includes the Ltndau
correction for f ini te excitation energy.

Our self-contained model with no adjustable parameters agrees Indeed

Very nicely with the experimental findings. This seems to indicate that our

approximations, for instance the evaluation of two body collisions at zero

excitation energy, are not too drastic. This can be substantfited sonanhat

in observing that Landau [7] proposed the following lowest order correction
2 2 2

for f inite excitation energies to our formula (11) : T » T • (R/2TT) .
Inserting numbers shows that (ft'2n)2 = T^A'1 '3 = 100-A"2/3, i .e. for heavy 93



nuclei this contribution to the width is about five tines smaller than the

one coming from the f in i te diffusivity of the phase space distribution. For

lighter nuclei this contribution is becoming more important as-is indicated

by the broken line in Fig. 4. Further studies have however to be

performed to see in detail how excitation energy influences the rate of two

body collisions. Possible ways how this can be done are given in '

Ref.l 7 ] . He also would l ike to stress at this point that our tfieory is

a linear one. A classical estimate for the quadrupole giant resonance

in heavy nuclei yields roughly a 8 X change of nuclear half axes compared

to their spherical equilibrium values. This seems to justify the lineariza-

tion though second and higher order contributions l ike those shown in

Fig.5 [16] cannot be ruled out completely.

In spite of these restrictions 1t seems evident from this work that

the surprisingly strong diffusivity of the Higner distribution and i ts

A-dependence play an important role in the two-body scattering mechanism.

A more elaborate version of this work wi l l be given elsewhere.
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SCHR6DINGER FLUID: AN OVERVIEW
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ABSTRACT

The relationship of nuclear internal flow and collective
inertia, the difference of this flow from that of a classical
fluid, and thi -.proach of this flow to rigid flow in
Independent-partite model rotation are ellucidated by review-
ing the theory of SchrBdinger fluid and its implications for
collective vibration and rotation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of SchrSdingef fluid is an effort to build up our
knowledge in nuclear natter flow from a basic and elementary
level. Since one-body dynamics is an important aspect of nucle-
ar dynamics by virtue of the Fauli exclusion principle, our
effort began with the investigation of the quantal matter flow
in the one-body limit 11—51. We studied the quantal velocity
field associated with the single-particle wave function when
the nucleus is in.a collective motion* We sought the relation-
ship between such quantal single-particle flow and the collec-
tive Inertial parameter characterizing it. And, by studying
collective rotation, we generalized some of the results to In-
teracting particles and to nonperturbative treatments [6,7 K

Recently, the study of the nuclear matter flow along . hese
lines has generated a series of new works [8-12]. We summarize
the main points of this approach and discuss some of its under-
lying ideas in this paper.

2. SINGLE-PARTICLE SCHR0D1NGER FLUID

The single-particle Schrodinger fluid model of nuclei
assumes thgt each nucleon moves in a time-varying one-body po-
tential v[r,a(t)]. The c-number shape parameter a(t) Is assumed
to be an externally prescribed function of time. Thus, the
Hamtltonlan for each single-particle is given by

H[r,pj a(t)]
2m

a(t)] (1)

In order to cast tha Schrodinger equation into the fluid dynam-
ical form, we write the single-particle wave function in the
polar form

•Jr", a(t). t] - *k[r\ a(t)] exp{- i § sjj, a(t)]

| /\ dt'} . (2)

where k is the particle index, $ and S are real functions and 4>
is assumed to be positive. From Eqs. (1) and (2) we separate
the real and imaginary parts of the single-particle Schrb'dinger
equations. There emerges (a) the continuity equation,

(3)

involving a density equal to the single-particle probability
density and an lrrotational velocity field,t

"k *k ' vk vtk = "

and (b) a modified SchrSdinger »quation for

(4)

(5)

On the basis of Eqs. (3)-(5), we follow Made lung [13] and con-
ceptualize the quantum state of the single-particle as a dynam-
ical fluid.

The fluid dynamical equations (3)-(5) imply no condition of
Incompressible fiow. In fact v ^ is generally compressible (V
• Vfb * 0 ) , The Imposition of any additional incoapresslbility
condition upon Vg^ will represent constraints over and above
those implied by the Harailtonian (1) and must be expected in
general to seriously limit the applicability of the SchrBdinger
fluid. (The specific consequences of the tncompressibillty con-
dition are discussed in Ref. [4].) Hence, an approach of ade-
quate generality mist deal with compressible flow.

On the other hand, as implied by Eq. (4), the velocity v # k

is irrotational wherever It is differentiable. At the positions
where the single-particle density p^ vanishes, v ^ is not
differentiable and is singular. Such singularities comprise
line vortices and the circulation around any such line vortex
is quantized [4]. Therefore, the velocity field v ^ is actually
irrotational in a multiply-connected space which excludes an
infinitesimal volume around each line vortex. Because of these
singularities, extreme care has to be exercised in handling
these velocity fields.

So far the fluid dynamical description is general and is
immediately generalizable for the many-body wave function [4].

TWe use the symbol • to denote an irrotational field for which



3. THE ADIAUTTC APPKHIHATKll 1MB THE AD1ABATIC
COLLECTIVE nRETIC EHEtGT

In the adiabatlc limit (ct > 0 ) , the aingle-partlcle is
approximated by

*k " uk + *\ <6>

where Uv(r,cO is the quasi-static wave function satisfying the
unperturbed SchrSdinger equation Huk -

 ckuk* and "k ls the

first order time-dependent: perturbatlve correction. Both u k and
lit are here chosen to be real, without loss of generality. In
this approximation, the fluid dynamical quantities are

* - « * • (7)

(8)

(9)

He have shown in Ref. [4J that these quantities satisfy Eq. (5)
to order a and Eq. (3) to order a :

The quantity inside the square brackets In this equation ls
proportional to the single-particle current, since

(•j p7p - pVul/u » uVu " uVp - - mpv /fi . (14)

With the help of this relationship we can then rewrite the col-
lective kinetic energy in terms of the velocity field v ^ :

T » £ I v2 dT - -

The first term of this equation appears in the standard
form for the kinetic energy of a classical fluid. The second
term is due to the singularities of v ^ . Therefore, the quant a 1
flow of a single-particle in the adiabatic limit has a kinetic
energy different from that of a classical fluid.

Moreover, in the study of collective rotations where we are
able to extend the results to more general situations (dis-
cussed below) we find also that the quantal flow exhibits a
kinetic energy which differs in general from the classical
value.

(10)

The adiabatlc approximation enables one to obtain a rela-
tionship between the collective kinetic energy and the velocity
field of the single-particle flow as we show in the following.
The adiabatic collective kinetic energy ls given by

-ho / uk(3uk/3o) dT (11)

which ls fully equivalent to the familiar cranking model formu-
la of Inglls 114]. We make use of the continuity equation (10)
and the vector identity.

• (u+v) - gpV • v + pv Vp

to transform Eq. (11) to

(12)

(13)

4. AH ALTERNATIVE FORM OF THE COLLECTIVE KINETIC ENERGY

Observe that In transforming the collective kinetic energy
from the cranking form (11) to the fluidlc form (15), the use
of the continuity equation ls the key step. This observation
leads one to consider velocity fields which satisfy the conti-
nuity equation (3) other than the irrotational field (4) ob-
tained from the Schro'dinger equation. One such solution is the
regular solution vR defined as a solution with no singularity.
If it exists, such a solution can be Introduced in such a uay
as to transform the kinetic energy (11) or (IS) into a simple
form. If one follows the parallel manipulations in obtaining
(15) from (11), the following formula emerges:

m r +
1 2 > V<ik

vRk d T (16)

Other alternative forms are also explored In Refs. [21 and [4].
The general sufficient condition for the regular velocity

field to exist is not known, He can however guarantee (4J that
such a velocity field can be found for the case where the wave
function is jtat^oijary in a time-dependent curvilinear coordi-
nate system 5 = e[r,a(t)]. Particular examples of this Include
the rotation of a general system, and the often-studied aniso-
tropic scaling deformations of simple harmonic oscillator (SHO)
wave function, such as the breathing and quadrupole deformation
modes.

In Figure 1. R is plotted as a function of deformation, near



For quadrupole deformation of SHO this regular field is
proportional to the quadrupole field and Is identical to all
the particle irrotational fields v ^ :

v- - - £ (x£ + yj - 2zE) - v (17)

and for breathing mode, we have

v«k
(18)

For rotation, the regular velocity field is equal to that of
rigid rotation:

vR » S x r , (19,

where £1 is the angular velocity of the rotation.
With the regular velocity field defined from the curvi-

linear coordinates, formula (16) for the collective kinetic
energy <s indeed interesting. It involves the scalar product of
two velocity fields, the velocity field characterizing the time
change of the coordinate system, and the single-particle cur-
rent established inside the nucleus in response to such coordi-
nate changes.

5. VORTICES a LEVEL CKOSSIHGS

In order to see the effect of vortices In the collective
kinetic energy we consider the case of single-particle level
crossings. In nuclear shape vibrations, level crossings can
occur between two single-particle states with very different
nodal structures. By use of the cranking formula, Griffin [15)
has shown that the inertial parameters in the Immediate neigh-
borhood of a level crossing can be some 1000 times as large as
the typical inertia for the case of no crossing in the indepen-
dent particle model, and as much as 10 times as large even when
a reasonable pairing is taken into account.

In the language of SchrBdinger fluid it has been shown (2)
for the case of SHO under quadrupole deformation that such a
level crossing induces rearrangements of density ripples In the
nucleus and such rearrangements establish strong vortices in
the flow field of the single-particle states participating in
the crossing. Such vortices lead to large contributions to the
collective kinetic energy.

The large deviation of the single particle flow from the
quadrupole flow VQ [- Vp given in (17)) can be illustrated by
the following quantity, defined as the "dynamical rippling" R;

R2 - / dx |v - V (20)

In Figure I, R is plotted as a function of deformation, near
the crossing. This quantity shows a sharp peak at the level
crossing.

Figure 1.

0lftfMltiM.fi

Dynamical rippling R as a function of deformation a,
for the single-particle state participating in a
crossing at a . The coupling between the crossing
level is 0.1 MeV.

6. KINETIC ENERGY TO COLLECTIVE ROTATIOH

With the regular velocity field given in (19) the collec-
tive kinetic energy for rotation is given by

Tk " f V* • 5 x ? d l (21)

This leads to the moment of inertia for the nucleus in the fol-
lowing form

.!/-(m/fi2)/ 3 • 5 x r" dr (22)

where J is the total matter current of the nucleus.
This formula was first derived [2-5] for the first order

cranking for the independent-particle model. Its validity is
later generalized [6,7], In Ref. [7] the first order cranking
of a general many-bcdy wave function undergoing a collective
rotation is considered and it is shown there that exactly the
same formula (22) can be obtained.

In Ref. [6| the collective rotation about a fixed axis is
studied with the time-dependent variational principle. From the
assumption that the many-body wave function be stationary in
the body-fixed frame, one can single out two variational
parameters which are consistent with the continuity equation:
the angle of rotation and the magnitude of the internal cur-
rent. Then, the vuriational principle implies a uniform rota-
tion with the collective Hamiltonlan given by



(23)

where the moment of inertia *$ Is given in precisely the same
form as shorn In (22).

The result of this varlational approach is much more gener-
al than the cranking result, since no assumption of external
cranking or adiabaticity is involved in the derivation* Formula
(22) for the moment of inertia 1 B hence generalized to any
time-dependent descriptions derivable from the varlational
principle, whose wave function satisfies the condition of being
stationary in the body-fixed frame* Therefore, the time-
dependent Hartree-Fock with its slngle-partlcle wave functions
obeying such a stationarity requirement will have a moment of
inertia as given by Eq. (22) where the current 3 is computed by
Che Hartree-Fock wave function, of course.

Note also that the dynamics of the many-body system in the
body-fixed frame enters the moment of Inertia (22) through the
total matter current 3. When this dynamics is treated unpertur-
bationally, ? will depend in general on all powers of SI. Thus,
Eq. (22) Implies in general a moment of Inertia varying with
the angular velocity of rotation, In contrast to the case of
first order cranking where the moment of inertia is independent
of the angular velocity.

Since the formula (22) for the moment of inertia is com-
pletely different from that of a classical fluid, some common
terminology in nuclear collective rotation, such as rigid or
irrotational moments, needs to be clarified. In the usual ter-
minology, risid (or irrotational) moment means the classical
moment, (ra/n } / pv dx, calculated with the rigid (or irrota-
tional) velocity field. Herefe we re-ascertain that if the total
matter velocity field v. (- J/£pk) is equal to the rigid field
the quantal moment of inertia is equal to the classical rigid
value, and, similarly. If the total matter velocity field is
equal to the irrotational field with no singularity the quantal
moment of inertia Is equal to the classical irrotational
value^ For th,e rigid flow, this assertion is obvious, since
when v T « fl x r the integrand of Eq. (22) becomes the classical
form involving the absolute square of the rigid field. For the
Irrotational flow, the proof is more elaborate and the reader
is referred to Ref. [7]. Therefore in these two (very special)
cases, the usual terminology can still be used without refer-
ring to whether the classical or the quantal description is
employed.

7. SCHRODIRGER FLUID R O D TOR BOTATIOR

The viewing of nucleus dynamics as the flow of a Schro-
dinger fluid enables one to focus attention on the quantal flow
of the system. It thereby provides a precise way to determine
whether the system is performing a rigid rotation or irrota-
tional rotation: that is, it ought to be judged by the flow and

100 not by the moment of Inertia.

In classical fluid dynamics an irrotational moment of iner-
tia will imply an Irrotational flow by virtue of Kelvin's
theorem [16)• In Schrodinger fluid, no theorem analogous to
Kelvin's has yet been found. Therefore, even when an irrota-
tional moment of inertia is obtained, one cannot be sure
whether the quantal flow Is actually irrotational, if the flow
itself Is not examined.

Bohr and Mottelson [17] have shown that the SHO
independent-particle system acquires the rigid moment of
inertia when the system is in equilibrium deformation. This
result is true for any number of nucleons occupying any set of
single-particle SHO states, provided that the equilibrium de-
formation is determined by this set of occupied states. One can
then apply their result to one SHO single-particle state. How-
ever, as we have shown in Section 2, the quantal flow field of
a single-particle state is derived from a velocity potential
and has a nonzero curl only on the line vortices. Therefore,
even though the single particle at equilibrium exhibits a rigid
moment of inertia, it can never have the velocity field of
rigid rotation, the curl of which is constant and nonzero
throughout the whole space.

Figure 2 shows the vortex structure of two SHO slngle-
partlcle states. Radomski [8] has calculated the quantal flow
field of C 1^ in SHO approximation and found similar vortex
structures. These examples clearly show that the nucleus can
exhibit a nonrigld Internal flow even when its overall moment
of inertia is equal to the classical rigid value.

Can the internal flow of a nucleus ever approach rigid ro-
tation? Such a question is Important when we consider the re-
sult of Bohr [18] that the internal flow in rotation always
approaches tue rigid flow at equilibrium, in the classical
thermodynamic limit. We consider this question without making
any thermodynamic assumption.

In fact, Bohr's result suggests examining the internal flow
of a large nucleus* At large nucleon number A, the total
velocity field v is built up from many single-particle velocity
fields which have vortices at many different locations in
space. At infinite A, these vortices may distribute themselves
uniformly in space, and this could lead to a smooth total
velocity |ielj. Indeed, it has been shown in Ref. [5]
that v T + n x r as A + <» for three distinct independent-
particle systems at their equilibrium deformations: (a) the
Amado-Brueckner box (the uniform potential with periodic bound-
ary conditions applied on the surfaces of a rectangular paral-
lelepiped box), (b) the Hill-Wheeler box, and (c) the SHO. Note
that these potentials as regards smoothness represent both the
very smooth and the very rapidly varying limits of nuclear one-
body potentials.

He should mention that another limit, i.e., the limit of
the irrotational flow, has been established long ago by Prange
[19) for a nucleus in the limit of very strong pairing
correlations*



A comparison of this formula and the exact numerical value Is
shown In Figure 3.

(a) Quasistatic state, |lmn> • |001>

NUMERICAL AM) ANALYTICAL

MOUCNTS OF IWEATIA POH
A MRTICLE9 iN AN

AUADO-MWECKMER BOI

(b) Quasistatic state |lmn> - |112>

Figure 2. The irrotational velocity field v ^ for rotation of
a single SHO state at Its equilibrium deformation.
(1, m, n are the number of nodal planes perpendicular
to the x, y, z directions, respectively.)

A logical next step is to study how the nuclear Internal
flow approaches the Infinite A limit and the infinite pairing
limit. Reference [5] undertakes a less ambitious effort. In-
stead of the flow field itself, the independent-particle moment
of inertia for a large but finite Amado-Brueckner box is sepa-
rated in Ref. (5] into a smooth part and a fluctuating part.
The smooth part & is shown to vary with A according to

1 - 1.209 A
-1/3 i- In A - 2.382 (24)

Figure 3. Ratio of the cranking moment of inertia with the
rigid value as a function of A for the Amado-Brueckner box
with cubical geometry. The heavy solid curve is a smooth
average calculated from the exact values (represented by
dots); the middle light solid curve shows the analytic
smooth average, Eq. (24); and the dashed sawtooth curve
shows the result of the analytic fluctuation term obtained
in Ref. [5).

8. SUMMARY

He have outlined the main ideas involved In the Schro'dinger
fluid view of nuclear dynamics. The fluldlc form of the collec-
tive Inertia is Identified as an important link between the
quantal nuclear internal flow and the conventional treatment of
the cranking model. It also clarifies certain differences be-
tween the quantal flow and the classical flow. These points are
illustrated with collective vibration and rotation. For rota-
tion, the generality of the fluidic moment of inertia is empha-
sized and the question when the nucleus1 internal flow can
attain a rigid flow is discussed.
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Abstract

Microscopic current distributions are calculated for
rotations and quadrupole vibrations of heavy nuclei in the
cranking model using the Nilsson Hamilton!an and pairing cor-
relations. The currents are analyzed in terms of vector
spherical harmonics; symmetry relations are taken into account.
In the case of collective rotations magnetic and electric
current contributions occur. The two dominant contributions
correspond to rigid and irrotational flow. The strong
influence of pairing on the rotational currents is demonstrated.
It can be understood by investigating the AN=0 and AN=2 contri-
butions to the currents. For collective quadrupole vibrations
only electric current contributions occur. In contrast to the
irrotational Bohr-Tassie flow the realistic current fields

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, BMFT, GSI
Darmstadt, and DAAD.

show a vortex structure. Performing a AN=0 and AN=2 analysis
shows that the vortex structure is mainly .due to AN=0 matrix
elements, whereas AN=2 matrix elements mainly yield the
irrotational part of the currents. This indicates that irro-
tational flow is only adequate for the high lying vibrational
states.

1. Model and Analysis

Calculating microscopic current distributions yields in-
sight in the dynamics of nuclear collective motion. Microscopic
currents represent a criterion to check the validity of simple
models for collective motions, e.g. the widely used assumption
of irrotational and incompressible flow [1]. Besides., there is
hope that current distributions will actually be measured in the
near future in transverse electron scattering [2]. Calculations
of microscopic currents have been performed for the pure
harmonic oscillator [3,4,5]; few realistic currents have been
calculated for rotations [6,7,8] and vibrations [9,10].

The following calculations are based on the cranking model.
The Schrodinger equation reads

(H - XP)i(.cr = E* e r (1)

with the Hamiltonian H representing a deformed single particle
potential and the cranking term XP. For rotations the collect-
ive momentum is P = Jx and the collective.velocity is X = u, for
quadrupole vibrations P = ifl3/3£ and X = e. The Nilsson para-
meter e describes a deformation of Y20 character. The Hamil-
tonian used is the Nilsson Hamiltonian with pairing correlations
(for details see [6,10]).

The current distribution is calculated in 1. order pertur-
bation theory with the cranked wavefunctions

T(r) = <gv > = 2 (2)

The current operator j is obtained from the continuity equation
[6,10].

Representing the current as a vector field admits only a
qualitative description. A quantitative analysis of the current
distribution is obtained by expanding the current j(r) in terms
of vector spherical harmonics which form a complete set in the
angles 6 and $.

The expansion coefficients j J L H are functions of the radial
coordinate r, they are determined by

W r > =
in



The current satisfies certain symmetry relations. Therefore the
sum (3a) reduces to those vector spherical harmonics which
satisfy the same symmetry relations. The expansion is truncated
beyond a certain level of accuracy given by the quantity D

/fa- TJLM; (4)

2. Rotations

The two classical models for nuclear collective rotations,
lead to incorrect moments of inertia [11. The rigid body rota-
tion of the nucleus corresponds to a current

Xig ' " Vig

vr. (t111 (5)

and the irrotational flow in a liquid-drop picture yields a cur-
rent

"irr

Jirr "

- Y<D vyz •*. r

p virr

211 + (6)

{•( is a deformation dependent factor, y : e). The microscopic
cranking model with BCS-correlated Nilsson wavefunctions is
known to reproduce the moments of inertia quite well [11], thus
assuring the integral properties of the calculated currents.
Furthermore, the currents shown have been confirmed by self-con-
sistent HFB-calculations [7].

Realistic currents have been calculated for rare earth nu-
clei [6,7]. As a representative example the current for 168Er
at its equilibrium deformation is shown in Fig. 1 in the labora-
tory frame and in the body-fixed frame. In contrast to the pure
harmonic oscillator current [4,5,12] which exhibits strong vor-
tices the Nilsson current is quite smooth.

It can therefore be roughly approximated in terms of a su-
perposition of rigid and irrotational flow. Using a constant,
i.e. r - independent mixing ratio one finds 75« irrotational and
25% rigid flow [6,7,8]. Besides, the current in Fig. 1 demon-
strates that the two-fluid model [13,14] which gives the right
moments of inertia but assumes that pairing correlations lead
to an inert spherical core not participating in the rotation
has no microscopic justification.

To obtain a good quantitative description of the rotation-
al current an analysis in terms of vector spherical harmonics
is performed. The selection rules for the matrix elements and
symmetry considerations such as parity and reflection with re-
spect to the axes restrict the general expansion (3a). There-
fore, the expansion of the rotational current may be expressed

0.01.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
Y-RXIS T-flXIS

FIG. 1. Current for 168Er in the Nilsson model with pairing at
the equilibrium deformation e =.272 in the y-z plane in the lab-
oratory frame (a) and in the body-fixed frame (b). The
ellipsis represents a classical surface calculated from R =
1.2A fm and deformed according to E. The cranking frequency
chosen is Hia = 1 HeV. An arrow of one unit (shown in the upper
right corner) corresponds to a current of .5 MeV/fi fm'2.

as follows

Z Z i j l n(r)
J L=odd JL1 + (-)u (7)

The expansion coefficients J]L1(r) have been chosen real. Be-
cause of parity L may only be odd. For magnetic-type current
contributions it assumes the values L = J, for electric-type
contributions L = J ± 1; J represents the angular momentum. The
analysis of the current for lfe8Er of Fig. 1 according to the ex-
pansion (7) is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows that the two dominant contributions to the
current come from ji]i and jon- The magnetic component jii-i
may be related to rigid flow and the electric component
j 2 1 1 to irrotational flow by comparing with formulae (5) and (6).
Close to the center of the nucleus jo-i-i dominates; towards
the surface j i n becomes larger. On the whole for the realistic
current the TOgnetic contributions are stronger than the
electric ones. As demonstrated, they assume non-negligible
values up to quite high angular momenta. All expansion
coefficients sho^ pronounced structures in their r-dependence.
The radial coefficients shown in Fig. 2 represent the current
quite accurately. The corresponding quantity D is given by D = 0.02.

For rotations the influence of pairing is known to be
very strong. The moments of inertia for rare earth nuclei are
approximately reduced by a factor of 2 by pairing. Therefore
it is interesting to investigate the influence of pairing on the
currents, too. Fig. 3a shows the current for 168Er without
pairing in the laboratory frame.



0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 B.O 10.00.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

RRDIUS R IN FM RflDIUS R IN FM

FIG. 2. The largest radial expansion coefficients of the ana-
lysis (7) are demonstrated. Figs. 2a-c show the magnetic-type
contributions, Figs. 2d-f the electric-type contributions. The
2 dominant components are related to the classical currents.
Note the change in scale when going to higher multipoles.

The current without pairing has significantly increased.
Fig. 3b exhibits the 2 largest radial components jiji and jg^.
(Note the change in scale between Figs. 3b and 2a,d.J Whereas
the "irrotational" component J 2 H increased only slightly, the
"rigid" component shows a dramatic increase for the current
without pairing. Among the higher multipole components as well
the magnetic coefficients increased much stronger.

0.01.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 S.O CO 7.0 • 0
Y-HXIS

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
RRDIUS R IN FM

10.0

FIG. 3. Current for 168Er without pairing. Fig. 3a exhibits
the current in the laboratory frame, see Fig. 1 for details.
Scale: .5 MeV/fi fur2. Fig. 3b shows the 2 dominant radial com-
ponents.

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 • 0
Y-HXIS
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J l l l
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0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
RflDIUS R IN FM

FIG. 4. Current for 168Er with a pairing gap of A = 5A exp.
Scale: .1 MeV/tl fm"2. For details see Figs. 1 and 3.

Another way of demonstrating the influence of pairing is
to increase the pairing gap beyond its experimental value.
Fig. 4 shows the current for 1*8Er for a gap of five times the
experimental value. The current very much resembles irrota-
tional flow. This impression is supported by the analysis in
terms of vector spherical harmonics. The Irrotational component
3211 clearly dominates the current. The rigid component jju
has strongly decreased; so did all magnetic-type contributions.



Is there a simple way of understanding the strong influence
of pairing for rotations and the dominance of the irrotational
component for large pairing gaps? The current contains two
types of matrix elements involving a difference in the main os-
cillator quantum number of AN = 0 and AN = 2. For a harmonic os-
cillator potential one finds that the AN = 0 matrix elements
give rise to vortices, the AN = 2 matrix elements yield mainly
irrotational flow. In fact for a closed shell nucleus the cur-
rent is purely irrotational [4]. Between shells the AN = 0 con-
tributions represent by far the largest fraction, thus adding
a complicated vortical structure to the current. The AN = 2
contribution is relatively small. In the Nilsson model the vor-
tical structure is smoothened.

The influence of pairing is strongest on the AN = 0 matrix
elements close to the Fermi surface. There the gap leads to a
relatively large increase of a small energy denominator. For
the AN = 2 matrix elements most energy denominators are large,
so the presence of the gap changes only little. Pairing there-
fore leads to a strong decrease of the AN = 0 part of the cur-
rent; the decrease of the AN = 2 part is only small, thus
yielding for high pairing strength mainly irrotational flow.

In Fig. 5 the two radial components J m and J2H are
shown for the Nilsson potential with pairing for both the AN =
0 and the AN = 2 part of the current. The AN = 0 part very much
resembles the total current (Figs. 1 and 2), the AN = 2 part is
dominated by the irrotational component.

-O.I-

-0.2-

-0.3-

-0.4-

/

Jill
—J211

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 B.O
RRDIUS R IN FM

10.0 2.0 4.0 B.O 8.0
RflDIUS R IN FM

FIG. 5. Radial components jjn and izu for 168Er in the Nil-
sson model with pairing. Fig. 5a shows the AN = 0 part, Fig. Sb
the AN = 2 part.

With a similar argument concerning the AN = 0 and AN = 2
matrix elements one can show that the relative influence of
pairing decreases with increasing deformation.
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FIG. 6. Current for i68Er for quadrupole-(B-) vibration around
its equilibrium deformation. For details see Fig. 1. Scale:
.5 MeV/fi fm-2. ,.oo
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FIG. 7. Radial functions JQIO " J10110 f o r

the current of Fig. 6 as defined by eq. (9). Note the change
in scale for the higher multipole components.



3. Quadrupole Vibrations

The flow distribution for quadrupole vibrations around a
deformed equilibrium shape conserving the axial symmetry (e-
vibrations) has so far mainly been studied in the framework of
hydrodynamical models, i.e. assuming irrotational flow. The ad-
ditional assumption of incompressibility yields the Bohr-Tassie
flow [15,16] with the current J1rr = p v 1 r r

virr c(e) VQ ^ r ?.210 (8)

where c(e) is a deformation dependent constant, Q = 2z2 - x2 -y2
is the quadrupole moment. More general classical models treat
the nucleus as an elastic medium [17,18].

Microscopic calculations of the currents and transition
densities have been based on the RPA [9,19] and the cranking
model [10], Fig. 6 shows the current for the rare-earth nucleus
16eEr at its equilibrium deformation calculated with cranked
BCS-correlated Nilsson-wavefunctions. It represents the typi-
cal flow pattern of nuclei in this mass region. Two main fea-
tures distinguish this realistic flow from the pure Bohr-Tassie
flow. Close to the center of the nucleus the change of the
flow lines is more abrupt. The y-component of the current
changes sign for larger z-values; i.e. the flow is not always
heading towards the z-axis. This indicates the presence of
some vortical structure in the realistic current.

A quantitative analysis of the current again is achieved by
expanding it in terms of vector spherical harmonics. By making
use of the symmetry relations (parity and axial symmetry) the
general expansion (3) is reduced to the following sum

ry) t
[20]

(?) = z z
J L = odd

JJLO (r) 7JLO (9)

Again parity requires L to be odd. Axial symmetry with respect
to the z-axis then allows only for M = 0 and even angular
momenta J, hence only electric components occur: L = J ± 1.

The largest radial coefficients ji. a (r) are shown in Fig.
7 for the realistic current. Clearly the "irrotational" com-
ponent J2io« which is related to the Bohr-Tassie flow, dominates
the current. The next important contributions are J43Q exhibi-
ting a strong peak in the surface region and J230- The radial
functions shown in Fig. 7 determine the current with good accur-
acy. The corresponding quantity D is D = 0.003. Nevertheless,
close to the nuclear surface an appropriate approximation of
the current requires high multipoles, which hardly contribute
inside the nucleus.

O.Q.02.03.04.0S.06.07.08.09.0] Q
X-flXIS

2.0 4.0 S.O 8.0
RflOIUS R IN FM

0 3.04.0S.06.07.0S.09.010.0
X-flXIS

2.0 4.0 S.O 8.0
RRDIUS R IN FM

0.0.02.03.0(.05,06,07.OB.09.010.0
X-RXIS

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
RflDIUS R IN FM

FIG. 8. Current fields and corresponding radial functions for
208Pb. Fig. 8a represents the total current, Figs. 8b and 8c
the AN = 0 and AN = 2 parts, respectively.
Scale: .5 HeV/1i fnf2.
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Raising the equilibrium deformation for the quadrupole vi-
bration of lS8Er artificially up to e = 0.6 leads to a shift
in the strength of the contributions in favor of some higher
multipoles, attributing additional strength especially to J430.
J65Q and J870 and giving even rise to a non-negligible contri-
bution J14130-

Choosing a spherical equilibrium deformation simplifies
the analysis considerably, since only the two J = 2 radial func-
tions J210 and J230 occur. The following considerations will
therefore be based on a spherical equilibrium.

The question to be addressed next is the microscopic ori-
gin of the vortex structure in the realistic flilsson current.
The cranking sum for the current contains AN = 0 and AN = 2
matrix elements corresponding to 0 fiu and 2 4W particle-hole
excitations; except for the pure harmonic oscillator, where
only AN = 2 matrix elements occur yielding a Bohr-Tassie flow.

Fig. 8a represents the total current for 2 O aPb, Figs. 8b
and 8c the AN = 0 and AN = 2 parts of the current, respectively.
The AN = 0 part shows a pronounced vortical structure, whereas
the AN = 2 part of the current reveals irrotational flow. The
analysis in terms of J210 and J230 then shows distinctly differ-
ent features for these two parts of the current. Whereas in
the AN = 0 case the strengths of J210 and j?3o are about the
same, the irrotational component J210 totally dominates the
AN = 2 part of the current with J230 nearly vanishing.

The low-lying states {0 -nu excitations) therefore should
exhibit a vortical structure, originating from the presence of
the J230-component. In contrast the high-lying states (2 -ftu
excitations) are mainly irrotational, i.e. correspond to the
Bohr-Tassie flow. These results are in accordance with RPA cal-
culations [9,19], which also show that the high-lying giant
quadrupole resonances reveal the main features of the irrota-
tional motion of a surface vibration.

Calculating the current for 168Er at an artificial equi-
librium deformation of e = 0 yields similar results as in the

Pb case, with a nearly pure irrotational, incompressible flow
in the AN = 2 contribution and a vortex structure for AN = 0.

This similarity in the structure of the currents of the doubly
magic nucleus 08Pb and the open-shell nucleus 168Er may be sur-
prising at first glance, especially when one considers the cur-
rent of ''"Ca for comparison, which is shown in Fig. 9. The
doubly magic nucleus "Ca reveals a flow pattern almost given by
the Bohr-Tassie flow. This arises from the fact that in "Ca
AN = 0 particle-hole excitations are forbidden because the N = 3
oscillator shell is fully occupied. Therefore only AN = 2 exci-
tations contribute yielding irrotational flow. The vortical

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.0
X-HXIS

—J210
--J230

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
RHDIUS R IN FM

Fig. 9. Current and corresponding radial functions for Ca.
Scale: .1 MeV/tifm"2.

structure in the currents of the heavy nuclei Er and Pb is due
to the fact that both nuclei do not have closed oscillator
shells, and therefore AN = 0 contributions.

Manipulating the pairing strength for the vibrational cur-
rents reveals a dependence on A which is distinctly weaker than
in the case of rotations. This is due to the fact that pairing
mainly affects the AN = 0 part. For rotations the AN = 0 part
strongly dominates the current, whereas for vibrations the
AN = 0 and the AN = 2 contributions to the current are of about
equal magnitude. For high pairing strength one obtains nearly
irrotational flow for rotations and vibrations.
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The flow line pattern of the probability current

distribution in a two-dimensional nucleus, calculated

on the basis of a schematic model is discussed in qua-

litative terms. The flow of a determinantal wave

packet is found to depend critically on the deformation.

The time dependence of the current density is charac-

terized by a quantum mechanical spreading of the wave

packet.

1. Introduction

The microscopic nature of nuclear rotational mo-

tion is still not well understood. The only source of

information up to recently appears to be the experimen-

tal value of the moment of inertia, intermediate between

the rigid and the irrotational value. In recent years

one observes a growing interest in nuclear fluid

dynamics and the rotational currents in particular as

a new source of more detailed -information about rota-

tional motion. The main emohasis so far has been theo-

retical although there exists hone that electron scat-

tering experiments may yield information about the

charge current of rotating nuclei.

Previous calculations of flow oatterns and

related conclusions about nuclear rotation have been

based on approximate methods. Radomski [1] has
o

studied rotational flow on the light nuclei Be and

C in the framework of the cranking model, using a

3-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential as an

approximation to the Hartree-Fock potential. A simi-

lar calculation was made by Rowe and Gulshani [2|.

More recently Kunz and Mosel 13] extended these cal-

culations to deformed nuclei in the rare earth region

and improved the method by dropping several approxi-

mations of the previous calculations. In a first

paper they used a more realistic Nilsson potential

as deformed single particle well and treated pairing

correlations between the particles in the framework

of BCS theory. The cranking hamiltonian was treated

by perturbation theory so that their results could only

be valid for small angular velocities. In a later

paper, Fleckner et al 141 gave up this approximation

and used the H.F. and H.F.B. method. They also used

a Skyrme force as nucleon-nucleon interaction.

The cranking model of the nucleus is a pher.omenologi-

cal model in which the existence of nuclear rotational

motion is assumed from the start. In fact the collec-

tive rotation is introduced classically by non-speci-

fied external forces and the response of the nucleus

is studied. We have studied rotating wave packets in

a fully quantum mechanical way, starting from a model

hamiltonian and following the exact time development

of the system. The model used is Elliott's 2-dimen-

sional model in which nucleons in one major shell

interact via the quadrupole-quadrupole force. It is

well-known that this system exhibits many features of

rotational motion. For realistic hamiltonians it is

very difficult to calculate the exact time-dependence

of wave packets. In those cases one is obliged to

rely on approximation schemes like TDHF or cranking.
til



Therefore it is interesting to examine how reliable are

conclusions about rotation and flow patterns drawn from

TDHF calculations. This can be done by considering

again Elliott's model and comparing the time evolution

of currents determined from the TDHF equation and from

the exact Schroedinger equation.

2. The Model Space

We use a schematic model for which the eigenstates

of the hamiltonian can be obtained exactly by simple

analytic methods. We consider N particles in a 2-dimen-

sional oscillator with frequency UQ and interacting

through a quadrupole-quadrupole force. This is nothing

but Elliott's SU(3) model restricted to 2 dimensions.

It is well-known to display rotational features in 3

dimensions; so we may expect that the 2-dimensional

model will also have rotational solutions and that the

SU(2) group will play an important role.

Our hamiltonian can be written as

H = HQ -hoiQ.Q (1)

commute as a 3-dimensional angular momentum S and hence

generate a SU(2) algebra. So we can write

H = -hio(S2-S2) (4)

and label the eigenfunctions by (among other) the usual

quantum numbers (S,M).

We restrict ourselves to a model space corredpon-

ding to N fermionsoccupying the first excited oscillator

shell. We attribute to each particle an intrinsic degree

of freedom which can take N values. As a one-particle

basis we take spin-orbitals of the form î xu with ortho-

The spatial orbital

tp then belongs to the 2-dimensional space spanned by

gonal spin-functions x (u=l....N)

=<x±iy)t)i0

where

[ - [Cx 2 +y 2 ) /2b 2 ] } (6)
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where Hn is the spherical harmonic oscillator and Q

the quadrupole operator

<3± = q±(D (2)

1+ = £[<r/b)2exp(±2i*) + (pb/fi )2exp(±2w>')] (3)

Here (r,v) and Cp,*') are polar coordinates for position

and momentum and b =h/mu>g. We note that Q is not the

physical quadrupole operator but it contains p-dependent

terms which arise in the Elliott model from a restric-

tion of the model space to one oscillator shell. To

get the exact eigenstates of H one can use the argument

that Q+ together with QZ=-?
L
2 (half the angular momentum)

We further restrict ourselves to the many body wave

functions with totally symmetric spatial part. These

correspond to the representation of SUC2) characterized

by S=N/2. Hence we can label our exact eigenstates by

M only.

The exact energy spectrum is

E = EQ +haiM

where

EQ =

(7)

(8)

These levels form a rotational band which defines a

moment of inertia 1=2h/w and is cutt off at |M|=N/2.

a The Initial Wave Packet



i. The Current Operator

Since H contains a momentum dependent interaction

care must be taken in defining the nuclear current den-

sity. Indeed the usual definitions

p(R) = (9)

(10)

do not satisfy the continuity equation. In order to

define the current operator properly one has to start

from a definition which guarantees the continuity

equation:

H(ri,pi-X(ri)) = - f }( (11)

where A is an infinitesimal probe field. With the

particular form (1) of H we obtain a current operator

consisting of the normal current V and a supplemen-

tary current given by the 2-body operator expectation

value

(12)

(13)

In the cartesian tensor notation

1 / (Q^O. ) ,(Q -Q )/i\Q = H , ,. , " I/v \ (Q -Q )/ij-(Q +Q ) /

It should be noted that the self-enerpy terms in Q.Q

contain a p -dependence and hence may cause an ambi-

guity in the definition of i. We have supplemented

our definition by the convention that H should be

represented as a SU(2) tensor contraction:

0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 .^xx xx ^xy^yx ^yx^xy xyy yy

4. The Initial Wave Packet

One cannot study the rotational motion by looking

at one stationary state alone. Indeed both density

and current (as any other expectation value) for a

stationary state M are time independent and circular

symmetric. In order to display protierly the rotation

of the system one needs to consider a relation between

all or several states of the rotational band. One is

thus led to study the time evolution of an initial

wave packet composed of states of a band. Such a

wave packet should have a well deformed density distri-

bution such that it defines an orientation in space

which may serve to follow the rotation. The current

density pattern then shows the instantaneous flow

of probability.

One way to choose such a wave packet in a natural way

is to use a determinantal wave packet defined by

1

where

(11)

(15)

In order to get a rotational wave packet we determine

the coefficients A, B such that i|in satisfies the cran-

king equation

where h is the Hartree-Fock hamiltonian corresponding

to H and *„. In our simple model space the cranking

equation (16) can be solved exactly and we obtain
1

,) 1? (17)ACQ) -j- ti*(n/a

BU> «-£ U-(n/\ax

m a x)
l

) I 7 exp(i9)

and
(19) 113



The de.Aoima.tion of the wave packet can be determined

from the quadrupole moment

Q(S2) = <*nQJ.*o
> = (N/2) [1 -

at T It

) 2] 2 exp(i6)
X

(20)

The (arbitrary) phase 6 defines the initial onlzn.ta.tion

of the wave packet and can be taken equal to zero

(orientation along the x-axis). We see that the

maximum of Q occurs for £2 = 0 and that Q decreases with

increasing Si. If Q is to be interpreted as an angular

velocity as it will be , this behaviour is contrary to

our classical ideas about the rotation of a deforraable

body. We note further that for ft=0 we have the static

Hartree-Fock solution I|) = 1//2'(IJI++I(I_) which corresponds

to the highest weight of our S=N/2-representation of

SU(2).

The cranking model thus defines a one-parametric

family of wave packets. They can easily be written

in terms of the exact stationary states (un to a norma-

lization factor)

(21)
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We stress the fact that the cranking model has not been

used here to impose rotational motion. It has only

been called for to define an initial condition of the

system. We could have taken any wave packet of the

form *=£ a(M)|M>. The problem is to choose a set of

coeffcients a(M) in a meaningful way. Our preference,

at the moment, for the cranking formula is that it is

connected with TDHF. Also the parameter n must have

the natural meaning of an angular velocity, so that

we are able to investigate slow and fast rotations.

5. Flow Pattern and Deformation

Using the density and current operators defined

in sect. 3 we can obtain expressions for the density

and current in the wave packet *_. For any wave

packet containing only particles in the first excited

oscillator orbital ("D-partieles") these operators

can in fact be expressed in terms of the basic opera-

tors in the p-shell: Q+, L and the identity. For

the wave packet defined in sect. 4 we obtain fsi

p = {(N+2Q)(X/b)2 (N-2Q)(Y/b)2}i|J2(X,Y)

and

(22)

(23)

j = (Q+ll)oL)X*
2(X,Y) (24)

We have here introduced the notation Q=<*oQ0;*o-
>>

From (25) and (26) it is clear that the sign of the

discriminant D = (Q-io0L)/(Q+unL) determines whether the

flow lines will be hyperbolae (D>0) or ellipses

(D<0). From the expressions of L and Q in terms of

°. it turns out that there exists a critical value of J2
nc =^ nmax~ "o Strongly deformed wave packets

( 0<: n < !Jc) have hyperbolic flow, nearly circular wave

packets ( «,< 1) •* U ) have elliptic flow.

Although the hyperbolic and elliptic flow lines are

reminiscent of irrotational or rigid flow there is

no obvious relation. This can e.g. be seen by consi-

dering the velocity field v=j/p. It has the same field

line pattern as ]. Because the p/i(Jn is represented by
. 2

a polynomial of one degree in R higher than (;]/I||Q) the
velocity field will always tend to zero as 1/R. It

is clear from the origin of this effect that any cor-

related many body wave function in any finite number



of shells will have this asymptotic behaviour. This

is contrary to the rigid or irrotational models or

cranking models, where because of the boundary condi-

tion at the rotating container or of the externally cranked

potential the velocity increases as R.

The above expressions describe the current field in

the lab. system. It is also interesting to consider

the flow ]• in the "body system". This is defined

as the system of axes rotating uniformly around the

Z-axis with angular velocity ft:

Because of the second term in (25) there is a strong

counterflow at large distances where pQR is dominant.

From the explicit form of (25) it can be observed that

there are always two points on the X-axis where ]'

vanishes. In these points the Darticle current

catches up with the rotation of the frame and around

these points there is a counter-circulation (fig.la).For

o. > a there are also two special points on the Y-axis

where i'-°> these are saddle-tioints. When Q<Q0 there

is a saddle-point in the origin whereas for H > J2C there

is a forward circulation around the origin Js] .

t=0

6. Time Dependence

As mentioned above the time evolution of energy

eigenstates is uninteresting. By considering the time

propagation of a wave packet under the given hamilto-

nian it may be possible to discuss features of collec-

tive motion. It may be hoped that some of these

features can be used as a signature of rotational mo-

tion and allow to predict for an unknown system whether

or not it is capable of rotations. The exact time

dependence of the wave packet *n can easily be studied

through its expansion in exact eipenstates

Fig.l. Current field in body system for a system of

•» s-partic»es and 8 p-particles ;n =u> , <1J.. >=2.29

a) at initial time: d e/dt =u , Q = 3.83

b) at a later time: d 8/dt = 1.10m , Q = 2.78 115



* (t) = exp[-(iEot/Ii)] I a(M)expl-iu)M
2t] |M> (26)

where a(M) is given in (23). The quadrupole moment

= Qn(t) exP[i29J2(t)]Qn J2( (27)

indicates how the deformation (Q) and the orientation

(8) of the wave packet evolve in time. The cranking

or TDHF time dependence which consist of a rigid rota-

tion of the whole wave packet would predict Q to be

constant and 9=SJt. In the exact time dependence given

by (26) the quadrupole moment Q gradually decreases

with time. This phenomenon, the spreading of the wave

packet, is due to the different phases in (26).

We can define a characteristic spreading rime T^ which

is determined by the Fourier spectrum of Q(t). If many

frequencies are contained in it T., will be small.

This will be the case if N is large. Another feature

of the exact time dependence is the variation of 6(t);

9 = n t only close to the initial time,later it is

accelerated as the deformation decreases.

The density and current density are also calculated

easily in principle. For t * 0 we have to use the

full expression

p(t) = { lN+2Qxx(t)] (X/b)
2->»Q (t)(XY/b2)+[N-2Qxx(t)l

and jx<t) = xy

j (t) = {[Q (t)+u0LlX+Qxx(t)Y}i|.J

(28)

0

(29)

00)

IK

We see that, whereas the evolution of p is governed

by the quadrupole tensor Qvv.(t), Q^.^t), the t-depen-» xx xy . .
is determined by the tensor Q (t), 0 x v(t).dence of

At t=0 the principal axes of both tensors form an angle

of t5° but at later times this angle varies. By this

effect equidensity lines and flow lines get shifted with

respect to each other. In the "body fixed frame" the

position of the saddle points and vortices are also

moving relative to the equidensity lines. Because the

current must take care of two effects the rotation

(change of orientation) and deformation (change of

shape) the flow lines are not closed and get distorted

into spirals resembling the anticyclons in the atmo-

sphere of the rotating Earth (fig.lb)

During the time evolution the deformation gradually

decreases. Therefore the flow line pattern which

in the case of strongly deformed wave packets is

hyperbolic for early times changes into elliptic when

a critical deformation is reached.

Let us conclude with a few open questions:

- The whirlpools appear persistently in all theoretical

works fl-6j . Can one push the measurements of transverse

electron scattering xt> discern such a pattern ?

Theoretically it is more pictorial to present the time

evolution of the flow pattern of a wave packet while the

measured moments are between eigenstates of angular mo-

mentum. Is the information equivalent also practically?

- What is the lesson for the nuclear fluid dynamics ? Can

one generalize some features to help constructing rea-

listic models of collective motion ?
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VARIATIONAL APPROACH TO
NUCLEAR FLUID DYNAMICS

J.P. DA PROVIDENCIA, G. HOLZWARTH
Siegen University,
Fachbereich 7 - Physik,
Siegen, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract: A variational derivation of a fluiddynamical formalism
for finite Fermi systems is presented which is based on a
single determinant as variational function and does not ex-
clude the possibility of transverse flow. Therefore the ex-
plicit specification of the time-odd part has to go beyond
the local X approximation, while the time-even part is taken
in the generalized scaling form. The necessary boundary con-
ditions are derived from the variation of the Lagrangian.
The results confirm previous simplified approaches to a re-
markable degree for quadrupole modes; for other multipolar-
ities the deviations are much less than might be expected
according to a sizable change in the transverse sound speed.

1) Lagrangian, equations of motion and boundary conditions
In the generalized scaling approximation [1-9] one assumes

that the time-even deformed states relevant for the description
of nuclear collective motion may be written

exp (- | P) |<io> (1)

where |<f»0> is the HF ground state and P is a one-body hermitian
time odd operator

with

p(r ,p

P(r,p,t) = - |[s(r,t).p + p.s(r.t)]

(2)

(3)

Our aim is a description of the classical limit of nuclear
dynamics. We restrict, therefore, our discussion to the leading
orders of appropriate Wigner-Kirkwood expansions. To avoid cum-
bersome notations we find it most often convenient to denote by
the same symbol an operator and its Wigner transform. The den-
sity matrix p is the only exception. In this case we denote the
distribution function by f (r,p,£) to avoid confusion with the
density p(r,t).

Quantal dynamics requires the presence of time odd compo-
nents in time-dependent states. We consider therefore Slater
determinants of the form

where Q is a one body time-even hermitian operator
A

i ,? ,t)

(4)

(5)

It is clear that the assumption Q - X(r,t), which is the simp-
lest ansatz [6], is too restrictive because it leads to an
irrotational velocity field. In order to avoid the limitations
of such an ansatz we write

Q(r,p,t) (6)

where q>a(5-
:<l>gc,.

The expression for the current is obtained from its defini-

• • • • » •

and for the density we have

We will assume a density dependent S force such that

• /d3r(Z a p°) . (9)

The equilibrium density, p (r), i s

P0(r) po<o)0(R-r) (10)

where p0(o) is given by the infinite matter equilibrium condi-
tion j !

6p 1OM a D-D (11)

and R is fixed by the particle number A.
We encounter the difficulty tfat with (10) the last term in

(7) leads tc a pure surface current unless we require

x 0-1 = O . (12)
r=R

We shall therefore impose (12) as a boundary condition on the
variational field q> „.

Small amplitude oscillations are described by the Lagrangian

T '*' _ ?r*-A I Tn nt U *. _ _ *•* I tn fn rtl 1 IA ^ _

(13) 117



The intrinsic energy functional E [s] is

T^'W*
and the Lagrangian L' 2' appears as

<2> ' Kj

(14)

Free variations of X leads to the continuity equation

and to the boundary condition

(15)

(16)

Free variation of s" leads to the "Euler"-type equation
,(2)

-3.-S
where

(17)

(18)

(19)

and leads also to the following boundary condition

The « - variation is

(20)

(21)

The variation in the interior is free, therefore H ag must
vanish, leading to

The variation on the surface is restricted by (12). Let us there-
fore write m - at r=R in a form which automatically satisfies
(12) ° e
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< 2 3 )

and then allow for arbitrary variations &l>aj; at
This leads to the condition that the tensor

=R in (15) .

(24)

a. In the loca^ coordinate system span-
tors r, e( ', e* ' the tensor Tag has

must vanish at the surface.
ned by the orthogonal vector
only transverse components because according to (12)

(25)

Therefore the tensorial boundary condition obtained from the
restricted variation of <pag at r=R is equivalent to the follow-
ing boundary condition

l = 0 (26)

or explicitly

7§ V }'r
This completes the set of field equations (16), (18), (22) and
boundary conditions (12), (17), (2o), (27), as derived from
Lagrangian (IS).

Let's now find out the general expression for the current.
First we contract (22) with 3 a and then take the curl of the
resulting vector. This leads to

if ?A;j> = 0 (28)

Together with (16) this relation is sufficient to eliminate the
3 field frcm (18) and we obtain wave equations for the longitu-
dinal ana transverse parts of the current

(29)

(3O)

(31)

(32)

with the longitudinal sound velocity

and the transverse sound velocity

Separating different parities for a given multipolarity 9. (m=0)
we have the following general non-singular solutions



electric modes:

magnetic modes:

(33)

(34)

where j* are spherical Bessel functions.
In order to^impose the boundary conditions the explicit so-

lutions for x» s and ^ g must be constructed. For the magnetic
modes it can be shown that the most general form for the fields
3 and <fa& is

and the transition density

5p = - ?.j . (44)

2) Numerical results

The numerical results presented are obtained with a poten-
tial energy of the form

Sv" a 2 P +
2+1/6

(45)

with a2=-|x3O75.8 Hev fm
3 and a J + 1 .6=j^x2O2I6.4 Mev fm

3 + 1 / 2.

•oB

where Xn

i- (î

(rAV). and

(35)

(36)

(37)

For the electric modes the most general form for the fields
X. 3 and ^ is

^j^K,, r) + *lo

+V )

where

F = {(-

(38)

(39)

r*«+c/+4> +

(40)

(41)

Inserting (33)-(41) into the equations of motion and the corre-
sponding boundary conditions determines all the constants ap-
pearing in the solutions for x»^ and <Pao and fixes a discrete
set for the wavenumbers KA. For each value of Kx we obtain k,,
and the frequency 01 through

and the current

(42)

(43)

I"-3" tiU|=16!6MeV 4 = J0B

Figs. 1 and 2: The radial functions of the vector fields J and
- p 0 t according to eqs. (34), (35) for the first excited 2" and
3 + states (arbitrary units).
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Magnetic modes
i!" m 2": The first M2 state which carries 98% of the total M2
strength reproduces with remarkable accuracy the result obtained
in the simple formulation [4,5] of nuclear fluid dynamics (NPD)
where the transverse sound velocity is cj -vp/5 instead of (32).
He obtain also approximately the relation-

Pos+j (46)

which characterizes NFD, although the analytical expression for
"i and - PQS* in our formalism is quite different. For higher
modes the frequencies are rather different from the correspon-

ding NFD values. However these higher modes carry very little
M2 strength.

&* = 3+: In the magnetic octupole mode we find already for the
lowest excited state a significant difference between the scal-
ing and the current field.

Electric Modes: We present results in terms of unambiguos func-
tions s±(r,t) and j+(r,t) defined by

Pn 8 = ~Pn'S4.Y0 «4.1 n+S_Y0 0-1 r) ' 4 7'

121

ft = O : Monopole modes are purely longitudinal. In this case
the NFD equations (18) and (46) are a genuinely variational re-
sult, therefore+the present approach coincides with NFD.
ft = 1~«2 ,3 .4 ; The lowest 1" mode is the uniform translation
which occurs at Co = o in both formulations. It is most remarkable
to which extent the NFD relation (46) is recovered for the qua-
drupole mode. For 4=3 and £=4 we do not find such perfect agree-
ment. Although the scaling and velocity fields still show a
rather similar pattern they no longer coincide. The resulting
frequencies for the lowest excited states lie about lo» above
the NFD values.

In tables 1 and 2 the energies, percentages of the EWSR,
B(E«.)(in Jrfm 2 1), B(MH)(in u^fra211-2) values are given for dif-
ferent eigenmodes (A=2O8, z=82). For comparison, NFD results
[4] and results according to ref. [6] (where more than 90% of
the EWSR is carried for each multipolarity by the lowest ex-
cited state) are given. For the isoscalar dipole we replaced
the excitation operator r'TT^ by j^CqrjYj, with qR=4.49.

•

3 *

fiutrtav)

0

J1.5J

43.44

8.177

34.03

16.16

40.26

22.52

46.30

msit
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0.B21

0.5BK10"1
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Figs. 3 and 4: The radial functions of J and -p s according to
eqs. (47), (48) for the first excited 2 + and 3 states.
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3.

table 2

3) Conclusions

In this work we have presented for the first time a varia-
tional derivation of a fluid-dynamical scheme based on the ge-
neralized scaling approximation for a single determinant which
includes the possibility of transverse flow. We have been unable
to demonstrate mathematically the validity of relation (46) (or
to disprove it). However our calculation strongly supports it
at least as an excellent approximation on account of the strik-
ing numerical agreement displayed in tables I and 2.

The resulting theory preserves two fundamental sum rules
[9,10] -mi and m 3- which by itself is sufficient to ensure good
results if most strength is concentrated into one single state.

This derivation is an extension of the method developed by
Serr et al. [8] and by K. Ando and S. Nishizaki [6], Theories
based on truncation before variation should be free from the
drawback of lack of stability with respect to higher orders of
truncation. This expected property is actually confirmed when
our results are compared with the results of Ando and Nishizaki
(table 2 ) .
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Abstract - The nuclear fluid dynamical equations are derived from a
mean field description of the nuclear dynamics. Simple approximate
solutions, corresponding to generalized scaling modes, are worked
out for rotations and vibrations, with the evaluation of inertial
parameters and flow patterns. Giant resonances are shown to be qui-
te well described within a irrotational ansatz, which is equivalent
to a lowest multipoles (uptoJL,,=2)distortion of the momentum distri-

nax
bution. The physical meaning of a higher order truncation of the
TDHF-Fluid-Dynamics chain is finally discussed with its implication
on low lying states and on some description of the Landau damping.

1. Introduction

Fluid-dynamical approaches have been extensively used to describe
collective properties of the nucleus.
In recent years several microscopic derivations of the nuclear fluid-
dynamical equations have been worked out through a variational approach
starting from a semiclassical energy functional1"6). For small oscilla-
tions the results are quite interesting and the main collective mecha-
nism of the giant resonances can be understood in a simple classical
fluid picture. In this contribution we show how the fluid dynamical
equations can be derived from a mean field description of the nuclear
dynamics, (TDHF),for large as well as for small amplitude motions, and
we discuss simple approximate solutions for rotations and vibrations.
We think that it is important to show that the nuclear fluid dynamics is
not a model but it can be obtained on safe theoretical grounds. On
one side this implies a simple classical statistical mechanics interpre-
tation of the TDHF dynamics and of the RPA, on the other hand one can

try to go beyond TDHF using some ansatz taken from the classical kinetic
equation.
The starting point is the TDHF equation for the Wigner transform f(r,£,t)
of the one body density matrix, which is the quantum-mechanical analog
of the classical distribution function7)

f(r,p,t) = \ sin (f A 1 2) h(')(r,p,t) f(
2)(r,p,t) (1.1)

where h = | - + w(r;,£,t) is the Wigner transform of the self-consistent

HF hamiltonian and A j ^ ' M O - v l O - v i 2 ) is the Poisson differential
operator.Taking the p_-momentspof eq.( l . l ) we can generate in the usual
way the chain of fluid-dynamical equations which express the conserva-
tion laws of mass, momentum, energy and so on.
Since

| s i n ( f A12)h0)f(2) = (h.f) - (1-2)

neglecting second and higher order terms in Ji one obtains as a semi-
classical limit of TDHF the well knovnVlasov equation. We remark that,
due to the structure of the A ] 2 operator, we do not have explicit
quantum terms up to the second p_-moment equation, allowing a Galilei
invariant non locality for the HF potential. This means that if we
are able to truncate the chain at that order we get a completely claŝ
sical set of fluid dynamical equations, quantum effect being in
the initial conditions and in the truncation procedure. In particular
in the extreme case of a harmonic oscillator single particle potential
the quantum terms are exactly dropped out and the TDHF dynamics beco-
mes wholly classical. In this contribution we shall discuss some a£
proximate solutions of the fluid dynamical equations for a wide class
of nuclear collective motions.

2. Expansion around the equilibrium

For small oscillations and for slow large amplitude collective mo-
tions we can expand the Wigner function around a time-dependent equi-
librium distribution fn

f(r,p,t) = fo(r,£,t) (2-2)

with f ,x p-even functions in the phase space; x being a measure of the
collective velocity f ie ld . Eq.(2-2) is the phase-space correspondent
of the adiabatic expansion introduced by Baranger and VenSroni to ex-
tract a collective dynamics from TDHF8).
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Two main consequences are following from eq.(2-2):
a) The Vlasov equation becomes a set of coupled equations in the even

and odd parts of the distribution function

b) The HF total energy functional of the system can be split in two
parts

with

'TOT

u(f0)

K(x2.f0) - i

(2-3)

* Wo ) fo

3f

interpreted respectively as collective potential and kinetic energies.
This is the starting point to study potential and inertial parameters
for collective modes. It is also possible to support the interpreta-
tion of eq.(2-5) through a Hamilton formulation of the Vlasov dynamics
with f ,x playing a role of collective canonical coordinates10). The
variat?onal approach has also a practical use: for a wide class of collec-
tive motions it represents a valid tool to find the distorting field
x(r,£,t) without solving the Vlasov equation10).

3. Search for approximate solutions: Generalized Scaling Modes.

A nice approximation scheme is supplied by the Generalized Scaling
Modes where all the nucleons are looked to be moved coherently in a
common velocity field. The time-even part of the density matrix is
given in terms of the static solution

Po(t) exp(-iK/K)

where K is a time-odd hermitian operator of the form

K = * s(r,t) + s(r.t)-p)

(3-1)

(3-2)
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with ŝ (r.t) a vector field which characterizes the collective motion.
A further step in this approximation should be to introduce a £-even
dependence in the ŝ  field. The explicit knowledge eq.(3-l) of the col-
lective path has two main effects in the phase space:

a) The equilibrium distribution function can be expanded, in the semi-
classical limit, from the static solution

o static {f ,p-s) + i {p-s.,{p_-s.,f (3-3

extremely useful for small oscillations, where a smallness parameter is

present in the ŝ  f i e ld . In particular we remark the f i r s t variation

fif ={f t.]>*s} which leads to a very simple form of the transition den-

sit ies «p = V . ( p s t s . ) .

b) We have an independent knowledge of the time-derivative

f = {p-v,f }o — o (3-4)

with ^r,t)=-s(jr,t), external velocity field, valid for any amplitu-
de of the collective motion.

4. Large amplitudes: the case of rotations

Inserting the result (3.4) of the previous section in the Vlasov
equation and in the form of the collective kinetic energy we have:

a) An equation for the x-f

(x»h ) = £-v.(l) t*"1)
which gives the £-odd variations of the distribution function and then
the currents inside a system which undergoes a slow generalized scaling
motion

b) A quite interesting structure for the collective kinetic energy

(4-2)K(x
2,fo) = f d'M|r).j(r)

with the response current j(ĵ ) = d3£ p/m 6f in general not parallel

to v_(r), in this sense eq.(4.2) is much more general than the usual
form for a classical fluid.

A very general result was derived in ref.9): if we assume a moment
isotropic equilibrium distribution

fo(r,£,t) = fo(r,p
2,t)

we get a current

(4-3)

(4-4)



and then a classical form for the collactive kinetic energy

(4-5)

A rotation through an angle a about the direction £ is a particular
Generalized Scaling Mode with a scaling f ie ld £=<x(t)£ x n which
gives an external velocity f ie ld

•) = u x r (4-6)

with u=an angular velocity. From the previous discussion we derive
that i f we assume a classical momentum isotropic equilibrium we get
r ig id moments of inertia and r ig id currents, independently on the shape
of the self-consistent f i e ld . Following the weaker assumption of a
p-isotropy on average, which is the semiclassical correspondant of the
self-consistent equilibrium condition11), we get, for a harmonic
oscillator well, a r igid moment of inertia but a quite complicate
flow9)

l ) = %GID+AlRROT+J«OT DEFINITE CHARACTER
(4-7)

The co l lec t ive mode obtained j us t scal ing the coordinates cor-
responds to a displacement f i e l d s=a{t)V^ <t>(jr), where a ( t ) i s the sca-
l i ng parameter and $ ( r ) i s a real""function which depends on the s tu-
died co l lec t i ve motion. Eq.(4-1) can be solved to give a local f i e l d
x(_r) = - md ${r) and then a i r r o ta t i ona l f low

i d ) - P 0 (D v s c f t U N G • « i t h v S C A U N G = - & 14>(r)

The co l lec t i ve k ine t ic energy assumes a c lassical form

with i n e r t i a ! parameter

MSCALING(a)

(4-8)

(4-9)

(4-10)

5. Small osc i l l a t i ons : semiclassical RPA

We are now ready to switch to the small amplitudes, where we can
expect the scaling modes to be meaningful. The co l lec t ive hamiltonian
can be wr i t ten i n a harmonic form 1 J )

M a2 + 1 C a2 (5-1)

in terms of the scaling parameter <x(t). Me get only one eigenfrequen-
cy given by u)*=C/M. The restoring parameter comes from second order
variations of the collective potential

i C a2 = 62U(fQ) = | d M d
3 £ h s t 6

2fQ + i [d
3j4d3£ 6W Q 5fQ (5-2)

For isoscalar modes and a Skyrme-Hartree-Fock potent ia l

WHF I *o p + J6

with 6 =
3t,+5ta

Y = 32
, we get from some algebra

(5-3)

u i V p s tVk> "

1 1 m Tst pst

with u=V$ and — = - + 2Bp
m* m s t >

.(u.p ) ) l + coulomb I (5.4)

just in terms of the static density p t

and kinetic energy density i
sf

Assuming the simple Tassie model13), for the scalar field (spheri-
cal nuclei)

•d)
monopole

Lj«o multipoles
(5-5)

eq.(5.4) becomes very simple for low multipoles and we can easily com-
pute the position of the centroid of a giant resonance once we know
the static HF solution. Fig.l shows the quality of the agreement with
experiments for isoscalar quadrupoles. 125



I
Fig.2 shows the effective mass dependence of the quadrupole frequency.

10
0 20 10 60 80 100 120 110 160 180 200

MASS NUMBER

Fig. l . Experimental and calculated isoscalar GQR energies: (<t>) exp.
values; (n) calculated values.The dashed line is the 63 A"1/3 exp law.

10 -

Fig.2. GQR calculated energy as a function of «Wm , for I-VI skyrme
interactions, in 2eSi (n) and 20BPb (o).
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It is interesting to remark that this rough semiclassical scaled solu-
tion gives not only the right quadrupole frequencies but also the correct
RPA dependence on the effective mass11*).
The tiansition densities are of the form Sp=aV.(pstV ,-<(>) and following the
ansatz eq.(5.5) one can easily see that then giant quadrupole is essen-
tially a surface mode while in the monopole volume terms are very impor-
tant giving rise to a compression mode.

6. Beyond Vlasov: linearized fluid-dynamical chain

In this section we release any semiclassical assumption. We show how
the fluid TDHF chain can be exactly truncated for small amplitude GSM.

In the Wigner phase space, at the first order in the s_ field the
p-even part of the distribution function satisfies the linearized equa-
tion

Sf+ = I sin (f
st i r - - '

(6-1)

which gives a transition density of the form Sp=Jd3p6f+=v\(psts.)
The continuity equation assumes the form

V-(Pst tl)=0

If we follow the particular solution for the current

• - Pst i = Pst v

we get a £-odd variation of the distribution function

Sf - m W f

(6-2)

(6-3)

(6-4)

still in terns of the ŝ  field only. We remark the key role played by
the ansatz eq.(6-3) which is perfectly consistent only in the case of
a irrotational flow, i.e. for the coordinate scaling modes discussed in
the previous two sections.
Under the assumption eq.(6-3) we get a closure of the fluid dynamical
chain at the level of the Euler equation

•I p . s t V»S T + p .V Sw+6p Vw =0 (6-5)

where ST.. is the transition kinetic energy tensor and the HF poten-
tial w=w ̂ +6w for simplicity has been assumed local. Because the ten-
sor S T . . can be written, from eq.(6-l)

( r . t ) Wt(r,£.t)

(6-6)

only in terms of the s,-field and the static kinetic energy tensor, we
see that the fluid dynamical chain is exactly truncated at the f i rst
p-moment equation (6-5) which now becomes a Schr'ddinger like equation for
the vector field ^ ( r , t ) . With appropriate boundary conditions we can find
solutions and eigenvalues which give respectively transition densities,
flow patterns and frequencies of the various multipole oscillations.

The only quantum effect comes .'roiri the last term of the transition
kinetic energy eq.(6.6): a l l the solution with V.VjS.=0 give rise to a
completely classical response. This is the case1of the simple Tassie
scaling model, discussed in the previous section for isoscalar monopole
and quadrupole resonances. This a o means that we expect to have qui-
te small quantum corrections for the •'west multipoles. For a general
non local Skyrme-HF interaction the Euii aquation becomes, assuming a
£-isotropic static distribution,

mpst S i

10 „

• i t
4 o

pst 6 p Ypl
V p 'i U!V WV'KV1}

i v»

Remaining in the scaling picture s£r)=a(t)Viti(r_K where the solution
eq.(6-3) is consistent, the eq.(6-7) supplies a general way to find the
scalar field ${r) for any multipole, going beyond the Tassie model.
This problem was studied from a variational approach by Serr et al.15)
and recently by Andfi and Nishizaki16). Moreover, if we specialize our
HF potential in order to get the semiclassical energy density functional
used by Holzwarth et al.3) we easily get from eq.(6-5) the same fluid
dynamical equations. This discussion shows how all these results can
be derived in a direct way from a linearized TDHF theory in phase space. 127



7. The Elasticity Limit

At this point i t is straightforward to show how one can get from
TDHF the Lame equation for the displacement f ie ld in an elastic solid
largely used to study giant resonances6). With a uniform model densi-
ty p t (r)=pe(R-r) and a Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy density

P
Tst 3 F

5 2inp
6"7) becoraes

n S. = A V17|{sk + B V2si-2C ^ V J I ( 7 " ] )

with
, *

A = f (to+t,p)p + ( 7 - 5 j ) B

B=fTEF

Neglecting the quantum corrections, last term of eq.(7-l)>we get the
elasticity equation with longitudinal modulus A=(A-B)p and shear molulus
ii=Bp. From this discussion we infer that the elastic model for nuclear
vibration is derived from a microscopic theory under two main ansatz:

a) We must truncate the TDHF-Fluid-Oynamics chain at the level of the
Euler equation, procedure completely consistent only in the case of
a irrotational flow. This also means that we cannot have any source
of damping in a consistent way in our elastic equations. Indeed the
one-body dissipation (Landau damping) as well as two-body collision
terms start to be effective from the second £-moment equation onward.

b) quantum effects are neglected. Indeed we expect these terms to be
quite small. For lowest multipoles we showed the quantum correc-
tions to be exactly zero in the Tassie model.
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8. Conclusions

In this contribution we show how the nuclear f lu id dynamics can be
derived from a TDHF theory with i ts limits but also with its clear mi-
croscopic foundations. The solution of the equations of motion in
phase space is in general very hard and requires a huge amount of com-
putational ef fort . However for some classes of collective motions, the
Generalized Scaling Modes, we are able to find simple approximate solu-
tions which give the bulk dynamics of the system, e.g. inertial parame-
ters and flow pattern. For large amplitudes this approach is worked
out in details for the case of a rotating nucleus. We leave open the
problem of extending the method to other collective motions. The in -
troduction of pairing effects in the phase-space equations should also
be investigated").

We get several intersting results in the study of small oscil la-
tions. First of a l l we show that high lying states are described quite
well in a simple scaling picture. In a naive Tassie model we reprodu-
ce in a straightforward way the experimental as well as the RPA results.
Since the scaling approximation leads to a truncation of the f luid dy-
namical equations at the second £-moment level , our result shows that
the giant resonances correspond to the lowest multipole, ?,=0,l,2, distor-
tions in the momentum distribution. This analysis of the giant modes
in momentum space can also be useful to understand some features of
heavy ion collisions, e.g. the sub-threshold pion production, where the
excitation of such collective states is one of the leading mechanisms
of the kinetic energy loss.

The problem of going beyond the irrotational flow and of studying higher
multipoles in the momentum distortions is quite complicate and one easi-
ly overtake the numerical d i f f icul t ies of a complete RPA calculations.
One attempt in this direction has been recently performed by J.P. da
Providencia anf G.Holzwarth18), following a variational approach, in or-
der to study some H=3 contributions. They get a splitt ing of GR, with
the maximum strength level retaining a irrotational character, and a
f i r s t appearence of lowlying states. The splitt ing is a signature of
the Landau damping in a f in i te system: we must go to higher moments
to allow the developing of an incoherence which corresponds to one-body
dissipation. On the other hand low-lying states, where the shell struc-
ture is dominating, also need higher order distortions in momentum space.

In conclusion we can say that through a f lu id dynamical approach
we can understand a lot of simple features of nuclear collective motions.
We can make use of these results to improve the effective nuclear interac-
tions, as well as to study fancier motions, l ike giant resonances built
high spin states and spin-isospin collective modes.
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Abstract :
We present a simple model for the description of

nuclear rotations, inspired from the a-particle model for light
nuclei. The Hamiltonian of a cranked shifted harmonic oscil la-
tor is diagonalized. This allows the construction of an ct-model
for the nucleus in which the clusters rotate around the center
of the nucleus. The model i s applied to some selected 4-n
nuclei.

I. Introduction.
The excitation of very high angular momenta in nuclei

has been made possible this last decade through heavy ion
techniques. Yrast transitions with angular momenta in the ran-
ge of 50ti-100ii units have indeed been observed. From the theo-
retical point of view one could in principle try to apply to
the high angular momentum domain a technique which has been
proven quite successful in describing low angular momenta, na-
mely the projection method. However angular momentum projection
either assumes the existence of a single intrinsic state in
which case i t is not capable of describing the multitude of
transitions occuring along the yrast line, or i s performed be-
fore variation in which case i t leads to hopelessly lengthy
calculations.

An alternative approach* which can also be viewed as
an approximation to the projection method under suitable condi-
tions [lJ, is the cranking method* This method is based on the
assumption that the nucleus motion takes place in a rotating
frame of reference. If one assumes that the nucleus is unifor-
mly rotating around the x-axis the Schrodinger equation

ih JT = n\\l'> can be replaced by
dt

(H-w Jx)|<l>'>= in

where

!*'>

provided the nuclear Hamiltonian H is invariant with respect

to rotation. The effective Hamiltonian in the rotating frame

is thus H-u)J with oi the rotational frequency.

Another way to look at the cranking Hamiltonian

H-oxJ is to consider it as the constrained Hamiltonian with a

constraint of the type <J > * I. In that case w is the Lagran-

ge multiplier.

The mean field approximation is usually introduced

at this stage. An independent (quasi-)particle assumption for

the nuclear wave-function leads to a single particle effecti-

ve Hamiltonian h-o>J . The Hamilotnian h is obtained from H

through some self-consistency condition.A further simplifica-

tion can be made if one assumes that h is not given self-con-

sistently but is rather some shell-model Hamiltonian. As such,

the harmonic oscillator potential has led to an analytically

soluble model \2] : the energy levels and wave-functions can be

calculated analytically.

In the present work we will extend the cranked oscil-

lator model to the case of many-center shell model. We will

show that this model too is amenable to an analytic solution.

This is the most natural way to introduce the cranked cluster

model. In ""his model one treats the nucleus as an aggregate of f31

where

with



clusters which are positioned at fixed distances (determined

through some variational principle) and rotating around a given

axis.

From the physical point of view this model is particu-

larly interesting as it incorporates the fission degree of

freedom which is of the utmost importance for very high angu-

lar momenta. From the purely theoretical point of view our

study furnishes a useful basis for the description of very

deformed rotating system, just as in the static case a two-

center basis can be most advantageous over a single center one.

A study of rapidly rotating nuclei independent of

any basis would be, of course, preferable. Such, based on

TDHF technology (discretization of the equation in configura-

tion space), have actually been performed by Flocard et al [6] •

However contrary to the cluster model, the Hartree-

Fock orbitals are parity symmetric in two space directions

which does not allow a continuous shape variation along the

yrast line.

2. Formalism.

Let us start with the Hamiltonian for a mass-m par

tide placed in a harmonic potential with frequencies <o( ,(U2

in space and rotating around thecentred around a point d

3-axis with frequency in.

h "

Following the notations of ref. [2] we introduce the

constants :

S * lid) • (2)

as well as

ymntu.
1/ 1a -<od. V i-

132 2

Using creation and annihilation operators for the vibration

bosons C,C we can write the Hamiltonian as :

e,(C*C,+

a2 C3)

As was shown in ref. [2] Hamiltonian (3) with a. = 0 can be dia-

gonalized through a homogeneous Bogoliubov transformation. As

we will readily show the case a. a* 0 can also be diagonalized

provided one resorts to inhomogeneous transformations.

Namely we introduce the transformation :

and ask that [otg.h] »

As the transformation can be performed on two steps, we first
solve the eigenvalue problem for X and p as in ref. [2] which
does away with the terms of S or D type. A translation in the
creation-annihilation operators leads then to a fully diagonali-
zed Hamiltonian

i. 12 2
+ ] lb_. I a_. (5)

We find bk
k kV A )

k k
+ X )

ik k i
b k- a^Vj-Aj) + a2<vi2+X2) and Vj- — .

The wave-functions of the cranked-shifted oscillator can in

fact be constructed following closely the method of ref. [3].

The standard technology of the a-particle model can then be

developed, through the calculation of overlap and energy le-

vels. However the expressions become rather cumbersome and

will be reported elsewhere.

Actually in the traditional a-particle model the dis-

tance between clusters is sufficiently large and the deforma-

tion of the clusters can be neglected. In that case we can

limit ourselves to an oscillator which is spherical at zero
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angular frequency. The cranked oscillator associated is then

just the Valatin model [4] .

Under the assumption of sphericity, the Hamiltonian (3)

can be rewritten as :

(6)

The bilinear part of the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized through
a transformation :

cularity of the Valatin model. We readily find

V i C2

(7)

a2

which gives the new oscillator frequencies JJ • a + a) ,

£2. • us -m. For the full Hamiltonian (6) the transformation is

readily found :

Cj+iC2
 a j + i a 2

a i = ~K~ * r, m

(8)

a2 "

C2+iCl . V i a 2

n
In order to construct the S-wave-function (the only needed in

the case of the cc-particle model), we write a. in terms of x
n 1

and -JJ . Thus the ground state relation a. |0> • 0 becomes a

differential equation for $(x) • <x|0>. In analogy to the sta-

tic case we seek the S-wave-function under an exponential form.

(9)

where x.^ and the absence of a ?f£2 term is a parti-

Expressing

1

E . e 2

(10)

r V" a2

a,+ i=- a
(II)

a

o o •d, - i«d 2

d2 • itud°

times some inessential multiplicative constant. Thus if one

writes the wave-function as a shifted gaussian, just as in the

case of the static Gt-particle model, one obtains for the posi-

tions of the clusters

02)

where d. are the positions for u » 0. Now this expression has
a very simple physical interpretation. If one starts with an
S-vrave and boosts it with a momentum p, then the term linear
in x in the exponential reads
x,(d°+ ip,)

e i . e . the imaginary part of d conveys to the
cluster a finite velocity. So identifying the two components
of p with the imaginary parts in (12) we obtain

,0 1
d2

(13)

It is then straightforward to verify that we have p.<i * 0
2 2

and L = d|Pi~ d 2 P 2 = w(dj+ d^)• So the shifted-cranked oscil-

lator leads to a rigid-like rotation.
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Results.

Before proceeding with the presentation of results we

must deal with two problems which are inherent on the cranking

Hatniltonian H- (oJx. First the Jx operator is unbounded. This

fact used in conjunction with a space of wave-functions with

no natural cut-off can lead to absurd results. For a # 0 the

minimum in energy is E = - » ! The physically interesting mi-

nimum is just a local one (see FIG. 1). Another serious pro-

blems emerges whenever one is interested on shape transitions.

Different intrinsic states have different moment of inertia and

thus for the same value of <J > quite different values of b).

This can lead to trouble concerning band crossings. Actually

whenever one is interested in shape transitions one must go

back to the point of departure and minimize <H> while ensu-

ring ^ ^ « I, as was also suggested by Arvieu and Troudet [5] .

One further remark concerning the choice of the rotational axis

is in ordered at this point.

In the a cluster model the configurations except for

the aligned ones are not strictly axially symmetric. In the re-

sults presented below the axis of rotation is chosen perpendi-

cular to the pseudo symmetry axis of the system.

A first result of our study concerns the rotational

band of Be. Here the Be nucleus is described through one de-

gree of freedom : the distance between clusters. Thus for a

given angular momentum, or equivalently for a given frequency

10 we can compute the energy as a function of the cluster sepa-

ration d. The result is displayed in FIG. I. We remark that as

the nucleus is cranked faster and faster the minimum in energy

becomes shallower and finally for a gives value of u) the mini-

mum disappears altogether. The critical value of angular mo-

mentum in our calculations (obtained with the Bl interaction)

is L -2.6. Note however that once w is different from zero

the energy is unbounded for large deformations, and the mini-

mum is only a local one.
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In the framework of the same model we have studied
12

the shape transition on C induced by rotations.Starting from

the ground state configuration of C : an equilateral trian-

gle, we allow the angle to vary. In FIG. 2 we plot the energy

-30

-4O

Energy of Be as a function of the separation between the

clusters for various angular frequencies.



r"

of the nucleus as a function of angular momentum for various

angles. As can be seen the equilateral triangle configuration

is favored for the lower L' s. Around L = 3 an abrupt transi-

tion sets on : the aligned configuration becomes the yiast one.

FIG. 2

Excitation energy for various configuration of

text) as a function of angular momentum.

12,C (see

An another interesting result concerns the spectra of light nu-

clei. Actually by cranking around a fixed axis one obtains the

full E= E(I). However we will limit ourselves here to the compa-

rison of the position of the 2 level obtained in our model and

in an angular momentum projection calculation starting from

n-ct cluster wave-functions and with the same interaction £7j •

Cranking

Projection

«Be

3.72

3.0

1 2C
(triangle)

3.55

3.05

"c
(chain)

1.01

0.96

lb0
(chain)

0.42

0.40

2 0Ne
bipyramid

1.50

1.52

One remarks that the overall agreement is good, particularly
20

for the heavier nuclei like Ne.

In the case of states without axial symmetry, such

as the rhombus configuration of 0 (4p-4h), one can obtain the

rotational band following the method of Harvey andVassanji [s] .

The nucleus is cranked along the three principal axes of inertia.

One obtains thus the energy as a function of the three angular

momenta.

E= AI2+ BI2+ CI 2 + higher order terms
x y z (14)

Expression (14) is treated as a collective Hamiltonian for the

rotational motion and its quantization yields the rotational

spectrum. He find thus in the case of the 4p-4h band of 0 two

2 + states at : 1.29 MeV and 2.44 MeV.

20,

17
However a problem exists. For nuclei like C or

Ne the ground state configuration is not an axially symmetric

one. Thus an analysis of the spectrum according to the method

explained above would lead to a second ("K = 2") 2* state. In
12

particular for oblate nuclei, such as C, one can see,based on

pure geometrical consideration! that the second 2 + state can be

very low in energy. 135



On the other hand this 2 state is associated to a

rotation around an axis which becomes the symmetry axis after

axial symmetry restoration. So this second 2 state is quite

unphysical and should somehow be eliminated. This problem re-

mains open to this moment.

Conclusion.

In this work we have presented some preliminary re-

sults obtained within a model for the description of rotational

states in light 4n nuclei. This model is based on the analyti-

cal solution for the cranked shifted oscillator. This solution

has been applied here to the rotating a-particle model. A

further application can be found in the description of highly

deformed rotating nuclei, using a rotating two-center basis.

The main advantage of the rotating cluster model is

that it incorporates in a most natural way the fission degree

of freedom, which is of capital importance for the description

of very high spin states. Moreover the inclusion of parity

asymmetric configurations allows for continuous shape changes

along the yrast line, a feature which is absent in most self-

consistent calculations of rapidly rotating nuclei.
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Abstract

We solve the cranked Hartree-Fock equations for the nuclei
24 32
Mg and s. The various configurations which compose the Yrast

line of these nuclei are studied. Good agreement with experiment

is found for very deformed configurations.

1. Introduction

In this communication, we present the results of cranked
24 32

Hartree-Fock calculation for two sd shell nuclei : Mg and S.

Our aim is to describe the very different shapes that a nucleus

can take along the Yrast line from ground state to fission. The

equations of motion of the rotating nuclei being directly solved

in coordinate space , the nuclear shape is not affected by any

of the constraints which would be imposed by the choice of a

particular expansion basis. In using this method, we have already

* Chercheur qualifii FNRS.
** Laboratoire associS au CNRS.

• • • Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Uwrence
Livermore Laboratory under contract NW 7405-ENG-48.

been able to study Ne . The existence of experimental data
24 32

on very deformed states of Mg and S makes the study of these

nuclei particularly interesting.

2. Method of calculation

Details on the method of calculation have been presented in

ref 2) and 3). Within the cranking model, the energy E of a

nucleus rotating with angular speed &J about a principal axis

is determined by minimizing the energy c in the fixed frame :

t-. £•-«/.„ <«
E- < •? I H I -?where

and

The many-body Bamiltonian H is the sum of the kinetic energy,

the nuclear interaction (we have used the BKN interaction ) and

the direct part of the Coulomb interaction. The energy <? is

minimized by discretizing equ (1) on a 30 mesh and then taking

the variation with respect to the values of the individual wave

functions at each points of the mesh.

The total wave function has to be complex in order to gene-

rate non zero values for L . We have imposed to the individual

wave functions composing the Slater determinant *P to be eigen-

functions of the three inversion operators with respect to the

planes x = o, y = o and z =* o. In this way, the Hartree-Fock

equations have to be solved only in the first octant of the box.

It can be shown that the individual wave functions are then

partitioned into four blocks which are not mixed by the Hamilto-

nian. We have also assumed a spin-isospin degeneracy of the wave

functions, restricting the scope of our study to 4N nuclei and

to positive parity states.

Eigenfunctions of the rotating harmonic oscillator (R HO)

were chosen to compute the starting densities. The Hartree-Fock

equations were then solved by the imaginary time-step method

We have followed during the iterations the evolution of occupied

and a few unoccupied orbits and we have checked that all the

occupied orbits lie below the Fermi level.

and
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3.
24,Mg spectrum

24
The energies of the bands studied in Mg are plotted versus

angular momentum in figure 1. The states corresponding to diffe-

rent partitions of the individual wave functions into the four

blocks are labelled by different letters. The states labelled

by the same letter correspond to the same partition and to rela-

tive minima in the deformation plane defined by the quadrupole

moments. These last bands are coupled by the BKN interaction and

their mixing would modify the spectrum when the deformation of

the states is not very different. The too much compressed spectrum

obtained near the ground state is probably due to the lack of

mixing between bands A. and A?. For excitation energies above

10 MeV, Jie bands corresponding to the same partition have very

different quadrupole moments and the spectrum is probably more

realistic.

Five bands fission near L = 24 fc : three of them in C +
12 x 12
C with different orientations of the C axes (F , F and A ) ;

band D fissions in <* - O - oi and B. in 3 Be. One can also

note the complicated structure of the Yrast line which is compo-

sed of three different configurations.
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Figuiie. 1. Excitation enengy veMui anguZan. momentum ion the.
24Mg band*.

2. ComptvUion oi tkz value, oi t-nax i0Jl iSuA-ion with the.

Vnait tine, in 24Mg.
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Within the sharp cut-off approximation, it is possible to

act a maximum angular moment

cross section at a given energy

24 32
in Hg, many bands in S being eliminated since an occupied

extract a maximum angular momentum £ contributing to the fusion

In fig. 2, we have plotted the t extracted from the expe-
12 12 max _.

rimental C + C fusion cross sections along with the calcu-
lated Yrast line. The t curve is roughly parallel to the Yrast

max
line with an excitation energy of some 8 to 12 MeV. This agrees
with the assumption that a minimum level density is necessary for

24
fusion to occur. Experimental data on induced fission of Hg

and on fusion of C + C corroborate our results for bands

F and D . These results ar« an indication of the validity of the

cranking approximation for very deformed states.

4.
32
5 spectrum

The energies of the bands calculated for S are plotted

versus angular momentum in fig. 3. They are far fewer bands than
1

-

-

j

1 1

s
y'

i

i

1

c,

-

-

Figure 3. Exaltation e.n&igy uetiu* angutan. mome.ntum &oi the.
32S bandi .

16,.

near L = 28 fc .

Vias^ Una in 32S.

mK ^ iflUon

9)The critical angular momentum for fusion is plotted with
24

the bands C and C in figure 4. As in the case of Mg, the

£ m a curve essentially parallels the Yrast line.

5. Conclusion

24 32
We have studied a large number of bands in Mg and S, from

ground state to fission. We have found in both cases that the

Yrast line is composed of very different configurations. We have

also found a good correlation between some very deformed bands

of Mg and experimental data on induced fission of Hg on the

fusion of two C. It indicates that in the case of large defor-

mation the cranking method is a good approximation of an exact

projection on good angular momentum. 139
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i d d h i lBIFURCATIONS AND CHAOS

OF CLASSICAL TRAJECTORIES IN
A DEFORMED NUCLEAR POTENTIAL

J. CARBONELL, R. ARVIEU
Institut des sciences nucleaires,
Grenoble, France

The organization of the phase space of a classical
nucleon in an axially symmetric deformed potential with the
restriction L z

 E 0 is studied by drawing the Poincare surfaces
of section. In the limit of small deformations three simple
limits help to understand this organization. Moreover impor-
tant bifurcations of periodic trajectories occur. At higher
deformations multifureations and chaos are observed. Chaos is
developed to a larger extent in the heavier nuclei.

1 - Introduction

The purpose of this work is to describe the general
organization of the trajectories of a nucleon in a deformed
potential both in phase space and in configuration space. This
question is elementary in the case of a spherical potential;
it gives rise however to a very complex problem in a deformed
potential. There one is in the frame of the theory of noninte-
grable systems fill. Many very important mathematical theorems
(like K.A.M. theorem) are needed as veil as many results of
bifurcation theory and also of numerical experiments [2-53•

This work belongs entirely to classical mechanics. The
main problems to be treated are : the organization of phase
space, the connection with simple known limiting cases and bi-
furcation theory, and the occurrence of chaotic trajectories in
a nuclear field. These problems must be solved as functions of
the size, the deformation of the potential and the excitation
energy of the particle.The potential is written in cylindrical
coordinates as

V(p,z) - - V.
t + cosh X

cosh X + cosh X \ - £ - + •==•
R l

(1)

2 I
It was originally designed in the spherical case [6jas

an improvement of a Woods Saxon potential. In (I) we have de-
formed the spherical version by a simple scaling. He will res-
trict to motion with Lj • 0. The phase space has 4 dimensions
and we represent the trajectories, as is usually done \2~\ ,

considered are
n - [ v o - |E with

w i t h

X =[R, R^l'^/a with X » 4.698 (0 nuclei)

and X * 10.96 (Fb nuclei); a is the surface thickness. Let us
remind [2^ that the Poincare maps of periodic trajectories
are finite sets of points, quasi periodic trajectories are
infinite sets of points lying on curves (invariant curves) and
chaotic trajectories are infinite sets of points filling at
random a two dimensional subset. Such trajectories occurred
first in a well known work by Henon and Heiles [jj . In this
paper p and Pp are expressed in arbitrary units. Care is ta-
ken only of the topological structure of the invariant curves
of the PoincarS mapping. This map is obtained by a numerical
integration of the hamilton equation. The intersections with

z • 0 are found by interpo-
lation,

2 - The extreme integrable
cases.

For the three simple limiting

cases of Fig. 1 the topology
of the Poincare section is
uniquely defin' d and is inde-
pendent upon all parameters.
In the spherical limit the
angular momentum A • p.p -z.pp
is the second integral of mo-
tion. Circular motion, motion
comprised between two circles
and motion with A= 0 are iden-
tified respectively as the
points Ai,A2, the ovals which
surround them, and the union
of the line BC with the exter-
nal contour. For the harmonic
oscillator limit the fraction
I of the energy in the p di-
rection versus the total ener-
gy is the second integral,whi-
le in the elliptical billiard
(an elliptical infinite well)
the trajectories have been
explained by Keller and Rubi-
nov fj83and Berry £9]] . The
"bouncing ball" modes surround

FIG.1 - Poincarl sections of

three simple limiting

cases.

•Tronic oscillator

H>t»rlc«l pcumul ._
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the "whispering gallerey modes", those motions are separated by
a separatrix V . These modes are distinguished by the sign of
H.SL. : the product of the angular momentum with respect to the
foci of the billiard.

3 - Period doubling bifurcations in the deformed potential.

It can be remarked that the transition between the two
last cases can only be done if the center looses its elliptic
character, i.e. through a bifurcation [l,5j from an elliptic
point (E) of the Poincar€ map to two elliptic plus one hyper-
bolic (H) points in the billiard case. Symbolically

IE* 2E + 1H (2)
Its inverse could be produced for different values of the para-
meters 2E + IK -»1E (3)
The bifurcation (2) occurs, as shown in Fig 2, if we follow
the PoincarS section of our deformed potential as a function of
energy. In other woods the rectilinear motion along the longer
axis is first stable (n - 0.0310), then looses its stability
in the interval 0.002 <n <0.003. This bifurcation describes
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FIG. 2 - Poincare sections of the deformed potential, eq (1)
for several small values of n . A bifurcation occur;:
for a value of n in the interval : 0.C02 < n <0.003.

a sudden transition from the harmonic oscillator regime to a
regime topologically equivalent to the billiard (with its two
modes).

The bifurcation just discovered occurs for values of p
as high as 1.2 for increasing value of n • In the broader ran-
ge 0.001 J< n ̂ 0.99 it can be seen in Fig. 3 that (2) occurs

FIG. 3 - Poincare section of the deformed potential for a
large range of values of n and p = 1.062

in the interval 0.01^ p <0.05 but that (3) occurs in the in-
terval 0.70 < n < 0.85. Intermediate values between 0.05 and
0.70 interpolate (we checked that) between these extremes.
Finally in the interval 0.85 <n <0.90 the rectilinear motion
along the small axis becomes unstable. However at n * 0.85
the Poincare map looks unexpectedly like the harmonic oscil-
lator !



In conclusion for small deformations, P <, 1.2, it is
the stability of the rectilinear motions along the symmetry
axes which determine the structure of phase space. In this
range the simple limits allow to understand the organization
of the phase space.

4 - Multifurcations and chaos.

Let us now study higher deformations. In Fig. 4, the value
of u is 3/2 and a large range of n is considered. The situa-
tion described here is typical of values of u = m/n with m
and n "small" integers as well as of values in the immediate
neighbourhood of these values. Three kinds of mappings are
obtained.

If n < 0.5 (only T\ = 0.30 is shown here) the mapping is
harmonic oscillator-like , which is surprising for such a
highly non linear potential. If 0.5 <r, <0.9 the hanaonic
mapping is strongly perturbed by the successive birth of two
sequences of 4 islands. The center of each island is associa-
ted to a Lissajou-like curve with a ratio 3/2 of the harmonic
frequenciesJhis occurrence is called a Birkhoff bifurcation
or "multifurcation" QlO J . VJhen n increases one of the sets
dissolves into chaos for n ^ 0.90.

If n > 0.90 the mapping has an increasing complexity
and looses its macroscopic structure. Many bifurcations and
multifurcations occur and the chaotic structure larp.ely deve-
lops on a macroscopic scale (for n IV'0.99). This situation
reminds the results first found by Henon and Heiles £7 J .

FIG. 4 - Same as in FIG. 3. However here u - 1.5.
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5 - The chaos in the heavy
nuclei.

If \ is given the hi-
gher value 10.96 (Fig. 5)
there are several important
differences with the case
X - 4.898 discussed until
now.

The Poincare map has
much more similarity to
an elliptical billiard
(compare u - I.I in Fig. 5
to Fig. 1).

The chaotic situation
occurs sooner than for the
case X - 4.898 and for a
smaller value of n . It is
present already for u • 1.2.

The chaos is much more
developed for higher u(see
the case p - 1.5 and u- 2).

Mo important multifur-
cations is present and al-
so the harmonic oscillator
situation does not occur.

6 - Conclusions.

We have been able to
describe the macroscopic
organization of the phase
space for the motion in a
deformed potential. The
case of small deformations
is the simplest. The phase
space can be explained by
deforming slightly those
of Fig. 1. In this region

FIG. 5 - Poincare section
of the deformed
potential for the
value X- 10.96,
n " 0.5 and seve-
ral values of u.
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simple bifurcations are obtained and are related to stable or
unstable motions along the symmetry axis. No macroscopic chaos
has been observed.

For higher deformations the PoincarS map is richer. Impor-
tantBirkhoff multifurcations occur for \i - m/n and a transition
to macroscopic chaos is seen for high values of Ti. If the size
of the potential is increased the multifurcations play less
importance but the chaotic situation develops for small p and
at a rather low energy.

The difficult problem of semi classical [4,8] quantiza-
tion of this system has not been treated yet and will be the
subject of our further study. In the many cases where the phase
space has a simple structure this semi classical quantization
looks possible.
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COMMENTS ON THE MEASURABILITY
OF FLOW PATTERNS IN ROTATIONAL NUCLEI

E. MOYA DE GUERRA
Departamento de Fi'sica Teorica,
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain

Several conclusions that follow from calculations 'of transverse
form factors for elastic and inelastic transitions within the ground
state band of rare earth nuclei are presented.

Different models (or theories) of nuclear structure and dynamics
provide, in particular, different predictions concerning flow patterns
in nuclei. Traditionally the main source of information on nuclear
currents has been furnished by measurements of static electromagnetic
moments and moments of inertia. At present much more information on
nuclear currents can be obtained from electron scattering at backward
angles, which in principle, allow us to measure the spatial distribu-
tion of the electromagnetic current in the nucleus. A good piece of
evidence that these data provide a much more stringent test on nuclear
models is the measured magnetic form factor of 0 (1).

Plots of current field of rotational nuclei in different approaches
are available in the literature (see for instance ref. (2)), but those
cannot be directly compared to measurable magnitudes such as transverse
form factors. Very limited information is still available for the
latter. Undoubtedly a lot more of experimental and theoretical effort
is required to measure and compute such magnitudes in order to under-
stand how nuclei actually rotate. Here we would like to stress a few
points on this subject which emerged from our investigations on ground
state bands of, both, even-even and odd-A rare earth nuclei.

Transverse form factors of even-even nuclei (k=0) measure directly
the transverse electric multipoles of the collective rotational current
On the contrary, transverse form factors of odd-A nuclei contain, in
general, contributions from several multipoles of the "collective"
and "single particle" currents. Their different angular momentum de-
pendence (3) allow us, in principle, to extract them from experimental
data on different transitions within the band. A case in which this
separation can be greatly simplified is that of nuclei with ground
state spin I=k=l/2. An interesting feature of odd-A nuclei with ground

state spin I=ki 5/2 is the strong suppression of intermediate multipole
contributions to the elastic transverse form factor (4).

For transitions to the first excited states a first approximation
to the transverse form factors calculated from self-consistent solu-
tions of the cranked HF (or HFB) equations is provided by the PHF
approach (5). Calculations in this approach show the following general
trends.

For odd-A nuclei the transverse form factors are dominated by
single-particle contributions, except in transitions A 1=2, at low q.

Collective transverse electric multipoles calculated in the PHF
approach have maximum strength larger than the predicted by the rigid
rotor model. This, in particular, led to a discrepancy (6) of more
than two orders of magnitude at q*»- 5 fm in the transverse form factor
corresponding to the transition 0 % 2 in Er, predicted by both
models.

Other results found in the PHF calculations of collective trans-
verse multipoles that may be of interest for future calculations are,
that at low q values the magnetization contribution is negligible as
compared to the convection contribution and pairing effects are not
very important, whereas at higher q values (qjj_l fm the magnetization
contribution dominates and pairing effects strongly modify the picture.

An important point being now investigated is the effect of electron
distortions. This is necessary for the correct analyses of transverse
form factors from experimental data on inelastic scattering at 180°.
Preliminary calculations (7) indicate that charge contributions, al-
though different from zero, are very small and may be neglected.

(1) H.V. Hynes et.al.. Phys. Rev. Lett. 42 (1979) 144.

(2) J. Fleckner, J. Kunz, U. Hosel and E. Wuest, Nucl.Phys. A339(1980)
227, and references therein.

(3) E. Hoya de Guerra, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 128 (1980) 286.

(4) E. Moya de Guerra and A.L. Dieperink, Phys.Rev. C18 (1978) 1596.

(5) E. Moya de Guerra and S. Kowalski, Phys.Ref. C22 (1980) 1308, to
be published.

(6) E. Moya de Guerra, Nucl.Phys. A366 (1981) 259.
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CAN THE NUCLEAR FLUID BE VORTEX-FREE? *

Z. PAPADOPOLOS, P. KRAMER, W. SCHWEIZER
Institut fur Theoretische Physik,
Universitat Tubingen,
Tubingen, Federal Republic of Germany

We study the collective dynamics of the A=n+1 nucleon system

in phase space 9 , fa^L-nivl6* » where J; t and His are 3n
Jacobi positions and momenta respectively. We require the coll-*
ective Hamiltonian to be local and O(n)-invariant [1 ] . Since

JCfeu. is invariant under the group 0(n) , collective motion can
be analysed on the transversal for the 0(n) action. This trans-
versal we call the collective part %tV(r of phase space. The
possible types of 9uu. have been identified as cosets of
5 p ( 6 , R ) with respect to subgroups 0to [2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ] . % u , c a r r y
a generalized Poisson bracket^ , \ . For closed oscillatorshells

i t . was shown that X, <="\l{3)> for open shells 9f. = l l f f l j r t f tQj i tM
[3 ,4 ,6 ) . Here we treat a third type of transversal and the cor-
responding orbits in 'P which we call completely degenerate [ 5 ] .

1. Proposition: Under 0 (n) , iP admits a degenerate orbit
which consists of a coset space 0(n)/0(n-3) and a collective

coset space *jall*
r5|)(|E1R)/T^©&). On the degenerate orbits the

Jacobi position and momentum coordinates are 5 { i « t S j l t ' B | l S and
• i r e v « i t £ a < s k t b i t . the matrix b is an element of 0(n)/0(n-3)

and the\iiatrices j * ( * i = 2 0 and s ( *s»s ) parametrize fuu. •
All the generators of the 0(n) group vanish. With the general-
ized Poisson bracket given by

the equations of motion become i { i t * { i . ; w , e 4 u . ^ J j k
= i^' ' '» l ' ,X(e( jL^ . The symplectic generators of 5 p ( 6 , K ) are
t Q , T ) i > ^ where*? and<J> are the position and momentum
quadrupole tensors andjjare 3 L ( 3 , F ) generators. On Jicu, they

take the form IS.* i * » l , sSL i and withJ , ^ they generate the
Lie algebra of 5 p ( 6 , R ) .

•Work supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

2. Proposition: From the locality of O t ^ a n d J t i t follows

by use of proposition 1 that S £ i " " f l ^ t i k W l k * . i=1.2,3,
s = l , . . . n . The discrete point particles move as point particles
of a f luid with the velocity f ie ld V£ (S j t f ) »» r l £ fc a t i k _ . The

velocity f ie ld is vortex-free because R is symmetric.

Our two propositions can be related to the vortex spin [7]
and to the canonical approach. I t is clear that on the degene-
rate orbit the vortex spin vanishes because a l l the generators
of 0(n) vanish. Position quadrupole tensor Qcj can be diago-

nalysed & j * Z q ; k M ; < *<u.(ni), where a. 6 50£S>, ^ t are real and
positive. ' ' '

3. Proposition: 6?ij with Tjj^Ot+Jjjlf'jsii form a set of
generalized canonical coordinates and momenta with resepct to
\ , I . The Jacobi matrix ^ of the transformation from <fcj to
1^,7(1^can be determined and inverted [5 ,8 ,9 ] . The kinetic
energy takes the form ~ >

where TT̂  is the momentum conjugate to / < t , and Lt^ =

= i | ©(.V)^
u>i'Tr [5,8^9] are the right action generators of

5 0 ( 3 ) ("body fixed" angular momenta).

To summarize: a particular degenerate orbit in phase space
is found which for local Hamiitonians leads.to vortex-free
f lu id i ty . The motion on the degenerate orbits 1s not a result
of a constraint as in ref. 10 . I t arises as a possible type of
motion for 0(n)-1nvariant Ot

[1] Vanagas, V. , Lect. Notes in Phys., Univ. Toronto, 1977
[2] Kramer, P. and Papadopolos, Z . , Lect.Notes in Phys. 135 ed.
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(N.Y.) 102 (1976) 493-569
[8] PapadopTTos, Z. and Kramer, P., submitted for publication
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FLUID-DYNAMICAL DESCRIPTION
OF HEAVY-ION TRANSFER REACTIONS

H.J. KRAPPE
Bereich Kern- und Strahlenphysik,
Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur Kernforschung,
Berlin (West)

Abstract

The premises of a collective description of heavy-ion trans-
fer reactions are briefly reviewed and the general structure of
the theory is outlined. From an estimation of typical times
within the hydrodynamical model it is concluded that the collec-
tive description breaks down for small neck radii.

1. The relevant degrees of freedom

If the theory of heavy-ion reactions is set up along the
lines of standard nuclear fission theory, the first step is the
specification of the "relevant" degrees of freedom. Since we are
dealing with a binary reaction, the orbital vector r_ (or r and
orbital angular momentum) is certainly a relevant degree of
freedom. We are interested in transfer reactions. Therefore, an
asymmetry variable is needed in addition. In fact there are two
degrees of freedom related to transfer, one of isovector type
(charge equilibration) and one of isoscalar symmetry (net mass
transfer). We will specify the latter by the deviation of the
mass number in one reaction partner from its equilibrium value
at contact and will call it A.

One may find it necessary to consider additional shape de-
grees of freedom, like inultipole deformations of the two nuclei
or the formation of a neck between them. All other degrees of
freedom are treated as a heat bath. The following assumptions
are implicit in such a picture, (i) The shape degrees of freedom
are collective, i.e. their respective structure function S(w)
should be well localised in energy, (ii) The Hamilton!an of the
total system can be split into fast (bath) and slow (collective)
modes.

If in addition (i) the collective degrees of freedom are
treated as classical variables, (ii) the heat bath spectrum is
"well-behaved", for instance, has no gaps, (iii) one is dealing
with a Markov process, i.e. the heat bath relaxes faster than
the collective variables, then a coupled system of Langevin
equations for the collective variables results.

2. Structure of the motion in the asymmetry variable

For purely pedagogical reasons the mass-asymmetry degree of
freedom will be taken in the following as dynamically decoupled
from all other collective variables: The latter are assumed to
be adiabatic compared to the mass asymmetry. It should be stres-
sed that this assumption is not realistic, though it has some-
times been used in calculations aimed at describing data [1]. It
is made here only to simplify a qualitative discussion. We
therefore have to consider the Langevin equation

MA + KA - F(A) = KL(t) (1)

with a fluctuating force L whose stochastic properties are de-
fined by <L(t)>=0, <L(t)L(f)> = 2D6(t-t'). The mass, friction,
and diffusion coefficients M,K,D depend parametrically on the
shape degrees of freedom of the system as does the conservative
force F.

This approach to the theory of mass transfer was used in
[2-5] and is to be contrasted with the random-walk picture
[1,6-9]. As will be shown below the results of the latter theory
follow as a special case from (1) in the limit of vanishing col-
lective mass M.

To further simplify the discussion we will assume that M,K
and 0 are independent of the mass asymmetry A and that F = -CA,
with constant C. This is again not meant to imply that in real-
istic calculations unharmonic effects are always negligible.
With these assumptions the solution structure is then determined
by the three characteristic times

M/K = K/C

which can be formed from the four constants entering the Lange-
vin equation. Conversion of (1) into a Fokker-Planck equation
for the distribution function P(A,A,t) and its moment expansion
yields decoupled equations of motion for the average of A and A
and for their variances

HA + KA + CA = 0

Af(t)

(2)

(3)

with
rAA rAA
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The solution structure of these equations has been discussed
in [3]. In the underdamped situation, 6:= 4td/ir > 1

A(t) = Aoe-t/^d (cosut i 5 /^

with (1) = •'^3. . We write the solution for the variance in the

form fit) = V i n h (t)+rhom(t) with/Ttiom= eMT. e*\ being a
solution of the homogeneous part of (3) and finh = /eA*'j>

solving (3) for the initial condition Jfo=O. Then the most
interesting component r ^ n of IP n n reaches its asymptotic value
TrD in the underdamped case 6>1 under damped oscillations

i n h m
A

sinmt coscat
AA r utd 2oi'

I f K+0, H.C f i n i t e , x r->0, xa-~>, &*°>, and a o ( x d x r ) - l / 2 =

In the overdamped case 6 = 4 x d / x r < 1

A(t) + [SL (l+Zi^S) +T0xd][ l-6]-1/2 exp [-

t»td

If in addition H*0, xr finite: Td+0, 6*0

A(t) • Aoe'tA^r

xrD (l-e-2t/tr),

which is the result of the random-walk theory. If in this case
also Oo, then

20t xd«t«x r .

This very special case has sometimes been taken to epitomise
all of transport theory which is obviously much richer in
structure.The limit of the theory of Brownian motion O O , M and
K finite, leads to xr-x» and

r 1nh(t) = 2Dt - xdD(l-e-t/t<l ) (3-e-t^<') . { t3 small t
AA u t large t.
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3. Hydrodynamical-model estimates for the constants H,K,D, and C

Following again the practice of the standard liquid-drop
theory of nuclear fission we introduce an irrotational,
incompressible velocity field ̂  inside the moving (equivalent
sharp) surface of the nuclear system. The kinetic energy and the
Rayleigh dissipation function of this velocity field are
identified with the kinetic energy and energy-dissipation rate
of the collective motion respectively

M = m n0 A"
2 /v2d3j-

K = -W/A2 = l/2r,o A"2 T . /(v. + v. .)2d3r
i,J i,j J.i ~

(4)

(5)

with the nuclear mass density mn0 and dynamical viscosity no
Clearly such equations imply that the nonlocal part of the velo-
city field, connected with the collectiv mode under considera-
tion, plays a minor role in the dynamics. It is also assumed
that the flow pattern is approximately incompressible and irro-
tational. We will assume that this is true for the mass-asymme-
try mode just as we merely assume that it is actually collec-
tive. We will see from the consequences following from these as-
sumptions where the picture is likely to break down. It would of
course be desirable to show on the basis of a microscopic calcu-
lation where these assumptions are in fact correct. Unfortunate-
ly such calculations do not exist.

In order to determine the viscosity constant no phenomeno-
logically, one may either fit it to the TKE in thermal-neutron
induced fission [10] or to the spreading width of an appropriate
collective mode pf excitation. In the first case one obtaines no
• 10 HeV s fm , which agrees with other determinations of
nuclear viscosity [11]. If one chooses the isoscalar giant
quadrupole resonance to determine the viscosity from its width,
2.5 times larger a value is obtained for no [3,12]. The
predominantly zero-sound type excitation of the giant resonance
connected with a vibration of the Wigner function in momentum
space has a damping behaviour somewhat different from modes in
which the Wigner function changes mainly in ordinary space [13].
Since we are interested in an estimate of no in the right ball
park only, we shall use in the following the above-mentioned
value from the fission data.

Quite a different damping mechanism for surface modes is given
by the wall formula [14]

Kwall=mn0vA-
2;v2 dS (6)

where v=(3/4)vf, Vf being the Fermi velocity, and vn the
normal component of the velocity at the surface, measured in the
center-of-mass system. It is not the intention of this paper to
discuss the merits of various damping formulae. We will rather
show what the consequences for the mass flow are if (5) or if
(6) is assumed to hold.



In [3] the integrals on the right-hand side of (4), (5), and (6)
were estimated as functions of the parameters characterising the
shape of the system. In particular they were considered as func-
tions of the ratio between the neck radius c and the radius R of
the colliding nuclei (which are assumed to be equal). One finds
for c/R + 0: M + «, K + », Kwal] f in i te , M/K = t d + 0, H/Kwa]]
* X6, wall **•

In order to estimate Tr=K/C, the restoring force C can be
obtained from the total binding energy of two spherical nuclei
in contact. Using the liquid-drop formula [15] which includes
the Coulomb and proximity interaction between the two nuclei, C
is typically 10 keV for heavy symmetric systems [16].

-00

Fig. 1 Contour diagram of the potential energy of two touching
spherical nuclei as a function of total charge number Z and
asymmetry $ without shell effects. Numbers on the contour lines
are energies in MeV.

To show the behavior of the liquid-drop energy in the confi-
guration of touching spheres across the periodic table, f i g . 1
gives a contour plot of the energy as function of Zi+Z2=Z and
the mass asymmetry *-MZi-Z2)/(Zi+Z2). Since -n<ij><rc, a polar co-
ordinate system is used with Z as radial and t as angular vari-
able. The zero point of the energy scale is for each Z the ener-
gy of the compound state <j>=it. The mass to charge ratio was as-
sumed to follow the line of p-stability for the compound state
and was kept at that value for each Z and all * . The mass-asym-
metry mode proceeds in this plot along a circle. For heavy sys-

tems Z>70 there is a potential minimum at the symmetric configu-
ration Zi=Z2, *=0. Note that this plot changes for rotating sys-
tems [16].

The addition of shell corrections modifies this picture lo-
cally.Deep local minima resulting from shell corrections can
lead to a C as large as 0.2 MeV. r ig . 2 displays some potential
energy curves, including shell corrections [17] for very heavy
systems. The N/Z ratio was chosen for each curve to correspond
to the value on the line of p-stability of the symmetric Zi=Z2
configuration. The common zero point of the energy scale is ar-
bitrary in this plot.

Fig.2: Potential energy
curves including Howard-
Seeger shell corrections
as a function of mass
asymmetry (measured here
in units of the difference
between charge numbers).
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^ne f?J'0W4B8 characteristic times were obtained in the
system 208Pb+208Pb with C=10 keV (at high temperature to wash
out shell effects)and a neck size in the range 0.4<c/R<0.8

1.10"22sec > xd= M/Kwan > 0.075-10-22 sec

124«10"22sec > ir = Kwall/C > 123-10"22 sec

0.032 > 6wan = 4-cd/tr > 0.0025

with the wall formula and

0.74-10-22sec < -cd = M/K < 5.19-10-22sec

285«10"22sec > x r = K/C > 3.84-10"22sec

0.01 < 6 = 4id /x r < 5.42 151



with two-body viscosity and TI0 = N T
2 3 MeVs fur3. For C=0.2 MeV

tr would be smaller by a factor of 20 and the damping parame-
ter 6 would be larger by this factor.

With the wall-damping mechanism the mass-asymmetry mode is
overdamped with C = 10 keV and becomes underdamped for smaller
neck radii and larger restoring force. With hydrodynamic visco-
sity the mass-asymmetry mode is underdamped for large neckradii
even with a weak restoring force and would also be underdamped
for smaller neck size with a stronger restoring force. For a
sufficiently small neck radius it is always overdamped.

4. window opening and neck rupture

If the neck radius decreases slowly in a classical, viscous
system, the asymmetry mode dies out because the large shear of
the velocity field around the neck leads to overdamping. If the
neck size would decrease too fast, turbulence would limit the
collective flow. This is to be contrasted with the ideal, non-
viscous fluid, where the asymmetry mode "freezes in" because the
inertia becomes infinite for vanishing neck radius.

For the quantal system of colliding nuclei the nucleon ex-
change is described by DWBA for large impact parameters corres-
ponding to a small window opening in the classical picture. The
adequacy of this single-particle, rather than collective des-
cription for peripheral collisions shows that also for the quan-
tum system collectivity in the mass asymmetry requires a suffi-
ciently large window.

The consequence of this observation is that equations of mo-
tion of the form (2), (3) properly coupled to the orbital mo-
tion, cannot be integrated from t = -» to t = •» since they hold
only for sufficiently compact configurations. Together with the
collectivity of the mass-asymmetry mode the appropriate initial
conditions are "created" with increasing neck radius. Without
considering the creation process in detail, they cannot be in-
ferred from the pre-contact situation. This severely limits in
particular the use of (3) in scattering calculations.
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Abstract
me quantized ATDHF theory is reviewed and discussed in

the context of the generator coordinate method. This allows for
a derivation which does not require an a posteriori quantiza-
tion process. The ATDHF equations are then solved numerically
on a coordinate and momentum grid in fu l ly three dimensional
geometry. The theory is applied to various heavy ion systems,
where potentials, mass parameters and quantum corrections are
evaluated and compared to conventional results from constrained
Hartree-Fock. Subbarrier fusion cross sections are calculated
and compared with experiment.

1. Introduction
Kor a couple of years adiabatic microscopic theories have

been discussed as a tool to describe in a parameterfree way
quantum effects of low energy and subbarrier heavy ion c o l l i -
sions. Actually the interest was mostly focussed on two prob-
lems, namely the quantization and the unique definition of the
collective path. The f i r s t one, the quantization, is to our

+ Fellow of the Heisenberg-Stiftung

belief basically solved, as we have emphasized already some
time ago. We take here the opportunity to recall that the quan-
tized ATDHF theory can fu l ly be derived in the framework of the
generator coordinate method (GCM) and the Gaussian overlap
approximation (GOA), i . e . , by means of a theory which is already
quantized from the beginning. The second question was basically
open since there were no methods available appropriate for an
explicit numerical calculation. In the present paper we mainly
focus on this point and show that there are new developments
allowing for rea l is t ic calculations of the collective path, the
potentials, mass parameters and quantum corrections (zero point
energies) of colliding heavy ion systems and the evaluation of
fusion cross sections. This wi l l actually demonstrate that
quantized ATDHF together with the corresponding validity condi-
tion is indeed a solvable theory which allows, e .g . , the use of
present time well established density dependent forces and
coordinate space techniques.

2. The Quantized ATDHF Formalism
Quantized ATDHF is a consistent microscopic theory for

large amplitude collective motion. I t provides f i r s t an equation
determining an optimal collective path, second a unique quan-
tized collective Hamiltonian (for the motion within that collec-
tive basis), third a simple prescription for evaluating any
desired expectation value and transition moment within the
collective states, and fourth i t allows to check a posteriori
the validity of the collective description. The theory has been
derived in three independent ways. We wi l l give here a short
account of the derivation from the generator coordinate method
(GCM) which is the most satisfying for i ts conceptual c lar i ty .

We start from the concept of a collective path {j<t>qp>>>
which is a set of collectively deformed Slater determinants
(or BCS states), where q labels somehow the deformation and p
is the conjugate momentum. This set £|*qp>} is supposed to be
an expansion basis along which the actual collective motion
does evolve. I t is supposed to be constructed such that any
state |ijjn> of the collectively moving system without intrinsic
excitations is to a good approximation contained in the Hilbert
subspace spanned by the path (|<tqp>):

(2.1)

with superposition functions f n (q ,p ) . Actually eq. (2.1) is
some sort of generali:?"! separation ansatz. I t decomposes the
problem of solving the exact Schrbdinger equation in the case
of collective motion into three simpler ones: (1) Finding an
optimal collective path {|*gp>} which decouples maximally the
collective motion from the internal excitations. (2) Invoking,
for the now given path, a quantization procedure which in the
end allows to determine the fn (q,p) and hence the collective
wave functions with a l l their properties. (3) Estimating the
coupling of the |i|jn>, thus obtained, to the residual Hilbert-
space, thereby giving a measure for the validity of the whole
approach in the particular case considered. Actually there are
various groups who have suggested solutions to some of the

/ dq dp f n (q .p) l t q p >
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above points2"1*). In this paper we follow the approach of Goeke
and Seinhard since i t is the only one which includes a validity
condition and has been applied in a realistic way, see refs. 1,
2, 4-7) for details. This approach we call quantized ATDHF.

There are two alternative variational principles based on
which one can set up rules for performing the above three steps.
The one1*) is the time dependent variational principle of TDHF,
the other2 ) is the stationary variational principle of the
generator-coordinate-method (GCM). Both ways have been shown2)
to lead to exactly the same result. In the following we give a
short review of the derivation by means of the GCM. I t is con-
ceptually the simplest, however technically more involved, thus
we do not go into details. We start from the variational prin-
ciple

6 / dq dp dq1 dp1 f*(q,p) <*qp|H-E|4,qlpl> f (q ' ,p ' ) = 0
(2.2)

and have to vary with respect to the path <rt.qp| and with respect
to the superposition f*(q,p).

The f i r s t points) j n quantized ATDHF consists in deriving
an equation for the path, the so-called ATDHF equation. To this
end we consider the variation with respect to the path using
the Gaussian overlap approximation. The second approximation is
an adiabatic expansion about p=0 in powers of p, where we con-
sider an adiabatic path up to order p1 which can be parametrized
as

(2.3)
"qp

exp{ip Q(q)}|*q>

i .e. , i t is fixed completely by the knowledge of the fir.st
order expansion |*gP> = I*qp=0

> + ip 0.^)1*0,0=0* where Q(q)Uq>
= " i 3pl*qp>lp=o- " s a third point (not really a new approxima-
t ion), we nave to recall that the path is an expansion basis
for a series of states in the collective spectrum; thus the
path is demanded to be independent of the actual superposition
function fn(q,p). This postulate is consistent with demanding a
local and energy independent quantized collective Hamiltonian.
Altogether we obtain in order p°

<+q |[a+a,H-|^Q]|*q> = 0

and in order p1

<4l[a+aQlQ3 +

(2.4a)

where a+a can be any lph operator and P|<tq> = i3q|*Q>. The
classical potential is

l/(q) = <$ |H {<f> > (2.5)

and the mass parameter is given by
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with

(2.7)

The eqs. (2.4) are a coupled system determining (not yet
uniquely) Uq> and (j(q)- They have independently been derived
by Villars5) and Goeke and Reinhard1*). For a numerical treat-
ment i t is essential to realize that they can be recombined to
a single differential equation for the path6,7)

l>Hnhlnhl'f1n> • (2.8)

The above formulation is independent of the way in which the
parametrization is chosen. For convenience one may introduce a
measuring operator D which defines the parameter via
q = <*q |DUq>.

The second point in quantized ATDHF, viz. the quantization,
is now straightforward although technically involved. The
variation (2.2) with respect to fn(q,p) yields a generalized
Griffin-Hi 11-Wheeler integral equation for fn(q,p). With the
same two approximations as before, i .e . , GOA and adiabatic
expansion, one can derive1) from i t a differential equation of
the type of a Schrb'dinger equation. The fact that one deals
with a set of two conjugate parameters, q and p, corresponds to
a Peierls-Thouless double projection method and ensures an
accurate asymptotic behaviour of the collective mass. One ends
up with a collective Hamiltonian1)

- + l/(q) - Z(q) (2 .9)

where M(q) and l/(q) are consistently those of eqs. (2.6) and
(2.5). The Z(q) include quantum corrections which remove the
spurious zero-point energies contained in V(q) originating from
the zero-point motion of the wave packet \$n> along the
collective path. They are given by')

Actually the two baiic equations of quantized ATDHF are eq.
(2.8) and eq. (2.9). As has been shown in refs. 6, 7) the eq.
(2.8) has not a unique solution but depends, as any f i r s t order
differential equation, on some in i t ia l choice |<t>i")>. After
that eq. (2.8) describes simply in the many dimensional space
of Slater determinants a fa l l line with respect to the metric
tensor8,9). A schematic picture for a two level landscape model
is given in f i g . 1. Each curve represents a fa l l l ine, which
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however a l l converge to the one from the saddle point (marked
by x) towards the minimum. This particular fa l l line is distin-
guished from the others by the fact that i t f u l f i l l s best the
validity condition

(p(q))2 l l f § l l p = 0 « l (2-11)

with-fi2/2pp2(q) = E (saddle) - l/(q). As derived in ref. 8) and
discussed in ref. 9) the saddlepoint-HF-fall line is a geodesy
i f the validity condition is fu l f i l l ed to zero for a l l values
of the collective coordinate q. Otherwise eq. (2.11) is a
measure how far the Rowe-Bassermann-Marumori path and the
present one dif fer from each other. I f they differ much then
probably both approaches are useless.

3. Numerical Solution of the ATDHF Equations
ihe f i r s t and indeed most d i f f i cu l t step consists in

solving the ATDHF eq. (2.8) in order to obtain the optimal
collective path {|<j>n>}. The only way, which has led to numerical
results in realist ic cases, has been suggested in ref. 7). The
eq. (2.8) is solved by means of the Euler-step-method. There
one solves eq. (2.8) in successive steps n = 0,1,2,. . . with

= (1 - eB.Hp h lp n>i* l '> • (3.1)

Here the point n=o is close to the saddlepoint and e = 10"1*
MoV2 is a small stabilizing constant. In the present calcula-
tions eq. (3.1) is solved using the Bonche-Koonin-Negele
force10) completed by a direct Coulomb potential. The evaluation

is done in the coordinate space using a three dimensional grid
of dimensions 24x16x16 with a meshsize of 1 fm. For the evalu-
ation of the kinetic energy the wave functions are Fourier-
transformed and smoothed by restricting the Fourier components
to k<kmax with (•rtknlax)

2/2m s 130 MeV. This also simplifies the
storage in the computer. The calculations are furthermore
simplified by assuming quartet symmetry (averaged Coulomb) and
good parity of the single particle wave functions with respect
to reflections at the x-y-, y-z- and x-z-planes.

Fig. 2 shows for the a-a system the masses M(°.n) associated
to various |*i,n)> where different i n i t i a l starting points were
chosen. One sees immediately how the saddlepoint is identified
and how the various trajectories converge towards the optimal
path, i .e. , the one from saddlepoint towards HF or towards
fragmentation. The wave functions |4>(")> are labelled with the
distance R of the ions extracted from the total quadrupole
moment by means of

A R2 = <-j.|r2Y2| - Q,-Q

where A is the total nucleon number and Qi and Q 2
 are the

quadrupole moments of the initial fragments. This labelling is
convenient and allows an immediate interpretation of the
collective wave function in the asymptotic region of separate
fragments. However in principle any other labelling could be
used since the physical properties of the system as e.g.
energies, transition moments, penetration coefficients, etc.
are independent of the label. IS5
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The final results of
the a+a <--* 8Be system
are given in f i g . 3,
where the classical
potential V(R), the
quantum corrected
V(R)-Z(R) (see eq.
(2.10)), and the
collective mass M(R)
associated to the
relative motion are
given. One notices that
the H(R) approaches the
correct asymptotic
value of ii = 2 m for
large separation
distances of the ions.
The M(R) is by no means
constant but shows a
clear bump at R = 4.7
fin with a value of
H(R) = 2.8 m. This bump
indicates at which
distance the internal
rearrangements on the
way from the separated
system to the compound
nucleus take place. The

QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

o-o

f i g . 4 shows the zero-point energies for the various degrees of
freedom and the total zero-point energy. Apparently the Z(R)
reaches a value of about 2 HeV and is therefore not at a l l
negligible, as i t is often assumed in the literature.

The collective potentials and the mass parameter for the
16Q+16Q .M.325 fusl-on reaction are given in f i g . 5 and the zero-
point energies of this process in f i g . 6. Here the mass
parameter shows two bumps, one close to the HF-point and one

half-way to the saddle-
point. The potential
V(R)-Z{R) should l ie below
the classical potential
V(R), however the V(R) is
shifted such that i t ex-
hibits the pure Coulomb
ta i l as V(R)-Z(R) does.
Similar curves for the
12C+12C <-> 2tHg system are
given in f igs. 7 and 8.
There one has to distin-
guish between an axial and
a tr iaxial configuration
depending on whether the
two oblate 1ZC nuclei are
parallel to each other or
whether they are lying in
a plane. Apparently the
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corresponding potentials
and masses are quite
different. The saddlepoint
for the t r i axial configu-
ration, e.g., lies at a
distance which is 3 fm
larger than for the axial
configuration. In addition
the masses show different
peaks.

The f i g . 9 shows density
distributions for the
i6O + i6o <-* 32S S y S t e m a t
R-values close to the
saddlepoint, close to the
HF-point, and right in
between. One realizes
that the neck degrees of
freedom are fu l l y incor-

Fjgure 5 porated. Fig. 10 shows a
— cut through the density

distributions along the
axis connecting the frag-

ments, which is chosen to be the z-axis. One realizes even for
an adiabatic reaction a small density pi le up in the central
region at R = 6.6 fm compared to the relaxed HF-state at
R = 5.0 fm. Fig. 11 shows contour plots of the density of the
12C+12C i-»- 21*Hg system.

I t is interesting to compare the collective path obtained
by the present ATDHF method with the one obtained by conven-
tional constrained Hartree-Fock techniques. The standard choice
for the constraint in the present systems is the quadrupole
operator. Flocard et a l , " , ' ! ) have done calculations for the
160+160 «-> 32s, 12C+12C «_• 2"<Mg and recently for the
tQCa+'"iCa «-». aozr system. Besides the method used the technical-
i t ies of these calculations were similar to the ones used here.
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Thus the results are
directly comparable.
Whereas the potentials
are not much different
the mass parameters turn
out to be very sensitive
to the path used, CHF
or ATDHF. This can be
seen at f i g . 12 which
can be directly con-
pared to refs. 11 , 12).
Apparently the masses
are total ly different,
showing strange peaks
in the CHF case. This
actually demonstrates
that CHF is a rather
poor approximation to
ATDHF. The case
16Q+160 *_>. 32$ i S by no
means an exception.
Figs. 13 and 14 show
similar comparisons for
the a+a «->• 8Be and
12C+12C <-• 2*Mg systems.
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L(L+l)-ECH))dR (4.2)
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4. Application of Quantized ATDHF to Nuclear Fusion
Except the mass parameter M(R), being asymptotically

correct, the classical potential V(R) and the quantum correc-
tions Z(R), we also have calculated the rotational moment of
inert ia of the total system, a(R), in the GCH or Peierls-Yoccoz
approximation. This allows one to complete the collective
Hamiltonian of eq. ( 2.9) by a centrifugal term L(L+l)/2o(R) in
order to evaluate also higher partial waves. I f one inserts a l l
these quantities into the eq. { 2.9) one can easily evaluate
transmission coefficients corresponding to the penetration
through the barrier by using UKB-techniques:

where a and b are the classical turning points. From these
quantities one can easily evaluate the fusion cross section for
identical fragments:

°fusl I (2L+1)TL(ECM)
L=even L

(4.3)

151 TL<ECM) = l+exp{2IL(ECM)} (4.1)

For the 160+160 <-• 32S fusion the cross section of quantized
ATDHF in comparison with the experimental values is given in
f i g . 15. One realizes that one can evaluate <rfUs even at very
low energies where the experimental counting rate is too low to
allow for reliable measurements. This is perhaps relevant for
the description of thennonuclear burning in stel lar systems
which, i f one includes the Gamow-peak, requires cross sections
at a few MeV. A more detailed comparison with experimental data
can be done i f one considers instead of the fusion cross section
the astrophysical S-factor defined as

with v being the relative velocity. The S-factor for quantized
ATDHF is given in f i g . 16 in comparison to the experimental
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and the values extracted from CHF. Although quantized ATDHF is
closer to experiment than CHF s t i l l a factor 2-5 is missing and
the trend versus ECH is reproduced not too well. The reason for
this l ies in the force which is rather schematic and therefore
appropriate for exploratory calculations only. I t reproduces
poorly binding energies and radi i . I t is also very probable that
the lack of the ls-component of the nuclear interaction has a
strong impact on the subbarrier results, perhaps more than on
superbarrier properties. However, in judging this agreement one
should keep in mind that the theory does not contain any ad-
justable parameter but relies purely on the method as such and
the properties of the force. Fig. 17 shows the S-factors for
the two lzC+12C-configurations. Apparently the fusion cross
sections are quite different from each other. Hence a coupled
channel calculation is required, which wi l l be done in the
near future.

CM-Energy IMeVJ

Figure 17

S. Conclusion

The present art icle shows that quantized ATDHF is indeed a
theory which besides conceptual merits allows also for clean
numerical solutions.

quantized ATDHF provides a variational way to extract the
optimal collective path from which a ful ly quantized collective
Hamiltonian with one dynamical collective coordinate can be
extracted. The resulting collective wave functions allow one a
clear interpretation in terras of matrix elements of observables.
All quantities necessary can be and have been evaluated using
techniques in a three dimensional coordinate and momentum grid
(latt ice) similar to techniques known from TDHF calculations.
In contrast to TDHF the domain of applications of quantized
ATDHF are typical quantum properties as e.g. subbarrier fusion
cross sections, examples to which are given in this art ic le,
where the light ion systems c+a *-* 8Be, i*C+12C <--• "Mg and
16Q+160 <-• 32s a r e considered. More detailed studies concerning
a greater variety of nuclear systems, bitter interactions and
the inclusion of pairing correlations are required and wi l l be
the task for the near future.
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STUDY OF NUCLEAR STATICS AND DYNAMICS
USING THE WIGNER TRANSFORM*

S. SHLOMO
Department of Physics and Cyclotron Institute,
Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas,
United States of America

I . Introduction

The Wigner phase-space distribution functional], given as
the shifted Fourier transform of the density matrix, provides a
framework for an exact reformulation of non-relativistic quan-
tum mechanics in terms of classical concepts. The Wigner dis-
tribution function (WDF), f(?,j5). is considered as a quantum
mechanical generalization cf the classical phase space distr i -
bution function. While basic observable, such as matter den-
sity and momentum density, are given by the same integrals over
f(f,j5) as in classical physics, f(?ijJ) differs from its classi-
cal analog by the fact that i t can assume negative values in
some regions. However, i t is known that the WDF is a useful
and convenient tool for the study of the static and the dynami-
cal aspects of many-body quantum systems[2], and the equation
of motion for ffr'.jS) serves as a starting point for semi-clas-
sical approximationsr.3-6j.

The aim of this talk is to present and discuss some recent
results for static and dynamic properties of nuclei obtained by
exact evaluation of the WDF. These results were obtained in
collaboration with M. Prakash, J. P. Bondorf, B. S. Nilsson,
F. E. Serr and V. H. Kolomietz.

The inverse transform is

(2)

In the present work, we consider p f f . f ' . t ) obtained assuming
that the many-body wave function fs a Slater determinant. In
this case,

p ( r . r ' , t ) = X nj •J( r , t )< | . . j ( r \ t ) , (3)
J

where nj are the occupation numbers, and i(ij(r",t) are the
single-particle wave functions in the mean f ie ld .

Properties and Use of the WDF:

The WDF, f ( r \ j$ , t ) , is a real function that may acquire
negative values in certain regions of the phase space. The
expectation value of an observable 0 is given by,

<*|0|*> = / drdp f{r,p) 0H(r,p), (4)

where Ow(?,j5) is the corresponding operator in Wigner space,
in which r and p are numbers. In particular, we have for the
matter, momentum and current densities;

P{ ? ) = •*(?)•(?) = | dp f(r,p)

~(P)= **(P)+(P) - / dr f(r,p)

3(?) - / I f(r.P) dp-

(5)

(6)

(7)

I I . The Wigner Distribution Function

Before presenting and discussing results obtained using
the WDF let me f i rst discuss properties and use of the WDF.

Given the wave function *(r",t) one can construct the den-
sity matrix p(r",r"',t) = +*(?, t ) * ( r" ' , t ) . The corresponding
Wigner transform (WT) is defined[l] as the shifted Fourier
transform of p(r" ,r ' , t ) ;

(1)

•Supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
contract #PHY-8109019.

The integrals over f in (5) to (7) are the same as in the clas-
sical case. We thus consider f as the quantum-mechanical ana-
log of the classical probability density in phase space. With
this interpretation the WDF provides an intuitive alternative
to the usual wave function formulation of the non-relativistic
quantum mechanics. For example, considering the sealer product
of wave functions, one finds[7] that

where fj and fj are the WTs which correspond to 4>i and *g, re-
spectively. Also for *(?)= Yi(r") *2{r"), one finds using (2)
that

f(r,p) = / dp' f^r.p-p') f2(r,p'). (9) in



Note that the right hand sides (r.h.s.) of (8) and (9) have a
simple interpretation in phase-space.

The equation of motion for f(?,j$,t) is derived directly
from Schrodinger equation. For many-body problem a coupled
hierarchy equations for reduced distribution functions can be
derived by carrying Wigner transforms of the corresponding
equations in terms of density matrices[4]. Kinetic equations
for f are then obtained by truncating the set of equations.
These kinetic equations (Vlasov, Boltzmann) are easy to derive
though hard to justify. By taking moments Jpndp of the kine-
tic equation one then derives hydrodynamic equations. Reaction
cross sections can be derived by taking the limit t*«° and inte-
grating f over t. For example, in the case of potential scat-
tering, the probability for finding a particle with momentum jJ
is given by[6]

dN = lira / f(r,p,t) dr. (10)

III. Applications

Some Features of the WDF: The function f(i*,it) has a comp-
licated structure and is rarely studied. I'll first discuss
some of its features in static and dynamical situations. The
WTs which correspond to a plane wave and a Gaussian are:

*(?)= 1
,3/2 f(r,P)= (11)

T72
<4n)1/2

(12)

I t is seen from (11) that for a Fermi gas (FG), the WDF which
corresponds to the one-body density matrix is given by

F(r,p)= — ^ 0(pFV). (13)

An analytic expression for F can be derived for an N-dimension-
al harmonic oscillator (HO). The result 1s[8]
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(14)

where Lft(x) is the associated Laguerre polynomial, e=p2+r2 with
p and r are in units of "nVv and I/AT, respectively, and M is
the highest major shell which is occupied (H=0,l, and 2 for
4He, 16O, and 4 0 C a , respectively). In Fig. 1 arn shown plots
of (14) for 3-dimensional HO for several closed shell nuclei.

It is clearly seen that the WDF acquires negative values, in
certain regions, which are much larger than the FG value. Fig.
2 shows Fg(p,q) for 3 particles in the lowest states, of one-
dimensional (ID) HO potential well. For comparison,'Fig. 3
shows the corresponding F for 3 particles in the lowest states
of ID infinite box of length a. It is quite interesting to see
that the WDF of Fig. 3 exhibits considerably more structure
than that of Fig. 2. This demonstrates the difficulty in the
numerical evaluation of the WDF for large nuclei, using realis-
tic 3D wave functions. Fig. 4 shows a cross-sectional cuts of
the WDF, f(z,kz,rJ.=k_|.=0), obtained from time dependent Hartree-
Fock (TDHF) wave functions for the head on 16O+16O collision at
E/A=1.25 MeV (EiaD=80 MeV). The time T=0.4xl0"21s has been
chosen such that the two nuclei overlap considerably with each
other. The figure shows that the dynamic WDF also has large
negative values at certain regions.

Hatter, Momentum and Energy Flow in Heavy-Ion Collisions:

Heavy-ion collision dynamics in deep inelastic and fusion
reactions is characterized by a considerable rearrangement of
the positions and momenta of several nucleons. In order to
study the space-momentum correlation and obtain new insight in-
to the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions we make use of the WDF.
Rather than evolving the WDF itself, we construct it from wave
functions resulting from a dynamical theory. For this we use
the time dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation. As an
example, some results[2] for head-on collisions of 40Ca+40Ca at
E/A=5.0 MeV (E|_ab=800 MeV) are presented in the following.

To investigate the flow of momentum during the reaction,
we evaluate the quantity,

/ (15)

In Fig. 5 we show a plot of this function for the 40Ca + 40Ca
reaction of E/A = 5 MeV. Eq. (15) gives the momentum distribu-
tion in the positive halve of z space only. Therefore, at the
lowest value of t we have a smooth distribution corresponding
to the ground state momentum distribution of one nucleus cen-
tered around kz = (1/2) krei. The plateau in the region

Ik - (l/2)kre-| 1-0.6 fm is due to shell structure. Dur-
ing the interaction time, momentum components associated with
nucleons transferred from the other nucleus, as well as compo-
nents associated with collective excitations are present in the
z _> 0 space. These are clearly seen by the peaks and shoulders
of the curves in Fig. 5. The distribution for the largest t
still differs considerably from a totally thermalized distribu-
tion. The absence of two-body collisions in the TDHF approxi-
mation naturally leads to very slow thermalization of the sepa-
rated fragments.
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Fig. 1 . The function Fj-^e) as a function of the classical

energy E(=£/2) for different values of H.

Fig. 2 . The Wigner transform, F l (p ,q) , for 3 particles in

tne lowest states of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
wel l . The contour values indicated in the figure are in units
of 1/2*. p and q are in units of "ftfiT and l / / « , respectively,
where v is the size parameter of the well .

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 10 1.5

Fig. 3. The Wigner transform for 3 particles in the lowest
states of a one-dimensional infinite box of length a. The
boundary conditions are such that tin wave functions vanish at,
and outside the boundaries of the box. Contour values indi-
cated in the figure are in units of 1/2" (note the symmetry of
the plot), p and q are in units of Kp and n/Kp, respec-
tively with KF = 3n/a.
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional cuts of the WDF during the TDHF dyna-
mics. Time is in units of 10-21 sec- 163



The flow of momentum and energy in the perpendicular di-
rection might have important consequences on the dynamics. To
quantify this aspect of heavy-ion collision dynamics, we inves-
tigate the behavior of the parallel and perpendicular compo-
nents of the total kinetic energy during the reaction. In
terms of the WDF, the kinetic energy density is defined by

{K2k2 /2m) die,

and the total kinetic energy T is given by

T = / ru (r) dr.

(16)

(17)

Me separate the parallel and perpendicular components of T,
denoted Tz and TJ., by replacing kz by kz

z or kj.2 in Eq. (16).
4 0 4In Fig. 6 we show T2 , TJ. and T during the

reaction at 5.0 MeV. At t = 0, Tz = (1/2)TJ+T r e i- Vc, where
T r e i is the in i t i a l kinetic energy with which the ions are
boosted towards each other, and Vc is the Coulomb interaction
energy at the in i t i a l separation. As the two nuclei overlap,
T z , TX and T begin to osci l late. The change TJ. during
the interaction time 1s comparable to that for Tz . These
results imply that there 1s a considerable redistribution of
energy between the ions during the reaction. In so far as the
outcome of the TDHF dynamics is dependent on what happens
during the Interaction time, allowing dynamics to take place
only in a plane and freezing the wave functions in the third
direction could lead to significantly different results.

In diffusion models of nucleon transfers, quantitative
predictions of the observables depend sensitively on the magni-
tude of the nucleon current from one ion to the other. We have
carried out a microscopic dynamical calculation of the nucleon
flow using the concept of a one-way current defined in terms of
the WDF[9]. .The one-way current density in the direction of a
unit vector z is defined as.

k*>0
f(?.k\t) dit (18)

Integrating (18) over the perpendicular components of space and
momentum, the one-way current <t>+ (z,t) across a plane at z is

given by

S"o (19)

1H

Fig. 5. The momentum distribution in the zM) space, as a func-
tion of the parallel and perpendicular components of momentum.
Time is in units of 10"21 sec. Starting from the outermost
one, the contours are associated with f = 1.0 (1.0) 12.0.
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Fig. 6. The kinetic energy as a function of time. Tz and
TJ. are the components of kinetic energy parallel and
perpendicular to the reaction axis z(T = Tz + TJJ
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In Fig. 7 we show the one way current of particles *o=*+(z
= 0,t), across the plane dividing the two Ions, as a function
of the fragment separation R(t). The coordinate R(t) Is defin-
ed by

R(t) = (2/A) d3r P (r,t) (20)

where A is the total number of particles, and p(r",t) 1s the
mass density.

Me also show 1n Fig. 7 the results for the one way current
4>0 obtained from two simplified models: the relative motion
model and the tunnelling model.[9] In the relative motion mo-
del we move the frozen Initial HF density profile of one of the
Ions past the z = 0 plane, with a time dependent average rela-
tive velocity determined from the TDHF calculations. The tun-
nelling model is based on the approach of Ko et al.[10] in
which the one-way current is due to nucleons tunnelling through
and over the potential barrier of the two Ions. We use the po-
tential obtained from the TDHF calculations to determine trans-
mission probability. Comparing the combination of the one-way
currents due to relative motion and tunnelling to the TDHF re-
sults, we find that, at distances large compared to the contact
distance Rc, 4QTDHF J S almost entirely due to the rela-
tive motion. Near Rc, the sum of the contributions from re-
lative motion and tunnelling is close to the calculated TDHF
one-way current. The comparison is not as meaningful for very
compact configurations because some of our approximations are
r.u lunger valid. Better agreement should be obtained by refin-
ing thi> models for the two contributions. Inside Rc and dur-
ing the exit phase the ions are no longer spherical. Deforma-
tion should be taken into account in the Integration over the
facing surfaces of the two ions for the flux due to tunnelling
and in the density and velocity dependence entering
lnrel """on. Also, Pauli blocking would reduce both
contributions.

The Single Particle Response Function in Finite Nuclei:

Within the independent particle model, the response of the
nucleus to the projectile scattering probe a{§,f) is defined
b[ll]

S ( E , q ) = i ; | < * f | a | V |
2 « ( E f - E r E ) , (21)

• ,T

where *,- and *f are occupied and unoccupied states,
respectively, and N = ]>i <•, a*oh>i> is the normalization
factor. The Pauli blocking factor is given by[12]

"Co. •"Co
E/A . 5 MeV

IOHF
ttl. motion
hjnntlling

Fig. 7. The one-way currents as a function of the fragment
separation R. The models are explained in the text.
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Using (8) and (9), the matrix element In (21) can be written
as[13],

|<*f|o|*.>|
2=(2*)3/ dr dp dp' fo(r,p!) ff(r,p) f^r.p+p'), (23)

where f,-, f f and f0 are the HTs of ^ j , <tf and a, respectively.
The Pauli blocking factor is then given by,

P ( q ) = i / dr dp dp' fo(r,p') Fa(?,p) r>(2«)3Fa(r,p+p')], (24)

where Fa = I fi is the WT on the a-nucleon system. Note
that (23) and (24) are of the form that one may write down un-
der the assumption that f is a probability density in phase
space.

In the Born approximation, o = e ^ " ' and fo(r".p")=6(p"-q")>
In this case (23) and (24) can be reduced to 6D integrals. For
the FG, one recovers the widely used Lindhards functicn[14]
from (23). Using (13) in (24) one finds the well-known re-
sults,

where x = q/pF and pF is the Fermi momentum. Using the
HO model for *, eq. {23) can be evaluated to give[13],

(25)

IK

S(E,q)= i I S{k*<o-E)(q2/2)k e
k=l

-qZ/2

H-k nl »1> -l/2, , 2k,n2

(26)

where a = Ljj(O) = ( 3 ) and q is in units of-K/v. A simple
expression can be also derived for P(q). It is seen from Fig.
8 that the HO values for P(q) are quite similar to the FG val-
ues, in disagreement with experiment[12]. This calls for a
better approximation for a(q",r").

In summary, I have presented some results concerning nu-
clear statics and dynamics obtained with the help of the MDF.
While in principle it provides no more information than obtain-
ed from wave functions, the MDF sometimes provides a convenient
way of calculating quantities that have a classical or semi-
classical analog. Therefore, the UDF is a useful function to
utilize in the study of many-body system.
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Abstract :

The time dependent cluster model, inspired from the

a-particle model for the structure of light 4-n nuclei, is

introduced as an alternative to TDHF. Equations of motion of

classical aspect are derived for the positions and velocities

of the clusters. Results concerning the a-a, a- Be, a- C and
12 12
C- C reactions are presented.

1. Introduction.

The study of the dynamics of nuclear reactions and

collective motion has been motivated these last years, by the

existence of high quality experimental data obtained with hea-

vy ion collisions.

A microscopic description of these phenomena has

been successfully given in the framework of the time dependent

nean field, the most popular form of which is the time depen-

dent Hartree-Fock approach [l] . Although precise quantitative

criteria for the validity of such a theory are still lacking,

one can reasonably assume that the theory is valid for low ener-

gy collisions. The TDHF method is based on the assumption that

the wave-function of the system is a single Slater determinant

for all times. Once the initial conditions, which are asso-

ciated to the kinetics of the reaction, and the nucleon inter-

action are specified the time evolution of the system is fi-

xed. The TDHF approach has been used with great success for

the description of heavy-ion collisions during the past few

years. One drawback of this method is that it leads to

quite lengthy calculations. This is due to the fact that for

the numerical integrations of the equations of motion , one

must discretize the single particle wave-function on a more or

less dense ---sh. Apart from being costly this method poses

also a problem concerning the extension of physical informa-

tion : there is simply too much detail in the knowledge of the

wave-function on all the mesh-points.

These considerations have motivated the development

of an approximation to the general mean-field theory which

is based on the cluster model of light 4n-nuclei [2]. This

model assumes that the nucleus is built out of a-like clusters

which are arranged in space according to a geometrical pattern

determined variationally. The success of the static cluster

model has encouraged its extensions to the time dependent

casi [3]. The main advantage of this model is that the wave-

function is analytically known : the only dynamical variable

is the position of the cluster, the time-evolution of which, is

governed by :lassical-looking equations of motion. One obtains

thus quite simple expressions, and,at least for the lighter

nuclei,the model is almost analytically soluble. Furthermore

there is no arbitrary confinement of the wave-function in a

box, imposed by the discretization. On the other hand some of

the richness of the full TDHF wave-function is lost, although

as we will see the parametrization is still sufficiently rich

so as to describe a great variety of nuclear phenomena. 167



2. The formalism.

In order to derive the equations of motion for the

time dependent cluster model (1DCM) we start with the least-

action principle for unnormalized wave-functions |<t>>. The action

integral is given by :

( i )I.jt)dt

where H is the nuclear Hamiltonian. ,

We demand 6 1 - 0 under variations <£<t>| such that <£
't«t

<5 • | t - t "0 (variations with respect Co|fid>> lead to a conjuga-
2

te set of equations). In order to alleviate the notations we
put

After some elementary manipulations we obtain the equation :

—l*> (3)

Up to now the wave-function |$> has not been specified in
any way. We will now assume that $ i s parametrized through a
set of dynamical variables û
We have thus

(4)

Su.
with 6> t |2- Su. and || - S -P- u. (u.S ^. 3 U i i 3t . 3u. i i 3t

The equation (3) can now be transcribed to an equation for

the u's. We obtain thus

<*|*>2

181 3E
3u7

"j

(5)

3E ( 1 0

Following the notations of Kerman and Koonin [i] we introduce

the Lagrange bracket

,3*

and we obtain :

(7)

We will now specify the wave-function to the cac2 of the a-
cluster model. In the static case the wave-function is a Sla-
ter determinant of a-clusters localized around some point a
in space :

ij> -det{ <p.(r.)} where

2b (8)

Each orbital <f. is occupied by two neutrons and two protons.
The total wave-function is correctly antisymnetrized but not
normalized. In order to describe correctly the time evolu-
tion of the cluster the positions d. must be complex quanti-
t ies . This can be most easily seen in the case of a (uniform-
ly) travelling S-wave. Starting from a wave-function of the
form :

(9)
T — *" c

with 3R real we rewrite i t as :

S » - c e 2b (10)

where c is complex factor independent of r. So the wave-func-
tion. (10) is just an S-wave with a complex 3 .

i d . and

The equations of motion (7) can be further simplified if we

remark that |<j>> depends exclusively on d and not on d*. We

obtain thus :

repulsive nucleus-nucleus potential, for low L,



E s.. d. (ii)

and the summation runs over the number of clusters.

For fhe calculation of the various quantities entering eq. (II)

the standard ct-cluster model technology [2}can be employed.

One obtains, for example, the expression for the norm

(det N ^ )

where

4b
* rf I 2

(b/T)J

(12)

(13)

With an adequate choice of the interaction the calculations are

almost analytic, involving just a numerical inversion of the

overlap matrix.

As initial conditions for the collision we chose

two nuclei in their ground state set sufficiently far apart

for their mutual interaction to be negligible. They are boos-

ted with a velocity which is determined by the energy and the

angular momentum of the reaction. The numerical integration

of eq. (II) is performed following a simple Runge-Kutta

scheme.

3. Results.

In what follows we are going to present results, ob-

tained with the Brink-Boeker Bl interaction plus Coulomb,

and which will illustrate the usefulness of the model.

We start with a summary of the a-a scattering reac-

tion. In FIG. 1 we display the various trajectories of the

a-particles (only the center of one of them is shown) at a

lab. energy of 2.75 MeV particle. We observe a scattering due

to the repulsive nucleus-nucleus potential, for low L,

while for large L the trajectories are typical Coulomb ones.

FIG. 1
Trajectories of the center of an a-particle for various
angular momenta at an energy of 2.75 MeV/particle.

What is more interesting is the behaviour of the system at

some intermediate angular momentum around L " 4. In that case

an orbiting motion is observed. This is the closest our system

gets to complete fusion. Due to the extremely restricted number

of degrees of freedom the system cannot store energy, as in

a more realistic TDHF [5] case, and reach fusion. It is however

possible to obtain fusion as has been shown by the work of

Ploszajczak and collaborators [6], with the introduction of

just one additional degree of freedom : namely the volume of the

cluster.

The next reaction we display is the a-Be scattering.

In FIG. 2 we exhibit density contour plots in the reaction pla-

ne. The a projectile transfers some of its energy to the Be

target which cannot sustain it and desintegrates through a

fission mode. tSi



FIG. 2 : Density contours for a- Be scattering at E/A=4 MeV.

In the case of a- C reaction we present results ob-

tained with a particular geometrical arrangement of the system.

Namely we have studied collisions with the a particle impinging

perpendicularly on the plane of the C target and passing

through the center of mass of the C equilateral triangle. The

study is performed at various reaction energies. In FIG. 3 we

display the time evolution of the distance between the two

nuclei, the geometrical radius of the C and the momentum of

the a particle. At the lower energies, I and 5 MeV per particle,

the a particle bounces on the nuclear potential and excites

oscillations in the C target. In the 7 MeV case the energy

17) is sufficiently high for the a particle to come close to the

(a)

1
II* IU IM

t'»-i« f o j

« €•!••!» H u ]

FIG. 3
1 2

(a).(b),(c),(d) : Time evolution of distance D of a from C

plane, size of the C (see text) and momentum of a-particle

for various bombarding energies (1,5,7,10 MeV) per particle).



to the C plane. The energy imparted on the C nucleus
in this case is large enough to induce a break-up of the la t -
ter . Finally at higher energies (10 MeV) the projectile pierces
the target and the transfer of energy is very small. The exci-
tation of a small amplitude oscil lat ion, with a regular vibra-
tion pattern is observed. An analysis of the frequency of the
vibration gives an energy of or the excitation of 17.2 MeV in
agreement with a s ta t ic calculation of the energy of the same
mode.

A final test of the TDC model is given by the fusion
of two C nuclei. We have investigated fusion at various
energies from ! to 6 MeV per par t ic le . Due to the deformed
nature of the C in i t s ground state one must choose the
orientation of the two ions at t = 0 and study the dependence
of the fusion cross section upon the various orientations.
The result is that the dependence upon the orientation is ra-
ther weak (less than one or two units of angular momentum).
We have thus calculated the geometrical fusion cross-section,as
is customary in TDHF studies f l ] , and compared to r^e experi-
mental results [7j . An example for a fusion event is jiiown
in FIG. 4. At E, . /A = 1 MeV we have obtained a cross-sectionlab
of about 800 mb , compared to the experimental 300 mb.
At E/A = 2 MeV we have cr - 650 mb, while experimentally one
finds a = 700 mb. However the fair agreement soon disappears
as we move to higher energies. At E/A = A MeV no fusion
is obtained in our model while experimentally the fusion
cross-section is s t i l l 850 mb. This, as in the case of a-o
scattering, is due to the restricted number of degrees of
freedom present in our model. At low energies the existing de-
grees of freedom can accomodate a sufficient amount of energy
and lead to fusion. At higher energies, however, this is not
possible any more, and the nuclei cannot fuse.

1

FIG. 4

Density contours for C- C at fusion event. 171



4. Conclusions and outlook.

In this paper we have presented a new model for the

time-dependent description of heavy-ion collisions : the time-

dependent cluster model . This model is particularly suitable

for the description of the reactions between light 4-nnuclei.

It provides a natural reduction of the too numerous dynamical

degrees of freedom present in the full TDHF scheme. In this

work we have presented applications of the model in which the

only degrees of freedom are the positions of the clusters.

This is apparently too restrictive. Further degrees of free-

dom (for example the cluster radii) must be introduced for the

model to become sufficiently realistic. Work is performed

in this direction.

Another possible extension of the model is in the

direction of the time evolution of multidetenninantal wave-

function. A first step in this direction has already been

accomplished with the time-evolution of parity projected

states. Extensions to more general cases, as for example evo-

lution of angular momentum projected states, lie within the

reach of our method.
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Abstract
A semi-classical theory for the dynamical excitation of a

deforming nucleus is presented. The collective potential is
given by a Strutinsky procedure. The intrinsic excitation ener-
gy ;.s shown to be due to Landau-Zener transitions over the pair-
ing gap into pair excitations. The microscopically calculated
mass parameter attains a form similar to the usual cranking
model expression with the difference, however, that the pair ex-
citations do not contribute. Residual interactions lead to a
coupled system of a Schrodinger equation and a Master equation.

1. Intioduction
Fluid dynamics has been employed to describe -ollective nu-

clear dyMmics of various types: rotations, giani .esonances,
heavy-ion reactions and fission [1]. In order to study the legi-
timation of hydrodynamics two lines are followed: (I) Starting
from the many-body SchriJdinger equation hydrodynamical equa-
tions are derived by approximations [2]. (II) In microscopic
calculations hydrodynamical quantities like the moment of iner-
tia, the local current or the intrinsic excitation are studied
[3]. That forms the scope of this conference.

This contribution falls within the second category. I will
present a microscopic calculation of the intrinsic excitation
of a deforming nucleus and will compare it to hydrodynamical
calculations using one and two-body viscosity. The microscopic
discussion comprises three steps presented in four chapters. In
chapter 2 only pair excitations are included giving rise to in-
trinsic excitation energy. In chapter 3 those states and coup-
lings are introduced which describe the collective kinetic oner-
s'. A numerical example for these two steps is presented in
chapter 4. Finally the effects of residual interaction'- are stu-
died. The results are condensed in chapter 6.

2. Intrinsic Excitation Energy
Let me briefly review the general frame and the first step

which are extensively discussed in [4,S]. A time-dependent po-

tential is filled with interacting nucleons and the time-depen-
dent Schrodinger equation

for that system is solved. In this cranking model approach the
question of selfconsistency is put aside and is substituted by
the hope that the potential chosen is a reasonable approxima-
tion to the selfconsistent potential. In eq. (1) the hamilto-
nian 3£ contains the kinetic energy for A particles, the de-
forming single particle potential U, the pairing force, and a
residual interaction. Introducing quasi-particles this hamil-
tonian attains the form

The bar on an index refers to the time-reversed state. The time-
dependence of the single particle potential is parametrized
along any given path of deformations by one time-dependent para-
meter a. The quasi-particle energies ey and the q.p. operators
are given by

in terms of the s.p. energies ev, the chemical potential X, the
gap parameter a, and the s.p. operators aj and av. The ampli-
tudes uy and vv are given by

•ti> • ) .

(4)

'Ihe s.p. energies e u exhibit narrow pseudo-crossings for the
large deformations occurring in a fission process. The time-
dependent Schrodinger equation yields large jimp probabilities
between the adiabatic levels even for the small collective velo-
cities in fission. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the diaba-
tic basis with crossing levels. Certainly the pseudo-crossings
of neighbouring levels must be changed to crossings. This s.p.
basis will be used throughout this contribution. The adiabatic
independent q.p. basis is defined here as the eigenfunctions
of X o at each time

' "> - F ln> (5) 173



The energies EJJ are sums of q.p.-energies ev. The basis states
|n> can be generated by acting with q.p.-creation operators on
the deformation-dependent "BCS-ground state" |0>. There are two
classes of states: pair excitations

The excitation energy in this approximation is given by

and states with broken pairs

In the basis (5) eq. (1) becomes

(6)

(7)
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For the first step the residual interaction V r is switched off
and the Hilbert space is restricted to the BCS-ground state and
to single and multiple pair excitations [6].

For a fissioning nucleus starting its deformation towards
scission cold on top of the outer saddle or beyond the main
coupling out of the local BCS-ground state is taken into ac-
count in that first step. The coupling matrix elements of 3t
from that ground state to arbitrary q.p.-excitations is almost
an order of magnitude smaller and this is why these states are
neglected in the first step.

In the restricted space of pair excitations the solution of
eq. (1) is

(9)

containing single and multiple pair excitations. The amplitudes
dy and cv fulfill pairs of differential equations of the Lan-
dau-Zener type. For the initial condition mentioned above the
nucleus starts essentially in the state |0>, i.e. all cv

vs va-
nish initially. As a result of the deformation process those
amplitudes increase to theiT asymptotic value (except for a
phase factor) in a deformation interval around the deformation
where the s.p.-energy e^ crosses the Fermi energy X.

This expression does not contain any positive powers of the de-
formation velocity a and hence cannot be interpreted as a col-
lective kinetic energy in the fission degree of freedom but
mist be intrinsic excitation energy.

3. Collective Kinetic Energy

Up to now the total energy consists of the collective po-
tential and intrinsic excitation energy. The collective kinetic
energy is missing. It is recouvered, if broken pair excitations
are coupled by 3^ to the pair excitations. This is done in the
second step.

The arbitrary states can be grouped in a hierarchy of an
increasing number of broken pairs:

h n m
01)

Since the coupling from a state which is completely paired in
the diabatic independent particle basis to a state containing
broken pairs is small this coupling can be taken into account
in first order provided that the nucleus starts in a complete-
ly paired state. This is the case studied here. Therefore, only
states with one broken pair - first line in (11) - will appear.

The matrix elements <nm|3-t|0> appear ultimately in first
order integrals of the form

(12)

for the amplitudes a for the 2qp-state |nm>. The energy diffe-
rence is equal to the sum of two q.p.-energies

This is at least 2A, but in a deforming harmonic oscillator it
is 2hu. Since the matrix elements are smooth functions of the
deformation a partial integration can be performed in (12), if
one is not close to the region of rapid change of the amplitudes
dn and dm. This leads to the approximation

IN



a .

assuming that the d's are still one. The total energy contains
then terms with jaim]2 and consequently a contribution of the
form

(14)

Due to its dependence on the velocity a this term can be inter-
preted as a collective kinetic energy 1/2 Ba2 with a mass para-
meter B given by

(15)

The complete formula for B contains the change of the mass para-
meter with increasing excitation. This can be estimated to be
a few per cent of the expression (15). Note that this expres-
sion differs from the usual cranking model term by the restric-
tion that m must not be the time-reversed state of n as indica-
ted by the prime on the summation sign.

The total energy is now given by

(16)

It consists of a collective potential, intrinsic excitation,
and collective kinetic energy. The interpretation rests on the
dependence of the various terms on the deformation velocity a.
Starting fror,< a purely quantun-mechanical problem a classical
energy expression is obtained. It should be noted, however,
that the dissipation of energy from the fission degree of free-
dom into the intrinsic degrees of freedom has not the familiar
classical form

(17)

This is because the intrinsic states are treated individually
and because of the Landau-Zener coupling.

4. Numerical Example

Before I consider how the residual interaction between the
pair excitation and arbitrary basis states influence the pic-
ture of the deformation process, a numerical example is given
[6].

The basis is the energy expression (16). A path through the
deformation space is taken from a hydrodynamical calculation
17] using s.p.-dissipation. Along this path the collective po-
tential E o is calculated by folding a Yukawa plus exponential
interaction [8] with two deformed liquid drop densities. Added
to this macroscopic part is a Strutinsky shell correction.

A single particle potential for TJ to be understood as an
approximation to the selfconsistent potential is obtained by
folding a Yukawa interaction with the deformed liquid drop den-
sity. Using this potential the s.p.-spectra for protons and
neutrons is calculated (s. fig. 1) as well as the BCS-quantities
X and A. Note that the deformation path is parametrized by the
relative distance R between the two clusters of mass of the
right and left half in units of RQ, the radius of the compound
nucleus when spherical. Kith these ingredients the excitation
energy (second term in (16)) is calculated approximating the
probabilities |cv|

2 by a step function rising from zero to their
asymptotic value a

UJ ~ e~ el* (18)
at the deformation where e v crosses the fermi energy.

In principle, the mass parameter B in (16) should be calcu-
lated from the 3t-coupling to broken pair states, for simplici-
ty a constant value of the order of the irrotational value is
used. Finally the velocity R is arranged such that the total
energy (16) is constant during the deformation.

The resulting microscopic excitation energy is compared with
the excitation energies obtained with one or two body viscosity
in figs. 2 - 4 . Obviously the dissipation is much less than by
the s.p.-viscosity. This may partly be explained by the assump-
tion hidden in the one body dissipation that after each colli-
sion of a particle with the wall the statistical equilibrium
is assumed to be reestablished immediately. This can only be
the effect of strong residual interactions.

The deformation path started O.S MeV below the outer saddle
point and ended at the scission point defined by a neck radius
of 0.01 fermi. It should be noted that the calculation presen-
ted in the previous paragraph is independent of the definition
of the scission point along the given path. This is because the
s.p.-potentials of the two nascent fragments do no longer over-
lap. Thus the bulk part of the interaction between these two
fragments goes to zero. This can be seen from the s.p.-spectrum 175



Kg,.]: Spectmn of neutrons
of Z30U along the fission
path (s. ref. 11 ) .

Fig. 2: Collective potential
and kinetic energy calculated
microscopically as described
in the text.

Fig. 3: Same as fig. 2 but
with one-body energy dissipa-
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turning flat. Then automatically the excitation mechanism de-
scribed above is no longer effective.

5. Residual Interaction

The distinguished Hilbert space consisted of the pair ex-
citations. These were weakly coupled to other q.p.-excitations
by the a^-operator. This coupling described the collective mo-
tion of the system. Thus, the picture up to now shows a nucleus
with an increasing number of pair excitations carrying the in-
trinsic excitation energy and deforming collectively with the
velocity o.

There is, however, the Tesidual interaction between the
pair excitations and arbitrary basis states. In principle, this
could invalidate the entire picture and a purely statistical
distribution could emerge and in fact will for higher energies.
On the other hand, odd-even effects in the yields of fission
fragments strongly suggest that even at the scission point un-
broken pairs survive [9] in the case of low energy fission.
Hence, from an experimental point of view one would not expect
the residual interaction to destroy the idealized picture com-
pletely. Indeed, this is what a theoretical estimate shows.
This is demonstrated below.

In the following it is assumed that the matrix elements of
3t which gave rise to the collective kinetic energy have been
diagpnalized and are, therefore, taken care of in the basis. It
means that the pair excitations of step 1 have a finite collec-
tive momentum. In such a basis the SchrBdinger equation can be
split into two coupled subsystems of equations:

(19)

Fig. 4: Same as fig. 2 but
with two-body energy dissipa-
tion.

(20)

The completely paired states carry Greek indices and the arbi-
trary states (broken pair excitations) Latin indices. The ma-
trix elements <u|H'
tion and the elements <n
sidual interaction part.

n> contain only the residual interac-
H'|m> include both the 3t and the re-



At the start the amplitudes % are zero. If the matrix ele-
ments <n|H'|m> and <u|H'|n> have a random distribution with mean
zero as a function of m for fixed v and n the last line in (20)
will remain small and can be neglected and the integrated ver-
sion of the first line can be inserted into (19]. Using a Mar-
kov approximation and the parametrization

S V e-
'A

(21)

an equation of motion for the pair amplitudes a alone is ob-
tained with an effective lifetime V/2. If lumbers for the den-
sity of states and for the residual coupling strength V and the
range D of the coupling in energy are inserted [10] the life-
tine is estimated to be

0.3 MeV (22)

compared to 10 MeV 1 for the total time for the passage from
saddle to scission.

The decrease of the occupation probability of the pair ex-
citation implies, of course, an increase of the amplitudes a n
of the arbitrary states. In addition the occupation probabili-
ties |an|

z will spread out due to the residual interaction.
Both effects are described by the inhomogeneous master equation
for the |an|2.

To derive it, an equation for the probabilities is formally
derived from eq. (20) containing one time integration. It is
assumed that the energies E n are wiggly lines as a function of
a not exhibiting the large scale strong dependence of the ener-
gies of the pure pair states [y>. This is especially oovious
if V has been diagonalized in the space of states |u>. In this
case an element <n|H'|m> i-> identical to the fast fluctuating
matrix element <n|3tl"v>-

Accordingly, in the parametrization

(23)

the correlation time a may be estimated by the distance between
neighbouring crossings of a s.p.-level with any other s.p.-
level, because there components of the state |n> change their

nodal structure. Furthermore they occur in a sum over m in the
resulting master equation and that looses coherency, if t-t1

increases. The resulting equation is:

Jaj'-1 ««

Because a is a short time, about 0.3 MeV" using the numbers of
the calculation described in chapter 4, a Markov approximation
has been used to achieve eq. (24). Ihe width D in (23) is of
the order of 6 MeV and the totttl strength

(25)

can be estimated using a pairing matrix element G of 0.1 MeV as
a typical matrix element for an actinide nucleus and about 200
s.p.-states coupled to one particular state. The diagonaliza-
tion of V is not expected to change the sum (25) drastically,
but rather to spread the coupling among a larger number of
states |m>. The estimate (25) gives a "spreading width" of
state |n> of

(26)

The Master equation (24) gives a distribution for the l
If this distribution is normalized it gives a mean value of
excitation energy of 4.5 MeV with a variance of 6 MeV for the
neutrons.

Let us consider, on the other hand, the distribution lyl
as calculated in chapter 4 without residual interaction. For
almost the entire time from saddle to scission these occupation
probabilities are rather small, for the neutrons below 0.1.
During the last rush towards scission, however, a pair gets
occupied with probability 0.6. It does not have time to decay
due to V r and it carries 3.5 MeV excitation energy at scission.
Consequently this level must be treated individually also if
the residual interaction is switched on. The other pairs which
have time to decay carry an excitation energy of 5.9 MeV. The
comparison with the 4.5 MeV mean excitation energy in the arbi- 177



trary q.p.-excitations shows that the residual interaction de-
creases somewhat the intrinsic excitation. The variances of the
two distributions, the original la,]2 without V r and the norma-
lized |an|2, are 6.6 MeV and 6 Mev respectively and hence are
equal.

The probability for the neutrons to be in a paired state is
about 104. for the proton"; the residual interaction is much less
important, 604 are in paired states at the scission point.

6. Results
The following results should be stressed:

,|1) The Inglis mass parameter cannot be used in the fission
case.

(2) The quantun-mechanical dissipation of collective kinetic
energy into intrinsic excitation is more effective than the
two body and less effective than the one body dissipation.

(3) Although the residual interactions change the physical pic-
ture and are important generally they change the expecta-
tion value of the excitation energy but little and leave
its variance unchanged.
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EFFECT OF INTRINSIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM
ON THE QUANTUM TUNNELLING
OF A COLLECTIVE VARIABLE

M.C. NEMES
Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur Kernforschung,
Berlin (West)

The motivation to set up a theory to treat the multidimensional quantum

tunneling problem need notbe restricted to nuclear physics. The problem of

vacuum tunneling in gauge field theories as well as the tunneling of magne-

tic flux in solids have been treated within the framework of the path

integral formalism. One advantage of this formalism is that the explicit

introduction of wave function can be avoided. In nuclear physics there are

mainly two problems for which quantum tunneling is important: spontaneous

fission and subbarrier fusion. In the firs' case, one could use the path

integral formalism to describe the decay width of the fissioning state, but

for the second, the explicit introduction of the wave function is

unavoidable, as well as for any scattering problem.

We propose a method to obtain a multidimensional WKB like wave function

(1), which is less general than the method of Gervais and Sakita (2), but

better adaoted for physical applications.

The presentation of the theory as well as its application to the

tunneling problem will be developed below, as well as some preliminary

results on the modification of the transmission coefficient of a parabolic

barrier due to the presence of other degrees of freedom. The details of the

derivations and the justification of approximations are given in (1).

II. Presentation of the Method

In this section, we aim at finding an approximate solution to the time

independent Schrodinger equation associated with the following hamiltonian

H • ~MT^^

The coupling could have a more general form

without changing the argument.

We write the wave function of our problem as

where 6 = 1 1 . in a classically allowed region and «=ii in a classically

forbidden region. The wave function (II-2) satisfies the Schrodinger

equation H*=Ef i f W and \ satisfy

£

where (II-5)

179



In a more general trial wave function.M would depend on y-A as well as on

q. Me prefer the form (II-2) because it leads to simple results and a

transparent physical interpretation.

The solution of eq. (11-31 is

(II-6)

The next step to simplify eq. ( I I -4 ) is to introduce a new variable

which replaces the variable q in the following way

(H-7)

so that

We also put q6 = X

and then eq. (II-4) can be rewritten as

(II-9)

III. The Tunneling Problem

Let us assume (with no loss of generality) that the collective co-

ordinate q is coupled to one coordinate x- Furthermore if one takes the

potential to be of the form

V(q) = i l (III-l)

and take it to be V(q) = i H u>a q
2 for q = 0, one can then write the wave

function of the lowest stationary state in the potential pocket as

(0 < q < qo)

+ (q,x) = !L <|,0(q) exp { -±
No 2b*

whe

No _L
nbbo

b =^T
mu

i G(S)}
2

N ^ _ " « J _ C^_ 2ti •» (op

No2 I 2mH u^u(uj-hoo)

( IH-2)

( IH-3)

IN

3< ) '

« o
The term proportional to "3 v ^ ) nas been neglected, this is the

approximation m de in our method. Its conditions of validity are discussed

in sec-do^ £ «f (1) .

G(5) =^. (!

and

( ^
dq

(III-4)

(III-5)

(III -6)



which is the BKH wave function for the barrierV(q) in the absence of the

coupling.

and

The corresponding decay width is givewn by

r = r0 (JL)2 exp(S(u>))
No

(111-7)

when To is the width calculated in the absence of coupling and the

function G(u/) given by

G(u) = - S i - J dfe J d5 v exp[-a)|S-S'|] q(s) q{s')

It is possible to show the following inequality (1)

ro < r < r a d

wher r ^ is the width associated with the adiabetic potetnial. This

inequality can be proven for any form of the coupling hamiltonian.

III-l Interpretation of the results in the limit <o»wo

In this limit, the function I( )(eq.IIl-5) can be expanded as follows

1(6) = 1 q(-s) -!_ q(t) +

also

q(») -

mfi o)
S')d5" - \ J

These two terms in the expansion of G(3) represent a potential

normalization and a mass renormalization, respectively, and can be

incorporated in <K)(q) (eq I I I - 6 ) provided one defines an adiabatic

potential and a renormaiized mass in the following manner

= V(q) - - ^ - q 2 (III-8)
2mu>

M* = H + — (IH-9)

In this limit (u»>ua) the wave function can then be written as

2b2 m2
(111-10)

eff 4
W (q) = / / 2M* V^ (q1) dq'

In order to understand the term involving x i n eq (111-10). we make a

variable tansformation

x = y q

and write the hamiltonian in the new variable

H--iSi
Zh\ aq -4

2m 32 m Bq3y

Thos transformation eliminates the coupling term c q from the hamiltonian

and it is replaced by a momentum dependent coupling. In the adiabatic 111



approximation this coupling can be neglected and the wave function can be

written

* = N^ o
e f f (q) exp{-i- y2)

2b2

which agrees with eq. (111-10) showing that the mean position of the wave

pacKt+for fixed q follows the adiabatic path y = 0.

A similar result holds for the decay width, namely, the effect of the

coupling between the q and x variables can be taken into account by replac-

ing V(q) by the adiabatic potential V^j(q) and M by M* appropriate for

the adiabatic path in the limit for large u.

r - (!L)2 r0
No

eff

111-2 A generalization of the Bohr-Wheeler formula

This method can also be applied to study the modification in the

transmission coefficient of barriers, due to the p ence of other degrees

of freedom. In the case of parabolic barrier, one can obtain analytical

results for any value of the ratio — (3) . TVe r«v£t Cm +Kt W<^
u o

T = To exp
n|E-Vo|c2

2m H u2itio
(111-11)

112

where V , <oo and H are defined by the collective potential

V(q) = Vo -

2n|E-V0|
To = exp [ - -4 1]

•TltiJO

In order to interpret the result, let us recall again the potential

energy ofourproblem

q,*) = V(q) + j n w V + cqx (111-12) (

In the limit when <u>»wo, the % degree of freedom will follow the

"adiabatic path", or it will adjust itself to the q motion according to the

following condition

a W(q,x) = 0

3x

which gives

Inserting this average x-value in eq. (111-19), we get an effective

potential given by

Weff(q,x) = V(q) cq(-H_)

Vo - I M q2 (to2 + X - ^ ) = Vo - I H Si^ q2

2 Vim
(111-13)



We see from this equation that the effect of the coupling in this case,

is to make the barrier thinner and therefore the transmission coefficient

w i l l be enhanced. This effect might help us understand the too large exper-

imental sub-barrier fusion cross sections , which cannot be systemati-

cal ly reproduced by one dimensional potetnials.

I f one would calculate the transmission coefficient for this new

barr ier , one would get the Bohr-Wheeler formula with the corresponding

renormalized frequencyu/o":

I f , furthermore, one assumes

2 2 <« 1

one gets

T = T0

2mMa>

a result which is identical to eq. (III-ll)

Acknowledgement: I am grateful to D.M. Brink and D.H.E. Gross for helpful

discussion}.
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MUON-INDUCED FISSION
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Abstract
I review the subject of muon induced fission,

discussing in particular the mechanism of nuclear
excitation, the fission barrier deformation due
to the muon and the problem of muon attachment to
the fission fragments.

1. Introduction
Capture of negative muons by Uranium nuclei is

usually followed by delayed fission or neutron
emission. During this process the muon disappears,
a proton being converted to a neutron as a conse-
quence of the weak interaction, and the residual
nucleus is excited up to an energy sufficiently
high to undergo fission. This process occurs on
a time scale of about 80 ns.

In a few (~f° ) cases, however, fission occurs
promptly after the muon stops in the target,i.e.
in less than 1 ns , the typical experimental time
resolution. This process, the prompt fission
induced by muons, will be of interest to us.

Three points are particularly relevant:

i)the nucleus gets excited as a consequence of a
radiationless transition between two energy levels
of the (lit" U ) atom:

The excitation mechanism is nothing but the absorption
of virtual photons. It is worth observing that one can
select experimentally the parent (^"u)^, state and thus
the contribution of different multipoles to photofission
can be clsrly discriminated.

ii)The fission process occurs while the muon is trapped
around the nucleus. Clearly the fission barrier is
modified by the presence of the muon. The barrier
height is raised and the energy and lifetime of shape
isomeric states are changed. The observation of these
variations can yield quantitative information on the
deformation energy curves.

iii)The muon lifetime (1p<2j*s ) being definitely
longer than the fission time, the muon survives to
the fission process. At the end, it nay be attached
to one of the fragments or it may be ejected into
the continuum. Clearly the fate of the muon depends
on the dynamics of fission. If .this process were
extremely slow ( as compared with the muon revol-
ution time around the Uranium nucleus) then the
'Juon would always occupy the orbital of lowest
energy and consequently follow the heavier fission
fragment. Conversely, if the fission were very fast
then the muon would be left free. Thus the study
of the probability of attachment of the muon to the
fission fragments can give some light on fission
dynamics, particularly on nuclear viscosity. Exper-
imentally it was found that the muon stays bound to
the heavier fragment most likely (£90 f° probabil-
ity), measurements of the attachment probability
to higher states being not yet performed.

Thus the study of muon induced fission can give
information on several aspects of the fission
process. Several experiments have already been
performed and a new generation of more accurate
and sophisticated experiments is being planned.
As usual in the physics of mesic atoms, different

branches of physics are interwoven in the discussion
of muon induced fission. The atomic physics problems,
some of them being quite not trivial in this case,
have to be disentangled from the rest in order to get
clean informations on nuclear dynamics. V/ith this
particular aim I discuss in the following some aspects
of m o n induced fission.

+) See ref. [1] for a recent review of experimental
results.



2. Negative muons in U-taraet. Is the maon a multipole
meter?

Negative muons entering a solid target are slowed
down to velocities v */ 10 c in a time of about 10 s.
At this velocity (j«~U) atoms are formed in highly excit-
ed states through the Auger process:

(2) (*" + U-> (fTu+)nl + e .
The n value of the initial state is, presumably:

(3) n *

The angular momentum (1) distribution at the formation
time should be approximately statistical:

(4) ).

Subsequently the muon decays to lower n states
through the electromagnetic cascade (see fig. 1):

(5a) (f

(5b) (.f

If O)

(f U)
n, l t

n, l t

IN

As n is small enough, say n*»4, most of the
muons are in the highest 1-state compatible with
the given n value, the so called circular orbits.
As shown by cascade calculations, this result is
almost independent on the initial population one
assumes ( eqs. 3 and 4) and mainly comes out as
a consequence of the selection rules of the tran-
sitions involved in the cascade process. Thus, even
if the knowledge about the formation of the atomic
system is uncertain, the population of the low
lying states is fairly well known.

In the absence of nuclear excitations the
final part of the cascade would be (see again
fig. 1):

4f -• 3d — • 2p — » 1 s ,

each transition being accompanied by a specific
rauonic atom X-ray.

Hovjever, in the lowest orbits the muon wave
function overlaps the nucleus considerably -
let me remind that in the 1s state the probabil-

ity of finding the muon inside the U nucleus is
about 1/2 - and the atomic transition energies,
typically some MeV, are in the range of nuclear
excitations. Thus radiationless transition, where
the muon energy is transferred to the nucleus via
a virtual photon, can compete with the radiative
process. In table I I report the results of
Teller and Weiss U23 , who calculated the probabil-
ities of the radiationless transition in 23°u by
treating giant resonances (GQR and GDH) as entran-
ce channels. See also the paper by Zaretski and
Novikov on this problem C33 .

It is worth observing that radiationless
transitions of specific multipolarity can be unam-
biguously detected. For example, the yield of the
3d—-»1s radiationless transition (E2) can be detec-
ted by comparing the intensity of the 4f-̂ »3d and
3d^>2p lines. The fraction of missing 3d—^2p
X-rays corresponds to the yield of the radiationless
transition. In this way it was found [43 that the
probability of the radiationless transition 3d—>1s
is about 20 jJ , in agreement with the calculation
of ref. [2] •

In a similar way one can measure the probability
of the 2p-»1s (E1) radiationless transition.

3. From nuclear excitation to fission. Muon deformation
of the fission barrier.
Another series of experiments includes the obser-

vation of prompt fission in coincidence with muonic
X-rays. These latter can be used to select the parent
state of the (p7 U) atom where the radiationless
transition starts and thus to define the multipolar-
ity of the nuclear excitation which gives rise to
fission.
Evidence has been obtained for the role of the

3d -^1s radiationless transition for fission in an
experiment at SIN [5] , whereas measurements per-
formed at TEIUMF [6l,gShow that about 60 f> of all
prompt fissions in U are caused by the 2p —»1s
radiationless transition.

It is worth observing that the presence of the
muon alters significantly the fission barrier. In
fig. 2 I report the results of a calculation by

I



Leander and MOller [71 . One sees that the fission
•barrier is raised, by about .6 MeV. This can be
extremely important for fission following the 2p-?1s
transition, since the energy released to the nucleus
( 4 E = E- - E, := 6.2 MeV )is quite close to the
barrier heSght, and the fission channel could be
inhibited. Thus the muon induced fission from the E1
transition, can look quite different from the E1
photofission reaction at the same energy. Indeed
the experimental value of the ratio of prompt neutrons
to prompt fissions tyJL\F tl) is quite larger than
it is measured for •* U in experiments with y - rays.
Teller and Weiss C 2] suggest that the observation
of the 3d-*2p muonic X-ray in coincidence with prompt
fission - thus selecting the E1 radiationless transition
could yield a determination of the fission barrier to
better than the present 300 KeV uncertainty.

On the other hand, the dynamics following the excit-
ation of the E2 GH in the 3^-»1s transition should be
less influenced by the muon. deformation of the fission
barrier since the energy transfer is about 10 MeV .

It is also interesting to observe that the energy
levels of shape isomeric states are changed by the
presence of the muon [7] .If it were possible to
observe transitions in muonic atoms with the nucleus
in a shape isomeric state, this would provide a very
valuable check on the theoretical deformation energy
curves. So far, however, all the attempts to produce
muonic atoms of shape isomers have not given convin-
cing results.

[̂  . Muon attachment probabilities.

The final state probabilities for the muon are
associated with fission dynamics. If the motion
of the system is infinitely slow, that is nuclear
viscosity ig high, the muon always stays at the lowest
energy level and eventually it remains trapped around
the heavier fragment in the 1s state. On the other hand,
as a consequence of non-adiabatic transitions the muon
can populate higher states, i.e. it can be trapped
around the light fragment, or around the heavy fragment
in states other than 1s or even it can be left as a free
muon. It is likely that the adiabatic condition is almost

fulfilled, since typical fission times are longer than
the revolution time of the muon around the U nucleus.
Indeed experiments show that most likely the muon stays
around the heavier fragment. The probability of popul-
ating states other than the 1s of the heavy fragment is
expected to be small, at the # level. It is the value
of these population which can give some information
on fission dynamics. Clearly such, tiny effects correspond-
to difficult experiments.

The problem of calculating muon attachment probabil-
ities has been addressed by several people [8 - 12] .
I report in table II the recent results of Marhun et
al. [12] . The Schrfldinger equation for the muon was
solved numerically in anaxially symmetric space grid,
with an algorithm similar to the one used in time
dependent Hartree-Pock calculations in nuclear
physics. The authors parametrize the nuclear viscos-
ity by introducing a friction force,

(6) P f r = - !Xv ,

acting on the relative motion of the fragments'. A is
varied between 0 and 3 GeV fm~1c~1. The probability of
finding the muon on the heavier fragment, P , varies
by 10 % in the full range of variation of ̂  . Tabj.o
II also shows the probabilities W (1=1) and WL(1=1)
for the muon to be in any p state, given that it is
around the heavy or light fragment respectively. One
sees that there is very little excitation at the
heavier fragment, but the excitation of the muon at
the light fragment can be quite considerable and
depends strongly on the fission dynamics.

It seems to me that the use of a friction param-
eter is a rather indirect way of getting information
about fission dynamics. Also, the uncertainties
introduced by the parametrization of the nuclear
potential and the approximation used inihe solution
of the Schrfldinger equation are hidden in the calcul-
ation. I feel that a more direct approach, where
the uncertainties of the atomic physics calculation
are clearly shown and some direct parameter of- the
fission dynamics is extracted, is desirable. Bracci,

+) Actually the value of scission time, which is badly
known, should be compared with nruon revolution time. 117



Quarati j^a j are working in this direction. Our
approach starts by considering that, in zeroth
order, adiabatie approximation holds. Thus the
probability of attachment -to states other than the
1s of the heavy fragment can be calculated by
using first order perturbation theory in the
adiabatic basis. The matrix elements <4j(,'' | %-1^,-X
which are responsible for the transition fi\)m
the ground state (gr) to the i-th excited state,
vanish at R = 0 and again at E = oo , where R is
the elongation parameter. Thus there is a point
R. where the transition probability takes a maximum.
Tne excitation probability P. can then be expressed
as a function of the nuclear velocity v = R at R = R.:

(7) v2(Ri).F(Ri)

where F depends on the matrix element discussed above.

If one is confident about the calculation of P, i.e.
about the atomic physics calculation, one can then
extract the nuclear velocity by comparing eq. (7)
with experimental data. It is worth noticing that
by measuring the attachment probability to different
states different regions of R could be explored.
Thus the measurement of the attachment •probability
can be used in order to gain direct information
about the velocity of the nuclear parts as they
are separating each other. Also, the uncertain-
ties of the atomic physics calculation can be
checked by calculating P with different approxim-
ations.

5. Conclusions

let me summarize briefly the main points of
this discussion:

i) muons can be used as a multipole meter for
studying photofission. In particular the obser-
vation of qua&rupole radiationless transition
offers some new opportunities to study quadrupole
photofission.

ii)The study of fission induced by the K1 2p—>1s
transition can give opportunities to determine

111 accurately the height of the fission barrier.

iii)Prom the study of muon attachment to fission
fragments it could be possible to learn about
nuclear viscosity. Further analysis of this process
is however necessary in order to disentangle
viscosity effects from any other.

I would like to thank Drs. S. Polikanov, L. Bracci
and P. Quarati for interesting discussions on this
topic.
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Table I

The probability of radiatioiiless transition
for •* u, from the calculation of ref. 2 .
(rl = radiationless ; y = radiative ).

Transi t ion

2p

3d

3P

1s

1s

1s

6 .

9 .

9 .

Energy

2 MeV

5 MeV

5 MeV

rn/(rr l+

0.24

0.15
0.5

,_J

Table II

Final probability P w that the muon is bound
to the heavy fission fragment, as .function
of the friction coefficient Jk . The mass
asymmetry is fixed at k-Jk-^ 1.2 . V»H(1=1)
and VL (1=1) denote the probability for the
muon to be in any p-state, given that it is
around the heavy or light fragment respectiv-
ely (from ref. 12)

(GeV fm~1o~1) PH

0 86?S

1.5 88?S

2.5 937*

3.0 97$

wH(i=D

2J5

WL(1=1)

3%
6%

11"
109t
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Fig. 1

Schematic picture of the energy leves and of
the allowed transitions of (f*~U) atom .

—.¥ = radiative transition (eq.5a)
a ^ = radiationless transition (eq.l )
--•>> = Auger transition (eq,5b)

Pig. 2

The deformation energy for the nucleus U -
(lower curve) and for the muonic atom ( uT U)
(upper curve), from ref. 7 .



LIGHT FRAGMENT EMISSION
WITHIN THE MODEL OF TRANSPORT THEORY
FOR HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEUS NUCLEUS COLLISIONS
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Abstract: The model of transport theory is exten-
ded to include the formation of composite
particles through thermodynamics. First results
obtained are encouraging and show the signifi-
cance of non-equilibrated components in the
inclusive spectra.

1. Introduction

In high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions, a
variety of light particles is produced over a wide
kinematical region. These particles range from
nucleons, deuterons, tritons and alpha-particles to,
at sufficiently high energies, pions, kaons and lamb-
das. The corresponding inclusive production cross
sections have been measured at several incident
energies per nucleon for various projectile-target
combinations (cf. ref./i/ for a comprehensive review).
It seems that already in inclusive data there is enough
information on the possible formation of hot and dense
nuclear matter contained. In this context /2/, the
measurement of the apparent temperatures of the vari-
ous species produced as well as their relative
abundances, as functions of the incident energy per
nucleon, appears to be of particular importance .
Clearly, the simultaneous description of all the
particles produced in a specific nucleus-nucleus
collision by a unified theoretical model is not an
easy task, and there is at present no model avai-
lable which describes all aspects of the corresponding
inclusive spectra sufficiently well. Models based on
thermal and chemical equilibrium like fireball and
firestreak have been most frequently used, for the
description of the inclusive spectra. (For an over-
view as well as a comparison with other simple

approaches we refer to /3/). These models overesti-
mate the pion production rate, and even more so
the kaon production rate /A-/. In addition, they do
not reproduce the shapes of the spectra very well.
Evan in the simple case of proton production they
fail to explain the shoulder-arm feature obsarved
at forward angles. Recently, in a hydrodynamical
approach the formation of composites has been in-
sluded /5/» and the importance of their inclusion
has been emphasized /6/. This approach has, how-
ever, difficulties with a quantitative description
of inclusive cross sections, especially for non-
central collisions. Multiple collision models
like intranuclear cascade/7/ have so far only been
applied to nucleon inclusive spectra because
composite formation is very difficult to incorpo-
rate in this framework. Simplified approaches
to include simultaneously non-equilibrium features
and the formation of composite particles are there-
fore needed. A first attempt has been made in
ref./8/ where the primordial nucleon distributions
are calculated in the simple two-component model
"direct plus thermal", and then are coupled to a
phenomenological final state interaction model
("coalescence" model) to obtain the final nucleon
as well as composite inclusive cross sections.
This -admittedly oversimplified- procedure ex-
hibits a pronounced effect of the non-equilibrium
("direct"J component on the inclusive spectra at
forward angles curing some of the deficiencies
of thermal models in this kinematical region.
An approach similar in spirit, though on a much
more sophisticated level, was pursued in ref./9/.
There, nucleus-nucleus collisions are described
by a relativistic Boltamann equation reduced to
a multiple collision series based on independent
nucleon-nucleon collisions. The direct production
of fast nucleons is decoupled from their final
state interactions. In this second step, the
formation of composites is related to Hagedorn's
statistical thermodynamical approach of strong
interactions /10/. The results obtained /9c/ are
compared with experimental data at 250 and 400
MeV per nucleon for various projectile-target
combinations. The agreement for the proton spectra
is satisfactory, but the deuteron spectra at for-
ward angles are overestimated. In such a complicated
numerical approach it is difficult to trace the
reason for such deviations. In general, to study
various scenarios for composite production, a more
transparent and flexible approach is needed which
in addition also allows for the inclusion of pion
production.
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In the present work we discuss an approach which
is very much in the spirit of ref./9/ but possesses
the desired transparency, by employing the model
of transport theory of ref./11/. This model belongs
to the category of simplified , near-analytical
multiple collision models, which are realistic enough
to permit a meaningful comparison with experimental
data. The model and its extension are briefly des-
cribed in section 2, and first results and their
discussion are given in section 5. For simplicity,
we confine ourselves to identical colliding nuclei
throughout.

2. The mod. of transport theory and its extension

to include composite particle production

The primary nucleon inclusive cross section is
assumed to be given by an incoherent superposition
of multiple scattering contributions,

dLV_- C
Here, f>* and 6* are the momentum and the observation
angle of the outgoing nucleon in the fireball rest
frame, A is the projectile and target mass number,
the geometrical weights C-* are the integrated
Glauber-Mattbiae factors /12/, and f* and 1J,T
(2> « beam. T = target) are the momentum distributions
for fast and slow nucleons, respectively, after VL
collisions. The distributions P, are calculated in an
extended impulse approximation /'13/ and hence they
are non-statistical whereas the distributions ?,* ,»•'»• a.
are assumed to be the solutions of a Fokker-Planck
type transport equation /11/,

with the mass t*\ of the test nvcleon, the friction
constant (i and the temperature V of the equilibrated
host medium (fireball). (For a justification of the
assumption of a heat bath cf. /11a/).

On its way out the test nucleon will, in the
presence of the mean field created by the surrounding
nucleons, undergo final state interactions which may
lead to the formation of a composite particle or a
pion. The explicit treatment of the dynamics of these
processes is very complicated.Therefore we use for their

description the simplified approach of /9b/ based
on the thermodynamics of strong interactions /10/.
(For a justification cf. /9b/). The final momentum
distributions of particles of type i are assumed to
be thermal, i.e.

,eyp
T

with the statistical weight

J;= USc+0(2I;+O (

with spin Si and isospin I- , the temperature
and the chemical potential

for a particle of type i v.ith Ai-2-i neutrons and
Z; protons, /*„ and /»> being the neutron and proton
chemical potentials. The plus-sign refers to fermions,
the minus-sign to bosons. The quantity V denotes the
"freeze-out" volume of the participant zone, i.e.
that volume where the disintegration into the finallly
observed fragments occurs.This volume is a parameter
in the theory, and it is usually taken to be twice
the value at normal nuclear matter density £,= O.17fm"*.
The total number of particles of type i is

|\t. - 9; Vwf T

The average energy of species i is

N; E; = •

C^). co

I'M and IC-^ in equs.(6) and (7) are the modified
Besselfunctions of first and second order. Using
total baryon number-, charge- and energy conservation,

the temperature T and the chemical potentials /<-i,and
/Wvi can be calculated. The final inclusive cross
section for species I is obtained by transforming the



isotropic distributions (3) back to the fireball- or
to the laboratory frame and integrating them over
all impact parameters.

The dynamics of the initial stage described by
transport theory enters at two points in the thermo-
dynamical description of the final stage: (i) to
transform the distributions (3) back to the fireball
rest frame we need to know the average longitudinal
momentum the nucleons have in that frame; (ii) we
have to calculate the total energy £ of eq.(8)
available for thermalization. The required longitu-
dinal momentum is given by

f,, = [E ̂ («J^V ?co,6* f *(j»] / E <V (v) (3 )
(fi,-* _ jo,, for slow nucleons) with the differential
geometrical factors ĉ , (£•) as functions of the
impact parameter. The average energy per nucleon in
the fireball rest frame is

The energy per nucleon in the rest frame of the
(non-equilibrated) participant zone is obtained by

with p. =
Finally, the total energy required for eq.(8) is

where -̂ 'f't) is the number of participants calculated
in the clean-cut participant-spectator geometry of
ref./W.

3. First results and discussion

We have obtained first results from the theory
outlined in section 2. We focus on the reaction
Ar + Ar at 800 MeV per nucleon. The friction constant
(I of eq.(2) is 0.46« 1/2 at this energy /15/. The
freeze-out density we choose to be twice normal
nuclear matter density. The particles included are

nucleons, deuterons, tritons, alpha-particles, and
pions. In Fig.1 we show the variation of the tem-
perature T of these particles, and of the longitudinal
average momentum fptl of eq.(9) with impact parameter.
It is seen that whereas T falls with impact parameter,
ft, rises. This demonstrates the significance of the
non-equilibrium features present in the dynamical
input to the thermodynamical stage for peripheral
collisions. At small impact parameters, i.e. for
central collisions, the fireball rest frame (charac-
terized by T=85 MeV and f« * 0) and the participant
zone largely coincide, since the equilibrated
components dominate in this case.
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FIG.1. The temperatureT of the constituents and the
average longitudinal momentum pH per nucleon in the
fireball rest frame as functions of the impact parameter.



Ar + KCl

at

p + X

1.0 2.0

Momentum IGeV/c)

3.0

FIG.2. The proton inclusive invariant cross section
as a function of the proton laboratory momentum.
Full line: results of the model described in the text.
Dashed line: the same but for (3,, = 0.
Symbols: experimental data of ref. /16/.
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FIG.3. The deuteron inclusive invariant cross section
as a function of the deuteron laboratory momentum.
The lines and symbols have the same meaning as in Fig.



The non-zero shift between the fireball- and the
non-equilibrated participant region determines to a
large extent the shape of the inclusive spectra at
forward angles, as can be inferred from Figures 2
and 5- The results based on the theory described in
section 2 are in reasonable agreement with the measured
inclusi/e spectra of ref./16/. But as soon as fn of
eq.(9) is put equal to zero the agreement at forward
angles is destroyed, the shape becoming very similar
to that obtained from the fireball model. We find
these results very encouraging, and we shall present
an extensive comparison with experimental data in a
forthcoming publication /1?/
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Abstract: We calculate the contribution to the K+

-meson inclusive production cross section from
collisions between cold and thermalized nucleons
and compare it with the contribution from collisions
between two cold nucleons. At high kaon kinetic
energies and at forward angles, the former process
results in an appreciably flatter slope than the
latter process. Still, the slope is too steep as
compared to the experimental data. However, K -
production from other higher order multiple scattering
terms as well as relativistic kinematics have to be
included before a firm conclusion on the kaon pro-
duction mechanism can be reached.

1. Introduction

Recently, the K+- meson inclusive production
cross section has been measured in the reaction
Ne on NaF at 2.1 GeV per nucleon /1/. It is frequently
argued that the kaon might, because of its small
interaction cross section, be a messenger of the early
stage of the collision, and thus may give some infor-
mation on the properties of hot and dense matter.
The measured K - inclusive cross section as a function
of the kaon kinetic energy in the nucleus nucleus CMS
extends to regions far beyond the kinematical licit
for kaons produced in elementary nucleon nucleon
collisions. Furthermore, in a logarithmic plot, the
inclusive cross section as a function of energy nearly
lies on a straight line, and thus an apparent temperature
can be extracted. This temperature is higher than that
for the case of Droton inclusive production for the

same system and at the same incident energy. Such a
feature could be an indication that kaons are produced
before the expansion of the hot and compressed
interaction zone and consequently its cooling takes
place. But before this conclusion can be reached, other
possibilities must be investigated. An obvious one
is the spreading-out of the kaon inclusive energy
spectrum by the Fermi motion of the colliding nucleons.
In / 2 / the production of kaons from a collision bet-
ween such two cold nucleons is studied within tne linear
cascade model of /3/. Although the inclusive spectrum
is smeared out as compared to the elementary kaon
production cross section,the resultant slope is much
steeper than the measured one. Kaons produced in
collisions of multiply scattered nucleons and delta
resonances are also included in /2/. This does, however,
not lead to a significant change in slope, which, to
our opinion , is surprising. In the model of /3/ there
is a lack of transverse communication and thus a lack
of thermalization. On the other band,in the model of
transport theory of /4-/, the nucleons reach thermali-
zation after a few collisions. A multiple scattering
process for kaon production which is typical for this
model and which is different from the contributions
considered in / 2 / is the collision between a cold
and a thermalized nucleon. In the present preliminary
investigation we consider the contribution from such
a process in comparison with that from the collision
between two cold nucleons, i.e. between nucleons which
have not scattered previously.

2. Comparison between kaon inclusive production from
collisions of two cold nucleons and kaon inclusive
production from collisions of a cold and a thermalized
nucleon

There are two typical integrals to be calculated.
For kaon production in a collision of two cold nucleons
we have to fold the Fermi distributions of the two
colliding nucleons with the ratio of the elementary
K -production differential cross section S"K and the
nucleon nucleon total cross section 6"M11 , i.e.



Here, Xerf = 0.025(GeV/c) is the Fermi width
corresponding to a 3?ermi momentum of f>f = ZSO MeV/c,
po is the incident momentum per nucleon taken in the
z-direction,and 6 is the invariant c m . energy
squared,

with the nucleon mass mN and the relative momentum
q(1/2Kgj P ).The kaon momentum p is taken in the

Th
q / K g j Pj p
nucleon-nucleon c. m, system.The second typical
integral describes K -production in a collision of a
cold and a thennalized nucleon,i.e.

I F > r H

The thermal width is taken to be 2-vn.r = 0.25 (GeV/c)
corresponding to a nucleon temperature of about 1J0 MeV.
By using the method of stationary phase,we can
approximate these integrals by

"F,TH

with p = I k-tl/4)(mK /m,j)pj and v = 2q.Here,k is the
kaon momentum in the nucleus-nucleus c m . system,
and m K is the K -mass.In (5),anisotropy is intro-
duced through the dependence of p on the K -pro-
duction angle.The lower integration limits in eqs.
(4) and (5) are functions of k and are obtained
from the condition

(5)

IN
(O

where Y'ty-x ^-s ̂ Q e maximum value the kaon momentum
can reach in an elementary nucleon-nucleon collision.
It is given by / 2 /

(V
Here, vny denotes the mass of the hyperon produced toge-
ther with the meson. In our calculation, we assume Tny
to be the mass of the lambda-hyperon, because N + N-* N+k-
is the production channel with the lowest threshold.
For the elementary K -production cross section
we adopt the parametrization / 2 /

• (8)

The geometrical weights corresponding to the integrals
IFlF and IF,TH

 a r e given, within the eikonal approxima-
tion and the rows-on-rows terminology, by

(9)

where is the Glauber-Matthiae factor for the
first collision, 5"NN is the nucleon-nucleon total
cross section, and A is the mass number of the
identical colliding nuclei. The corresponding
contributions to the K -inclusive cross section then

The numerical results are shown in Fig.1> together
with the experimental data. At forward angles, the
contribution S ^ M lsads at high energies to a
significant increase of the cross section. This
increase is ,however, not sizeable enough to explain
the experimental data. Especially at larger angles,
^FJH becomes negligibly small. Despite of this rather
negative result we hesitate to suggest kaon production
mechanisms other than through multiple scattering /5-S/.
Rather, we want to work out within the model of trans-
port theory the remaining multiple collision contri-
butions in a similar near analytic fashion. In addi-
tion, we want to incorporate relativistic kinematics
which may be very important at high kaon energies.
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FISSION: VISCOSITY AND ODD-EVEN EFFECTS

M. MONTOYA
Instituto Peruano de Energia Nuclear,
lima, Peru

The degree of coupling betwen pairing and collective variii

bles (viscosity) during transition from saddle point to

scission is not yet veil determined. The process is called

viscousa if nuclear pairs are broken before scission point.

If no pair ia broken, it is called superfluid.

Viscosity studies in nuclear fission have been done on the

base of odd-even effects on physical quantities correspon-

ding to fission fragments. In this opportunity, we art

going to calk about fission induced by thermal neutrons of

nuclei 2 3 3U and 2 3 5U.

Grouping some experimental results [ 1,2,3 | we can observe

odd-oven effects on fragments charge distribution (JA) and

on average fragments kinetic energy in function of charge

(fi_). These results suggested to the authors that fission

has a superfluid component.

More recently odd-even effects on fragment mass distribu-

tion (3A) and on maximal total kinetic energy in function

of fragments mass were found 14,S|. It was deduced

from those results that process in viscouss, contrary to

the superfluid hypothesis indicated above. Fox othe.- eu-

thors, this conclusion seems to be in contradiction with

odd-evec effects 6Z and (Eg I 6,7 I.

In ehl* wort, we show that a strongly viscousa process

is compatible with non-null values of tZ, 4E_ and odd-

even effects on neutron (IN). We define pairs broking

by

Q - Q7fl Q,,

where Qfe£ is the probability for fe protons pairs and I

neutrons pairs are broken. On the other hand, viscouss

process pairs are broken before scission point. Then we

can deduce the following relations:

oZ

2&E

and

where 1 # (Eo) is the average kinetic energy of even (odd)

charge fragments and 4E represents 'the energy required to

break a single nucleon pair.

He present the numerical example

1 1 1
I 1 t

0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0



Froa shia matrix and early apira breaking hypotheaia va

obtain tha following raaulta for odd-avan affacta:

6Z - 0.3

6B - 0.1

6A - 0

4E2 - 1.3 aE

Showing in chia way that viaeouaa proeaaa ia compatible

with obearved odd-avan effecte on fragnenta eharga dia-

tribution and on avaraga kinatic anargy in function of

chargaa.
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DYNAMIC NATURE OF THE GROUND-STATE
DEFORMATIONS OF MULTIPOLARITY SIX*
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Warsaw, Poland

Abstract: Static ground-state equilibrium deforma-
tions of multipolarity six are calculated microscopical-
ly for even-even nuclei in the actinide region. Rather
small value of the deformation energy connected with
this degree of freedom with respect to estimated zero-
point energy suggests, however, a rather dynamic than
static nature of this deformation.

There exist some experimental data on the equilibrium
deformations of multipolarity six for actinides, obtalneu
from scattering of protons [1,21 and alpha particles [3]-
The data are for 232Th and 234,236,238u. T h e r e a r e | however,
no calculations of this quantity up to now. Rather prelimi-
nary result3 were only obtained for lighter (rare earth)
nuclei C4].

In the present paper, we perform macroscopic-microscopic
calculations of the static equilibrium deformations of multi-
polarity six for actinides. Sven-even nuclei with Z-92-102
are considered. The macroscopic part of the energy is taken
from the droplet model [5] while the microscopic, the Stru-
tinsky shell correction, part is obtained with the Hilsaon
potential with the ttA«242It parameters [4].

Fig.1 shows the results e.% for the Nilsson parameter a (

(cf. e.g. [4]), describing the deformation of multipolarity
six, for nuclei with the proton numbers 2-92-100 and neutron
numbers N-146-154- The static electric moments Qg, obtained
with these deformations e£ as well as with simultaneously
calculated fe^Cquadrupole). and e° (hexadecapole^ deformations,
are given in fig.2. The deformations (.z and 6H calculated
here are close to those of [6J. A tendency of Qg to decrease
from positive to negative values, with increasing N, is visi-
ble. Similar tendency is observed in the experimental data
[2]. Fig.3 gives the contribution &Eg of the £(, degree of
freedom to the total deformation energy Egef' One can see
that it is rather small (less than 0.8 KeV) as compared to
Edef w n i c n i a i n t n e interval 6.8-11.2 MeV for nuclei consi-
dered in the figures. A presence of the deformed shell at
1-1-152 in the tfcdegree of freedom, similar to that observed

* Supported in part by the Polish-US Maria Sklodowska-
Curie Fund, Grant Ho. P-F7FO37P.

002%

154 N

Fig.1

146

154 N

long time ago in the £tdegree of freedom, is seen in fig.3.
The deformation energy ASg is also saall with respect to

the zero-point energy, corresponding to Ct, estimated by us
for 246cm to be around 2 lieV [7]. This fact suggests that
the equilibrium deformations e|9 are of rather dynamic than
static nature and the static values i.% calculated hire may
only be considered as a rough estimate for them, illustrat-
ing some tendencies.

Fig.4 gives an example of the nap of the potential ener-
gy plotted as a function of the deformations tt and E a M (being
a combination of fcj. and £4, the same as in [81). This figure
as well as a study cf the mass tensor f7] suggest that the
deformations tj and £j,Mmaj be considered as normal degrees
of freedom.

We would like to thank Drs. A.iiukasiak, K.Pomorski and
3.Zwie,gliriski for helpful discussions. m
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ACTION OF THE COLLISION TERM
IN NUCLEAR DYNAMICS

G. WOLSCHIN
Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik,
Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany

A self-consistent microscopic theory of dissi-
pative processes in nucJear reactions is outlined.
The derivation of a collision term that accounts for
two-body dissipation from a random-matrix model for
the residual force is briefly reviewed. The structure
of the energy-conserving function in a finite system
is discussed. A one-dimensional numerical calculation
demonstrates the principal effect of a simplified
collision term on TDHF results. A reduced equation
that describes the equilibration in the single-parti-
cle occupation numbers is given and solved analyti-
cally for constant transport coefficients, and numeri-
cally for time-dependent coefficients. The solutions
are coupled to a three-dimensional TDHF calculation
to obtain a realistic microscopic description of dissi-
pative heavy-ion collisions.

1. Introduction

Low-energy nuclear reactions are an ideal tool to
study equilibration processes in small ferraion systems.
Although the microscopic description of such reactions
in terms of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation |1| accounts for most of the energy lost from
relative motion to intrinsic excitation in terms of
one-body damping, truly irreversible processes pro-
vided by random two-body collisions are not considered.
The incorporation of a Boltzmann-type collision term
into the equation of motion for the one-body density
matrix is necessary in order to describe dissipative
behaviour.

Various approaches have been proposed to derive
collision terms in the context of nuclear physics. As
an example we present a brief review of the theory of
Grange et al. |2| in t'.ie next section. Starting from
a random-matrix model for the elements of the residu-
al interaction, we derive an equation of motion for
the ensemble-averaged A-body density matrix which is

irreversible already on the A-body level. Upon re-
duction to the two-body level and further to the one-
body level the collision term appears. The hierarchy
for the ensemble-averaged density matrices that
emerges in the reduction process differs from the
usual hierarchy obtained when taking subsequent traces
of the Liouville equation.

The role of the collision term in dJ •. upative pro-
cesses is further discussed in section - . The struc-
ture of the energy-conserving function is investi-
gated and the time scales that are relevant for the
equilibration are presented. A schematic one-dimension-
al TDHF calculation with a simple relaxation ansatz
for the collision term (section 4) exhibits the quali-
tative effect of two-bcdy collisions in the approach
to statistical equilibrium.

As a consequence of random two-body collisions,
the occupation numbers of the single-particle levels
tend to approach a Fermi distribution at any point of
the dynamical evolution of the system. A reduced
equation that describes the relaxation of the s.p.
occupation numbers is given in section 5 j 31. It is
solved analytically in the limit of constant trans-
port coefficients and numerically for time-dependent
coefficients. The latter case corresponds to a physi-
cally more realistic situation. In both cases the in-
crease of entropy with time is discussed. Finally this
model is coupled to the time evolution of the mean
field as described by a three-dimensional TDHF calcu-
lation. First results for a 4oCa+4oCa collision are
underway. The conclusions are drawn in section 6 .

2. Microscopic Theory: Derivation of the Collision
Term

To go beyond the mean-field approximation in order
to include the incoherent effects of the residual
interaction v , we have formulated in |2| a random-
matrix model. The equation of motion for the A-body
density matrix

t'pW_ [y p'*'J + fl/ p ^ 7 (2.1)

with the mean-field Hamiltonian Hjjp provides the
starting point. The matrix elements*of V in a dia-
batic basis |2| of s.p. states have a Gaussian distri-
bution with mean value zero, and second moment

(2.2)
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In a diabatic basis the correlation time is rather
large, T c o_ r sr2.10~21s, becausa the nodal structure
of the waverunctions does not change at level cross-
ings. Then the ensemble-average of (2.1) is taken.
This yields an irreversible equation which, upon
taking the trace, essentially reduces to a mean-field
equation with a collision term. The details of this
program are given in ref. |2|. In the weak-coupling
limit, the ensemble-averaged A-body density matrix
is found to obey

<2-3>

where VC4)-i£dsO~*OiV(s)Os
lO±

ld
-i£dsOOiV(s)OsO± and* the time-ordered

mean-field propagator. This equation describes the
approach of s>MI towards statistical equilibrium. It
fulfills particle number conservation. Overall mean-
energy conservation is due to balance of the energy
content of the time-dependent mean field, and of the
collision term.

Taking the trave over (A-1) and (A-2) variables,
the reduction to coupled equations for the average
one- and two-body density matrices is performed

(2.4)

Both the collision term C"' on the one-body level.
and c(2) o n the two-body level are functions of ?

B>
and y(3> . They are written as antisymmetric products
of £"' in order to obtain a mean-field equation with
a collision term that is closed in the one-body space.
Then the diagonal elements of the collision term ac-
quire the Boltzmann-type form (with J>°I > ^ j

(2.5)

It is a balance equation with a gain- and loss term,
properly modified to include Fermi statistics, and an
energy-conserving function G . The strength of the
residjial interaction that enforces the equilibration
is V2

m

3. Structure of the Energy-Conserving Function

The energy-conserving function depends on the time-
evolution of the single-particle energies, and on the
correlation time:

[ ft/s e*f> f- ifolv 1.1)

where &£Cv)*^ <$* &}+<£? CvJ-SyCT) - <^ Cv) . If the
mean field and thus the single-particle energies were
independent of time as in an infinite homogeneous
system, the limit i c o r •* •> can be taken, and the
energy-conserving function becomes a 6-function in
the single-particle energies

(3.3)

In a finite system, the single-particle energies de-
pend on time

cH&c) _ othc) olQ

with the deformation variable Q . Typical collective
speeds are Q = Qmax/

4-1o~21s> with Q m a x
 t n e d e~

formation at the scission point. This yields

&£. {40-22 (3.4)

or a corresponding time scale t sp=(&E)~^/2=2.5.IO~22 S
which is an order of magnitude shorter than the corre-
sponding correlation time referring to the wavefunctions
in a diabatic basis, and thus determines the width of
the energy-conserving function. We have evaluated it
|4| in a first-order expansion of AE(T) to obtain
the result of Fig. 1 . The width is seen to increase
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Fig. 1 : The energy-conserving function in a finite>
fermion system for different velocities Ae
(Ref.4)



with (fle)1/2 : Fast changes of the mean field result
in a large width, and a rapid action of the collision
term which converts ordered nucleonic motion coherent
with the mean field into incoherent motion, until the
single-particle occupation numbers have acquired a
Fermi distribution and the mean field does not change
any further.

4. One-Dimensional Model Calculations

To exhibit the qualitative effect of a collision
term on the time evolution of the mean field, one-
dimensional model calculations have been performed
|5,6[. In |6| the TDHF equations have been rewritten
in terms of the Wigner transform

XsOO t.3 T-0.5
2

1

0

-1

-2

1

0

_. -1

1-2
2 1

0

-1

-2

1

0

-1

-2-10 -5 0 5 10 -5 0 5 10 -5 0 5 10
xUm)

Fig. 2 : Wigner function for three different strengths
(in 10 fm/c) of the collision term |Ref. 6|

of the one-body density matrix, and a phenomenological
collision term which has not yet been related to the
theory presented above is added to the equation of
motion for f(x,k;t)

(4.2)

It imposes an equilibration in momentum space towards
the local mean momentum k(x,t) with a relaxation
time x . Results for a collision of two one-dimension-
al slabs containing 8 nucleons each are shown in Fig.2
for a bombarding energy of 7.5 MeV/nucleon. For a suf-
ficiently strong collision term (small equilibration
time T) the two-body collisions drive the system to-
wards the equilibrated compound nucleus, with a distri-
bution function in Wigner space that eventually becomes
isotropic. A pure mean-field calculation would not
allow us to describe this approach to statistical equi-
librium.

5. Diffusion Processes in the Single-Particle
Occupation Numbers

The schematic calculation of the previous section
does not provide a detailed microscopic description of
the equilibration process in a nuclear collision. The
aim is therefore to simultaneously follow the time-
evolution of single-particle wavefunctions, energies
and occupation numbers on their way to equilibrium.
Let us first deal with the s.p. occupation numbers
r>f*(t)s nUf,,i), O&n,,^ J. . Writing the diagonal ele-
ments of the average one-body density matrix in occu-
pation-number representation

the time evolution of the n., is found to be governed
by "

with

(5.2)

(5-31
and kfa-s/u accordingly. This equation has been trans-
formed in |3] into a nonlinear partial differential
equation which contains the essential physical in-
gredients ,
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Dissipative effects in the s.p. occupation due to the
action of the (stochastic) residual force are ex-
pressed through the drift term v , diffusive effects
(a broadening of the occupation-number distribution)
through the diffusion term D . Both transport coef-
ficients are related to the transition function W
(0 is essentially its second moment), and thus, to
the strength of the residual force. They combine to
determine the relaxation time |3|. As in the full

1.0

c

0

JAlo.1

Jfe
/ / 1 i*T«

"0 10 20 30 40 50 60
E (MeV)

Fig. 3 :Equilibration in the s.p. occupation numbers
for schematic initial conditions (Ref.3)

equation (5.2), the equilibrium distribution is of the
Fermi type as a consequence of the nonlinear terms
which account for Pauli blocking

Ce) (5.5)

with 8 = -v/D = T~1 . 1 have solved the equation ana-
lytically |3| in the limit of constant transport coef-
ficients using the nonlinear transformation

(5.6)

where the function P(e,t) obeys a linear diffusion
equation which can be solved for given initial con-
ditions nn(e). The result is

+

IE) Pfa (5.7)
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where

The equilibration of a double-box initial distri-
bution towards the Fermi limit is shown in Fig. 3 .
Here, the transport coefficients have been chosen as
O= AO-<o21Mev's~£, v=-5--JO*3ttel/.f*and thus the equi-
libration time 13 I is

= 3.2--to' (5.9)

The analytical solutions exhibit a fast approach to
equilibrium especially at short times.

Although the schematic model of constant transport
coefficients offers valuable insight into the equi-
libration process it cannot be expected to yield a
completely realistic description of the relaxation in
the s.p. occupation numbers. This is a consequence of
the dependence of the transport coefficients on time
and energy, as well as on the solution. One could re-
sort to a numerical solution of equation (5.2) - this
was done by Toepffer and Wong for G replaced by a
6"-function 17|. Here we prefer to maintain the trans-
parent physical picture of drift and diffusion in the
occupation numbers, and solve the reduced equation
(5.4) numerically J8| for time- and energy-dependent
transport coefficients. The most drastic effect is
expected from the time dependence: The diffusion
process starts slowly, and only at large times does
the diffusion coefficient reach its saturation value.
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Bottom: Numerical so-
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of Fig. 5 (Ref. 8)
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The method of solution is illustrated using the
smooth initial condition

_ (5.10)

with a = (e 3-e 2)/2, b = (e2+e3>/2, Bo= 8 MeV" 1,
E., = 40 MeV, e, = 50 MeV and e 3 = 52.63 MeV. The
analytical solutions obtained according to |3| for
constant D and p = -v/D = 0.25 M e V 1 are shown in
the upper part of Fig. 4 . The time-dependence of

Fig. 5 :

Time dependence of
B(t) and of the trans-
port coefficients for
several values of m
(Ref. 8)

using a very fast and precise method |8|. The corre-
sponding distribution functions are shown in the lower
part of Fig. 4 : The relaxation to equilibrium is
faster at short times as compared to the constant-
coefficient case shown above.

The corresponding values of the entropy

are shown in Fig. 6 . In case of constant coefficients,
S(t| rises very rapidly towards the equilibrium value

. + -̂ (5.14)

B(t) in the numerical solution is calculated from
energy conservation as

00

( 5• 1 1 >

In a closed system which is not yet coupled to the
time evolution of the mean field, the term dependent
on D(t) vanishes since d/dt <E> = 0. The Fermi energy
in the model distribution is e F = EI + e 3 - e 2 • T n e

time-dependence of the diffusion coefficient is chosen
as

and results for different values of m are shown in
Fig. 5 . Our transport equation (5.4) has been con-
verted into a difference equation which we solve

with the constant s.p. level density go. In this parti-
cular example it even slightly overshoots the equilibrium
value. For time-dependent coefficients S(t) is strict-
ly monotonic as required, and for m = 4 comes close
to the result obtained in the usual relaxation ansatz

Fig. 6 :

Time-dependence of the
entropy(Ref.8)

6. Coupling to the Time-Evolution of the Mean Field

In order to obtain a self-consistent microscopic
description of the approach to statistical equilibrium
in heavy-ion collisions it is desirable to couple the
relaxation in the single-particle occupation numbers
as described in the previous section to the time-
evolution of the mean field. The latter is well de-
scribed in a single-particle framework using the time-
dependent Hartree-Fock approximation. This model has
the distinct advantage that the collective variables
need not be chosen a priori but are determined self-
cons istently from the nucleon-nucleon interaction.

I



However, it does not account for the irreversible
approach to statistical equilibrium as would be in-
dicated by the increase in entropy. As a step towards
the combination of both effects we are coupling our
model for the relaxation of the s.p. occupation
numbers | 3 | with the time evolution of the mean field
modelled by three-dimensional Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
calculations based on the work of Cusson et al. |9|.

The first calculation of this type |10| is perform-
ed for the system 40Ca + 40Ca. The system is con-
strained to be symmetric about the scattering plane.
The initial wavefunctions for 4oCa are obtained from
static HFB iterations. Each orbit contains four
nucleons with an effective charge of 0.39 e . Thus,
ten orbits of each fragment are evolved in time. The
interaction is the Skyrme plus Yukawa of Ref. 111 | .
The adjustment of the pairing strength has been dis-
cussed in |9|. To demonstrate the effect of the col-
lision term, ten other orbits are added in each frag-
ment. They are evolved in time as in usual TDHF, but
their occupation changes according to the solution of
our transport equation

in the limit of constant D =

v = ~D'Lio<Ecm-vo)|-

MeV•2 =-V

(6.1)

and

To calculate the solution of (6.1)
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LiO(Ecm-
at any time-step with the corresponding initial con-
dition we first smooth out the occupation of the s.p.
states using a suitable interpolation formula. The
occupation numbers tend to approach a Fermi distri-
bution at any point of the time development, the
equilibration is in competition with the dynamical
evolution of the mean field.

The first and very preliminary result is obtained
for a central collision of 4oCa + 4oCa at Ei,=10MeV/u,
Fig. 7 . The pure mean-field calculation with con-
stant single-particle occupation numbers, and essential-
ly unfilled outer orbits exhibits the familiar non-
fusion behaviour ("fusion window " ) . In the calculation
with collision term shown in the projected density
distribution on the r.h.s. of Fig. 7 the equilibration
of the s.p. occupation numbers in the model space that
is evolved in time is included: The occupation numbers
of both fragments rapidly approach a Fermi distribution.
In the collision considered here at 10 MeV/u bombarding
energy this leads to an even faster separation of the
fragments. The dynamical evolution of the mean field
does not permit the occurrence of fusion as a con-

D=0 = 20'1023MeV2s"1
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Fig. 7 : Central collision of 10 MeV/u 4oca + 4oCa
without and with collision term (times in 1O"22s)
(Ref. 10)

sequence of the equilibration, instead statistical
equilibrium is approached in the separate fragments.
Apparently the redistribution of occupation to the
high-lying orbits weakens the center of the mean field
such that in a central collision the separation occurs
faster. This trend may change for mere peripheral col-
lisions which are underway. The result qualitatively
confirms the findings of Wong and Davies ]12] for the
•eo+4OCa System.



7. Conclusions

We have investigated the derivation and effect of
a collision term on top of a self-consistent mean-field
theory for nuclear collisions. The consideration of
random two-body collisions is essential in order to
obtain a microscopic understanding of dissipative pro-
cesses in heavy-ion collisions.

In the initial stages of a collision TDHF may be
a good approximation to the time-evolution of the many-
body system, but at later stages the collision term
becomes important; leads to a steady increase in en-
tropy and eventually to statistical equilibrium either
in the fused system, or in the separate fragments if
the dynamical evolution does not permit fusion as in
the 4oca+4oCa example discussed above. Systematic in-
vestigations of the effect of the collision term in
realistic calculations appear to be possible in the
near future.

Stimulating discussions and collaborationswith
R. Cusson. P. Grange, J. Eichert and J.S. Zhang are
gratefully acknowledged. The work was sponsored by
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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BEYOND TIME-DEPENDENT HARTREE-FOCK:
THE COLLISION TERMS IN A MEAN-FIELD THEORY

H.C. PAULI
Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik,
Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract: Generalised, ttme-dependent Hartree-Fock equations
are shown to solve a well-defined part of the Hamiltonian prob-
lem. The complementary residual interaction is treated approxi-
mately, rather than by ensemble averages, and gives rise to the
appearance of col l is ion terms. The final set of equations is
self-consistent. For col l id ing heavy ions the col l is ion terms
lead to a diffusion of the collective variables, which possibly
can improve the agreement between mean-field calculations and
experiment.

1. Introduction and Motivation. For a long time, co l l is ion
terms (and the trend toward thermal equilibrium) were thought of
as being relevant only for the very large, almost homogeneous
system; they were tai lored in analogy to the Boltzmann equation
for a (large) system of classical particles [ l ] . The discovery
of the deep-inelastic mode in heavy ion col l isions, and i t s sub-
sequent interpretation as a transport phenomenon in such a small
many-body system as the atomic nucleus [ 2 ] , has given new impact
and insight into the methods of quantum stat ist ical mechanics
[ 3 ] . Another school of thought advocates the complementary
point of view [4] that the energy loss and the trend to the com-
pound state is.mediated exclusively by the time-dependent mean
f i e l d , or technically spoken, explainable by the time-dependent
Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approach [ 5 ] . But despite the success of
the mean f ie ld approach in comparison with the experiment, i t
cannot account—and this in principle—for certain empirical
facts [ 6 ] , in particular the aspects of multi di f f erenti al cross
section which seem to be related to fluctuations around a mean.

Possibly, but this remains to be proven, the fai lure can be
repaired by going "beyond TDHF," by including the so-called col-
l is ion terms"[7-12,17,18], which—irrespective of whether rele-
vant or not—carry a good fraction at least of what is discarded
in conventional mean-field calculation, the residual two-body
interaction. Despite an eventual connection to the scattering
problem, the present derivation of coll ision terms has a s l ight-
ly d i f f e r t i t motivation. In a phenomenological picture, the
collective motion of nucleons reflects i tse l f in a (time-depen-
dent) one-body density, in the f i r s t place. TDHF provides a
closed equation of motion for this quantity. But the jus t i f i ca -
tions of TDHF al l use an idempotent density matrix, either by
choice [ I ] or by a compulsory condition in the derivation [13].

Thus, TDHF holds only for zero entropy (for the definit ion of
the la t te r , see, e.g., [14]) , quite in contrast to the macro-
scopic world, where the osci l lat ing, hot drop is possible.

In a way, the idempotency condition looks l ike a rather
formal restr ict ion. Indeed, in another approach [15], where a
stat ist ical average of the many-body equation destroys all cor-
relations of the particles except those imposed by the exclusion
principle, one obtains the familiar TDHF equations but without
this restr ict ive condition. This result might give another
physical just i f icat ion for "temperature-dependent Hartree-Focfc
calculations" [16]. In an attempt to restore some of the par t i -
cle correlations by an "average over states," one recovers the
unrestricted TDHF equations again, but beyond that, they are
furnished with a nonunitary contribution, the col l ision terms
[18]. The lat ter provide an element of i r revers ib i l i t y , and a l -
low one to generate an osci l la t ing, hot drop even on the micro-
scopic scale. The formal approach [18] , however, has the same
unpleasant aspects as for example the well-known work of Zwanzig
[ 3 ] . Its col l ision terms can be formulated and jus t i f ied in a
time-independent base only, in the case of [18] only in the
space of the stationary Hartree-Fock solutions. Thus, the ap-
proach might be helpful conceptually, and be appropriate for
small oscil lat ions. But i t s generalisation to large changes of
the density (fission and/or heavy ions) encounters d i f f i cu l t i es .
The reason might be phrased as follows. A stat ist ical average
is a meaningful operation for a particular and given set of
states and matrix elements. The fact that this set changes con-
tinuously in time for the TDHF solution would not be so bad, and
can be treated [10]. But the TDHF solution depends (strongly)
on the in i t ia l datum. By a unitary transformation one can go
from one i n i t i a l state to the p'* t , but the stat ist ical assump-
tions (the averages) are not invariant under this transforma-
t ion. This creates an element of uncertainty. Therefore—in
the following—the concept of averages is abandoned and replaced
by the aim of finding an approximate solution to the fu l l prob-
lem. In a way, the result is simple and well-defined and with-
out the drawbacks mentioned above, i t is in tu i t ive ly appealing.

Z. The Formal Treatment. A system of A particles, interacting
pairwise subject to the exclusion principle, is specified by i t s
Hamiltonian

H I <m1|K|m2>ai; a +
j ,m2

 1

m 1 . . .m 4

(1)

In second quantisation, the creation and destruction operators,
a^ and am, respectively, w i l l refer to time-dependent single-
particle states |m(t)>. Kinetic and potential energy are de-
noted by K and V, respectively; the matrix elements of the l a t -
ter are antisymmetrised. One should think of V as a suff icient-
ly well-behaved interaction which otherwise is unspecified. In 213



a first step, one wants to construct the statistical operator
M(t) according to

M(t) = {H,M(t)} = [H,H(t)]/ih (2)

and in a second step, reduce M(t) to the one-body density p{t).
As usual, one divides the Hamiltonian into a soluable part HHp
and the rest VHF,

H = H,HF VHF (3)

In line with earlier work [17], one introduces tentatively

% I < lnllKl1B2>am1
am2

I <m1 ,n.2 |V|n3 ,m2>a; a* a a
mj,m2,m3

| I <m1,m2|V|ni1,ni2>a+ a£ am a_ (4)

HHF is a genuine two-body operator, but i f applied on a
state, i t has only zero-particle-zero-hole and one-particle-one-
hole amplitudes. I f the la t ter vanish by construction, i . e . ,
if

<¥(t) |a£a t f i f i a/3t - HHF)|y(t)> = 0, for i t k , (5)

| * ( t )> becomes a rigorous solution to HHF(t)|*(t)> = ittP(t)>.
This can be arranged by a proper time dependence of the single-
part ic le states |m(t)>. The above condition gives straightfor-
wardly

i - |m(t)> = h(t)|m(t)>
3 *

with

<m1(t)|h(t)|m2(t)> = <m1{t)|K|m2(t)> +

I <m1(t),m(t)|V|n2(t),m(t)>pm(t)
m

(6)

(7a)

The diagonal elements of the one-body density pm l t ) ,

pm(t) j (7b)

remain unrestricted, and can be fixed by the initial datum.
Note that this result is identical with the statistical average
mentioned [15]. In this way one has formulated (for the first

2M time) a Hamiltonian probJem for which the generalised time-de-

pendent Hartree-Fock states are the exact solution. Simultane-
ously, one defines unambiguously the residual interaction—con-
trary to other approaches [7 -10 ]~ i . e . , YHF = H -HHF. As a
consequence of th is , the residual interaction has vanishing
matrix elements of the one-body type, i .e . ,

<m1(t),n2(t)|V f |F|m1(t),rn2(t)> = 0 and

<m1(t),m2(t)|VHF|m3{t),m2(t)> = 0 , (8)

because these are absorbed into Hup. In particular, the diago-
nal matrix elements vanish, <p{t)lVHr(t)|p(t)> = 0. Me shall
refer with Greek letters ju(t)> to the complete set of many-body
states |f(t)>, a;iam2|f(tj>, a ^ a ^ a ^ Y t t b Because
TDHF generates the unitary transformation |p(t)> = U(t)|u(o)>,
one can go over to the "interaction representation," V(t) =
U+(t)VHF(t)U(t) and N(t) = U

+(t)H(t)U(t), and can transform the
equation of motion for H(t), Eq. (2), to the formal solution for
N(t), i.e.,

N(t) = N(o) dsfV(s),N(t)} (9)

Rather than to expand this integral equation as a formal infi-
nite series involving N(o), applying on each term in the series
some statistical average [10,17,19], and to resum the truncated
series to all orders again, one can apply another resummation
scheme in a closed form. Because TDHF provides a Hilbert spaces
|ii(t)>, one is entitled to divide the statistical operator M(t)
or N(t) into its diagonal and off-diagonal parts, Nn(t) and
M t ) , respectively, i.e., N(t) = ND(t) + Ns(t). The equation
of motion (9) is then rewritten by a set of two, coupled equa-
tions,

ND(t) = ND(o) dsD{V(s),Ns(s)}

and

Ns(t) = Ns{o) + J* ds{V(s),ND(s)}

(10)

dslV(s),Ns(t)} . (Ua)

The simple structure of Eq. (10) is a consequence of the vanish-
ing diagonal elements of VHF or of V(t). One analyses the
structure of these exact equations in the following way. For a
known Ns(t), Eq. (10) determines NQ by a quadrature. For a
known ND, however, Eq. (11) is an integral equation for N s(t),
or equivalently, an infinite series of quadratures in NQ. One
approximates this series as usual, by truncation. Restricting
oneself to the first nontrivial term, setting by choice N (o! =
0, one has

Ns(t) = / dslV(s),ND(s)} (lib)



By assuming further that Nn(s) varies in time much slower than
V(s), one can substitute this by

Ns(t) = J* ds(V(s),ND(t)l . (lie)

To generate a solution, one inserts this into Eq. (10) and ob-
tains

ND(t) = J (12)

a closed equation of motion for Nn(t), whose solution is used to
generate Ns(t) by Eq. (lie).

This way, one generates the full statistical operator N(t)
and thus H(t) in a certain approximation. The structure of this
approximate solution coincides with Pauli's master equation
(12), but the off-diagonal elements are wildly nonzero, Eq.
(lie).—Is the approximation justified? The general proof is
difficult, if not impossible, but one can give the following
evidence. One can estimate the size of the next higher term
relative to the first one and discuss it in terms of the energy
shift and width associated with state \u>, i.e., of

- % - lim I
<wlvHF|u *>

+ U
(13)

as shown elsewhere [18].
implies

The step from Eq. (lla) to Eq. (lib)

3&u

E

« 1

and the step from Eq. (lib) to Eq. (lie)

« 1 .

(14)

(15)

Both inequalities seem to be satisfied reasonably well in nu-
c l e i ; educated guesses with real ist ic numbers [17,18] y ie ld (1/5
- 1/10) « 1 for either of the two conditions.

The so-obtained f inal equations, Eq. ( l ie) and (12) can be
reduced to the one-body density. In a f i r s t step.the diagonal
elements of the two- and three-body densities p-
spectively, w i l l appear, i . e . ,

and p1

andpm _ (t) = <m1(t),m2(t)|p
(21(t)|m1(t),m2(t)>

pm m m (t) = <m1(t)>m2(t),m3(t)|p
(3)(t)|m1(t),m2(t),m3(t)>

subject to the usual normalisation and antisymmetrisation [13].
For the off-diagonal elements of p(t), one obtains from Eq.
(lie) quite straightforwardly

ft 1 , 3 2 , 3

They vanish by def ini t ion, Eq. (8a). The time change of the d i -
agonal elements Pm(t) = <m(t)|p(t)[m(t)> is expressed in terms
of the time-dependent transit ion rates

= 2fi"2Re <m1(t)

and given by

J ds<m3(s),m4(s)|VHF|ni1(s),ni2(s)> (17)

Pm 1
w(m1>m2;m3jm4;t)[2(pm _ - pm m J

( Pm ,m2 , j,1113,1114" Pm2,1113,1114)1 •

In a second step, this equation can be reduced to a closed
equation in p^, i.e.,

Pm 1
m2,m3,m4

p m (1 - p m 1(1 - p
i * l

m )

not by the inconsistent ansatz of factorisation [10], but by the
following approximation. For any fixed time, the transition
rate varies slowly with any of the four indices [17]. I f so, i t

b l d b i l i l ike (18), fo
y y [

can be replaced by i ts average value in sums l ike
ample,

1"

for ex-

Pm „ m m3
pm

The partial trace over the three-body density by definit ion is
the two-body density times the normalisation (A - 2)/3. Evalu-
ating the average fi11"3'^ terms of the one-body density

w<m3) - I w • p /A

gives with (A - 2)/A ~ 1 straightforwardly

I w ' m l m4'Pm1 (m2 ,m3 " j P m ^ I w ( m l m4>Pm3-
3 ^

1 ( 2 , 3 j ^
3 ^

Treating the other terms correspondingly gives Eq. (19). 215



3. Discussion. The set of equations (5)-(7),(16),(17), and
US) is seir-consistent. It generates a one-body density in a
time-dependent representation

p(t) I I
m,m'

(20)

Its time derivative can be decomposed into

pc(t) I
m,m'

|m(t)Xm|p|m'xm'(t)| , (21)

and

21B

I
m.ra

|m>iL
dt

(22)

According to Eq. (5), the "convective derivative" P C can be
written as a quantum mechanical Poisson bracket, pc = {h,p}, and
accounts for the change of representation. The "partial deriva-
tive" i5p accounts for the change of occupation (see Eqs. (16)
and (197; thus

Tt>{t)
+ Is.

3t
(23)

The analogy with the time derivative of the classical phase-
space distr ibution function is obvious. As there, the partial
derivatives—the terms "beyond TDHF"~are caused by the two-body
nature of the interaction. The col l is ion terms should be inter-
preted as a means of including the lat ter in an approximative
fashion, and as a f i r s t step towards the true one-body density,
Eq. (20).

In a way, the present formalism reminds one of earlier work
[ 3 ] , but only in a birds' eye view and only i f one argues very
formally. Zwanzig works—as mentioned—in a tiine-jndependent
representation. He simplifies his approach ad hoc without work-
ing out rules of va l id i ty . The transliteration of his approach
to a time-dependent representation 1s very d i f f i cu l t , and even-
tual ly can be done only after a subtle definit ion of the unper-
turbed problem.

In the present approach, the amputation of the in f in i te
series as represented by Eq. ( l la ) to the approximative Eq.
( l ib) was jus t i f ied by an argument of small ness. I t also could
be jus t i f ied by an ensemble average [19] with suitably defined
f i r s t and second moments of matrix elements. This invokes the
interesting but almost unanswerable question whether for times
much smaller than the Poincare recurrence time I r reversib i l i ty
is a consequence of looking at a system with limited resolution
[17 ] , or whether i t is an inherent property of the system so im-
portant that i t shows up already in the roughest approximations.

4. An Example. In the present approach, the question of i r r e -
versib i l i ty is not completely t r i v i a l . The transition rate—
through the dependence on the single-particle states at earl ier
times—contains "memory effects", which can be studied only with
expl ic i t examples. The transition rate has been worked out for
two different cases,

<x(m(t)> = exp(i(km.x - um1

and

<x|m(t)> = exp{i(km-x -

(24)

(25)

Both of them are exact solutions to the TDHF equations, if one
omits the Coulomb interaction. The second is the solution for
the very large homogeneous system and describes a particle of
mass m with wave number K" and total energy Tfom ="fi2|<2/2ni, jub-
ject to normalisation in a large box of linear dimension L,
i.e., * = L"3/2. The first one is typical for a heavy ion col-
lision. It describes the particle as a wave packet £13 which
travels with (mean) collective momentum "fit and which is local-
ised at

C(t) = ?(o) + tlL • t .
m

Its energy has one contribution ein from the rest frame, the "in-
trinsic single-particle energy", and one from collective motion,
i .e.,

The " intr insic single-particle wave function" has typical nu-
clear dimensions a ~ 1.20 A1 '3 fm, i .e . ,

|<xl*m>l2 = a"3'2 exp(-x2/a2)fmCx/a) .

For this case one can evaluate the transition rate jnd arrange
the result into essentially five parts [18], i.e.,

h2w(t) - C(X(t)) • D(K) • ZCK) • Ha) • <V>2 . (26)

For convenience something like a "soft delta function"

C(X) = (an1/2)"3 exp(-X2/a2) , / d3X C(X) s 1

D{K) = (a/Ti1/2)3 exp(-K2 • a2) , / d3K D(K) E 1

was introduced, with the obvious dimensions. The onlx.time de-
pendence which does not damp out within typically 10 seconds
resides in the first term, where



X2(t) = References

denotes the mean square distance of the four interacting wave
packets from their common center of mass I. Quite reasonably,
this function is peaked for those times when the wave packets
are close to each other, close measured in terms of a. The
other factors are independent of time. The argument of the sec-
ond is the relative total momentum-fl(lq+ E2), i.e., K = U1+K2) -
(Jc3+1<4). pie Jhird^factor contains the (collective) momentum
transfer 2< = kj - k2 - (k$ - k^), i.e., S(K) can be understood
as a kind of suitably normalised cross section for collective
motion. The fourth term is a Dirac <5 function in the collective
plus single-particle energy

and the last term accounts for possible selection rules in the
rest frame

<V>2 = l/^/d^Cxx^txjJvCx! - x2H

exchange)

For the second case, Eq. (25), the same structure is ob-
tained, but with the "soft delta functions" degenerating into
either constant or Dirac & functions. More specifically, C de-
generates into the constant L , D(t) into 6{K), zlt) becomes
proportional to the nucleon-nucleon cross section a(f) (in Born
approximation), i . e . , E(ic) = a(tc)(2n/l-)p and the last term re-
stores the proper dimensions, i . e . . <V>* = (JWUrfr/m . -As ex-
pectable, a takes the value fin = h z ( t 1 - to ) h - trltyt^r/m.
Inserting this result into Eq. (18) 1s s t r i c t l y equivalent with
the classical Boltzmann equation, even without going to the
l im i t ft + 0, as shown elsewhere [17] .

5. Conclusions. In the homogeneous case, two coll iding par t i -
cles can exchange energy and momentum, subject to a s t r i c t con-
servation of their total energy and total momentum. Contrary to
th is , in the nonhomogeneous case as typically represented by a
heavy-ion col l is ion, their total (collective) momentum is con-
served not s t r i c t l y but only on the mean. As a consequence of
th is , the well-defined trajectory ?(t) as they are so typical
for TDHF must eventually be replaced by a broad distr ibution.
The width and the centroid of this distr ibution are a matter of
the detailed case, i .e . , a matter of calculation. The f in i te
width of the distr ibution in the collective variable might even-
tually contribute to larger variances. Possibly the shortcom-
ings of TDHF in comparison with experiment can thus be lessened
by an approximative treatment of residual interactions.
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Abstract: On the basis of the second-order perturbation formula,
a transparent derivation is given for the damping width of
zero sound at absolute zero temperature (T=0). It is shown
that the present result is in agreement with Landau's sug-
gestion that the width at T-0 can be obtained by multiplying
the classical result by energy CO- and T-dependent factor
l+(u/2WT)2 with T+O. An attempt is made at expressing the
interference effect between particle and hole contributions
to giant resonance wiaths in a form appealing to physical
intuition, with a view.toward macroscopic understanding of
the damping of giant resonance states.

Giant resonances in nuclei have been interpreted as equiva-
lent to zero sound in Fermi liquids. Some useful insight might
therefore be obtained into the damping of giant resonances by
investigating the attenuation mechanism of zero s nd. In infin-
ite systems the attenuation due to thermal collisions has been
treated by including the classical collision term into the eol-
lisionless Landau-vlasov equation leading to an attenuation pro-
portional to the square of the temperature T [2]. This classical
result is valid, however, only if the vibrational energy to is
much smaller thanT, as was argued by Landau [3]. He started
with a kinem&tical consideration based on the energy-momentum
conservation and reached the conclusion that the classical re-
sult should be multiplied by l+(co/2nT)2 leading to a finite at-
tenuation proportional to Co in the T+O limit. Landau's argu-
ment being rather intuitive, I shall outline, in this talk, how
to derive the expression of the zero-sound width at 1=0 in a
transparent way within the framework of the RPA plus second-
order perturbation formula '. In tha light of this derivation I

*) This talk is based on a work done in collaboration with
A. Ikeda and G. Holzwarth [1].

shall then make an attempt at expressing the interference ef-
fect between particle and hole contributions to widths of giant
resonance states in a form appealing to intuition.

The width Vc of a collective state ]c> is given in pertur-
bation theory by the golden rule formula

f
where |f> are 2p-2h states, E and <o are the energies of ]f> and
\o, respectively, and A is the scattering operator for the par-
ticles in the medium. The lowest-order diagrams contributing to
the amplitude <f|A|C> are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Here m and i

Fig. 1

Fig. 2 (of) (b)

refer to particle and hole orbits, respectivaly. In the follow-
ing Greek letters ct,B, ... will be used to denote both particle
and hole orbits. By taking account of all the contributions from
Figs. 1 and 2, we obtain

r c - 2 n • I E «<e +e -e - E -co) x
mj-i2 1 2 1 2

* •
) (2)

i.e.

211 • i- 6(e +e - E . - e , -co)
m l m2 i J '2 t3)

|<m,m2|

1) A similar consideration is given in a recent review article
by Bertsch et al [4]. 219



with antisymmetrization implied in (2) and (3), where B(fto) 5

< O | B + [ B > is given by

<a|B+|B> = GtaB)/(ai-(£ -£„)) (4)
a p

in terms of the particle-vibration coupling vertex G (afi) :

G(a6) - <a|G|S> = £ <a6|v|6v> (x(Y«) + y(6r)) • (5)
Y6

Here v is the effective p-h interaction, and x and y are related
to the usual forward and backward amplitudes X and Y of the col-
lective RPfl-mode by

x(aB) = nQ(B) (l-no(a))X(a&)

Y(BCC) = no(a)(l-no(B))Y(Ba)
(6)

with no(a) = 0(E p-e a). The amplitudes x(aB) + y(Ba) obey the
RPA-equations

n ( B ) - n (CO
x{aB) + y(Ba) = - . ° ; — G(ctB) . (7)

It immediately follows from (4) that

(G

22t

[ho, (8)

h o being the static HF-hamiltonian. As is evident from (4) and
(7) with the identification of

(no(3) - no(o0) <ex|B
+|e> » x(aB) +y(Ba),

p-h(h-p) components of (8) are nothing but the RPA-equations.
The expression (2) of the width contains not only p-h compo-
nents of B^ but also p-p and h-h components which are, of
course, not determined by the RPA-equation itself but could be
calculated through (4) once the RPA solution is obtained. In
what follows I shall develop a somewhat tricky argument which
enables us to directly link the Wigner transform of the opera-
tor B' with the transition density-matrix and thereby to skip
the evaluation of (4), relying on a semi-classical approximation.

Suppose that we have known the Wigner-transform Sn(R,g) of
the transition density-matrix. (Here and in the following we
only treat spatial variables, omitting spin-isospin degrees of
freedom.) The Wigner function 6n is formally related to the "ex-
citation operator" B T by

l tn(R,p), (9)

where ($ the HP ground state and n(R,p) is the "Wigner op-
erator" at ..ed by

ip-s
n(R,p) 5 /d s e ~ ~ E | R + S / 2 J i><R-s/2f i| .

we evaluate (9) by the semi-classical approximation by replacing
the commutator with the Poisson bracket to obtain the relation:

Sn(R.p) = -i n (R.p) A B (R,p)
~ ~ o ~ ~ w ~ —

(10)

withT= fp.-fp-? -?R [5] and no(R,p) = <*0|iUR,p) j»0>, where
Bw(R,p) i& the wigner-transform of the operator B^ which we
ace seeking for. We now assume that no(R,p) is completely deter-
mined by £(R.p) = ( h o ) w ; e.g. no(R,p) = 5(eF - e(R,p)). Eq.
(10) reduces to

6n(R,p) = (- 3no(R,p)/3e(R,p)) v(R,p)

with v formally related to £ and B w by

v(R,p) = i e(R,p) TB W ( R , P )

(11)

(12)

We then manipulate (8) again by the semi-classical treatment as

*.

P- B- (13)

Bw(R,p) = (0 (Gw(R,p) + i[E(R,p), Bw(R,p)

= (O'SG (R.p) + V(R,p)) .

Since we can readily find the expression of the Wigner-trans-
form Gw(R,p) of the particle-vibration coupling operator G in
terms o£~Sn(R,p) (or v(R,p)) and the effective p-h interaction
v, rhs of (l3)~is completely specified by t .e quantity v(R,p)
which can be directly obtained from a given <Sn(Rrp) throughout)
up to the semi-classical order. In this way a direct link has
been established between Bw(R,p) and <Sn(R,p) on the basis of a
semi-classical arguement. I shall give a simple application of
(13) later on. Finally we note that the RPA normalization con-
dition is given by

[B,B+]|*0> = / Bw(R,p)6n(R,p) dRdp/(27t)
3 - (14)

We now turn to the derivation of the damping width of zero
sound which is characterized by a small momentum transfer
q(q/kp-»O) and an azimuthal quantum number m (z-q). Let us intro-
3uce 5n(p;q) and V(p ; q) by

~ ~ iq«R~ iq'R
6n(R,p) 5 «n(pjq) e ~ " = (-3no(p)/3e(p))v(p;q) e ~ ~ !15»

and expand v(p;q) as

v(s»s»
We continue with

(16)

Gw(R,p) = G(p+q/2, p-q/2) e

B (R.p) = B(p+q/2, p-q/2)'
w -- ~ - .̂ ~ ^

iq'R iq*R
~ ~ 5 G(p;q) e ~ ~



By identifying x(p+q/2, p-q/2) + y(p-q/2, p+q/2) « 6n(p;q), the
particle-vibration coupling vertex S(p;q) Is~expressed~as

G(p-q) * £(F /(2Jo+l))Vff y0 (p)
% S. Jim «m ~

in terms of the Landau parameters F£[6]. Equation (13) now reads

-1.
B(p+q/2, p-q/2)

of1

(G(p;q) + V(p;q))

of1 I (l+Fj/(2£+l)) v
Jo

(17)

the complex conjugate of which is then substituted together with
(15) into (14) to yield

(NO/4TTW)Z (1 + FJl/t2X.+l)) JVJ
Jo

I * == 1 (18)

where N o is the density of states at the Fermi surface and the
volume £2 of the system has been taken to be 1.

In infinite matter the intermediate state a in (2) is fixed
by the momentum conservation, and rhs of (2) now includes the
following term

lkj+q k2> B (kj.kj+q)* + ...

We proceed with the approximations:

-1.-: q)

to arrive at an expression of Tc which agrees with the form sug-
gested by Landau

(2ir)!

dk.~4

(2TT)
• n (k )n (k ) (1-n (k )){l-n (k ))3 o ~1 o ~2 o ~3 o ~4

tt.j+k^-kj-k2-q) (19)

by putting q»O. We then work out the reduction of J19) on the
basis of the standard geometry [61; Let cosO = kj-k2 and cosq>
frl^k,)'^***)/^**.?]^*^], so that fy'k, * ((l+cos0) +
(I-cosO) cos?)/2 and'ic! '""Iĉ  ((l+cos0) -~(l=cos0> cos<p)/2. We
next define an averaged width TS.P. which is suggested from the
independent decay model associated with the single particle
width Y<£)/ by

rs.p.(<0) E h U> d E

= (m )3<K>u2/6(2ir)1> (0)«TF) ,
(20)

where <W> = /sinG d0 d<p W(0,ip)/(4ir cos(S/2)). The width then
can be cast into the form:

P, F.
rs.p. JE,(H V8ml

with

1 , sinO d6 dip W(8,ip)
<W> ' 4n cos(0/2)

(21)

(22)

This expression is identical with Pethick's classical result [2]
multiplied by Landau's correction factor l+((o/2nT)2 with T-K).
The last curly bracket in (22) shows explicitly direct and inter-
ference terms. Obviously the cancellation among then is perfect
for 11=0 and 4=1, so that the width T can be substantially re-
duced from the single particle estimate rs_p_. For £22 this can-
cellation is, of course, no longer perfect ; e.g. €2 = 4/5,
£3 = 4/7, ... for an isotropic transition probability. In liquid
3He the attenuation coefficient of the longitudinal (m«o) zero
sound is, indeed, strikingly reduced from the single particle
estimate, with the precise amount largely controlled by the
quadrupole distortion of the Fermi surface [2,6]. The trans-
verse (m*l) zero sound is likely to be subject to a rather
strong damping partly because of the absence of the 4*0 term
16].

with

(4uz)

under (18). The presence of 03 in the energy-conservation factor
in (19) is essential for non-vanishing attenuation at T=0. Con-
cerning the momentum q the leading term of (19) can be obtained

The cancellation between direct and interference terms also
plays a substantial role in giant resonance widths [4]. Since
this cancellation effect can be described in terms of the com-
mutator as in (3), some intuitive understanding might be ob-
tained into the nature of the damping of giant resonances if
we have a simple and reasonable representation of the operator
B+. In the following I shall briefly illustrate how to find
this sort of representation by taking the generalized scaling
description [7] of giant resonance states as an example. In the
generalized scaling approximation under a further assumption of
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irrotational flow, a giant vibration is described by a genera-
tor C^ of the following form:

*(C +) w E Cw(R,p> « W 2 QW(R) - i^l/2M0) Pw(R,p)

u(R)-p ,
(23)

where u(R) = V<j>(R) and

M " 1 = m/|u(R) | pQ(R) dR (24)

In order to find a proper representation of the operator B in
a way conistent with the generalized scaling approximation, we
proceed as follows. We first note that the Wigner-transform ob-
tained by substituting C^ in place of B''' in (9) must be a rea-
sonable approximation to the Wigner-transform obtained from RPA
calculation, in so far as the generalized scaling approximation
describes the giant resonance state reasonably well. This then
implies that we can approximate B w* in (12) by CJJ to find
\> (R,p). Assuming

e(R,p) = p2/2m + U(pQ(R))

for simplicity, we obtain

"Attenuation of Zero
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v(R,p) = -/M/20) a (R) u (R) • 7pQ (R) + i/MG)/2 u(R)-p
(25)

where a(R) = 3u(po(R))/3po(R) and uag(R) = VaVg<)>(R). The Wigner-
transform GH(P,P) of the particle-vibration coupling operator G
is simply

Gw(R,p) = 7«(P0(R)u(R)) (26)

Eqs. (25) and (26) are now substituted into (13). The terms in-
volving the surface transition-density are cancelled out with each
other, we are left with
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Bw(R,p)

(27)

The first term on the rhs corresponds to the £=0 component in
the momentum space, the second one to £=1, and the last one to
1=2. This is consistent with the fact that the generalized scal-
ing approach takes account of the momentum-space distortion up
to î gjj = 2. Expression (27) can be used to examine how differ-
ent multipole distortions in momentum space contribute to giant
resonance widths.
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AbstracC: Nuclear fluid equations are derived from Time-
Dependent -Hart ree-Fock (TDHF) equations augmented by a two-
body collision term. This term is included by the time
relaxation method. The TDHF equations are written in terms
of the one-body density matrix. Moments are taken with
respect to the momentum of its Fourier transform, the Wigner
function. The fluid equations are obtained by truncation of
the moment expansion. This procedure is quite similar to the
derivation of the classical hydrodynamic equations from the
Boltzmann transport equation.

Calculations with the new nuclear fluid equations are
made. Results are compared with those from TDHF with the
collision term. Results agree if the relaxation time is
sufficiently short. One difficulty stems from the tempera-
ture (T-) dependence of the collision term. With the relaxa-
tion time x - T , the heat conduction K - T It therefore
diverges in a cold (part of the) nucleus. One important
finding is that unless T is very small (T ~ 10~23) the
pressure tensor is anisotropic. This is important to
consider in heavy ion collisions.

1. Introduction

A central aquation in nonequilibrlum statistical mechanics
is the classical Boltzmann transport equation. This is a
microscopic equation in that all the dynamics due to the
forces in the medium is described as collisions between
particles, molecules, etc. The other approach, the macro-
scopic, treats all these collisions in a phenomenological way
parametrizing the properties of the medium by coefficients of
heat conduction, viscosity, etc. in hydrodynamic equations.
The microscopic approach is considered more fundamental, The
hydrodynamic equations are often justified by deriving them
from the Boltzmann equation. The macroscopic parameters can
then be calculated from the two-body interaction by methods
initiated by Chapman and by Enskog.

tSupported in part by NSF PHY-8100141.

In the study of heavy ion collisions, two methods
similar to the ones described above have been tried. *t
lower energies TDHF has been used [1] and at higher i.e.
relativisitic energies hydrodynamic equations [2,3]. TDHF
is a theory assuming long mean—free paths. It may be con-
sidered a collisionlc JS theory and is analogous to the
classical Vlassov equation. Only one-body collision with a
time varying mean field (Hartree-Fock) are considered.
Hydrodynamic equations mostly imply local instant equilibra-
tions so that the temperature concept is valid locally and
so that the pressure tensor is isotropic. This requires
short mean-free paths. It is not altogether known if either
of these extremes ever apply to the nuclear medium.

It is at any rate expected that there is an intermediate
region where although two-body collisions are important they
may not be strong enough to satisfy the customary criteria
for hydrodynamic equations to be valid.

In the initial stage of a collision there are, especially
in glancing collisions, cold and hot regions in the nucleus.
In the cold region the mean-free path is long and in the hot
it is shorter. The nucleus could have mixed properties
either gas or fluid property in different regions.

In the next section a transport equation for nuclear
matter is presented. It includes a collision term by the
time relaxation method. In section 3 fluid equations are
derived from this transport equation using the technique of
moment expansion.

2. The Transport Equation

It is well-known and has been emphasized by several
authors that the TDHF equation bears strong resemblance to
the classical Vlassov equation. Both are treating the
Boltzmann collision term (with the Uehling-Uhlenbeck [4]
modification for fermions) in a mean-field approximation.
Only single particle (not two-particle) excitations are in-
cluded in the theory. It should perhaps be pointed out here
that the collisions we refer to in nuclear matter are not
those between real nucleons but between quasinucleons. The
interaction between these quasiparticles is the effective
force, i.e. a force modified due to many body effects.

In the optical model for nucleon-nucleus interactions,
it is well-known that this force becomes complex, The
imaginary part increases with energy. There is an apparent
good agreement between theory and experimental data here
[A,5]. Likewise, the effective interaction in excited media,
such as in a collision between heavy ions, becomes complex 223



with che imaginary part increasing with excitation. This
implies a decreasing lifetime T of the excited state. One
finds that T - T~2, where T is the excitation measured as a
temperature [6].

This suggests to augment the TDHF equation with a
collision term in the relaxation time (T) approximation to
obtain a transport equation:

(V2-V'2)P - (U-U')P (1)

In this equation p = pCr_,x') is t n e one-body density-
matrix and U is the mean field. The matrix p0(£,£') cor-
responds to the local thermalization of the nucleus conserving
particle,momentum and energy density.

This equation has been solved numerically for one-
dimensional slabs [6,7], Coupling between longitudinal and
transverse motions is allowed £or in these calculations so
that an important part of the two-dimensional characteristics
is included.

3. Fluid Equations

The Wigner function pGr.JO is defined as the Fourier
transform of p(r,r_') with respect to the nonlocality x =
i_ - jr'. By fairly standard methods a set of coupled equations
for the moments j n of p with respect to k are obtained [8]:

- mr - Vm iWW],
(2)
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where D - U - U' and n 5. 0. The eq. (2) contains in principle
the same Information as eq. (1) although the.-e is a question
of convergence of the coupled equations for j n. A truncation
of eq. (2) to n ̂  2 gives a set of fluid equations similar to
standard hydrodynamic equations.

These equations have been solved numerically and compari-
son has been made with solutions of eq. (1) [8], Close
agreements are obtained as shown by the example shown in
fig. 1.

One question one wishes to have answered by this analysis
is how well the "exact" transport equation (1) can be
approximated by the fluid equations. The truncation means

that some details of the momentum distribution contained in
p(.£,k.) are lost. A conclusion from studying the numerical
results is that the discard of the higher moments leads to
increased damping of the motion. In a medium with long mean-
free paths high moments would persist. As such moments are
not included in a fluid description, we see that this would
fail in this situation.

Fig. 1. Broken and full curves show results from TDHF and
fluid calculations respectively, for a collision
between two slabs at 20 MeV/nucleon. To the left
are shown densities in heavy lines with the scale
to the left, and temperatures in thin lines with
scale to the right. To the right are shown
components of the pressure parallel with (thin
lines) and perpendicular to (heavy lines) the beam
direction. These results are for T = TR »
(T"2+0.0058) x 10"21s with T in MeV.

In the truncation process the heat conduction has to be
defined separately in order to close the equations. In terms
of the relaxation time T, the coefficient of heat conduction
K is [9]

(3)

where p and m are the nucleon density and the mass respec-
tively.

In the numerical comparison between the TDHF and the
fluid equations, there are two difficulties related to the
heat conduction that can lead to discrepancies.



The first is that because T ~ T"2 the coefficient K will
diverge like IT1 at zero temperature. In TDHF the conduction
is limited by the internal motion of the particles; i.e.
essentially by the ferrai velocity. This limitation is lost
in the truncated equations. A cutoff in the heat conduction
as I + O was therefore used [8].

The second difficulty relates to the isotropy (or non-
isotropy) of the transport properties of the medium. In a
fully equilibrated medium we have Pj.2 = Vap2 for any
component i. This is a situation that occurs for short T.
If T is relatively longer p^2 f p*2 ̂  p^2 and one does then
actually need three different coelixcients of heat conduction
relating to the conduction of these three different internal
energies. Some experimentation was done trying to resolve
this problem but no altogether satisfactory solution was
found (see fig. 3 of ref. [8]).
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Abstract: We discuss simple scaling properties of
the hydrodynamical equations for non-viscous
isentropic flow. These properties are indeed
found in certain kinematical regions of the
measured inclusive cross section and in inclusive
cross sections which are numerically calculated
on the basis of hydrodynamics. The simple thermal
model obeys the same scaling laws, but leads to
a differential cross section with a characteristi-
cally different shape at very high and at very
low energies of the. outgoing nucleons.

1. Introduction

In studying the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow, Reynolds observed a striking simi-
larity of the flow pattern of hydrodynamical systems
which differ from each other only by scales. He
found at the same time that scaling properties of
the hydrodynamical equations were the cause of this
"similarity law". Fluid dynamics is often applied
to calculate inclusive cross sections for central or
nearly central collisions between heavy nuclei. The
question thus arises whether a cross section calculated
by fluid dy . mics exhibits scaling properties which
follow from ' he gauge properties of the hydrodynamical
equations. Indeed, the authors of ref. / 1 / noted that
their numerically calculated cross sections for proton
inclusive reactions scale with the bombarding energy
per nucleon.

We first demonstrate that simple scaling properties
of the hydrodynamically calculated cross section may be
derived from the fluid dynamical equations comple-
mented by certain additional assumptions. We then show
that the numerically calculated hydrodynamical cross
sections exhibit these properties, and we investigate
whether measured cross sections exhibit these scaling
properties. Finally, we discuss differences between
the fluid dynamical calculation and the fireball
model.

2. Scaling properties of the hydrodynamical equations

For simplicity, we consider non-relativistic
dynamics of a non-viscous nuclear fluid. Neglect of
viscosity seems justified because numerical calcu-
lations have shown that the effects of nuclear viscosity
are small /2/. Furthermore, the flow velocity is small
compared to the velocity of light even for projectile
energies of several hundred MeV per nucleon since a
substantial part of the initial kinetic energy is
transferred into heat prior to the hydrodynamical
phase. Consequently we may use non-relativistic hydro-
dynamics. The basic equations for the mass distribution
gCS-,-0 and the velocity field &(*,t} are thus the
continuity equation

the Euler equation

(2.)

and an equation of state P= PC?} relating the
pressure ?(?"} to the density f . For deriving
scaling properties we do not need the specific form
of the function ?(§) . We note, however, that the
r. h. s. of (2) can be written as a function of the
sound velocity w :

implying isentropic flow (entropy S constant in
any given moving fluid element ).

We now extract a length l{ , time t, , and
velocity u, from all lengths, times, and velocities,
resnectively, and denote the corresponding dimension-
less quantities by a tilde: 227



! =

u. =
w = w

Substituting (3) and (4) into (1) and (2) we obtain
equatiqng for the dimensionless distributions S(5F,O
and u.(?,t) . They contain only dimensionless quanti-
ties and the dimensionless parameter combination

KtV«

= o (5)

We can always choose the time unit t, such that the
dimensionless parameter ft is equal to unity,

The remaining quantities u, and £< ought to be
identified with a typical flow velocity and a typical
length of the system. At this point it is important
to realize that the hydrodynamical equations can only
be used to describe the time evolution of the system
once the local thermal equilibrium implied by the
equation of state is established. Thus in any fluid
dynamical description of heavy ion collisions one
has to assume that at the initial time t=o of the
fluid dynamical evolution a limited domain of nuclear
matter in local thermal equilibrium with a given
initial flow pattern is given. It is. natural to choose
li to be the diameter of this initial density distri-
bution and u.f to be the typical initial flow velocity.
Having in mind a central collision between equal
nuclei it is natural to assume that the diameter
>of the initial hot zone is proportional to A1'1

(A " total mass number ) ,

I, ,1/3

and that the initial flow velocity V., iB proportional
221 to the bombarding energy per nucleon Ea in the CM system,

(9)

On the other hand, the sound velocity Ur is known to
be of the same order as the thermal velocity V . If
we make the natural assumption that the temperature T
at the initial time of the fluid dynamical phase is
proportional to the energy Eo we have

fir

From (9) and (10) it thus follows that the dimension-
less quantity i3F in (6) is independent of the size
and energy of the incident nuclei, i.e. independent
of the specific properties of the nuclear collision.
Since thus the equations of motion (5) and (6) together
with (7) do not depend at all on the choice of the
colliding system, a dependence of the quantities ?
and o. on the specific properties of the collision
coulcl only arise if the initial distributions fr(.*,oi
and€L(x-,o> depend on them. We assume that this is
not the case, i.e. that the only way how the specific
properties of the system enter is the value of the
parameters i, and"-, ( see (8) and (9) ) . An es-
pecially simple case of initial conditions is the one
of the blast wave model /3i*/ to which we shall refer
in more detail later.

Let us now investigate which consequences we
may draw from the universality of § and & for the
fluid dynamically calculated inclusive cross section
dPcr/CcLEcLst) (E « energy of outgoing nucleons; i2.s(.e,«p)
= polar and azimuthal angle of outgoing nucleons; CMS ).
In any case this cross section can be written as the
product of a factor A having the dimension length*/en-
ergy and a dimensionless function f which may only
depend on 2 , g and dimensionless combinations of the
parameters u, , ^, , t, . Since the only dimensionless
combination is ft • «,-t( / t, which is 1 by choice
of t, > we have

Since the only length in the system is I, and the only
energy which can be formed of U, , lt , f 1 must be
oc u» ,c fa , we may put



The dependence of %^> S"> on the observation angles
16, f) is contained in its dependence on the direction
of the velocity C at a sufficiently large distance
from the collision region. Because of azimuthal
symmetry ( z-axis in the direction of the beam ) we
thus may write

03)

Therefore, if we determine the function 5(9,y)
according to (1^0 from the calculated cross section
d}e/(tlEJiSi), it ought to give the same result for
different values of £ 0 . This is shown to be true in
fig. 1. It is precisely this scaling property of
the calculated cross section which, the authors of ref.
/1/ had pointed out in their paper.

10'
where we dropped the argument f , because it does not
affect the dependence on the observation angles and
the energy. By definition of the cross section the
function f is proportional to § . If in comparing
( symmetric ) systems of different size we assume that
§(t=o> is proportional to the total mass number A
the function g turns out to be proportional to A •
Since it is reasonable to assume that the diameter
£, of the initial density distribution scales with
A"* , the r. h. s. of (11) is altogether proportional
to t̂ -A = As/1 . Thus the inclusive cross section for
emission of nucleons of energy E , if calculated on
the basis of (non-viscous ) fluid dynamics, has the
form

d o~ _ A * /

where G is a universal function for all symmetric
systems irrespectively of the bombarding energy per
nucleon Eo and of the total mass number A •

3. Energy dependence of numerically calculated

hydrodynamical and of experimental inclusive.cross

sections

We first consider numerically calculated hydro-
dynamical cross sections of z-ef. /"\/ in the light of
this result. We do not expect that our non-relativistic
result is invalidated by the small relavivistic
effects wich are taken into account in ref. /1/.
Furthermore, the fact that the calculation was done
for an asymmetric system (Ne + U ) is expected to
change the dependence on A but not our result that
& should be a universal function of X- - f/C. .

3x

Kf

104-

10
-5

- XLab201 V

Based on calculations by
Amsden.Harlow and Nix
PhysRev. 0 5 0977)2059

\ .

80 120 R 160
°Lab

Fig.1. The universal function G in the laboratory
system, based on the numerical results of /1/. 22S



In fig. 2 we extract the function G(S, X)
according to (1*) from experimental inclusive cro J
sections of ref. /5/ . The system is again asymmetric,
i.e. the same remarks hold as concerning fig. 1 .
It is seen that for 90s and for 130° the experi-

i i i X £/£
9 3

mental results satisfy the scaling with X = / o
rather well, but not for 50° . The discrepancy at
forward angles is probably due to contributions from
quasi free scattering /&/ which, of course, are not
contained in a fluid dynamical theory.

10-

>o

10"

U (Ne.pX)
—250MeV/N
---400MeV/N

Based on data
by Sandovaletal..
Phys.Rev. C21
(1960) 1321

1 1 I
0.1 0.3 0.5

Pig.2. The universal function § in the laboratory
system, extracted from the experimental data
of ref. /5/ .
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4-. Comparison with the thermal model

The fact that reasonable agreement of experiment
with the postulated universal dependence on X = £/Eo
was found for large angles does not yet imply that
a fluid dynamical picture must be correct for nearly
central collisions. Since the fireball model can be
obtained from the fluid dynamical picture in the

limit of vanishing collective flow energy, it also
satisfies the scaling property (14-) .

In order to see differences between the fluid
dynamical and the thermal, model we present a calcu-
lation of the function G? (S,)O in the b̂ Last wave
model of /3,V . The universal function 5(0,)O is
in this case given ,by

with CL = -1.2 fm . The parameter t- is the ratio between
the collective flow energy and the thermal energy at
the time of break-up /3/ . In the li-uit r-»O we
obtain the fireball result , i.e.

t--»O

no
The calculation is performed for different values of
1- and the results are shown in fig.3, One sees that
the best chance to discover differences between fluid
dynamical behaviour and the fireball model is for
small (X^-O.S) and large (X>3 ) values of the
variable X = £ / Ep .

The observation of such differences in the
experimental data is, however, complicated by the
fact that in certain kinematical regions non-equi-
librium features are very important. For example, in
the range 0.5 6 X ~ '1 the quasi free component repre-
sents a large contribution to the inclusive cross
section /6/ . It is therefore necessary to first
subtract this contribution from the data before a
meaningful analysis in the light of the foregoing
discussion can be made . To look for fluid dynamical
behaviour at large values of X is probably more
promising. Unfortunately, there are as yet no measure-
ments available in this kinematical region for
sufficiently heavy systems ( A i 4 0 ) .

A.s a consequence of the results obtained from
our study we propose the following experiments to be
done. Particle inclusive cross sections should be
measured (i) in the non-relativistic energy range
( 100 MeV to 400 MeV per nucleon ), (ii) sufficiently
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Fig.3 . The universal function G in the CM system,
calculated^with the blast wave formula (15)
Note that G is isotropic in this system.

heavy systems^*no) should be studied, (iii) an as
wide as possible kinematical range should be covered .
These measurements should include the cross sections
for the production of light composite particles . From
such studies valuable insight in the reaction mecha-
nism underlying nucleus nucleus collisions at inter-
mediate energies can be gained .
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Abstract

Based on the nonequilibrium statistical operator method the equa-

tions of viscous liquid are written. The expression for the viscosity

coefficient is obtained.

Recently there has been reneved interest to the formulation and

application of fluid-dynamical methods in nuclear physics [1]. The ma-

jor obstacle seems to be the assumption of local equilibrium. The set

of quantum kinetic equations [2] for density matrices of different or-

ders had been revived by Frahlich, Hong, Maruhn, Welton and many others

[3], and investigated. Basing upon such micro picture different useful

macro variables and approximations are constructed.

If we believe that in the some cases nucleous can be treated as

a liquid drop, we must believe that this many interacting fermions sys-

tem which we are investigated after some collision or interaction pro-

ceeding to the equilibrium pass through the hydrodynamical stage. On

this stage dynamics of the system is described by correlation functions

which are depending on time only by the expectation values of few phy-

sical fields such as mass density, energy density and V -avenge ve-

locity field. We do not assume of equilibrium, or local equilibrium.(At

the local equilibrium assumption we could not obtain such transport ef-

fects as viscosity and diffusion).

Let us assume that our system can be described macroscopically by

the temperature (1 (x,t), chemical potential JA(x,t) and velocity field

iT(x,t). Microscopic description consists in the assumption of hamil"

tonian

H =

number density operator

mass current density

f cx) = fe
The local mass conservation law is the following:

Equations of motion (local momentum conservation laws) are:
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where k>«> - ±

VJ f (x'

The energy current density equals

- fv\z)

and local energy conservation equation is:

• 0

We can shortly write all the local conservation laws as

ra = 0,1,2

where

234

Dependence on time enters by transformation to the Heisenberg repre-

sentation.

As we said the assumption that the system is on the hydrodynamic

stage means that the

where P(t) is the statistical operator describing the system.

Let us assume that js (x,t) are retarded solutions of the Liouville

equation

?,^ at,

w h e r e

are thermodynamical parameters. Zubarev [4] assume the statistical ope-

rator of nonequilibrium state in the form



where

Integrating by parts and exploiting the local conservation laws we can

write

-I - A - B

where

A -

-3 ̂ -

! and

Expansion on series with respect to B means that we assume the gra-

dients of the thermodynamic variables as a small parameters^

Statistical averages in the nonequilibrium state described by the such

statistical operator are the following:

where ( >L (_x ) ,

•relat ion funcc ion:

and

— depending on time quantum cor-

As we see, the linear dependence between expectation value of current

and thermodynamic forces is nonlocal and retarded in time.

Omitting the retardation we have

For the one component fluid we have:
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U=<H<*)>£6

where

- isotropic pressure

Taking the statistical averages of two sides of local conservation laws

with <? (t) we obtain:

| = 0 ,

0,

2S

The last equations will be the Navier - Stokes equations if we assume

y> , V as constants independent on space variables. As we see the vis-

cosity coefficients "W and ^ can be expressed by the local equillib-

rium correlation functions:

0

where, for two arbitrary operators C » J) w e define:

t.e

and

a)CxVt.tr) =



To calculate these coefficients in the liquid case is a more complica-

ted problem than to calculate the thermodynamic potential. But this ge-

neral expression is important as a start point to the different approxi-

mate approaches.

In the nuclear drop model case we have to take into account typical for

that model two - body interactions. We have also to choose the best one

particle wave function bassis to simplify the calculations. Approximate

calculations for the simplest models are in preparation. It seems to

be interesting to compare such microscopic estimation of the shear vis-

cosity with a fitting phenomeno^ogic constant % used in the many liq-

uid drop model calculations.
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